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PREFACE

When Prof. Schubring, in his review of Vol. I of this

translation, expressed a hope that the Mahaviracaritra,

the last book, would appear, I wondered why his hope
seemed to be somewhat sceptical. 1 wonder less now that

I have had experience in having a book printed thousands

of miles away.

I am deeply indebted to Muni Sri Jayantavijayaji for

his constant assistance and information on both doctrinal

points and allusions to practical life and customs
;
and

also for his aid in obtaining books and manuscripts. The
Jaina Dhanna Prasaraka Sabha of Bhavnagar has per-

mitted me to keep its manuscripts for several years, a

loan of the greatest assistance to me
;
and the Atmauanda

Sabha of Bhavnagar has presented me with some valuable

texts.

In addition to the Bhavnagar and Poona MSS. which

I used for Vol. I, I have consulted a MS. of Parvan II in

the Oriental Institute of Baroda, and one for Parvan II

and Parvan III from a Jain library in Radhanpur, which

they were kind enough to send to this country. I have

not, of course, made an exhaustive study of all existing

manuscripts, as for a critical edition
;
but it has been my

intention to make a correct readable text with good

manuscript authority.

The bibliography, it would seem unnecessary to say,

consists of the works I have found useful for my needs,

and is not a bibliography of J ainisrn.

Warrknsburg, Missouri

March 25, 1937.

Helen XL Johnson.
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Abbi. =AbhidMnacmtSmani, Bhav. ed.
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Aup. =Aupapfitikasutra.

Ausadhi =Brhannigkaprir.

Ava.= Avaiyakasutra, Malayagiri's com.

Avacurpi. = AvaSyakacurpi.

AvaH=Avaiyakasutia
,
Haribhadra’s com.

AvaHH=Haribhadriyavafiyakavrttitippanaka

.

B.= Barnett's ed. of Antagadadasao and Anuttarovavaiya-
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Bate= Bate’s Hindi Dictionary.
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Dutt=Materia Medica.
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.
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Hindu Holidays= Hindu Holidays and Ceremonials.

H. I.— Elements of Hindu Iconography.
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H. P.=Fallon’s Hindustani Proverbs.

J amb. =Jambudvipaprajfiapti.

J. G.=The Jaina Gazette.
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J flats. =J fiatidharmakathS.

K.=Die Kosmogtaphie der Indet.

Kan.=The Study of Jainism.

Kavyfi. =Kavyflnu&isaiia by Hcroacandra.

Kavya. V.=Kavyanu4asana by Vagbhatta.

KG=Karma Granthas.

KS= Kalpasfitra.

KSK— Kalpasiitra, with KiianSvaU com.

Lp.= Lokaprakasa.

M= Marathi.

Martin= The Gods oi India.

M. C.=Marithl-Englisli Dictionary.

MW=»Monier-Williams. Sanskrit-English Dictionary.

O. of J.= Outlines of Jainism.

Oppert=On the Weapons, Army Organisation and Polit-

ical Maxims of the Ancient Hindus.

Pafica. = Paflcapiatikramanasfltra.

Paficaprati. =* do.

Pafica. =PandL<akagrantha.

PE= Ardha-Magadhl Ko^a.

PJP.=First Principles of Jain Philosophy.

Pk.= Prakrit.

Popley= Music of India.

Pra .= Prajnapana

.

Pras. =Prasnavyakarapa.

Pravac.= Pravacanasaroddhflra.

Raja. =Rfljaprasmyasutra.

Rfljeudra.= Abhidhanaifljendra.

Sabda.= Sabdasagara

.

Satn.— Samavayflngasfitra.

SBE=Sacred Bcoks of the East.

Sth.= StMnflflgasfitia

.

T. =Tattv3rthadlhgamas£itra, Jacobi’s ed.

Tri. =Trisastis>al5k2pimisacaritra.

Uttar.=U ttaradhyayana.

Uttar. B.=Uttar3dhyayana with Bhavavijaya’s com.
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Uttar. K.=Uttaradhyayana with Kamalasathyama’s com.

Uv.=Uvasagadasao, Hoemle's ed.

Watt=The Commercial Products of India.

Watt Diet.=Dictionary of the Economic Products of India.

Wilkins-Hindu Mythology.

Yog. =Yoga£3stra.

ZDMG=Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen landischen

Gesellschaft.

I=VoL I, Trisasti£alakapunn?acaritra. Vol. LI, GOS.
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INTRODUCTION

The second book of the Trisastiialakapurusacaritin

,

like the first one, includes the biographies of one TlrthaA-

kara, Ajitanfltha, and one Cakravartin, Sagara. The

event of importance that occurs also in the Hindu Epic

is the destruction of the 60,000 sons of Sagara, described in

the sixth chapter. Hemacandra's version differs markedly

from that of the MahSbhSrata (3. 106-109). Presumably

the Tiorsc-saciifice would not appear in a J ain account.

Fick, in his " Eine jainistische Bearbeitimg der Sagara -

Saga ” discusses Devendra’s version in his tika to the

Uttaradhyayanasfitra. Hcmacandra follows Deveudra

generally, though some details differ.

The third book consists of eight chapters, each a

separate biography, which do not introduce much in the

way of fiction or incidental narrative. In the Sumati-

nSthacaiitra there is an example of the ‘ Solomon’s judg-

ment ’ motif. Four other J ain versions have been discussed

by Tessitori in the Indian Antiquary (42, pp. 1482.).

Hemacandra follows Malayagiii in his commentary to the

Nandisutra.
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Chapter I

PREVIOUS INCARNATION AS VIMALAVAHANA

Glory to AjitanStha’s lotus-foot nails, whose beauty

surpasses that of the ruby, which serve as mirrors for the

faces of the bowing Indras. Now I shall celebrate Ajita

Svamin’s life which resembles a snake-charmer’s charm
for destroying the brood of serpents of karma.

Description of the province Vatsa (3-13)

Situated in the middle part of Jambadvlpa, like the

navel of the continents, is Videhak$etra provided with

sorrow-bliss. 1 In it, on the north bank oi the river Sitfi

there is a province named Vatsa possessing extensive

wealth. Endowed with wonderful beauty, it looked like

a piece of heaven that had fallen to earth. With villages

upon villages and cities upon cities populating it, there was
empty space only in the sky, if at all. There was a distinc-

tion between cities and villages if made by the king’s

authority, but they could not be distinguished from each

other on the basis of wealth.

At every step there were large tanks with clear,

sweet water, just as if filled by canals coming out of the

Ocean of Milk. Here and there were large, clear pools

whose centers, like the minds of the noble, could not be

reached. At every step gardens with abundant green

creepers gave the impression of variegated body-decoration

of the earth-goddess. In every village there were sugar-

cane plantations which relieved the thirst of travelers,

gleaming with large sugar-canes that resembled pitchers

1
3. Videbalcsetra does not have the six divisions of time (see I,

pp. 93 fl). but it is always dal^snasusania there. Tattvarthadbigama-

sfitra, com, to 4. 15.
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of water in the form of juice. At every cow-house the

cows flooded the earth, like living rivers of milk, with

falling cascades of milk. On every road the fruit trees

with pairs or travelers seated by them looked like the

wishing-trees of the Kurus with the twins.*

Description of Susimd (14—24)

In this province there is a famous city, suitably named

Susima (Well-bounded), a depository of wealth, resembling

a tilaka on the earth. This jewel of a city shines with

unequaled wealth, like a city of the Asuras from the center

of the earth that has become visible. There women, who
are moving about the houses alone, appear to have their

friends present, because of their own reflections in the

jeweled walls. Its wall of bright jeweled slabs, surrounded

by a moat, looked like the wall around the earth surrounded

by the ocean .* The dust of the streets was instantly laid by
the dripping streams of mada, resembling rain-water, of

the elephants moving about. The sun’s rays did not
penetrate at all into the head-coverings, which resembled

the interiors of night-blooming lotuses,* of the high-born

women. Fluttering ends of flags shone on the shrines,

as if they warded off the sun repeatedly, saying, " Do not

go above the shrine.” The gardens with darkened skies

and inundated grounds frequently resembled clouds clinging

to the earth. Thousands of pleasure-mountains, made of

gold and jewels, their slopes beautiful with gardens, looked

like sons of Meru. It (the city) was just like the sole

meetmg-place for pleasure of love, wealth, and duty at the

same time, like friends. Because of its great wealth the

city was like a sister between the cities Bhogavati below
and AmarSvatl above.'

* 13. See I, pp. 29 f.

* 17. See Chap. III.

* 19. The kmnuda, which is dosed during the day.
* 24. The capitals of the Nagas and the gods.
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Description of King Vimalav&hana (25-42)

In this city the king was Vimalav&hana, pure-minded,

like the moon with white rays of virtues. Tender-hearted,

he governed his subjects as if they were his own children,

nourishing them, cherishing them, making them prosper,

and endowing them with virtues. He had a severe standard

and did not tolerate any transgression even on his own
part. Clever people cure a blemish, even if it appears

in their own bodies. Very powerful, he made all the

kings bend their heads, as easily as the wind the tree-

tops. He kept the three aims of existence* uninjured

by each other, like a noble soul rich in penance preserving

the numerous groups of lives.’ His virtues, generosity,

firmness, earnestness, forbearance, etc., adorned each other

like the trees of a forest. To whose neck did his virtues,

advancing like the sole leaders of happiness, not cling like

friends who had come after a long time ? His command,

like the course of a powerful wind, did not stumble even

in places such as mountains, forests, fortresses, etc. The

feet of him who had subdued the whole world, whose

cruel prestige spread, touched the heads of kings, like the

rays of the sun by which the whole sky is pervaded, whose

cruel heat spreads, touching the mountain-tops. Just as

the Omniscient, the Blessed One, was the master of him,

great-minded, so he alone was the master of all the kings.

With the power of his enemies confused, alone power-

ful like Sutr&man, from childhood he bowed his head to

sadhus only. Just as his power was unequaled in victory

over external enemies, so was the power over internal

enemies 8 of him alone discerning. Just as he conquered by

force elephants, horses, etc., which had strayed on the

wrong road, difficult to conquer, so he conquered the group

of senses. Possessing liberality and good conduct ,
9 he

' 29. I.c., dnatma, artha, kSma.

* 29. The divisions of jlvaa. described ic I, App. I.

' 36. Sec I, n. 5.

• 38. Two of the divisions of dhanna. See I, pp. 19 ff.
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gave to suitable persons only, as was fitting. For that

(giving) bears much fruit in a suitable person, like rain-

water in a pearl-oyster .' 0 Knowing dharma, lie guided

Ins subjects on the road of dliarma, as if he were making

an entrance from all sides into an enemy's city. He per-

fumed this earth with pure good conduct, like the sandal-

tree the Malaya-country with fragrance. He became a hero

in battle, a hero in compassion, a hero in liberality, by

victory over enemies, by comforting the miserable, by

gratifying beggars. So engaged in royal duties, having a

firm mind, free from negligence, he protected the earth

for a long time like a serpent-king guarding nectar."

Reflections on sathsar/i (42-66)

One day, as he, who knew what should be done and

what should not be done, was meditating on the worth

and worthlessness of existence, the inclination toward

disgust with existence appeared.

"Saiiisara is like a boundless ocean, terrifying from

the pain of the fall into the whirl-pool of the lacs of birth-

nuclei .
13 Out upon it ! Oh ! Oh ! in this existence

people are deluded by objects seen for a moment, destroyed

in a moment like magic, like dream-illusion. Youth is

unsteady like die end oi a flag stined by the wind. Life

is uncertain like a drop of water resting on the tip of

ku^a-grass. Of that life the months spent in the womb
resembling a house in hell pass like a palyopama " because

of excessive pain. When a man is bom, how large a

part of his life passes in childhood when he is as dependent

as if he were stupid and blind I How great a portion of

life passes in youth as vainly as if he were intoxicated

19 38. See I, notvs T07 and 314. Cf. also, Mnnwaring, Marathi

Proverbs, 1291. and Carr. 3 130, p. 367.
11

42 - Cf. 1, u. 184.

l * 44. There arc 84 lacs of spedcs of birth-uudri. Pravac. 96S fl.,

p. 287 f*

13
47. See I, n. 50.
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because he sips the strong liquor of love for the objects of

the senses ? In old age, when a man’s bod}' is without

power to acquire the three objects of existence, the rest

of his life passes in vain, as if he were asleep. Even when

he knows this, a man struggles for existence alone, eager

for the enjoyment of sense-objects, like a sick man strug-

gling voluntarily for disease. If a man would strive for

salvation, as he strives for sense-objects in youth, what

then would be lacking ?

A man, alas ! surrounds himself by self-made snares of

karma, like a spider with webs made from its own saliva .
14

In existence a human birth is attained with difficulty as a

result of merit, like the entrance of the yoke-pin into the

yoke in the ocean .

18 In it also the birth of a man in the

Arya-countries is gained, and the attainment of a high

family, and the attendance in a teacher's house for study.

Whoever has acquired all this and does not strive for

emancipation remains hungry when a meal is prepared.

Both high and low conditions of existence being at their

disposal here, generally foolish people seek a low level,

like water. Carrying the thought, ‘ At the right time I

shall promote the welfare of my soul,’ a man is reached by

the messengers of Yama who come to meet him like robbers

in a forest. Though he has avoided sin, a man is over-

powered and led away by Death, even while those whom he

would cherish look on, like a poor man without protection.

Then, led to hell, he experiences endless pain. Men’s

karma follows them into another birth, like a debt.

One’s own idea, * She is my mother
;
he is my father

;

he is my brother
;
he is my son,' is wrong. Not even the

body is one's own. There is nothing but a halt in one

place of those who have come here from different places,

like that of birds in a tree. Then people go elsewhere to

>• 53. The spider does not spin its web from saliva, but from a

secretion from abdominal glands.

w
54. I have not found any parallel for this rather unusual simile,

but the yolce-pin seems to represent the soul.
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different places, like travelers who have slept in one place

at night departing at dawn. Who, piay, is a relative and

who an enemy of people coming and going in this world

like buckets on a water-wheel ? Therefore, the household

must be abandoned. It must be abandoned first, and one

must strive only for the soul’s welfare. For destruction of

the soul’s welfare is folly. Spiritual welfare, characterized

by emancipation, shining with the milla- and uttara-

gupas 16
like the sun's rays, gives pure, endless happiness."

Visit to Suri Arindama (67-142 )

As the King was reflecting thus, Sri Arindama Sari,

like a wishing-gem itself, came to the garden. When
the King heard the news of his arrival, he felt as joyful

as if he had drunk a draught of nectar. Joyfully, the King

set out to pay homage to him, covering the sky with clouds,

as it were, by umbrellas of peacock-featliers. Touched by
two chauris, which were like sidelong glances falling from

the goddess Lak$mi, on both sides
;

blockading all the

heavens with golden-armored horses, like birds with golden

wings, swift, their snorting suppressed
;
bending the surface

of the earth with the weight of large elephants which

were like living peaks of the Anj ana Mountains ; " himself

surrounded on all sides with devotion by his vassals who
resembled possessors of mind-reading knowledge because of

their knowledge of their master’s mind
;
his arrival an-

nounced irom afar by the sounds of auspicious drums
pouring forth in the sky as if in rivalry with tlie uproar

of the bards
;
attended on all sides by thousands of

courtesans mounted on elephants, pools of water of the

emotion of love
;
seated on an elephant, the King arrived at

the garden, the abode of much shade, resembling Nandana.
The elephant of kings dismounted from the elephant’s

shoulder and entered the garden, like a lion a mountain-

cave From afar the King saw there the great muni,

M 66. See I, n. 19.
n 72. ike Chap. III.
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Acarya Arindama, like a grove of the trees of dharma,
rejoicing in the supreme spirit, who was like adamantine
armor impenetrable to the arrows of love, a physician for

the disease of love, vexatious to the enemy hate, a new
cloud for the fire of auger, a great elephant for the tree

of conceit, a Garuda for the serpent of deceit, a thunderbolt

for the mountain of greed, a sun for the darkness of

delusion, a friction-stick for kindling the fire of penance,

possessing a wealth of forbearance, a canal of water for the

seed of enlightenment. He saw monks there, too, some

in the utkatika-posture,” some in padina-posture, others

11 82. I give the explanations of these postures according to Yog.

4. 125 If. Some 0: his definitions differ widely from those of Pstanjall’s

school (Yogasutra, II. 46). I> utkutikJ, squatting with heels on the

ground with heels and buttocks touching. Yog. 4. 132. 2) padma,

‘ in which there is pressing together in the middle pan 0: shin by shin.'

Yog. 4. 129. Just what posture Hem. has in mind is not clear.

Padtnasana (as well as paryanka) is usually used for the postuie of the

Tiithankara-idols, hut that is not adequately described in these terms.

See 4) and 11) below. Perhaps here he has in mind n much easier

pceture, in which one shin is merely laid on top of the other, without

the feet touching the thighs. 3) godohika, the same as utcatika,

bet with the heels raised from the ground ; so named from the position

in milking a cow. Yog. 4. 132. 4) vira, the left foot 011 top of right

thigh and right foot on top of left thigh ; the bands the same us in

paryanka (see 11). Iu his commentary to Yog. 4. 126, Hem. says,

" This is suitable for heroes, Tirthakaras, etc., not for inferior persons.

Some call this * padmflsana.' If one foot only is placed co the thigh,

it is aidhapadm3sana." The description of 'left foot on right thigh,

and right foot on left thigh
1

is an accurate description of the postuie of

the Jina-ldols. See the frontispiece to I. In Yog. 4 - 1*8.
He:a - say*

that others call it ’ virflsana ’ when the positica is tba: of one sitting on

a lion-throne (but without any actual seat) with the feet on the ground.

This interpretation of vlrSsana is illustrated in PE. Vol. II. p. 104. Iu

his com. to this verse, Hem. remarks that the followers of Patanjali

call it vlrSsana when one foot of a man standing is placed on the ground

and the other is placed on top of the contracted knee. Hem- uses the

expression • Ordhvastkitasya ’ which would indicate that the ‘ sthitasya
’

in Patafliali should be translated
1 standing ’ rather than ' settled down '

(Woods). 5) vajrSsana, has the some position as vUSsans, hut with
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in godoliikS-, vlra-, vajra-, bhadra-, danda-, valguUka-,

kiaunca-, harisa-, paiyaftka-, u$tra-, tark$ya-, kapall-

karana-, amrakubja-, svastika-, dandapadma-, and sopi-

thc amts crowed on the hack in the shape of a thunderbolt and holding

the big toes. (This .teems a very difficult position.) "Some call this

vetaldsana." Yog. 4. 127. BJlarama in bis gioss to Patanjoli gives

this position of the arms for padmasana, but that is certainly unusual.

6) bhadre, the soles of the fee: arc put together in a hollow in front of

the scrotum, and the hands in tortoise-position over them. In the

tortoise-position oi the hands (punikacchapika) the fingers of the hands

are interlaced (Muni Javantavijaya). 7) danda, seated with big toes

and ankles pressed together and thighs pressed on ground, the person

stretches out his legs. Yog. 4. 131. In PE II, p. 104, dandasxna is

illustrated with the figure stretched out full length. 8) valgulika, the

' bat ‘-posture, hanging head downwards, apparently. Usually called

$ir$asnna (Muni Jayantavijaya). 9) krauftca and ro) haflsa. the shape

of the sitting curlew and the bar-sa. Yog. 4. 133 com. 11) peryahka,

Hem.’s description of this posture (Yog. 4. 125) also presents difficulties.

He says that the lower part of the shin is placed above the foot, and

that the hands axe placed, palms up, near the navel, with the right

on top of the left, He adds in the commentary that this is the position

of the eternal images (of Arhats) and of MflhlMra at the time of his

nirvana. But in fact this verbal description does not fit the posture

of the idols, but dees describe the ordinary sitting posture with crossed

feet, as does also the description of padmasana, 2), &o far as it gees.

I have not obtained any explanation for thi3 apparent contradiction on

Hemacandra’s part. Abhayadeva in his com. (p. 302a) to Sth. siitra 400,

p. 300b, say* that paryaakfeana and padmasana arc synonymous in con-

ventional use and ore the posture of the Jinas. In the Yoga&lstra, vfrSsana

is the term that really describes that posture. 12) ustra and 13) tUrksya

are postures in the shape of the sitting camel and eagle. J4) kapalT-

kararia, the head is put on the ground and the feet raised. 15) firnra-

kubja, the shape of a mango. x6) svastika. the right foot is contracted

and put between the left thigh and shin, ond vice versa. 17) danda-

padma, the same as kapsllkarana with the addition (very difficult!)

oi the shins being in padmasana. 18) sopSsraya, ' from union with a

yogapatf-akn
'
(Hem.). In his gloss to Patailjali, II. 46, BSlarama

says that ‘ yogapatJaka ‘ is a kind of wooden support for the arms

o! a yogi engaged in meditation, known by the name of caugSna (mis-

printed (?) in Woods as ' changan ’). 19) kSyotsarga, standing or

sitting with arms hanging down, with indifference to the body. 20)

uksa. like a sitting bull. Nos. iz-S<) arc defined in Yog. 4. 133 and com.
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Sraya-posture, some engaged in kSyotsarga, and some in

uk^a-posture, indifieient to tlie body, who had carried out

their vows in the midst of numerous attacks, like soldiers

in battles, victorious over internal enemies, enduring

trials, powerful from penance and meditation.

The King, with devotion sprouted in the guise of

horripilation, as it were, approached Acflrya Arindama and

paid homage to him. The best of sQris, his mouth-cloth "

placed on his mouth, gave him the blessing ' Dhaimalabba,'

the mother of all good fortune. The King contracted his

body like a tortoise from reverence and, avoiding the

avagraha-space,10 sat down with hands joined in suppliant

manner. The King listened with dose attention to a sermon

from the Acflrya, like Purandara to one from a Tlrthankara.

The King’s disgust with existence was increased by that

sermon, like the whiteness of the moon by autumn. After

he had paid homage to the Acarya, his hands joined in

suppliant manner, the King said in a voice full of rev-

erence :

" People, even though experiencing the fruit, which

has the form of endless pain, of the poison-tree of saiiisira,

do not attain disgust with the world at all. What caused

your own disgust with the world ? For it must have been

from some particular condition as a cause.”

The moon of 3e3ryas, making white the surface of the

sky by the moonlight of the rays of his teeth, graciously

replied

:

" Everything in worldly existence is a cause for disgust

with the world on the part of the wise, but there is a different

occasion for disgust with the world in each case. I, for-

merly a householder, set out on an expedition of universal

conquest, accompanied by the horse-, elephant-, chariot-,

11 90. A mouth-cloth 19 part of tbe equipment of every mock. It

is suppose! to be held over the mouth during speech.

10 91. The distance—the length of tbe tody—within which one

should not sit before a god or guru. PH, sub uggaha.
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and infantry-branches of the army. Half way on the road,

as I went along, I saw an exceedingly beautiful garden,

charming with continuous, dense shade, like the rest-house

of Sri wearied by wandering in the world
;

dancing, as it

were, with hands of the waving shoots of the a*oka

;

laughing, as it were, with the multitudes of blossom-

clusters of the smiling jasmine
;
horripilated, as it were,

with the rising heaps of kaaamba-blossoms
;
being observed,

as it were, by the eyes of the blooming ketaki
;
warding

off the burning rays of the sun, though attacking from

afar, by the raised arms, as it were, of the sal and

palm trees; with resting-places offered 21 for the sake of

travelers, as it were, by the banyan trees; with water

for the feet prepared, as it were, by canals here and there

;

with a cloud chained, as it were, by large water-wheels;

summoning travelers, as it were, by the sounds of humming
bees

;
provided with darkness, as it were, by tamala

trees, palm, date, and sandal trees inside it, because of

fear of the sun’s rays
;
extending the sole umbrella of the

world for the Sri of fragrance by the mango, campaka,

punnfiga, nagakesara, and kesara trees
;
making without

effort a pleasure-pavilion for young travelers, by the

continuous arbors of betel vines, lavall-creepers, and grape

vines, as if BhadraSSla had come from the foot of Mt.

Meru.

After I had spent a long time in the expedition of

conquest, on my return I came again with the army to

the garden. With my retinue I got out of the conveyance

from curiosity, entered it, and saw that it was very different

from what it was before. I thought, ‘ Have I come to

the wrong place by mistake, or has this been transformed ?

Such is magic.' Where there were leaves and vines

warding off the advance of the sun’s rays, (now) there is

" 104. The text here, dattagupyadguium, is perhaps corrupt,

but the MSS. give no help. I thinic the meaning surely is that the

banyan trees offer resting-places and I have so translated, but I can

do nothing with the text.
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leaflessness, the sole umbrella against heat. Where there

was beauty of young women resting in bowers, now there

is harshness of sleeping pythons. Where there were

sweet sounds of peacocks, cuckoos, etc., now there is the

confusion of the harsh sounds of a multitude of ravens

moving to and fro. Where there was an abundance of green

bark hanging down from limbs of trees, now there are

snakes swinging from the ends of ary branches. Where
the sky was made fragrant by the perfume of flowers,

now there is a disagreeable odor from kites, doves, crows,

etc. Where the earth was moist from trickles of juice

from flowers, now there is dust hot as sand in a blazing

fire-pit. Where there were trees bent with the burden of

fruit, now the trees have fallen, devoured by ants at their

roots. Where compounds were beautiful, enclosed by
numerous vines, now these are dreadful with large snake-

skins cast off by snakes. Where there were beautiful

heaps of flowers under the trees, now there are immense
thorns of the sthalaSrflgata 11 which has grown up.

I considered, ' Just as this garden has become changed

now, so all creatures in saihsSra (become changed). Such is

the condition of sams&ra. The very one who is proud of

his own beauty becomes a skeleton, consumed by terrible

disease. The very one who is eloquent with clever speech

in course of time suddenly becomes very tongue-tied with

a stumbling tongue. The very one who walks like a

high-bred horse with the power to move gracefully becomes

lame, his walk broken by wind, etc. The one who is like

Hastimalla with a powerful hand becomes maimed,

his hand powerless from disease, etc. The one who is

like a vulture with the power to see far becomes blind,

unable to see right in front of him. People’s bodies, too,

alas I are beautiful and ugly within a moment, capable

u 121. The Tribulus Laauginceus. whow fniit is armed with 3

spines. Dutt, p. 125.

" 126. Indta's elephant.
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and incapable within a moment, seen and not seen within

a moment.’

As I was reflecting thus, disgust with satiisfira became

elevated to the highest pitch, as if I were whispering a

powerful charm. Then I took the vow, which is fire for

the fuel of karma, the wishing-gem of nirvana, in the

presence of munis.”

The King, who possessed discernment and devotion,

bowed again to the best of acfiryas, Arindama, and said :

“ These honored feet, indifferent to all things, free from

self-interest, wander over this earth because of the merit of

just such persons as me. People fall into this terrible

sariisara because of worldly pleasures, like a cow falling

into a hidden well covered with grass on its edges. There-

fore, the Blessed One here, full of compassion, delivers a

sermon like a proclamation, day after day, to protect

living creatures. Neither wealth, nor wives, nor sons, nor

relatives are of value in this worldly existence without

value
;
but the words of a preceptor are of value. For me,

enough of wealth which is as uncertain as a streak of light-

ning. Enough of sense-objects which are sweet for the

moment, resembling poison. Enough of wives, children,

friends, etc., companions of this world. Give me initia-

tion, a boat for crossing the ocean of existence. Favor me.

Until I return, after establishing the prince on his throne,

this place must be adorned by you, honored sir, devoted to

compassion.”

The AcSiya replied with an encouraging speech

:

" This desire of yours, O King, who have lofty desires, is

very good, very good ! O King, you have known the

truth before from the mental impressions of former births.

The sermon was only the occasion, like support given to a

strong man. When mendicancy is adopted by persons like

you, it bears fruit up to a Tlrthafikara's glory. A cow surely

gives different milk according to its keeper. We shall remain

in this same place, desiring to grant vour wish . We wander

only for the benefit of souls capable of emancipation.”
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Preparation for initiation (143-197}

When the Sari had made this reply, the Sun of Kings

bowed to him, and stood up. For intelligent people do
not delay about action that has been decided on. The
King went from necessity to his house like an ill-favored

wife, his mind intent on Ac&rya Arindama. Seated on the

lion-throne, the King summoned the ministers, the pillars

of the house of empire, ana said to them :

" Gentlemen, just as we are king in this house by
succession, so you are ministers with the one great vow
of your master’s good. By the power of your advice the
world has been conquered, like a magic power (vidya) by
a charm. The exploits of our strength of arm were merely

the instrument in the matter. You, like the thick wind,

thick water, and thin wind” have borne the weight of

the world for me in the past. But I, absorbed in different

amusements day and night was negligent like a god,

devoted to sense-objects. This negligence, causing the

suffering of endless existence, has been recognized by me
today by the favor of a preceptor, like a cavern at night

by a torch. From ignorance I have been deceived for a

long time, myself by myself. For what can one, though

having eyes, do when darkness breaks forth ? Alas ! for

so long a time we have been led on the wrong path alone

by our unsubdued senses like spirited horses. This service

to sense-objects, which produces nothing worthwhile at

maturity, has been made by me with little wit, like resorting

to the shade of a vibhltaka tree.*
6 Blameless kings were

struck down by me intolerant of others’ powers in the

expedition of conquest, like elephants by a rutting elephant.

When I employed the six means,* 6 alliance, etc., against

kings, how much true speech, like the shade of a palm

“ 148. Sec below. Chap. III.

“ 153. Termiualia bcUciica. Toe leaves of the Tcrarinaba grow in

bunches at the ends of the branches, so it gives little shade.

M 155. Alliance, war, marching, encampment, stratagem, and

recourse to protection. MBnavadharmaSastra VII. 160.
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tree 37
,
was there ! By destruction by force of the kingdoms

of other kings, my conduct from birth has had only taking

what was not given. Immersed in an ocean of pleasure

continually, I practiced incontinence like a disciple of

Manmatha. For so long a time I, dissatisfied with objects

obtained, longing for unobtainable objects, have been in

a deep stupor from delusion. Even one of (the sins)

injury, etc., is cause for an evil condition of existence.

The touching of one candala would cause untouchability.

Consequently I shall obtain freedom from the whole five,

destruction of .life, etc., in the presence of a preceptor

today, because of disgust with existence. Furthermore,

I shall transfer the burden of the kingdom to the prince

who is of military age, like the sun its own heat to fire in

the evening. You must show great devotion to the prince

just as to me. But enough of such instruction. For that

is the conduct of the noble.”

Then the ministers said :
*' O master, people never

have such thoughts unless emancipation is near. Your

ancestors, whose commands were unbroken from birth,

like Indras in power, conquered the earth. All, their

powers undetermined,,a dismissed the kingdom like spittle

and took the vow purified by the three jewels. Your
Majesty bore the burden of the earth by your own
powers. We were ornaments of it like plantain-pillars

in a house. Just as Your Majesty’s empire came by
inheritance, so has this taking of the vow boldly and without

desire for reward.” The prince also is able to hear the

burden of the earth as easily as a toy-lotus, like Your
Majesty's second self. If he approves, let the lord take

p 155. l.e., the palm tree with its very narrow leave* give* little

shade.

*' 165. Or perhaps aniicita can he interpreted as
1
unlimited.’

“ 167. NidSna is to practice penance or observe a vow with the

intention of gainiug a reward for it. It was often made by some one

in order to gain the power of punishing an enemy in a future birth. It

is forbidden iu J aia dharma.
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initiation which has emancipation as its fruit. When the

master reaches a lofty stage, there is 0 festival on our part.

Let the earth be governed by the prince, devoted to severe

law, endowed with nobility and valor, like Your Majesty.”

Delighted by this approving speech of theirs, the King
had the prince summoned quickly by the door-keeper. The
prince came, stepping gracefully like a rajaharisa, like the

god Mara in person. Bowing to the King with devotion
,
like

a mere footman, he sat down in the proper place with his

hands joined together. Looking at the prince, as if sprin-

kling him by a glance full of nectar, the King said joyfully :

“Former kings of our family, free from greed, have

protected this earth like a solitary cow in a forest by the

practice of compassion. When their sons have become
competent to rule, in turn they have loaded the burden of

the earth on them like bulls suitable to be yoked. F.ven

when occupied with all of the transient three worlds, they

themselves strove for the eternal abode. No one before

me remained so long as a householder. Alas ! how great

has been my negligence while wedded to life as a house-

holder ! Take this burden of the kingdom. We intend to

take the vow. Freed from the burden by you, we shall

cross the ocean of existence."

Withering at this speech of the King like a lotus-bud

at winter, his lotus-eyes wet with rising tears, the prince

said :
" Because of what fault of mine, Your Majesty,

has this disfavor been shown to me unexpectedly, since

you, O master, give this order to me considering myself a
footman ? Has some crime been committed by this earth

that it is abandoned now like straw by its protector of

long standing ? O father, I have no use for the kingdom
without the revered father. What use has a bee for a

pool without lotuses even though it is full ? Alas ! fate is

unkind. Alas ! I am unfortunate, since my father gives

such a command, abandoning me here like a clod of earth.

I will not take the earth in any case
;
and will pay the

penalty for the transgression of my elder’s command.”
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Depressed and pleased by his son’s speech which

disregarded his command and contained the essence of

nobility, the King said :

“ You are my son; you are com-

petent
;
you are learned

;
you are discerning. However,

from ignorance rooted in affection you spoke thus without

reflection. For in good families the command of the

elder does not incur reflection ' Is it suitable ?
' My

command, though dubious, must be executed. When the

son is capable of bearing the burden, the father is certainly

free from the burden. When the son is strong, look you,

the lioness sleeps without fear. Moreover, even without

obtaining your consent I, desiring emancipation, shall

abandon this world since I, son, am not depended on by

you. Then you will support the world disordered and

without a lord, but it will be a sin on your part to cross

my command. 1® So my command, producing happiness for

me, must be obeyed by you intent on devotion, with or

without reflection, son."

The ministers said,
" The speech oi the divine prince,

discerning by nature, is suitable. Nevertheless, do what

His Majesty commands. For executing the elder's com-

mand is superior to all virtues. We know that the father’s

instructions have been followed by Your Majesty," also.

Who in the world, more than the father, could give a

command not to be disobeyed ? " So advised by the

ministers, the prince, his head bowed, said in a choking

voice, " The master's command is my authority.” The

King was delighted by the prince obeying his command,

like a night-blooming lotus by the moon, like peacocks by

a cloud.
Coronalion oj the prince (197-226)

Then the delighted King took the prince by the hand

himself and seated him on his own throne suitable for the

coronation-sprinkling . At the King's command pure water

*' 191. For this exceptional use of atiriktain, cf. Paflcaprati.,

p. 133, where atireka is so used.

H 195. I.e., the prince.
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was brought from the different tlrthas by officials like

clouds. The King himself sprinkled the prince on the

head while loud-toned auspicious musical instruments were

played. Other kings also approached in turn, sprinkled

him, and bowed with devotion to him like a newly-risen

sun.** At the King's command he put on fringed white

garments and looked like a mountain with numerous white

clouds. Courtesans anointed his body with go$irga-sandal

that resembled spotless streams of moonlight. He put on
his body pearl-ornaments which seemed to be made from
groups of stars strung together after drawing them from
the sky. The King himself set on his head a diadem re-

splendent with blazing rubies, like his own intense splendor.

Over his head the King had carried a spotless white

umbrella resembling Glory which had instantly appeared.

On both sides he was fanned by courtesans with chauris

that resembled dusters of blossoms produced by the

creeper of royal wealth. The King himself marked his

forehead with a sandal-tilaka that resembled the moon on
the peak of the eastern mountain. When the King had
thus established the prince on the throne with the greatest

joy, he gave good advice that was like a charm for guarding

Laksmi

:

" You are the support of the earth. No one is your
support. Eliminating negligence, O son, you must support

yourself by yourself. From the weakness of the support

whatever is placed on it certainly perishes. Therefore

beware of weakness in yourself arising from excessive

devotion to sense-objects. Know that youth, power, beauty,

and henceforth sole lordship also are productive of negligence

which destroys the performance of intelligent action. This

Lak$mi that has come by family inheritance, seeking

trickeries, hard to condliate, deceives the negligent man,
like a Rakgasl. In her there is no indination to constancy

arising from a long residence, but she goes elsewhere

33 201. Worship of the sun immediately after the bath in the

morning is customary. See Folk Lore Notes of Gujarat, pp. 6 If.

2
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without delay when she can seize the opportunity, like a

maina. Feeling no fear of censure, like an adopted child

she leaves a negligent master who is like a man asleep,

though awake. Certainly she has no kindness springing

from protection but, jumping up suddenly like a monkey,

she goes to another abode. Shamelessness, fickleness, lack

of affection, and other faults also are her very nature,

as going downwards is the nature of water.

Every one prospers with Sri, even though she consists

entirely of faults. Even Sakra is devoted to Sri, to say

nothing of the human race. Endowed with wisdom and

strength, you should always be alert in the task of making
her stay, like her watchman. You must protect the earth

without greed even if you long for Sri. For Lak$ml follows

a man free from greed like a girl following a handsome
man. Do not resort to excessive cruelty and overpower

the earth by a tax hard to bear, like the summer-sun

overpowering it by its unendurable rays. You should

abandon even your own people who have committed a

crime a single time. For the best of dwellings is abandoned

if spoiled at all by fire. You should prevent hunting,

gambling, and drinking completely. The king is a sharer

in their evil results as well as in the penance of ascetics.

You should conquer the internal enemies,” for if there is

no victory over them, external enemies, though conquered,

are really unconquered. You should give service to reli-

gion, wealth, and love at the proper times without injury

to each other, like a considerate husband to his wives.

You should share these three aims of man in such a way
that at the right time you will not be lacking in eagerness

for the fourth aim of man (emancipation).”

1nitiation of Vimalavahana (227-254)

After this speech Vimalavahana became silent. The
prince, his hands joined submissively, said, " Very well.”

224. See 1, n. 5.
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He got up from the lion-throne, respectful as before, and
gave his arm to his father who wished to rise to take the
vow. Supported by his son who considered himself as
insignificant as a door-keeper, he went to the bath-house

adorned with many pitchers. The chief of kings bathed
himself with water flowing from dolphin-mouthed golden

pitchers, resembling rain-water. Then the King dried his

body with a soft cloth and anointed it with goSIr§a-sandal.

The King’s abundant hair, dark as the leaves of the blue

lotus, with flowers in it like a cloud with the moon inside,

was arranged by experts. The King then put on two

auspicious divine garments, flowing, spotless, transparent,

of beautiful quality 3
* like himself. Then he, who was the

crown of kings, had his jeweled, golden crown, which his

son had brought, placed on his head. He, ornamented

by virtues, put other ornaments also, such as a necklace,

armlets, and ear-ornaments, on his body. Like another

kalpa-tree he gave to beggars the jewels, gold, silver,

garments, and anything else they desired.

Then the elephant of men got into a palanquin that

required a hundred men to carry it (narasatodvahya),

like Naravahana (Kubcra) getting into the aerial car

Puspaka. King Vimalavahana, the abode of merit, resplen-

dent with a white umbrella and chauris as if attended by
the three jewels that had come in person immediately

;

awaking delight in men by the great tumult of bards and

the loud sound of musical instruments like two friends

meeting ; having the beautiful appearance of the sun with

the planets from the distinguished vassal-kings hastening

in the rear, at the sides, and in the front
;
adorned by his

son going in front like a door-keeper, turning his head like

a lotus turned on its stalk, seeking orders; seeing in turn

auspicious tilings being made by townswomen here and

there with full dishes and pitchers; purifying the king’s

highway crowded with hundreds of bright platforms.

233. Guna, primarily ' thread,' of couree, when applied to doth.
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carrying row’s of pennants, smeared with yaksakardama-

ointment; accepting at every dais an auspicious light-

waving made by courtesans, accompanied by a concert by a

band of musicians
;
looked eI from a distance, like something

never seen before, by the citizens with wide-open eyes,

as motionless as if painted in a picture
;
followed on all

sides by the people hurrying, as if they were drawn by
the power of a charm, as if bewitched, as if dumb, went to

the garden purified by the lotus-feet of Acarya Arindarna.

The King got out of the palanquin and entered the

garden, like the mind of ascetics, on foot. The King took

the entire collection of ornaments from his body like

the weight of the earth from his arm. At once the King

took off the wreath of flowers that had been long worn on
his head, like the command of Kandarpa (Love). Standing

at the left side of the Acarya, he paid homage to the

shrine and then took the broom,'* etc., the badge of a

saint, which were given. The King tore out his hair in

five handfuls, saying, " I renounce all censurable activity."

Noble-minded, he looked as if he had observed the vow
since infancy, because of the ascetic’s costume that he

adopted at that time. He paid homage to the preceptor

accompanied by circumambulation three times and, when
he had finished, the preceptor delivered a sermon as follows.

Sermon (255-263)

" A human birth is attained with difficulty in this

boundless ocean of human existence, like a conch with

whorls to the right in the ocean. Even when a human
T71TTTHasuCen aiL<uncc, luc oi cirngiilciiltitiill IS Vety

difficult to obtain
;
and in it mendicancy is undertaken

as a result of merit. The earth suffers from the heat of

the sun so long as there is no rain-cloud. The forest is

broken by elephants so long as there is no lion. The

world is blind from darkness so long as there is no sun.

251. The biootn is an outstanding sign of the Jain monk. He
never moves without it.
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People are afraid of snakes so long as there is no Garuda.

There is poverty of people so long as there is no wishing-

tree. People are terrified of existence so long as the vow
is not taken. Good health, beauty and grace, long life,

great wealth, authority, power, splendor, sovereignty, the

rank of a cakravartin, the state of a god, the rank of a

Samanika-god, of an Indra, of an Ahamindra, the state of

an emancipated soul, or of a Tlrtharikara—all these are

the fruit of the vow. If any one, free from delusion, ob-

serves mendicancy even for one day, if he does not attain

emancipation, nevertheless will reach heaven. How much

more fortunate is lie who undertakes mendicancy and

observes it for a long time, after abandoning worldly

glory like straw.”

Li/e as a monk (264-305)

After the great muni Arindama had delivered this

sermon, he set out to wander elsewhere. For ascetics

do not stay in one place. Then he (Vimalavahana)

wandered constantly with his preceptor, like his shadow,

in villages, cities, forests, mines, towns accessible by
land and water, etc.” Versed in carefulness about

walking,” he went on a road traveled by people, touched

by the light of the sun, for the protection of lower forms

of life,*' his eyes fixed on the road for a distance of six

feet. Skilled in carefulness in speech, the muni used

blameless, restricted speech, beneficial to all. Experienced

in carefulness about purity of food, when he broke fast

he accepted food that was unspoiled by the forty-two

faults pertaining to alms.”

After examining and cleaning seats, etc., carefully/*

" 265- See I, p. 263 and note.

" 266. See I. n. 37.

'» 266. Jantu, i.e., worm*, insects, etc., that might be crushed on

the road.
*“ 268. See I, n. 17.

•° 269. This is pratikkhanft. See I, App. V, p. 453.
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he took them and arranged them properly, expert in

carefulness in handling things. The great sUdhu, devoted

to compassion for living creatures, deposited impurities

on ground free from lives. He set his mind,* 1 whose

snares oi imagination had been destroyed, well-established

in tranquillity, rejoicing in the supreme spirit, on that

grove of trees of the gupas.** He was generally silent,

and avoided gestures, etc.,'* and if he spoke as a favor

when importuned, he spoke little. He did not abandon

kayotsarga, even when he was rubbed hard by buffaloes,

etc., wishing to scratch their shoulders, mistaking him for

a post. Noble-minded, he restrained his movements in

taking and depositing couches, seats, in walking, etc., and

in standing. Thus he observed the eight “ carefulnesses

and controls, that had become the mothers by the

birth, protection, and purification of the body of right

conduct.

Suffering from hunger, 4 ' endowed with strength, not

transgressing the rules about purity of food, not miserable,

not hesitating, wise, he went intent only on the going.

Though thirsty when on the road, knowing the funda-

mental principles, free from misery, he did not wish cold

water, but took water free from life.*' Though afflicted

41 271. The 3 guptis follow.

48 271. See I, n. ig.

a 272. I.e., he observed the most complete form of silence. Some-

times a sadhu, observing a vow of silence, would use gestures.

“ 275 - I.*-. the 5 samitis and 3 guptis are compared to the eight

' mothers,' the eight classes of femak ancestors entitled to Sraddha : matfl,

pitflmahl, prapitamahl, uillSmahi. mStufa pitiimah!, matulj prapitaamlii.

pitrsvasS, matr$vasa :
mother, paternal grandmother, paternal great-

grandmother, maternal grandmother, paternal grandmother of the

mother, paternal great-grandir.othei of the mother, father's sister,

mother's sister. SaaskarakaustubhapiSrambha. p. 24a, line 4.

" 276. The 22 ' trials,' pari?aba, are described in the following.

49 277. ‘Cold’ water is unstcriliaed water. Sec I, n. 18. At the

present time the distinction is made by JhandS, ' cold ' and gararn.

' hot
'
(H).
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by cold, without clothing to protect his skin, he did not

take acceptable * T clothiug and he did not light a fire.

Burned by the heat, he did not blame the heat, he did not

recall shade, he did not fan, nor bathe, nor sprinkle his

limbs, etc. Though bitten by gnats and mosquitoes, know-
ing the eagerness for food on the part of all, he did not

cause terror nor show hostility, nor drive them away,
(but) he remained indifferent. There is no garment or it is

unclean—in either case he, afflicted by nudity, know-
ing the distinction between what could and could

not be accepted, did not wish it. At no time did he
feel discontent, having his content in the pleasure of

dharrra a yati, walking, standing, or sitting, he felt

only satisfaction.

He did not think about women, the mud of whose
association is hard to remove, bolts to the door of emancipa-

tion. For they, if thought about, serve for the destruction

of dharma. With an uncertain stay in villages, etc.,

deprived of a home and relations, he wandered alone,

engaged in many special vows. Fearless, free from desire,

he endured attacks agreeable and disagreeable on a seat,

etc., free from the thorns 0i women, etc., in a solitary-

place. He endured comfort and discomfort in good and

bad lodging, not feeling love nor hate, thinking “ This

must be left at dawn.” Even abused, he did not become

angry, knowing forbearance and asceticship, but on the

contrary he considered it a kindness from the abuser.

Even if he were struck, he endured it but did not strike

back, because his life was not lost, because of the depravity

of anger and the acquisition of merit by forbearance.

Since monks who live on what is given by others can

not avoid begging, he did not feel pain from begging,

and he did not wish to be a householder. He took food,

etc., from another for the benefit of some one else or

for his own sake, or he did not take. He did not rejoice

*’ 278. What was permissible according to rules.
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at the taking, nor did he blame himself or any one else

at the failure to take.

He did not fear diseases and he did not wish a cure.

Knowing the separation of the mind from the body, he

endured them with a cheerful mind. When bed-clothes

were lacking or were small and thin, and grass, etc., were

spread (to sleep on), he endured the pain arising from their

contact, and did not wish they were soft. He did not

shrink from dirt on his body wet from summer heat

and, not wishing to bathe, he did not even have a massage.

He did not desire people to rise up to do honor to him

;

he did not desire worship nor gifts. He was not depressed

at bad treatment, and did not rejoice at kind treatment.

Seeing tire knowledge of the learned and knowing his

own lack of knowledge, he was not depressed
;
and he did

not rejoice when he had arrived at superior knowledge.

Thinking, “ I am occupied with knowledge and right

conduct, nevertheless I am a ‘ chadmastha,' ” 46 he endured

lack of knowledge, knowing the gradual acquisition of

knowledge. Having pure belief, he did not consider false

(the teaching in regard to) the Jinas, their speech, jiva,

right aud wrong, and another birth, because of (his) indirect

means of knowledge .

44

So the muni, master of voice, body, and mind, endured

trials of the mind and body caused by himself and others.

Devoted ever to meditation solely on the Masters, the holy

Arhats, he made his own mind, exceedingly firm, like a

shrine. He was devoted to siddhas. preceptors, the very

learned, elders, ascetics, scriptural knowledge, and to the

congregation .

19 Likewise he practiced other sthanakas

also, producing tfrthakrtkarma, difficult for ignoble persons.

** 256. An ascetic without omniscience.
49

297- Paroles. See T. I. xx and below, Chap. III. This treat-

ment of the parisahas is very condensed and must be interpreted through

other texts. Cf. Uttar., Chap. 2; Piavac. 655-691, pp. 192 £.; and

I, n..55.

M 300. Some of tbc sthlcakas. See I, pp. flo 0 .
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He practiced penance, the eksvali, ratnavali, kanakavali,

and sinhanihkrldita long and short.*' Beginning destiuc-

1, 8x2, 3, 2. 1. This gives 384 fast-days and 88 fast-breaking days,

or a total of 1 year. 3 months, and n days to complete the series. The

complete penance consists of 4 scries, which cover 5 years, 2 months,

and 32 days. During the ut« series, the fast-breaking includes all

kinds of delicacies (vikjti) j in the second, they are not permitted

;

in the third, the food, such as wheat, chick-peas, etc,, is without dressing
;

and in the fourth only ocamla is permitted (Pravac. 436a).

The kaaakEvali is just the same with the substitution of 8 X 3 and

34x3 in the place of 8x2 and 34x2. One series lasts for 1 year,

5 months, and 12 days and the complete penance lasts for 5 years, 9

months, and 18 days. The Pravac. exchanges the ratnavali and

kauaklvali. In B.’s calculation in his footnotes he docs not distinguish

between the fast-days and fast-breaking days, but counts each fast-

breaking day in with its fast. The net result is the same.

The ckavali is the fame as the kanakavali and ratnSvali with the

substitution of 8 X 1 and 34 X 1. One scries lasts for 1 year, 2 months,

end 12 days, and the complete penance for 4 years, 9

iS days. The sihhanlhkridita ie so called ‘ because

over the country he has traveled,' and this penacce^ina.de iis simitar*

11 302. These penances, which take the form of fasts, are, with the

exception of ekavali, dcKiibed in AntagadadasBo 8, B. pp. 98 fl,, and

in Pravac. 1509 fi., pp. 435 fi. Muni Jayantavijayaji described ckavali

to me, with reference to tbc TapSvali (published by K. R. Jhaveri at

Sumt), which is not available to me. Tbc fssts arc a scries of fart* of

a number of days with a meal taken after each one. In this connection

it is to be noted that Indians themselves do rot count as a fast-day a

day oa which they eat at all. In my note, I, n. 93, I described the

more usual fasts, caturtha, sasfhn, osptma. They are really fasts of 48.

72, and 96 hours respectively, and I translated them accordingly as 2,

3, and 4 days' fasts. But the Indians themselves do not count at all

the preliminary' day on which one meal only is taken nor the day onwhich

the fast is broken by one meaL A caturtha 13 one upavSsa, or a one-day

fast, $astka is two upav&sas, etc. For a clear understanding of these

fasts the commentary to Pravac., pp. 435 fl., is the most useful, but as

the commentator himself points out, there arc discrepancies between

the Pravac. and the AntagadadasSo which should be given the preference

because of its seniority. According to the Antagadadasao, the ratnavali

-

ir, 12.

4. 3. 2.

series is aa follows : 1, 2, 3. 3X2, l, 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 7. 8> 9- 10 -

j3 ,
14, 15, 16, 34x2, 16. 15, >4. *3. «2. W. 9- 8, 7. 6, 5,
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tion of karma by a month’s fast, he performed penance in

the form of fasting ending with a fast of eight months.

After he had practiced severe penance in this way and

had performed the two samlekhanas," at the end he

fasted till death, absorbed entirely in tranquillity. Re-

calling the formula of homage to the Five Supreme Ones,”

absorbed in abstract meditation, he abandoned his body as

easily as a house.

Life as a god (306-312)

He became a god in the palace Vijaya in the

Anuttaravimanas, with a life-period of thirty-three sagaras.

With a body a cubit tall, white as moon-beams, an

Akamindra, free from arrogance, adorned with beautiful

ornaments, always free from opposition, placed on a

beautiful couch, not going to another 64
place, not making

an uttaravaikriya (body), beholding the lokanSli “ through

a wealth of clairvoyant knowledge, he experienced the

highest bliss indicative of the bliss of emancipation. He
breathed by fortnights corresponding to the sagaras of his

life
,

68 and desired to eat by corresponding thousands of

fashion. The short riahaiiirikrkjita is I, 2, X, 3, 2, 4, 3, 5. 4. 6. 5, 7,

6, 8, 7. 9, 8, 9. 7, 8, 6, 7, 5, 6. 4. 5, 3, 4. 3, 3. x, a, 1. This makes

154 fast-days and 33 fast-breaking days, or a total of 6 months and 7
days for each of the 4 series. The long sihhanihkrldita is on the same

principle and extends up to a fast of 16 days, making a total of 1 year,

6 months, and r8 days in each scries.

“304. See I. p.337.
M

305. See I, n. 71.
t* 308. The gods can not descend to earth in their natural bodies,

but make another body called 1 uttaravaikriya.’ X., p. 307, says that

in the Graivcyaka- and Anuttaia-heuvesis, the gods have only their

natural bodies (bhavadharaniya). In the lower heavens, they have

both kinds.

66
309. The pan of the universe which contains both movable and

immovable lives. See below, Chap. III.

66 310. I.e., once in 33 fortnights, and he ate once in 33,000

years.
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years. When six months of his life (as a god) remained,

there was no confusion (of senses) as in the case of other

gods/’ but on the contrary his splendor grew Irom merit

attained. So, immersed in an abundance of wonderfulbliss,

like a hahsa in a pool of nectar, he passed thirty-three

sflgaras like a day.

M 311. Usually before a god
1

fell ' his powers deteriorated- See I,

p. 58.



Chapter II

BIRTH OF AJITA AND SAGARA

Now, there is a city named Vinlta, the crest-jewel of

the earth, in Bharata in the continent JambQdvipa. After

the time of the emancipation of Lord R$abha Svamiu,

Lord of the Three Worlds, the first Tirthankara, when

numberless kings of the Iksvfiku-family had attained

emancipation and Sarvfirthasiddha M because of their pure

nature, in this city Jitafetru was king, like a broad umbrella

of the Bc§vflku-family warding off heat (pain) from all.

His virtues, bravery, etc., gained a lord in his very

brilliant glory, like the constellations having a lord in the

moon. He was a Srivalll-pavilion," whose center could

not be reached like the ocean, refreshing to the eyes like

the moon, a house of adamant to those wishing protection.

Dwelling in the hearts of all gods and men he, though one,

became multiplied like the moon in water. He was over

the whole world, like the midday sun, because of the

circuits of the quarters traversed with unendurable bril-

liance. While he was ruling the earth, kings constantly

bore his command on their heads like diadems. He took

choice treasures from the earth and distributed them

for the benefit of all the people, like a cloud giving rain.

M 3. The central palace in Anuttara.
M 6. This example of a * 6rlvalHtnan<Japa ' would indicate that

irivalil refers to the Acada Condnna rather than the jasmine (MW
s.v.|. The Acacias are prickly climbing shrubs used in hedges to protect

fields (Watt, p. 2). The idea of inaccessibility because of its thorns suits

very well here and the comparison with tbc moon is satisfactory, as the

Acacias are alas beautiful. Probably also in 1. 6. 573 (L P- 3&>) ^
used with the idea of inaccessibility. Note 4°3 in I should be revised

accordingly.
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He thought constantly in accord with dbarma, he spoke in

accord with dliarma, he acted in accord with dharma.
Everything on his part was based on dharma.

The King had a younger brother, who was crown prince,

named Sumitravijaya, whose strength was unequaled.

King Jitasatru had a wife, Silmatl Vijaya Devi, who was
like a goddess come to earth. .She had the appearance of

being made of pieces of blooming lotuses from the looks

of her hands, feet, eyes, and face. She was the ornament
of the earth, and good behavior was her ornament. Her
collection of other ornaments was merely for formality.

To judge from her possession of the whole collection of arts

and her uniting of every beauty, the goddess Sarasvatl

or Kamala had descended (to earth) for a dwelling. The
King was the first among men

;
she was the crest-jewel of

women. Their union was like that of the ocean and Ganga.
Now, when King Vimala’s soul fell from (the palace)

Vijaya, it became a jewel of a son, possessing three kinds

of knowledge, in Queen Vijayfi's womb like a jewel-mine,

on the thirteenth day of the bright half of Radha, the

moon being in conjunction with the constellation Roliinl.

From the power of the Master who had entered the womb,
happiness for hell-inhabitants even arose for a moment.
In the pure fourth watch of the same night Queen Vijaya

saw fourteen great dreams.

The fourteen dreams (22-36)

The first of these was an elephant with a swarm of

bees flying about the mada-perfume, excelling a rain-cloud

in thunder, resembling Indra's elephant
;
a bull gleaming

with lofty horns, fair as an autumn-cloud, with beautiful

feet, resembling a living KailSsa ; a young lion shining with

nails curved like the digits of the moon and with a mane

of saffron-colored hair
;
Kamala, seated on a lotus, being

sprinkled by two elephants at her sides with full pitchers

uplifted; a wreath of flowers iu the sky, resembling a

necklace of the sky, the atmosphere being penetrated by
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the fragrance of blossoming flowers; next, a moon which

made the sky billowy' with waves of moonlight, making

the night of full moon appear unexpectedly by its full

circle
;
then a sun, making daylight even at night by its

rays streaming forth, dispelling the mass of darkness; a

jeweled flag-staff, resembling a branch of a kalpa-tree,

like a peak of Ratnagiri, marked with lofty banners; a

very beautiful full pitcher, its mouth covered with blooming,

fresh white lotuses, the sole abode of happiness; a lotus-

pool, marked everywhere with lotuses like seats of the

goddess Sri, beautiful with billows of clear water
;
then an

ocean with waves, wave upon wave, as if intending to

embrace the moon in the sky
;
an excellent palace made of

varied jewels as if one had come from the Anuttara-

palaces; then a lofty heap of jewels with a remarkable

mass of light, as if the earth had borne its own wealth oi

jewels; and a smokeless fire, as if the mass of light of all

the fires contained in the three worlds had been gathered

into one place. In this order Queen Vijayfl saw them

entering her lotus-mouth like bees.

Rejoicing al the Arhat’s conception (37-64)

Then Indra's (Sakra's) lion-throne shook, and he

employed clairvoyant-knowledge, an eye more powerful

than a thousand eyes. By clairvoyant knowledge he knew
a Ththakrt had been conceived and, his body horripilated,

Vasava thought

:

" Now the Supreme Lord has fallen from the Anuttara-

palace, Vijaya, a cause of rejoicing for the world. Now
he has descended into the womb of Queen Vijaya, the

wife of King JitaSatru, in the great city Vinlta in the

middle division of the southern half of BhSratavarga in

the best continent named JambQdvIpa. He will be the

second blessed Tlrthanatha in this avasarpini, an ocean

with the water of compassion.”

With these reflections Sunasiras hurriedly abandoned

his lion-throne, foot-stool, and shoes. Taking seven or
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eight steps, his face upturned in the direction of the

Tirthakrt, his upper garment placed in folds over his

mouth
,

80 placing his right knee on the ground and bending

his left a little, he bowed, the surface of the ground touched
by his head and hands. Sakra paid homage accompanied
by the Sakrastava “ to the Jina and went to VinitS to

the house of King Jitaiatru.

Knowing the descent of the Arhat from the shaking

of their thrones at that time, the other Indras also came
there with devotion. &akra and the other Indras also,

devoted to the blessed lady, came to the splendid sleeping-

house of the mistress, Queen Vijaya. It had a court-

yard with svastikas inlaid with priceless collections of

pearls, big as the fruit of the myrobalan,” spotless,

smooth, and round
;
it had arches made at the doors with

golden pillars decorated with puppets of sapphire and
with leaves of emerald

;

and a canopy of whole divine

cloths of fine threads, five-colored, resembling the sky

with twilight-clouds, arranged on all sides; adorned with

columns of smoke rising from golden incense-machines, like

raised clubs of a harem-guard.

They saw the mistress on a beautiful couch which was
a little high on the sides and a little depressed in the

middle, with pillows filled with down irom a hafisa’s

breast and spread with white covers, like a female hansa

on a sandy beach oi the GafigS. They announced them-

selves, bowed, and explained to Vijaya that the fruit of

the dreams took the form of a Tirthankara’s birth. Then

Sakra instructed Dhanada (Kubcra) : "You filled this

city with jewels, etc., at the beginning of the reign of

Rsabha Svamin. Renew this city by new houses, etc.,

w
44. Uttarasaaga, defined in PE, s.v., as ' mapping the scarf

around face '
(illualraled in PE, I. p. 349). 43d this seems to be generally

accepted. But in KSK 15, p. 27b, it is interpreted only as ‘ vaika-

k?am.‘

« 46. See I, n. 166.

" 48. It varies from 4 to xj in. in diameter.
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like a gardeii in the month of Madhu with new shoots.

Fill the city completely with jewels, gold, money, grain,

garments, etc., like a cloud the earth with water."

After giving these instructions, he and the other

Indras went to NandiSvara and held an eight-day festival

to the eternal statues of the Arhats. Then all the Vasavas

went to their respective abodes. Yaksa (Kubera) per-

formed India's command and went, from that city to his

own city.

Filled by the Lord of Alaka (Kubera) with lofty

heaps of gold like the peaks of Mt. Meru, with lofty piles

of silver like the peaks of Vaitadbya, with piles of jewels

like the wealth of the ocean, with seventeen kinds of grain a *

01 62. The ' 17 kinds of grain ’ are enumerated by Hem. in a quota-

tion in his com. to Abhi. 4. 233. Dhanya it used in its widest sense,

including not only Lcguminosic with the Gramineie, but also hemp,

sesamum, etc. The 17 enumerated arc

1. vrlhi. rice that ripens during the rains, Oryza setiva.

2. yava. barley, Hordcum vulgare.

3. maacra, lentil, Lens csculcnta.

4. godhSma, wheat. Triticum vulgare.

5. mudga, kidney*bean, Phaseolua sadiatus, popularly called

• gxcen gram
1

in India. It is mdhg in Hindi and mag in Gujarati.

6. Elsa, another variety of kidney-bean, I'haseolus mungo,

* black grain,' upd (H) and atjad (Guj.).

7. tila. sesame, Seaatnnm.

8. canaka, chick-pea, Cirer arietinum.

9. anava, great millet, Sorghum vulgare. Pk. anua, 2>e4i. r. 52,

which is juvara (PE anuS) or juar. Sorghum vulgare. The Sk. original

of juar is yavanOa. Dei!, calls it 'salibhcda.'

10. priyangu, Italian millet, Sctoria Italics (Panicum Italictun).

A Sk. synonym is kaugu, which also occurs in the vernacular.

11. kodrava, kodo millet, Paspalum sciobiculatum.

12. rnayufthaica. In Abhi. 4. 240 mayusthaka occurs, so cer-

tainly mayucchaka in Bhav. eil. is an incorrect reading. MW cites

' mayu®Jaka L.
’ which probably comes fiom this passage only (the

B.R. cd. using that spelling!. Hem. give? mayusjhaka as a syuonym

of makuslhaka, the Phsseolus acouitdfoiius, moth (II), math (Guj.).

MW quotes also mayas^aka, mukusthaka, etc.
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like seeds of tiie joy of the world, with garments on all

sides as if they had been taken from the kalpa-trees,

with very beautiful chariots and draft-animals like those of

the Jyotijkas
;
renewed in every house, in every market

and cross-roads, the city looked like AlakS.

VaijayantI’s dreams (65-85)

Snmitra's wife, VaijayantI, also called YaSonatl, saw

these same dreams that night. Then Vijaya and Vaija-

yanti passed the rest of the night awake, rejoicing like

blooming night-lotuses. At dawn Lady Vijaya related the

dreams to JitaSatru and VaijayantI to Sumitravijaya.

After he has considered with an honest mind the dreams of

Queen Vijaya, the King explains the fruit of the dreams as

follows :
“ By these dreams, O Queen, a son, eminent in

the three worlds, will surely be bom to you, like the

increase of glory by merit, like the acquisition of superior

knowledge by study of the scripture, like the illumination

of the world by the sun’s rays."

While the King was considering the fruit of the dreams

according to his knowledge, Sumitravijaya came, an-

nounced by the door-keeper. After bowing to the King

like a god, the ground touched by five parts of the body ,**

Sumitravijaya sat down m the proper place. The Prince

13. $2li, lice grown under water and reaped during winter, Oryza

sativo.

14. SfJhakI, pigeon-pea, Cajantis Indices, arahar (H).

>5. kalfiya, pea, Pisum, nmtar (H). Hem. in com. to Abhi. 4. 236

gives tripula as synonym, as doe Prsvac., corn, to 996. I found no

other citation of tripuja, but tripup is identified with Lalhyrus sativus.

16. kulattba, hone-gram, Dolichos biflorus, kalathl (Guj.),

kulothl (H).

17. Sana, hemp. Cannabis saliva. Vera, bhang from Sk. bhanga,

a synonym of sans.

For these identificatloas I have consulted mainly Watt and Dutt,

besides the lexicons. All the dhanyas in this list seem to be identified

with fair certainty.

e ‘ 72. Sec I, n. 327.

3
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waited a moment, bowed again to the King with devotion

and, his hands joined together, related :

“
Last night in the last watch your sister-in-law

Vaijayanti saw these dreams entering her lotus-mouth.

First, a mighty elephant, surpassing the elephants of the

quarters in trumpeting
;
a bull with a white figure and a

high hump, bellowing
;
a lion with a massive mane erect

and open mouth; Sri, being sprinkled by elephants at

both sides
;
a wreath of five-colored flowers like a rainbow

;

a full moon like a full pitcher of nectar; then a sun, as

if the brilliance ot every sun had been taken
;

a tall

flag-staff made of divine jewels with a fluttering banner
;
a

full pitcher with its mouth covered with fresh white lotuses

;

a lotus-lake with a thousand eyes, as it were, with its

blossoming lotuses ; an ocean with waves wishing to bathe

the sky, as it were; a magnificent palace resembling a

palace of the Samanikas; a heap of jewels with light

bursting forth, like the essence of RatnScala
;
and a smoke-

less fire which filled the sky with shoots of flames. These

dreams were seen. Your Majesty alone knows correctly

their fruit. Your Majesty alone shares their fruit."

The King said: "Queen Vijayfl also saw these dreams

clearly in the fourth watch last night If these great

dreams have equally great fruit, they will create joy, like

the rays of the full moon. Nevertheless, we must question

experts to know exactly the fruit of the dreams resembling

moonlight producing joy for night-blooming lotuses."

Interpretation of the dreams (86-ioS)

The Prince agreed and a door-keeper was sent eagerly

by the King to summon men skilled in dream-science.

The astrologers, covered with clean, white clothes, their

skins shining from bathing, like stars veiled by the moon-

light of the full moon
;

with blades of dOrva-grass on

their heads, as if they were wearing garlands
;
their hair

(adorned) with flowers like rivers with liansas and blue

lotuses
;
adorned on their foreheads with tilakas of powdered
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orpiment 69 like torches of unwithered knowledge
;
their

bodies adorned with a few priceless shining ornaments,

like trees at the beginning of Caitra " with a few fragrant

flowers, came before the King, announced by the door-

keeper. like the secrets of the books of knowledge in

person.

They recited to the King, separately and together, the

prayers contained in the noble Vedas * T wliieh produce good

fortune for every one. They threw dtirvfi-grass, unhuskod

rice, etc., which conferred happiness, on the King’s head,

like garden-breezes throwing flowers. They sat down on
lovely thrones indicated by the door-keeper, like barisas on
lotus-leaves. After that, the King seated his wife and
sister-in-law behind a curtain, like digits of the moon
behind a cloud. Putting into their joined hands flowers

and fruit like the fruit of the dreams visualized, the

King told them the dreams of his wife and sister-in-law.

After they had consulted with each other aside in the

same place, they explained the meaning of the dreams in

accordance with dream-science.
" Your Majesty, seventy-two dreams are described

in dream-science. Of these, thirty are pre-eminent like

planets among heavenly bodies. Among these thirty

dreams fourteen are called
1

great dreams ’ by the experts

in dream-science. When a Tlrtharikara or a cakravartin

is in the womb, his mother sees these in succession in the

fourth watch of the night. The mothd of a Har* (Vasu-

deva) sees seven of them
;
the mother of a Sirin (Balabhadra)

sees four-
;
and the mother of a king one. There are never

two Arhats nor two cakrins at the same time. .So the

son of one is a Tirthakrt and of the other a cakrabhrt.

The teachings of the Arhats say, ‘ Bharata is cakrin in

the time of R§abha
;
and Sagara, the son of Sumitra, in the

K 89. Gorocana. See I, p. 137 and note.
M 90. I.e„ at the beginning of spring.

9z. I.c., the original Vedas before they were corrupted. See I,

P- 345-
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time of the Tirtliahkara Ajita, son of Jitafiatru.' The

son of Queen Vijay3 must surely be known as a Tlrthankara,

and the sou of Vaijayantf as the lord of six-part Bharata.”

Then the King, delighted, presented them with

gratuities,—villages, earth-walled towns, etc., clothes, orna-

ments, etc. From the announcement of the birth (of the

Tirthankara and Cakravartin), their poverty from birth

disappeared. Great men, even before they are bom,
confer benefits on people. Resplendent with clothes and

ornaments like kalpa-trees, with the King’s permission they

went to their respective houses. Vijaya aud Vaijayantl,

delighted, went to their houses, like the Gafiga and the

Sindhu to the ocean.

Birth of Ajitanatha (109-130)

Then at the command of Pnrandara (Sakra) women of

the gods aud asuras beg?m to attend Queen Vijaya constantly

and zealously. Vayukumara-women always removed dust,

grass, sticks, etc., from all parts of the house of the mistress.

Meghakuir.Sra-women
,
like slave-girls, sprinkled the ground

of the court-yard of her house with perfumed water. The

goddesses of the season rained five-colored flowers, as if

eager to give a respectful reception to the Lord in embryo.

The women of the Jyoti?kas brought light at pleasure and

at the right time, knowing the wishes of the mistress.

Forest-goddesses made festoons, etc., like slave-girls, and

goddesses praised her in song, like womeu-bards. In this

way Queen Vijaya was served daily by the goddesses, like

their own chief deity or like a superior one.

Queen Vijaya and Queen Vaijayantl carried their

embryos, like a mass of clouds the sun, like the earth a
treasure. Naturally radiant, they were exceedingly radiant

because of their embryos, like pools filled by golden lotuses

in the center. Their lotus-faces, as light-colored as gold,

became lighter, taking the color of a piece of ivory. Their
eyes, which extended to their ears naturally, became
suddenly wide open like an autumn-lotus. Such loveliness
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of theirs increased very much suddenly, like the beauty of

golden rods that have been polished. Though walking

slowly before, the queens walked especially slowly like

indolent rajahansis. Their embryos grew secretly, bestow-

ing happiness, like lotus-stalks in rivers, like pearls in

pearl-oysters.

When nine months, seven and a half days had passed,

at an auspicious moment ou the eighth day of the bright

half of the month Magha, the planets being in exaltation,

(the moon being) in the constellation Rohij?!, Vijayfi bore a

son marked with an elephant, like true speech bearing merit.

Neither the Queen nor her son had any birth-pains, for

that is the power of the Tfrthanathas arising from their

own nature. At that time there was a light in the three

worlds for a moment, like the light from lightning that

comes unexpectedly without a cloud. Then there was

comfort for a moment even for hell-inhabitants, like

comfort for travelers from shade at the arrival of a cloud.

Then the heavens were serene like waters in autumn,

and there was great rejoicing of the people like that of day-

lotuses at dawn. An auspicious, favorable wind blew

suddenly, creeping slowly, slowly over the earth, as if

rising from the earth. Birds of omen appeared on all

sides, indicating auspiciousness, for everything must be

auspicious, not otherwise, at the birth of the pure-minded.

Birth-tilts performed by Dikkum&ris (131—243)

Then the thrones oi the Dikkumarls trembled, as if

eager to jump up from the desire to go into the Jina’s

presence. Wearing veils of cloth of a deep safflower hue,

as it were, iu the guise of a flood of light from beautiful

crest-jewels ;
adorned with pearl car-rings with the inside

filled with their own light, like pitchers of nectar with

tinkling waves of nectar
;

resplendent with necklaces

made of various gems imitating the appearance of a

rainbow made into a circle
;
beautiful with ropes of pearls

placed on rounded breasts, stealing the beauty oi cascades
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wavering on the banks of RatnaSaila
;

llieir creeper-like

arms shining with jeweled bracelets like beautiful quivers

deposited by Anahga ; wearing girdles made of priceless

jewels like bow-strings drawn for Love wishing to conquer

the world
;
adorned with jeweled anklets clinging to lotus-

feet like the light of all the Jyotijkas overcome by the

light of the body
;

some with a dark body-radiancc like

priyangu-creepers, some spreading a grove of tills'
1 in the

sky, as it were, by their own light; some spreading light

like the light of dawn, some bathing the sky with light

like clear moonlight
;
some putting golden threads, as it

were, on the sky with their light, some like dolls of cat's-

eyc in beauty
;

all with their rounded breasts resembling

rivers with cakravfikas, all resembling rajahansis in their

graceful gait
;

all with delicate hands like creepers with

sprouts, all beautiful-eyed like lotus-ponds with blooming

lotuses
;

all with a flood of loveliness like ponds with

water; all endowed with fairness like goddesses of love;

startled by the shaking of their thrones, saying, " What
is this ?

” the fifty-six (Dikkumaris) at once employed

clairvoyant knowledge.

Then by means of clairvoyant knowledge the Dik-

kumarts knew simultaneously the purifying birth of a

Tirthakrt. They reflected: “In this very JambQdvipa

in the middle part of the southern half of Bharata in the

great city Vinita the second blessed Tirthakrt of this

avasarpinl, possessing three kinds of knowledge, has been

borne to King Jita^atru of the Iksvaku-fauiily by his

wife Vijaya.”

After these reflections, they joyfully got up from their

seats and took seven or eight steps, looking in the direction

of the Tirthakrt. After they had placed the JineSvara

before them in their minds, as it were, and had bowed to

him, all with deep devotion paid homage to him with

the Sakrastava. Returning, they sat down on their

" 139. The Corypha talicra. the mountain-palm, i.e., green.
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jeweled lion-thrones and instructed their respective

Ablii5'ogika-gods :
*•

" Listen I We must go now to the southern half of

Bharata to perform the birth-ceremonies of the second
Arhat who is born. Make then for us cars with roomy
interiors, made of various gems, of large dimensions.”

The Abhiyogikas, possessing strong powers, made the
cars in accordance with their instructions, uneven with
golden finials by the thousand, like offshoots of the cars

of the VaimSnikas with comets; shining with gemmed
pillars adorned with figures of. Sal-wood like crowds of

janeing girls tired out by fatigue from violent dancing;
constantly ringing with rows of tinkling little bells like

elephants with the loud noise of bells; beautiful with

dia I'ond balconies like thrones of Sris
; like suns with

a t housand lights streaming forth
;
adorned on all sides

wit h jeweled wolves, bulls, horses, men, antelopes, dol-

phi ns> hausas, sarabhas, yaks, elephants, kinnaras, forcst-

cre epers, and heaps of lotus-tendrils on the walls, roofs,

an(d tops of pillars, and showed them (to the Dikkumarls).
The eight Dikkuinarikas living in the lower world,

cl,
thed in devadQsya-cloth

,
their hair adorned with flowers :

Bpogankara, Bhogavatl, SubhogS, Bhogamalini, Toya-

dh Sra, Vicitra, Pujpamala, and Auindita, each one attended

by four thousand Samiinikis, each one joined by four

ma hattaras,’ 1 each one surrounded by seven great armies

and each by seven generals, each one attended by sixteen

tho usa*>d body-guards aud by other powerful Vyantara-

god
s
s anc* goddesses, got into their cars and set off eagerly

in ti£e northeast, with charming song and dance.

(

Theu they made immediately a vaikriyasamurighata "

and m ade a staff innumerable yojanas long. They removed

“ 52. The servant gods. See below, Chap. IU.

rs «>4 - MahattarS. These seem to be goddesset equal in power

to the D. fckumSns themselves, whose commands cannot be transgressed

by the Di kkamarl9- Ava. 1S4. p. 163 f.

rj if 8. See I, p, 118 and n. 157.
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the coarse matter of jewels, the cat’s-eye, diamond,

lohitaksa, aiika, anjana after anjana, pulaka after pulaka,

jyotlrasa, ruby, rista, crystal, gold, and hafisagarbha on

all sides, of emerald and galla, and retained the fine

matter. Then they made their own uttaravaikriya-forms /
1

For the gods’ magic powers of transformation are per-

fected at birth. With the gait of the gods, superior,

fast, wavering, impetuous, divine with lion-like, proud,

energetic, and skilful gaits/* they went to the city

Ayodhya to the house of King Jita&atru, with all magnii.

iccnce and all power. Then they circumambulated th«

Tirthakrt's birth-house three times with their large ca\
s

like the heavenly bodies revolving around Amaracaja
(Mem). Then they stopped their cars in the northe^
not touching the ground by four fingers' distance. Af^r
they had entered the birth-house and had circumambulated

the Jincndra and his mother three times, their haM(is
joined together submissively, they said

:

" Hail to you, O Mother of the World, bearing, a

jewel in your womb, you have become the essence of, au
women, giver of light to the world. You are fortunate, y.oll

arc purified, you are the first in the world. This birth 0f
yours has fruit in this human-world, since you are t

jie

mother of a man-jewel, the Ocean of Milk of compassh0Ui

™ i?a. See above, n. 54.
n 173. The edition here reads : siuhoddhatdbbyam yaUnSch^jjil-

hhySm atlia divyayS. and all MSS. have the fame, which p:e

difficulties. The gait of the gods is often descried, and a

parallel occurs in Joiti 15, p. 38 (Bbsv. ed.). Its text reads: -n,flc

uddhuy&e jatiuae cbeyie divvSe dcvagatic: with 4 ^i8 - ia®tci
aj 0 f

nouns. Sfbd is explained as sinhi (PH sainha), ‘with firuuies
6 0f a

lion’; uddhuyS. ’lifted up by excessive pride’; jatina, ‘ victor. ous •

.

cheyi, ‘skilful’ This is said to be based an the tikS of Jiv. P_£

Rajendra take siha=s!ghrl(sarae id). PE quotes a noun jaina
9'

ya,Q3
) i

‘a kind of gati,' with another ref. to JiSta., where I can d
{a(j on]y

jatinaih (51, p. 155). This yntns approaches our yatana, but «^,hat can

it mean ? Jalna nsmdly=javin. ‘speedy,! or jayin, -victom
nit

.‘ For

further discussion, see App. I.
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the Master deserving praise in the three worlds, the

Dharmacakrin, the teacher of the three worlds, the brother

of the world, conferring favors on all, the second Jinendra

in this avasarpinl. 0 Mother, we are Dikkum’rikas living

in the lower world and have come here to hold the birth-

festival for the Tirtkakrt. You must not be afraid of us."

After this speech, they bowed and withdrew to the

n ortlieast. by the vaikriyasamudghSta with abundant
pi wer they created instantly a wind, called ' whirlwind.' T ‘

B> means of the wind, auspicious, gentle and cool, blowing

ob iquely, bringing a wealth of perfume from a variety of

flowers of all seasons, they removed first tire dry grass,

etc., around the birth-house for a yojana and cleaned the

ground thoroughly. Then they stood not far from the

Blessed One and the Blessed One's mother, singing aus-

picious songs joyfully.

Then the eight Dikbumarikas living in upper Rucaka on
the peaks of the garden Nandana : Megliarikaru, Meghavatl,

Sumegha, Meghamalini, Suvatsa, Vatsamitra, Varisena,

Baldhaka, wearing divine ornaments, attended by mahat-
taras, Samanikls, and body-guards, by armies and generals

as before, went to the birth-house purified by the Master’s

birth and circumambulated the Jincndra and the Jina’s

mother three times. After announcing themselves like

the preceding ones, bowing to Vijaya and praising (her),

they made (by magic) the sky dark with clouds, in that

same place. Then they rained fragrant water, not too

little and not too much, for a yojana from the Blessed

One’s birth-house. The dust was quickly destroyed by

this rain, like sin by penance, like darkness by moon-

light of a night of full moon. Then they created rapidly

a multitude of flowers, variegated and blooming, like

stage- directors ou the floor of the stage. They made

the ground exceedingly fragrant, like a dwelling of Sri,

7 ‘ 184. I do not understand why or how the vaikriyasamudgbata

was used to make a wind. Cf. I, a. 157.
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with incense-smoke rich in camphor and aloes. Then they

stood not too near and not too far from the Tirthakrt

and the Tirtbakrt’s mother, singing the Master’s spotless

virtues.

Then the Dikkumarikas living on the eastern Rucaka

Mts. : Nandottara, Nand3, Ananda, Anandavardhan§,

VijayS, VaijayantI, JayantI, and Aparajita, accompanied

by all their magnificence and power, came with their

retinues tothe birth-house in the same way as the preceding

ones and circumambulated the Master and the Master’s

mother three times. After they bad announced thcmselrv-es

to the Mistress, had bowed, and had recited a hymn of

praise as before, they stood in front of them, singing, and

holding jeweled mirrors.

The eight Dikkumarikas living on the southern Rudaka

Mts. : Samahara, Supradatta, Suprabuddha, Yasod'nara,

Lak§mlvatl, Sesavati, Citragupta, Vasundhara, wearing

beautiful ornaments, wreaths, and divine garments, came

with their retinues to this house, in the same way as the

preceding ones, bowed to the Mistress after the circum-

ambulation and announced themselves. At the right of the

Jinendra and the Jina’s mother, they, sweet-voiced, stood,

singing auspicious songs, holding pitchers in their hands.

Also the Dikkumarikas living on the western Rucaka

Mts. : Iladevi, SuradevI, Prtliivl, Padmavati, £kan3sa,

Navamika, Bhadra, Sita, with retinues of the same size,

announced themselves as before, bowed to the Jiua and

the Jina’s mother after the circumambulatiou, and stood

behind them, singing, holding beautiful fans.

Also the Dikkumarikas living on the northern Rucaka

Mts. : Alambusa, Mi£rake4i, Pundatika, Varuni, Hasa,

Sarvaprabha, Hrf, Sri, with the same attendants announced

themselves as before, bowed to the feet of the Jina and the

Jina’s mother after circumambulating them, and stood

on the left, singing, holding beautiful chauris.

The four Dikkumarikas living in the intermediate

points of the compass on Rucaka : Vicitra, Citrakanaka,
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SuterS, Sautramaui, came, circuinambulated and bowed

to the Jina and the Jina’s mother, and announced them-
selves. Singing the numerous virtues of the Master and

the Master’s mother, they stood at the intermediate points,

aortheast, etc., holding lamps in their hands.

The four Dikkumfirikas living in the center of Rucaka-

dvipa : Rapa, Rupahhika, SurQpa, RQpakavati, each one

jesplendent with a complete retinue as before, got into

their big cars and came to the Athat’s birth-house. They

circumambulated it three times, remaining in the cars

themselves, and then stopped the cars in the proper place.

Then, going on foot, they circumambulated the Jineudra

and the Jina’s mother with devotion, bowed to them

and said :

“ Hail I Long live t Rejoice, you whose son is for

the delight of the world. O Mother of the World, this is

a fortunate moment for us to-day because of the sight of

you. The ocean (ratnakara), Ratnataila (mountain of

jewels), and the earth (ratnagarbha)—these are useless.

You alone are the source of jewels, since you have borne

this jewel of a son. We Dikkumarikas, living in the

center of Rucaka, have come here to perform the Arhat’s

birth-ceremonies. You must not be afraid.”

With these words, they cut the Supreme Lord’s

navel-cord, leaving a length of four fingers. They dug

a hole in which they deposited the Lord’s navel-cord like

a treasure, and then filled up the hole with jewels and

diamonds. They covered a platform over it with darvS-

grass “ that shot up at once. Even gardens shoot up by

the power of the gods. In three directions from the birth-

house they immediately erected plantain-houses Tt like

houses of Sri. Inside of each they created a four-room

apartment, and inside each of them a large lion-throne.

Then they took the Tirthankara on their palms and the

n 224. Sec I, n. 143.
u 225. See I. n. 144.
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Mistress on their aims and led them to the southern

plantain-house. Then within the four-room apartment,

they seated the Master and the Master’s mother com-

fortably on the best jeweled lion-throne. They themselves

became shampooers and anointed them with oils, the

oil with a hundred ingredients, etc., with comfortable

manipulations. Instantly, they rubbed their bodies like

jeweled mirrors with fragrant substances, sweet-smelling

and ground fine.

After they had taken the Jinendra on their palms

and his mother on their arms, they led them into the

eastern plantain-house. They seated the Jinendra and the

Jina's mother on the best jeweled lion-throne in the four-

room apartment in it. They bathed the two with perfumed

water, with flower-juices, and pure water, as if they had

been taught to do that from birth. They put various

jeweled ornaments on them, considering that their own
power, being such, had accomplished its purpose after a

long time.

After the goddesses had taken the Jinendra and

Queen Vijaya as before, they went into the beautiful

northern plantain-house. There they seated them, re-

sembling a lioness and her son seated on a mountain, on

the lion-throne in the four-room apartment. In a moment
they had goSIrsa-sandal brought for iuel by the Abliiyo-

gikas from Mt. Ksudrahimavat. They made a fire spring

up by rubbing two pieces of wood. For a fire is produced

even from sandal-wood when it is rubbed.” Using all

the sandal-wood for fuel, the goddesses made the fire

increase as if fire had been added. They made auspicious

ceremonies with the sacrifice thrown in the fire and fastened

an amulet on the Jinendra, charming in their devotion.

Saying aloud, " May you live as long as a mountain,”

they struck together small balls of jeweled-stones near the

Jina's ears.” They took the Tlrthaiikara on their palms

” 238* Sandal is symbolic of coolness.
T * 241. See 1, n. 145.
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and VijayS on their arms, led them to the bath-house, and

put them on the couch. Then they stood not too far

away and not too close, singing rapidly the shiniug virtues

.if the Master and the Master's mother.

Birth-ceremonies presided over by Saha (244-528)

Just at that time when Sakra, very resplendent,

surrounded by crores of gods and of Apsarases, his power

being praised by crores of the best bards, a multitude of

virtues being sung at length by a troop of Gandkarvas,

being fanned with chauris by courtesans at liis sides,

adorned by a very beautiful white umbrella over his head,

was seated comfortably, facing the east, holding an

assembly in the assembly-hall Sudharma in die Saudharma-

kalpa, his throne shook.

Confused by a fit of temper because of the shaking

of his throne, his lower lip trembling like a fire with a

quivering flame, terrifying from a deep frown like the sky

with a comet that has appeared, his face copper-colored like

a must-elephant, his forehead marked by three lines like an

ocean with high waves, Vajrabhrt looked at his thunder-

bolt, the destroyer of enemies. Observing his anger,

General Naigamesin got up, joined bauds in suppliant

fashion before him, and said to Pracinabarhis

:

“ Against whom is auger on your own part, when I

am die executor of your commands ? There is no superior

and no equal to you among gods, asuras, and mortals.

After considering the cause of the shaking of your throne

just now, command me, who am the giver of punishment,

in regard to it, O master.”

When the general had said this, Sakra gave atten-

tion and employed clairvoyant knowledge at once. Hari

perceived the birth of the second Tlrthakrt by clairvoyant

knowledge, like dharraa by the Jain scriptures, like an

object by a light. He thought, "Oh
! In Jambudvipa in

Bhflratavarga. in the city Vinita the second JineSvara in

this avasarpinl is born from Queen Vijaya, the wife oi
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King JitaSatru For that reason my throne shook. Shame

on these wicked thoughts of mine. May the sin which I
drunk with power, committed he without consequences.”

With this thought Purandara arose, abandoning his

lion-throne, foot-stool, and slippers. Satamakha hastily

took several steps, as if starting out, facing the direction

of the Ttrthakrt. Placing his right knee on the ground ana

bending the left a little, touching the ground with his

hands and head, Hari bowed to the Master. After he

had praised the Master with the Sakrastava,” Pakasasana

returned to his own place, like the ocean turned back by

the shore.

Then Sunaslra, his body horripilated at once like

delight embodied, instructed General Naigamesin to inform

all the gods of the Tirthankara’s birth and to summon

them to its festival, like a householder his own people.

The general accepted PakaMsana’s command on his

head eagerly and went away, like a thirsty man who has

drunk water. He struck three times the bell Sugho&a

which has a radius of a yojana, and which was like an

immense bell on the neck of the cow of the assembly of

Sudharma. A loud noise arose when it was struck, the

guest of the range of hearing of every one, like the noise

of the ocean when it was churned. Thirty-two lacs—less

one 60—of other bells rang distinctly also because of its

ringing, like calves lowing because of the cow’s lowing.

All of Saudharmakalpa seemed to be made of only sound

from the loud penetrating sound of the bells. The gods

in the palaces, always negligent, awakened at that sound,

like lions lying in caves.

" I think Sughoga, delighting in a proclamation-

drama, has been rung by some god at the command of the

king of gods. Certainty the proclamation announcing

Vasava’s command must be heard.” With this expectation

” 262. See I. a. 166.

61 266. I.c., Saghofi.
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the gods remained listening. When the sound of Sughoja

had died away, Puiandara's general made a proclama-

tion to this effect in a loud voice :

" Attention ! Listen, all the gods living in Saudharma-

kalpa. The lord of the gods commands you all. ‘ In the

city Ayodhya in Dharata in Jambadvipa, the second

rirthanatha, the I-ord, bestowing benefits on all, was
born today from VijayS, the wife of King Jitasatru,

because of the maturing of good fortune of the world.

Now we must go there with our retinues for the Jina’s

birth-ceremonies to purify ourselves. You must come here

quickly to go there with me with all magnificence and all

power.’
’’

The gods experienced great delight at this proclama-

tion of his, like peacocks at thunder. At once they got

into theiT cars like boats and, crossing the sky like the

ocean, the gods went to Sakra.

Descriptions of Sakra's car (282-307)

Hari instructs an Abhiyogika named Palaka, “ Make
a car to go to the Master.” He created the car a hundred

thousand yojanas long and wide and five hundred yojanas

high, like another JambQdvipa; with light from jeweled

walls like the ocean with high coral; with golden Snials

like Mflnasa with erect lotuses
;
with long flags like a body

marked with tilakas; with variegated jeweled spires like

a mountain-crest with lofty peaks
;
beautiful with jeweled

pillars like tying-posts of Sri’s elephant
;

inhabited by

puppets resembling othcT Apsaiases
;
adorned with rows

of little bells like an actor who had taken cymbals
;
marked

with pcarl-svastilcas like the sky with constellations

;

beautiful with wolves, bulls, men, kinnaras, elephants,

hansas, forest-creepers, and lotus-tendrils.

In three directions it had tliree flights of stairs like

long waves of cascades flowing down a large mountain.

In front of the flights of steps were jeweled arches, sisters,

as it were, of the beauty of a whole row of rainbows.
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Its middle part was level and smooth like the face of an

aliugipuskara,*
1

like a mirror, like a lampstand.* 4

Painted with soft, beautiful, five-colored paintings, the

floor looked as if strewn with peacock-feathers. Inside of

it there was a theater-pavilion, a play-house of Srls, like?

a royal palace inside a city. Inside of it there was a

jeweled platform, eight yojanas long and wide and four

yojanas high. On it was an excellent jeweled lion-throne,

like a large, pure jewel in a large ring. Above it shines

a canopy, brilliant with silver, giving the impression of

autumn'-moonlight that had become congealed. Hanging

to its center was a diamond hook, and hanging from

it was a pead-wreath of one kunibliika.*' Like younger

brothers of tliis one, in the four directions there were

strings of pearls measuring half a kumbha. Slowly rocked

by a gentle wind, they gleamed, thieves of the beauty

of the pleasure-swing of the Sri of Sunasira.

To the northeast, north, and northwest of Sakra’s

large jeweled lion-throne were the thrones of the eighty-

four thousand Sam3nika-gods, beautiful with jewels, equal

in number (to the gods). To the east, the eight scats of

the eight wives of Indra resembled jeweled pleasure-

balconies of Kamala. In the southeast were the seats of

the twelve thousand gods of the inner assembly. In

the south were the fourteen thousand seats in succession of

Sakra's middle assembly. In the southwest were the

sixteen thousand scats of the gods of the outer assembly.

Behind Sakra’s lofty lion-throne were the seats of the

seven generals. In each of the four directions from Sakra’s

throne were the seats of the eighty-four thousand body-

guards. Such a car was produced simultaneously with

n 290. Evidently the same as alingimjdanga. See I, p. III.

“ 290- Dlpakamalli. Cl mallika, 4. 185. ‘lauipstacd,’ and malli,

PE, s.v. Evidently some kind of round lampstand is meant. The
translation o! dipamalll, 1. 2. 359, obviously unsatisfactory, must be

corrected accordingly.

“ 296. See I, n. 152.
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Sakia's command. For the accomplishment of the desires

of the gods is effected by the (mere) thought.

Saiikrandana, eager to go to the Jina, made his uttara-

vaikriya-form having various jewels. With kis eight

queens, creepers 8
‘ giving the nectar of loveliness, and

with the large troops of actors and Gandharvas, Hari,

delighted, circumambulated the best of cars and entered it

by the east jeweled stairs. V&sava sat down on the

jeweled lion-throne, facing the east, like a lion on the crag

of a mountain peak. The queens of Bidaujas adorned

their own seats successively like marglis adorning lotuses.

The eighty-four thousand Samanika-gods entered the car

by the north stairs. They seated themselves on their

respective thrones, like other incomparable images of

Vajrin.®* Other gods and goddesses entered the car by
the west stairs and sat down on the proper seats.

In front of Hari seated on the lion-throne were the

eight auspicious things,' 8
as if each one had been made

by one of the eight wives. Near them were the umbrella,

vase, full pitcher, etc. For the signs of sovereignty are

companions like a shadow. At the front (of the car)

was a large flag-staff, a thousand yojanas high, provided

with hundreds of little flags, like a tree with shoots. In

front of it were five of Hari's generals 87 and Abhiyogika-

gods attending carefully to their own duties. So Sakra,

surrounded by crores of magnificent gods, his magnificence

being praised by clever bands of celestial bards, entertained

by the plays, gestures, and concerts constantly performed

by the bands of actors and musicians
;
the fiag-staff drawn

ahead by five armies; splitting the universe, as it were,

" 309. Arartavalll, the Cocculus cordifolius (MW).
m 3x4. The ed. reads :

rQpaddpantaranlvapnitirQpiici vajrioa^.

The MSS. read : rCpndhiySn* which must. 1 think, be emended to

rfipadheyan'’.

** 316, See I, n. 153.

" 319, The generals ol the nijvlnika and gandharvanika were with

Sakra.

4
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with the noise of the musical instruments ahead
;
wishing

to descend to the earth, came by car by an oblique path

to the north of Saudharma-heaven.

Filled with crores of gods, the car Pslaka looked like a

moving Saudharma-heaven, as it descended. The best of

cars, divine, surpassing thought in speed, traversed number-

less continents and oceans in a moment. The car, like

a Saudharma on earth, a pleasure-abode of the gods,

arrived at the continent NandLSvara. When he had arrived

at its southeast mountain, Ratikara, Purandara quickly

contracted the car. Gradually contracting the car more

and more, Hari arrived at the city Vinita in Bharata in

Jambudvlpa. He circumambulated the Master's birth-

house three times with the car. The Master’s estate is the

same as the Master. Hari stopped the car in the northeast

at a distance, like a vassal his conveyance at the palace.

Purandara entered the Master's birth-chamber, his figure

contracted from devotion, like a servant belonging to a

noble family. Sahasraksa bowed to the Tfrthakrt and the

Tirthakrt’s mother as soon as he saw them, esteeming his

eyes fortunate. After he had circumambulated the Master

and Vijayd, had bowed, and paid homage to them, with

hands joined respectfully, he said :

“ Hail to you, bearing a jewel in your womb, purifying

the universe, mother of the world, bestowing a light on

the world for seeing the good. O mother, you alone are

blessed, by whom the second Tfrthakrt, benefactor to all,

was borne, like a kalpa-tree by the earth. I, Lord of

Saudharma, have come here to celebrate the Master's

birth-festivaL O mother, you must not be afraid.”

With these words, Sahasrflkja gave a sleeping-charm,

created an image of the Tfrthakrt, and placed it at the

Queen's side. Then Sakra instantly created five Sakras

from himself. The gods can have any form they like, one

or many. Among these, one Sakra, with sprouts of

bristling hair burst forth,’
88 made pure in body as in

339* I.e., his hair erect from joy.
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mind from devotion, bowed, said, "Allow me," and

took the JineSvara with lotus-hands anointed with go§ir§a-

sandal. The second one stayed behind and carried an
umbrella over the Master's head, giving the appearance of

a full moon over a mountain. Two Haris carried chauris

at his sides like heaps of merit in visible form gained from

the sight of the Master. One, swinging a thunderbolt

like a door-keeper, went in advance looking at the Master,

his head turned a little. The S&manikas, the Parisadyas,

the TrayastrinSas, and other gods also circled round the I/>rd

like bees around a lotus. Hari, carrying the Master of

the World carefully, arrived at Mt. Meru with the intention

of holding the birth-festival.

The gods ran after the Master, knocking each other

over in rivalry, like deer running after a song.” The

sky appeared crowded with clusters of blooming blue

lotuses in the form of gods looking at the Master from afar

from the comers of their eyes. Again and again the gods

approached the Blessed One from afar and looked at him,

like misers looking at their money. The gods flying

towards (the Master) at the same time struck each other

with an impact like waves of the ocean. The planets,

constellations, and stars assumed the form of a multitude

of flowers in front of the Master as he went through the

sky with Sakra as a vehicle. PumhOta went in a moment

to the rock Atipandukair.bala on the summit of Meru in

the south of the [>eak. The Lord-of-the-east sat down,

facing the east, on the top of the jeweled lion-throne,

holding the Lord on his own lap.

Just then the Indra of l&flnakalpa became aware of

the birth oi the All-knowing by means of clairvoyant

knowledge because of the shaking of his throne. Like

Sakra, he abandoned his lion-throne, etc., took seven or

eight steps, and bowed to the I,ord of the World. At his

command General Laghupar&krama rang the loud-toned

w
346. Deei '3 love of music is proverbial.
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bell MahSghosfi. Its sound filled twenty-eight lacs of

palaces., like the sound of the ocean with high waves

filling the mountain-caves on the shore. The gods of

these palaces awakened at its sound like sleeping kings at

the sound of the conch at daybreak. When the sound

of the bell MahSghosS had died away, the general made a

proclamation as follows in a voice deep as thunder

:

“ Iu the city Vinita in Bharata in JambQdvIpa the Lord,

the second Tlrthakrt, lias been born of Vijaya and Jitasatru.

Your lord will go to Mem for his birth-ceremony. There-

fore, hasten, O gods, to go with your master." At this

loud proclamation all the gods went at once into the

presence of the Lord of Ai^ana, as if drawn by a charm.

Then Tsana, the Indra of the northern half,** holding

a trident, wearing jeweled ornaments like a living Ratnagiri,

wearing white garments, wearing a wreath, with a large

hull as a vehicle, attended by crores of gods, Samanikas,

etc., entered the car Pu?paka with his retinue and left

AiSSnakalpa quickly by the southern path. After travers-

ing numberless continents and oceans in a moment the

India of AiSana arrived at the continent NaudlSvara.

There he contracted his car, etc., at the northeast mountain

Ratikara, like winter contracting the day, Gradually

contracting it without loss of time, he went like a pupil to

the feet of the Lord of the World on Sumeru.

Sanatkumara, BralmiS, Sukra, and Prapata with the

gods awakened by Naigamegin who rang the bell Sughosa,

arriving at Nandlsvara by the north path like Sakra,

contracted their cars, etc., at the southeast Ratikara.

They went into the presence of the Blessed One who was

seated on Sakra’s lap on the peak of Mem, like constella-

tions into the presence of the moon.
Mahendra, Lantaka, Sahasrara, and Acyuta with gods

awakened by MahaghosS and LaghuparSkrama went to

Nandisvara by the south path like Tsana, and contracted

10 362 Corresponding to Saudhanna in the south.
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their cars, etc., at the northeast Ratikara. Then they

went joyfully to the Master on the peak of Mt. Kailcana

(Meru), like travelers in a forest to a tree with much fruit.

Then in the city Camaracanca, the ornament of

the south row,*' Camara’s throne in Sudharma trembled.

Knowing by clairvoyant knowledge the purifying birth

c.f the Tirthakrt, lie took seven or eight steps, and bowed

to the Jinefivara. At once at his command the general of

the infantry, Druma, struck the sweet-toned bell Ogha-

svara. When the sound of Oghasvara had ceased and the

proclamation had been made, the Asuras came to Camara
like birds to a tree in t.he evening. The Abhiycgika-gods,

at the command of Camarendra, created in an instant a

car measuring fifty thousand yojanas (square). Adorned

with a large indradhvaja five hundred yojanas liigh, the

car looked like a boat with a mast.

With sixty-four thousand Samanikas, thirty-three

Trayastrinsas, four Lokapalas, five queens together with

their retinues, three assemblies, and seven armies, seven

generals, with body-guards to the number of four times

the Samanikas, and also other Asurakomffras, lie got into

liis car, went in a moment to NandiSvara, and contracted

his car at his* 8 Ratikara, like Sakra. He went to the

Master’s feet on the peak of Mt. Meru with the speed of

the current of the J alinavl to the eastern ocean.

In the city Balica&cS, the ornament of the north row,

Bali knew’ the birth of the Arhat by clairvoyant knowledge

from the trembling of his throne. At his command the

general of the infantry, Mahadruma, quickly struck the

bell Mahaughasvara three times. When the sound of the

bell had died away, as before he made the proclamation

which was like a stream of nectar to the ears of the Asuras.

By that proclamation the Asuras came from all directions

to Bali, like hansas to Manasa at the sound of a cloud.* 8

91
374. The south row ol the Bhavanavisins. See below Cbap. III.

“ 383. I.e., the southeast
91

388. See I, a. 47.
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Together with the former number of queens, etc., sixty

thousand SSmfinikas and four times as many body-guards,

by means of a car of the preceding dimensions and an

indradhvaja like the preceding, after going to Ratikara of

NandlSvara, he arrived at the peak of Mere.

Dharanendra, Hari, Venudeva, Agniribha, Velamba,

Sughosa, Jalakanta, Pflrna, and Amita, the Indras respect-

ively of the Nago-, Vidyut-, Suparna-, Agni-, Vayu-,

Meghfl-, Sarasvat-, Dvipa-, and Dikkumaras, belonging to

the southern row
;
and those of tire northern row, Bhuta-

nanda, Haririkha, Venudarin, Agnimagava, Prabhanjana,

Mahflghosa, Jalaprabha, Ava§i?ta, and Amitavahana knew

the birth of the Jina by clairvoyant knowledge from the

trembling of their thrones. Then the bells, Meghasvara,

Krauncasvara, Hansasvara, ManjusvarB, Nandisvara,

Nandighosa, Susvara, Madhurasvarfl, and Manjugho*&,

belonging respectively to the Nagas, etc., of the two

divisions of the Bhavauapatis, rang, struck three times

by generals named Bhadrasena belonging to Dharana,

etc., and by those named Daksa belonging to Bhutauauda,

etc.
04 Then all the NSgas, etc., of the two rows came

instantly each to his own Indra, like horses to their own
stables. At their command their respective Abhiyogika-

gods created at once cars variegated with jewels and gold,

twenty-five thousand yojanas square, with indradhvajas

of two hundred and fifty yojanas. Each one attended by

six queens, six thousand Samanikas and four times as

many body-guards, and others, TrUyastrifiSas, etc., like

Camara and Bali, they got into their cars and went to

Meru to the Master.

The lords of the PiSacas, BhQtas, Yaksas, Rak$ases,

Kinnaras, Kimpuru$as, Ahis, and Gandharvas : Kflla,

SurQpa, Ptirnabhadra. Bhima, Kirmara, Satpurusa, AtikSya,

and Gitarati respectively, l>clouging to the south row, and

04 39“. I.c., the hells of the north and south raws of each division

of the Vyantarss had the same name
; the generals of the north row of

all classes were named Bhadrasena, and of the south row Daksa.
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these belonging to the north row : Maliiikala, ApratirOpa,

Mapibhadra, Mahabhima, Kitnpumsa, Mahapurusa, Mahii-

kaya, Gltayafias, knowing the birth of the Arliat from the

shaking of the thrones in both rows, had their bells,

Manjusvarfi and Mailjughosa respectively, rung by their

respective generals. When the sound of the bells had

died away and the proclamation had been made by the

generals, the Vyantaras, Pisacas, etc., went to their respect-

ive Tndras. The Indras, surrounded by the gods except

the Trayastrihias and Lobapas - for they, like the sun and

moon, do not have Trayastrih^as and Lokapas—each

one attended by four thousand Sam&nikas and sixteen

thousand body-guards, entered their cars created by their

respective Abhiyogika-gods and went to Meru to the

Blessed One.

Likewise, the sixteen Indras of the eight classes of

Vyantaras, the Anapannikas,” etc., occupying both north

and south rows, like the Indras of the Pi.4acas, etc., knowing

the birth of the Jina by the shaking of their thrones as

before, had ManjusvarA and Manjugho?a struck and the

proclamation made by their respective generals and, accom-

panied each by his own Vyantaras, got into their cars

created by the Abhiyogikas and with the Samdnikas, etc.,

as before went into the presence of the Jina.

Innumerable Suns and Moons with retinues also came
to the Jina on Meru, like sons to a father. Thus sixty-

four Indras, independent, (but) as if they were subject to

another, came together in haste with devotion from desire

for the Master's birth-festival.

The Indra of the eleventh and twelfth heavens'*

instructed the Ab’niyogika-gods to bring the paraphernalia

for the bath. The Abhiyogikas went off in the northeast

14 4X2. These aie the same us tht Aprajfiaptikas of 3. 525. See PE,

PH. and RSjendia sub Anapanniya, Anavarmiya, acd Auapanniya;

Pravac. 1131, p. 333a; and Aup. 24. PH Sanakrititea the word as

An3pannika aud Anaparnikn. K., p. 275, bus Rmiparni.

“ 418. Acyuta, the India of Acyuta- and Xranakalpa.
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quarter, made a powerful samudghata ,T and thus created

pitchers, made of gold, silver, jewels, gold and silver,

gold and jewels, silver and jewels, gold, silver and jewels,

and clay, one thousand and eight of each kind. They

made an equal number of vases, mirrors, dishes, vessels,

earthen vessels, jewel boxes, and flower-baskets without

loss of time, as if they had been taken from a store-room.

The gods took the pitchers energetically and went to the

Ocean of Milk, like drawers of water to a pool. Like

clouds they took up easily water from the Ocean of Milk

with the pitchers with deep bubbling-sounds like loud

auspicious cries. They took white and red day-blooming

lotuses, night-blooming white and blue lotuses, sahasra-

pattras and Satapattras."

Approaching the ocean Pu;karoda, like sea-faring

merchants an island, they took very rapidly lotuses, etc.

The gods took water, etc., from the tlrthas, Magadha, etc.,**

of Bharata- and Airavataksetra. Like heated travelers,

they took day and lotuses from the rivers, Gangs, etc.,

from the pools, Padma, etc. They tcok herbs, perfumes,

flowers, white mustard, and saffron from all the prin-

cipal mountain-ranges, from all the VaitSdhyas, from all

the provinces and all the Vakgira Mts., from the Deva-

and Uttarakurus, from BhadraSSla, Nandana, Saumauasa,

and PSndaka encircling Sumeru, and from the mountains,

Malaya, Datdura. etc. The gods mixed all these materials

together, like doctors mixing medicines and perfumers

mixing perfumes. After obtaining all this, they went to

the Master, as if rivaling Acyutendra’s mind in zeal.

Then, full of devotion, the Indra of Arapa- and Acyuta-

kalpa, surrounded by ten thousand Samanika-gods, thirty-

three Tr&yastririSas, four LokapSlas, three assemblies,

seven armies and generals, and forty thousand body-

guards, with a scarf wrapped around his mouth, throwing

n
419. I.e., a vaikriyosamudgbata. Sec I, n. 157.

“ 426. Some varieties of lotus.

” 428. Pxabhasa and Varadauia. See below, Chap. IV.
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down first a handful of flowers, together with the gods
he took the one thousand and eight pitchers anointed with

sandal, their mouths covered with blooming lotuses. Acyuta

emptied the pitchers on the Master's head, making their

mouths bowed like himself with a high degree of devotion.

From contact with the Master the water, though pure,

became exceedingly pure. For a jewel is mote brilliant

in a gold ornament. The pitchers, articulate from the

pouring forth of the stream of water, appeared to be

reciting prayers in the ceremony of the Master’s bath.

Then the great flood of water issuing from the pitchers

formed a confluence with the stream of the Master’s loveli-

ness. The water, spreading over the Master’s gold-colored

limbs, looked like the water of the Ganga spreading over

beds of golden lotuses. With the pure, beautiful water

pouting over his body, the Lord looked as if he had on

an upper garment.

Among these Indras and gods some, burdened with a

load of devotion, lifted the full pitchers and brought

them to the bathers. Some stood making shade
;
some

holding chauris, incense-burners, flowers, and perfumes.

Some recited the bath-ritual
;
some gave cries of " Hail ! ”

;

others beat drums, holding drum-sticks. .Some, their

cheeks and mouths puffed out, blew conches; others

struck cymbals together. Some beat gongs with solid

jeweled sticks; others beat drums with violent clamor.

Some danced like (professional) dancers, keeping time to

hand-clapping as music
;

others danced in a peculiar

manner like slave-downs for amusement. Some sang like

(professional) singers with poetic compositions, with pos-

tures, etc.; some made desultory sounds in the throat

like cowherds. Some played the thirty-two r61es with

dramatic modes
;

,0 * some flew up and some flew down.

Some rained jewels and others gold
;
some ornaments

and others powdered sandal. Some rained wreaths, flowers.

m
452- See I, n. 235.
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and fiuit
;
some gave skilful leaps

;
some roared like lions.

Some neighed like horses, others trumpeted like elephants,

others creaked like chariots, and others made the three

noises. Some shook Mt. Mandara by stamping their feet

;

others split the earth by blows with their hands. Some

made a repeated outcry with great joy

;

others sang

rasakas, 101 moving in a circle. Some blazed artificially
;

others cried for amusement ;
some thundered deeply

;
and

others flashed like lightning.

While the gods were acting in these various ways

from delight, the Lot(1 of Acyuta joyfully bathed the

Blessed One. Placing his folded hands on his head like

an ornament, he cried, " Hail ! Hail ” aloud, sincerely

devoted. He dried the Master’s body with a devadflsya-

doth with a gentle hand, like a skilled masseur. Represent-

ing great joy, like a dancer Acyuta led a dance with the

gods before the Lord of Three Worlds. Then Acyuta

anointed the Lord's body with goSIr§a-sandal and worshipped

him with divine and earthly flowers. The pitcher, throne,

mirror, Srivatsa, svastika, nandySvarta, powder-bos, and

fish—these eight auspicious things, the India of Aratja

and Acyuta designed before the T/>rd with dazzling, silver,

unbroken rice. Absorbed in devotion, he threw down a

knee-deep pile of flowers of five colors, like pieces of

twilight clouds. Then Acyuta, holding an incense-burner,

burned incense, making the sky appear decorated with

raised arches with pillars of smoke. While the incense was

being thrown up, a deep-toned bell, wliich looked like

MahaghosS on a small scale, was rung by the chief-gods.

Hari himself waved the light-vessel before the Master,

the circle of its high flame resembling the beauty of the

stellar drclc. Then the Lord of Acyuta, horripilated

457- 1 have not been able to ascertain the characteristics of

the xisaka. It is a ‘ kind of song.’ M.C. defines roaa as ’ a sort o£ song

in the Hiniloostanee langnage.' Rfisaka is also used for the circular

dance itself.
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from joy, withdrew seven or eight steps, bowed, and

began a hymn of praise as follows :

Sluti (471-478)

“ O Lord, whose body covers the sky with the color of

a piece of pure gold, whom does not your body with shining

purity put. to shame, as it were ? The eyes of goddesses

become bees on your body which is always fragrant without

being perfumed, like a wreath from a coral tree. The

broods of serpents in the form of diseases, O Lord, do not

approach your body, as if overcome by the wealth of

enjoyment of divine nectar. Since you arc like an image

reflected in a mirror, why speak of the disappearance of

exuding perspiration from your body ? Not only is your

mind free from passion (ragamukta), O dispassionate one,

but the blood (rakta) in your body is like a stream of milk.

We can tell another characteristic of yours, O Lord, since

even your flesh, O Lord, is pure, free from malodor, not

disgusting. Bees abandon wreaths of flowers produced on

land and sea and follow the fragrance of your breath.

Your duration of existence causes extraordinary astonish-

ment since assimilation and elimination of food are not

perceptible by touch and sight.”

After this hymn of praise to the Lord, Acyuta withdrew

a little aud stood with folded hands, devoted to service,

with firm devotion.

Sixty-two other Indras and their retinues bathed the

Lord of the World in turn in the same way as the Lord of

Acyuta. When they load recited a hymn of praise, had

bowed, and withdrawn in the same way, with folded hands

they sat near the Lord like devoted servants.

Then the VSsava of the second heaven quickly made

himself five-fold, like the Iudra of Saudliarmakalpa, with

extreme devotion. One sat down on the lion-throne,

478 . These arc the 4 inborn atiwyw. See I. n- XJ, and Abhi.

r. 57
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which resembled AiSaua-lreaven, on Atipandukambala

which has the shape of a half-moon. Carefully he trans-

ferred the Teacher of the World to his own lap from Sakra's

lap, as if from one chariot to another. Another carried a

white umbrella over the Master's head
;
and two others

carried chauris at the Lord’s sides. The fifth stood in

front of the Lord of die World, holding a trident, like a

door-keeper, charming with a noble figure.

Then the India of Saudhannakalpa had the materials

for the bath brought quickly by the Abhiyogika-gods.

He, exceedingly skilful, created tour crystal hulls like four

more Crystal Mountains 101 in the four directions from the

Lord . Light dazzling streams of water, white as the moon’s

rays, shot up from the eight horns of the four bulls. After

shooting up, they unite in one stream at the top like rivers,

and fall on the Lord of the World like the ocean. In this

way he bathed the Lord. The powerful, like poels, declare

themselves in an indirect way. Like the Indra of Acyuta

he made the drying, anointing, worship, and eight auspicious

objects according to rule. After Ire had praised the Lord

with the Sakrastava and had bowed to him, he began a

hymu of praise in a voice choking from joy.

Stnii (493-501)

" Hail
!
Lord of the Three Worlds. Hail

!
alone kind

to all. Hail ! cloud for the new shooting-up of the creeper

of merit, Lord of the World. O Master, you have descended

to the earth from the palace Vijaya to please this earth,

like a river-stream from a mountain. The brilliant triad

of three knowledges, like seed of the tree of emancipation,

is perfected in you at birth, like coolness in water. O
Lord of Three Worlds, whoever carry you always in their

hearts always face good fortune like an image in a mirror.

By good fortune you have become a physician, effecting

cures of creatures suffering from the powerful diseases of

488. .Sec Chap. in.
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karma. Like desert-travelers, we are not at all satisfied

with the taste of the nectar of your sight, O Lord of Three

Worlds. May this world travel on the road with you as a

guide, like a chariot with a charioteer, like a ship with a

helmsman, O Lord of the World. Our own power now-

lias its purpose accomplished by our approach at the

time for service at your lotus-teet, O Blessed One.”
After reciting a hymn of praise with a hundred and

eight slokas loginning with these, PrScinabarhis made
himself five-fold as before. One took the Lord, one the

umbrella, two the chauris, and one &akra was in front as

before, carrying the thunderbolt. Then he, going at will

like the mind, humble-minded, went with his retinue to

the city VinltS to the house of JitaSatru. Immediately
he took up the Tirthakrt's image and laid the Tlrthanatha

at Lady Vijayfl’s side. He put a pair of ear-rings like the

sun and moon and devadQsya-clothes, smooth,, soft, and
cool on the Lords’ pillow. On the Lord's canopy Sakra
fastened a Sxldamagandaka adorned with gold-leaf, 1" like

104
507. I am still unable to explain the prakara of the text and

have retained, xaute de mieux, the translation of the Pk. of the sources

(I, a. 167). Certainly the earlier commentators took suvunnnpoyara

to equal suvarr.aprataru and to mean suvarcapatra. * goldknf.' In

addition to previous references, sec Rujendra, sub suvannapayaraga,

where the same explanation is given with ref. to Jtv., stltra X25 and

commentary on it on p. 181. Avr.MH, p. 14a, glosses ' suvarnnapraUra-

marxjitam
'
as

1

hauaviccbittibhir vibhufitam.’ Vicchitti (PH ar.d

Rajendru, s.v.) seems to mean ‘ pattern, design.' KSK 44, p. 36a (m
another connection) defines kanagapayara as‘ kauakaprata-.a ' and further

as 'suvarnapatra,' but adds that others interpret it as
1

kanakaprakarn.’

Prakara would not be an impossibility ill our compound (adorned with a

quantity of gold), but that does not account for prakara which seems too

well established to lie a copyist's error. Prof. V.'. Norman Brown (JAOS
52, p. 88) suggests that prakara might lie taken as a derivate of prakara,

‘sort,’ to mean adi, based on Pk. pagara (PH s.v.). This would

be quite intelligible, but assumes that Hern, departed from his sources.

This, of course, he may have done, but generally in such descriptions

he follows the aganias very closely. There also the possibility (which

also assumes that Hem. departed from bis .«ourct*| that prfikSra should
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a sim descending from the sky. Beautiful necklaces and
half-nccklaces made of gems and jewels were put on it

by Hari to amuse the Lord’s eyes. He took the sleeping-

charm from Queen Vijava, he who resembled the moon

for the night-blooming lotus and the sun for the day-

blooming lotus.

At the command of VaiSravana who had been ordered

by Sakra, the Jrmbhaka-gods went to JitaSatru’s house.

They rained thirty-two crores each of wrought and un-

wrought gold, and of jewels
;
and thirty-two iron seats and

thrones. They made a rain of ornaments, like Manyanga-

trees, and a raiu of garments, like Anagna-trees. 10 ” They
made a raiu of leaves, of flowers, of fruit, as if they had

gathered all of the forests, Bhadra&lla, etc. They made a

rain of garlands of flowers of various colors, like Citranga-

trees. They rained perfume and purifying powdered

sandal, like south winds raining powdered cardamom, etc.,

that had been blown up (in the air). They made a very

heavy rain of treasure, like Pu$kar5varta-douds a rain of

water.

At the command of PakaSSsana ruling Saudharraa

the Abhiyogikas made a proclamation as follows :

" Atten-

tion ! Listen carefully, all VaimSnika-, BhavanSdhipati-,

Jyotis-, and Vyantara-gods. ' If anyone thinks anything

improper about the Arhat or his mother, his head will burst

into seven pieces, like a cluster of arjaka-blossoms .’

"

,M

Then all the gods and asuras with their Indras went

from the peak of Meru to NandHvara, their joy blooming

forth suddenly. After bowing to the Blessed One the

Indra of Saudharma went instantly from Jita3atru’s house

to the continent NandiSvara. There on the eastern Mt.

Anjana, he held an eight-day festival to the eternal images

be taken just as it is, with the idea of a fluted ball, or perhaps rai^d

patterns could conceivably be called ' pr4k£ra, which would fit, to stune

extent, the vicchitti of AvaHH. Muni Jayantavijayaji favors this idea.

5:2. For the wishing-trees, see I, pp. 94 f.

m 519- See I, n. 170.
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of the Arhats in the eternal temples. Sakra's four Lokapalas,

delighted, held an eight-day festival on the four Dadhi-

mukha mountains. On the northern Mt. Anjana the

Indra of Isana held an eight-day festival to the eternal

images of the Arhats in the eternal temples. His Lokapalas,

like the preceding, held an eight-day festival to the statues

of Rsabha, etc.,
1" on the Dadhimukba mountains. The

Indra Camara held an eight-day festival on the southern

Mt. Afijana, and his Lokapas on the four Dadhimukha
mountains. The Indra Bali held an eight-day festival on

the western Mt. Afijana, and his Lokapalas on the Dadhi-

mukha mountains. Then the gods and asuras, their duties

discharged, went from the best of continents, like a meeting-

place, to their respective abodes.

Birth 0/ Sagara (529-530)

Now, after the birth of the Arliat, in the same night

Vaijayanti also bore a sou easily, like the Ganga a golden

lotus. The attendants of both his wife and sister-in-law,

Vijaya and Vaijayanti, gladdened JitaSatru by the an-

nouncement of the birth of a sou.

Celebration by' the people {531-579)

Delighted by the news, the King gave such a reward

that good fortune in his family was like a cow of plenty.

Now the King increased in size like a river at the coming

oi clouds, like the ocean at full moon. The King shared

expansion with the earth, graciousness with the sky,

strength with the wind. The King released even enemies

from prison, and captivity remained then only for elephants,

etc. The King made wonderful pQjas to the images of the

Jinas in the shrines, like Sakra to the eternal images of

the Arhats. Without any distinction between what was

his own and others', beggars were satisfied with money.

For rain from a cloud that has come up is common to all.

525. See I, p. 366 and a. 404.
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Teachers approached, reciting their own poetry,’ 0 " with

pupils gamboling like calves freed from a stake. Here

was a Brahman teacher, reciting charms from the Vedas;

there were the sayings oi astrologers full of consideration

in regard to auspicious moments, etc. Here were the best

joyous outcries of high-born women
;
there the auspicious

sound of songs of gazellc-cyed courtesans. Here v/as the

tumult of bards suitable for the preparation of a festival

;

there blessings in beautiful dvipathaka-meter of wandering

bards. Here were the voices loud with joy of crowds of

servants speaking to each other
;
there tumult made by

door-keepers which was pleasing from the summoning of

petitioners. In the palacc-courtyard noise attained sole

kingship, like thunder in the sky filled with rainy-season

clouds.

In one place people anointed themselves with saffron

and other ointments ;
in another they put on linen and other

garments. On one side they honored themselves with

divine wreaths and ornaments; on another they pleased

themselves with betel mixed with camphor. They sprin-

kled saffron in the courtyard aud arranged svastikas with

pearls resembling lotuses. Arches were made with pillars

of fresh plantain, and golden pitchers were set at the sides

of the arches. The musician-women of the city, their

braids of hair containing flowers, wearing head-dresses of

wreaths of flowers, with wreaths hanging from their necks,

like Sris of the seasons in person
;
with shining jeweled ear-

ornaments, armlets, gold neck-ornaments, bracelets, and
anklets, like goddesses of Ratnadri

;
their girdles forming

a row, with upper garments whose fluttering borders hang
down on both sides, like creepers of kalpa-trees, gave
concerts charming with singing and clapping of the hands,

like women of tire gods. Young women of wealthy city-

families, wearing beautiful veils, with safflower-colored

upper garments, thieves of the beauty of the eastern quarter

covered by twilight-clouds, the beauty of their bodies

537. See App. 1 .
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augmented by saffron-ointment like rivers by the pollen of a

bed of blooming lotuses, their eyes downcast as if observing

carefulness in walking, adorned with ornaments shining

like their own good behavior, came there carrying in their

hands full dishes of flowers and dorva-gtass.

Some vassal-kings filled dishes with beautiful pearls

like unhusked rice and came to the King‘s festival. Others

who were very wealthy brought collections of jeweled

ornaments to J itaSatru, like gods to Satamanyu. Some
again brought priceless fine, soft cloths that seemed to be

woven from plantain- or lotus-threads. Others presented

the King with a heap of gold resembling treasure deposited

by J nnbhaka-gods. Some brought many elephants in

must, haughty as if they were the crown princes of the

elephants of the quarters. Other kings brought, horses

excelling in speed, like brothers of Uccaihstavas, like

younger brothers of the horses of the sun. The courtyard

of the palace, though extensive, became impassable from

gift-vehicles to the King, like the heart from negligence.

The King accepted these gifts to please them For what is

lacking to one whose son is the god of gods himself ?

At the King’s eonunand big platforms, like palaces of

the gods, were made at every step ic the city. At every

shop and house there were festoons with jeweled dishes,

as if placed by Jyotiska-gods who had come from curiosity.

On every road the ground was sprinkled with saffrou-

water to lay the dust, like an anointing of the earth

indicating auspiciousness. At every step plays, at every

step concerts, at every' step sounds of musical instruments

were made joyfully by the citizens. For ten days the

King had the city hold a great festival, during which it

was free from custom-duties, free from Sues, free from

entrance of soldiers, free from taxes.

The name-giving festival (568-580)

On an auspicious day the King instructed his ministers

in regard to the name-giving festival oi his son and nephew.

5
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A pavilion was covered with curtains, thick with many
folds, impenetrable by the sun’s rays as if from fear of the

King's command. Here and there plantain-pillars shone

brightly, spreading a lotus-bed in the sky, as it were, with

the flower-calyxes. Conservatories with various flowers

were made, which were resorted to by Sri unweariedly, like

a charmed bee. The pavilion was filled with seats charac-

terized by down, filled with cotton, and made of wood, 1**

like the sky filled with stars. The King’s pavilion was

made in this way instantly by his ministers, like Sakra’s

car by the Abhiyogika-gods.

Men and women, carrying auspicious objects in their

hands, went there joyfully and were seated in their proper

places by the door-keepers. The ministers bestowed saffron-

ointment, flowers, and betel 1,0 on them with respect, as

if they were their own brothers. The best auspicious,

musical instruments were played with sweet sounds

;

auspicious speeches of high-born women arose on all sides.

Pure recitations of charms of Brahmans were in evidence
;

and songs in vardhamana and other meters were commenced
by the musicians. The cry of

“ Hail ! Hail !

” was made
by panegyrists in tune, and the pavilion saug also, as it

were, with the loud echoes of the cry.

The King gave the name Ajita to his son, because
' While he was in the womb, his mother was not beaten

by me in gambling with dice.' The King gave the pure

name Sagara to his brother's son with a great festival

just as in the case of his own son.

The King attained unbroken bliss, as if immersed in

nectar, observing the princes who were marked by hundreds
of favorable marks, eager for the task of supporting the

earth, like extra arms of his own.

106 57^ I-*., there were 3 grades of scats.
uo

575' At the present time entertainments, public and private,

are concluded by passing betel and small bouquets. lustead of saffron-

ointment a touch of attar is placed on each guest's hand.



Chapter III

THE INITIATION AND OMNISCIENCE OF AJITA

Childhood of Ajiia and Sagara (l-2i)

Lord Ajita was taken care of by five nurses 1,1 appointed

by Sakra
;
Sagara, on the other hand, was taken care of

by five appointed by the King. Ajita Svlmin sucked the

nectar inserted in the thumb of his lotus-hand by the

gods. For the Arhats do not nurse. Sagara, on the

contrary, sucked the nurse’s irreproachable breast at the

proper time, like a forest-tree the water of a canal. The
royal boys grew day by day, like two branches of a tree,

Uke the two tusks of an elephant. In turn, or at the same
time, they climbed on the King’s lap, like lion-cubs a

mountain-slope. Their fathers smiled at their very charm-
ing smiles, but were astonished at their strong walking.
Even when held by the nurses, they did not stay on their

laps. Certainly the young of a lion do not stay in a cage.

Running about rapidly as the}' liked, they tired out

their nurses running after them. Strength is a quality

of the noble. The royal boys, surpassing the V&yuku-
mSrakas m in speed, caught birds, pleasure-parrots, pea-

cocks, etc. By various kinds of flattery, the nurses halted

the boys in their course as they wandered at pleasure

like bhadra-elephants.n ’ Divine little bells, tinkling,

tinkling, on the boys, looked Uke bees on lotuses. Neck-
laces of gold and jewels fastened on their necks, tinkling

on the breast, looked like hashes of lightning in the sky.

As they played at will, dangling golden earrings gave the

1,1 - I.e., one who nurses, one who gives the bath, one who adorns,

one who holds, and one who play9 with him. PE> sub pahcadhST.m
9. A division of Vyantaias. Sec below, this chapter.

111
xo. See I, n. 128, and Edgcrton, pp. 11-16, 48-50.
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impression of new suns reflected in water. As they moved,

their waving top-knots looked like newly grown tails of

young peacocks. They were passed from lap to lap by

kings from curiosity, like rajahansas from lotus to lotus

by large waves. The King set them on his lap, breast

arms, shoulder, and head, like jeweled ornaments. Smelling

their heads again and again, like a bee smelling a lotus,

with spontaneous delight, the King was not satisfled.

Walking at both sides of the King, clinging to his fingers,

they looked like the two suns of Mem. The King medi-

tated on them constantly with supreme joy and agreeably,

like a yogi on the supreme soul and the soul. The King

often looked at them, as if they were wishing-trees that

had grown up in the house, and often spoke to them, as

if they were parrots. With joy ou the part of the King

and glory to the Ikjvaku-family, they both gradually

became more and more mature.

Youth of Ajita and Sagara (22-56)

Ajita Svflmin himself knew all the arts, law, and other

things, such as grammar, etc. For the Jinas possess

three kinds of knowledge naturally. On the other hand,

at the King’s command Sagara began to go to a teacher

on an auspicious day, which was celebrated by a festival.

In a few days Sagara absorbed the sciences, grammar,

etc., like the ocean the waters of rivers. Without effort

Sauiuitri (Sagara) took the wealth of rhetoric from the

teacher, like a torch taking light from another torch.

He made his own speech accomplish its purpose by poems,

praises of passionless saints, flowers on the creepers of

rhetoric, elixir for the ear. An ocean of learning and

intelligence, he grasped unhesitatingly all the works of

sacred authority, like deposits made by himself.

Sagara defeated his opponents by unerring quotations

from the doctrine of SyBdvada/14
like JitaJatru his

enemies by arrows. He plunged into the unfathomable
u ‘ 28. See I, n. 4.
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ocean of political science which had evil sea-monsters, filled

with waves of the application of the six policies," 1
of the

(four) means," 8 of regal power," 1
etc. He learned with-

out difficulty the eight-fold Ayurveda 116
also, the torch

of knowledge of the strength and effects of all herbs and
essences. He acquired the science which is the source

of knowledge about concerts, consisting of four kinds of

musical instruments,"* four dramatic styles," 0 and four

modes of conveying pleasure."' Without instruction he
knew the characteristics of elephants complete with bites,

states of mada, 5 ** bodily characteristics, and medical

treatment."' He established in his heart by study and
experience practices about draft-animals and the charac-

teristics of horses and their treatment. 1**

He put in his heart archery and the characteristics of

other weapons just, from hearing them, as easily as liis

own name. He attained skill in fighting with the bow,

sword and shield, dagger, arrow, axe, lance, javelin," 5 club,

kampana (?}, staff, spear, pike, plow-share, mace, cudgel,"'

29. See M\V. fadguna; Abhi. 3. 399.
*“ 29- See h ?• x53 1

Abhi. 3. 400.

29. §akti. It has 3 divisions :
prabhutva, excellence of treasure

and army
; mantis, good counsel ; utsaha, energy. Abhi. 3. 399.

1U 30- See I, n. 91.
u’ 3i- S'* I. n- 77-
'** 31. Cat-irv-tti : bhfliatl=vBgvrtti

;
iattv«ti=m;inovjtti

;
5is-

bbati=kSyavftti ; kauSiln=sa\md«yop»yOj<5 vyaparah. Na$ya«stia
(GOS XXXVI) 1. 41 0. and com.

1,1
31- Abhinaya. See I, n. 235.

m 32- See I. n. 359, and Edgcrton, pp. 32, 82-8;.

IM 32- Cf. Agnipuiana 286.
,M

33. Cf. Agnipuiana 2S7-SB.

“* 35. Abhi. 3. 449. In I, n. 76, I interpreted bhicilipOla as ' sling,
1

in accordance with its meaning in M and H. PH. with ref. to Pra6

and Jiv., defines it as 'knife' or 'dagger.' For other interpretations,

sec tbc lexicons and Meyer, p. 155. whose com. says it is ' like a kuuta

with a broad point-’ Agnipuiana 251. 15 compares it with a laguija.

*** 36. musaletm ca yasp’. Meyer, p. 154. ba* the compound

rausalay3sti (Mdsserkolbenstange, Eeulenstange). Sliam&sastry separates
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pattiga,11 ’ duhsphota (?), bhusao<Jhl,'” sling, arrow,m
trident, dart, and other weapons IM

in conformity with the

manuals. He became filled with all the aits like the

full uioon with digits, and he was adorned with good

qualities, reverence, etc., like ornaments.

Holy Ajitanatha was served every moment by &akra

or other gods full of devotion. Some gods came and

played with him as companions, eager for the sight of the

varied pleasures of Ajita Svfimin. Some, from a desire to

drink the nectar of his speech, made him speak by means

of repeated jokes and flattering speeches. Others, longing

for instruction from the Lord who was not giving instruc-

tion, gained wealth from instruction by making wagers in

sportive gambling. Some became door-keepers
;
some

ministers
;
some carried his shoes, while others carried his

umbrella
;

some carried his betel-box
;

some became

servants
;
and other gods carried his weapons, while the

Lord played.

the words. Their commentator defines it—or them—as ' pointed tods

of kbadira wood.'
,s’ 36. PH. ' a kind of weapon

' ; PE, ' a kind of missile.’ Meyer,

p. 156, ' a kind of three-pointed axe.’ Cf. AgnipurSna 251. 16 with

Meyer's now. There it is compared with the vajra.
,u<

36. PH quotes bhusundhi, but defines it merely as ' a kind of

weapon.’ Not in ?E. Bate defines it as ‘fire-aim,’ hut the word does

not seem to be actually in use, judging from its article in the Sabdas4gara.

MW also leans to * fire-arm.’ Meyer, p. 73. prefers ’ sling.’ rather than

• catapult,’ as it is sometimes interpreted. The next word, gophana.

means ' sling ’ (PH, H. and M) and 1 do not believe ' catapult ' would

be included in a list of weapons such as these. 'Fire-arm' seems

more suitable here.

*” 37. Both PH and PE so interpret kapaya (desl). Meyer, p. 155,

quotes a description irora his com., according to which a kauaya is

made entirely of metal, triangular at both ends, held in the middle.

We already have one ’ arrow,’ ii ialya is so interpreted, but that might

tw some other pointed weapon, 0: kanaya might be a different variety.

,w 37. See I, u. 76, and Meyer, pp. 153 ff., and Sbamasastiy,

pp. 123 ft. I have not available the oiigical text of the commentaries

to the AithaiistTB. See also AgnipurSna, Chap. 251 (252 Dutt).
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Sagara
,
after studying the manuals day by day, reported

to Lord Ajita, like a minister reporting his duties. Sagara,

intelligent, asked the Master about doubts unexplained by
the teacher, as Bharata had asked the son of Xabhi. Ajita

Svflmin dispersed his doubts quickly by means of sense-,

scripture-, and clairvoyant-knowledge,’l!
as the moon

disperses darkness by its rays. Subduing it by the three

controls, 1” furnished with a firm seat, making it advance,

he showed him (Ajita) an elepkaut, even a rogue. Before

him he rode horses, even wild ones, with or without a

saddle, with five gaits. 1” He exhibited to the I<ord the

shooting a doll on a wheel, 184 shooting an invisible object

by sound, the shooting at a target in water, the shooting

a day-ball on a wheel with arrows. He showed padagati,’”

carrying a sword and shield, having entered the shield

like the moon a cloud. 5” He whirled rapidly a lance,

spear, and club, giving the appearance of a fiery streak

of lightning, revolving in the sky. He showed him knife-

science with all the knife-positions, expert in all the

steps, like a dancer showing a dance. From devotion to

his teacher and a desire to be taught by him he showed

Ajita Svarnin his skill in other weapons also. Whatever
was lacking in Sagara’s arts the Master taught him. For

sudi a man has such a teacher. So both, engaged in

activities according to their natures, crossed the first

period of life, like travelers crossing the boundary of a

m 47. These 3 arc innate in the Tlnhaukaras a: birth. For
‘ knowledge,' see I, pp, sor B.

“* 48. Voice, foot, and good. Matahgallld ra. 8 ff.

m
49- Sec I, n. 304.

m 50. RSdhSvedha. See I, u. 560.

ISS 5r. One of the 32 fighting-postures. Agaipurana 251. 1-4.

They are not described.
,ia 51. This is not quite clear to me Probably a full length

shield is involved, but still the comparison is not apt.
1,7

53. 1 have not located an exposition of the churlvidyS.
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Personal description (57-71)

Adorned with entirely symmetrical bodies 186 and with

joints called ' double-mortise-collar and pin,’ IM gold-color,

four hundred and fifty bows tall, their breasts marked

with the Srivatsa, wearing shining fillets, they attained

youth characterized by beauty of the body, like the sun

and moon with rays of a high degree of beauty, autumn.

They shone with hair dark and wavy like full brothers of

the Yamuna’s waves, and with foreheads like brothers of

the moon of the eighth day. Their cheeks were like golden

mirrors, and their eyes tender and soft like petals of the

blue lotus. Their noses looked like bridges between the

pools of their eyes, and their lips like twin fruit of the

himha 1 * 0 Their ears with beautiful whorls looked like

pearl-oysters, and their necks, purified by three lines, like

conchs. Their shoulders were arched like the frontal

boss oi an elephant, and their arms were long and fleshy

like the king of serpents. Their breasts resembled slabs

of SvaruaSaila, and their navels were very deep like the

mind. Their waists were slender as the middle part of

a thunderbolt; their thighs, straight and soft, had the

shape of an elephant’s trunk. Their legs were like the

legs of a deer
;
and their feet had straight toes like the

petals of the sthalapadma. ,“ Charming naturally and

especially so because of youth, they were dear to young

women, like gardens because of spring. Sagara surpassed

all mortals in beauty and also in good qualities, strength,

etc., just as Vasava surpassed all gods. Lord Ajita, on

the other hand, excelled to a high degree all the Kalpadevas

and all the inhabitants of the Graiveyaka- and Auuttara-

heavens, and even an Shfiraka-body
i,!

in beauty, just as

Mt. Meru surpasses all mountains in size.

,M
57. See I, n. 132.

m
57- See I, n. 133.

>*° 62. Sec I, d. So.

1,1 67. Hibiscus Mutabilis, a spcdcs oi mallow.
,a

71. See I, a. 157.
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Their marriages (72-77)

Then King Jita.4atru and Mahcndra themselves talked

to Lord Ajita about marriage, though he was free from

passion. Because of their importunity and knowing that

he had karma with pleasure as its fruit, Ajita Svamin

replied, "Very well,” to their speech. Then the King
married to him hundreds of magnificent royal maidens

like other embodiments of Sii who had chosen their

husband. Not satisfied by his son’s marriage-festival, the

King married royal maidens resembling goddesses to Sagara.

Lord Ajita, though unsubdued by the senses, enjoyed

pleasure with his wives in order to destroy his pleasure-

karma. Fot the cure is in accordance with the disease.

Sagara amused himself with his wives in various and

numerous sports in many play-grounds, like an elephant

with elephant-cows.

Initiation of JilaSatru (78-- 100)

One clay, King Jitasatru, who was disgusted with

existence, and his brother said to their sons who had

reached the age of eighteen lacs of purvas :
" Sons, all

our ancestors took the vow, which is fundamental for

acquiring emancipation, after they had protected the

earth fittingly for some lacs of purvas and had transferred

it to their sons. Henceforth, this same action of others is

our action. Now, princes, we two are going to take the

vow, and the custom in our family is the reason for our

action. Then you two will be king and heir-apparent,

like us. Give your consent now to our mendicancy.”

Ajita Svamin replied :
" Father, this is fitting for you.

Tt would be fitting for me also, if karma with pleasure as

its fruit were not an obstacle. A discerning man places

no obstacle in the way of another taking the vow. How
much less shall I hinder my esteemed father who has

appointed a suitable time ! Whoever wards off the fourth

object of existence (moksa) from his father, even though

from devotion, has certainly arisen as his enemy in the
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guise of a son. Nevertheless, father, I beg you, let ray

uncle take the kingdom. For the younger brother, well-

trained, is superior to the son."

Sumitra replied :
“ I will certainly not abandon my

master’s feet to take the kingdom . For who would abandon

much for the sake of little ? Service to the elder is more
important to the wise than a kingdom, or great sovereignty,

or the rank of a cakravartin, or even the state of a god."

Then Ajitanatha said to him, " If you do not wish to

take the kingdom, uncle, nevertheless remain here for our

happiness, after becoming an ascetic in spirit."

Jitasatru said, “ Brother, consider what my son says

urgently. An ascetic in spirit is an ascetic. He {Ajita) is

a Tirthakara before your eyes. In his congregation your

desire will be accomplished. Consider 1 Do not be over-

eager, dear brother. Seeing one son become a dharma-

cakrin and the other a cakravartin, you will attain happi-

ness surpassing the happiness of all."

Though eager for the vow, Sumitra agreed to his

speech. For the command of the elder is not to be crossed

by the noble, like the shore by the oceans. JitaSatru,

delighted, himself crowned Ajita Svamin with a very great

festival. All the earth rejoiced at this coronation. For

who is not pleased when a leader, capable of protecting

everyone, has been obtained ? Ajita Svamin established

Sagara as heir-apparent, like a friend of Atanu (Kama)

establishing his second body."*

Then Holy Ajitanatha held the departure-festival of

JitaSatru fittingly with great magnificence. JitaSatru

adopted mendicancy, the mother of emancipation, in the

presence of the elders of Rsabha Svfimin’s congregation.

Then subduing the internal enemies,"’ as well as the

external ones, he maintained the vow uninjured like his

kingdom. Omniscience having arisen, engaged in SaileSi-

'** 92. Really his nephew.
1,4 $6. Le., Sagara was like a second Kama.
'** 99. See 1, d. 5.
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meditation,14' having the eight kanr.as destroyed succes-

sively, he attained emancipation.

Apia's rule as king (101-120)

Now, AjitanStha, endowed with all the powers,

directed the earth as easily as his own child. While he

was guiding the earth, his subjects without fines, etc.

kept to the path like the horses of a good charioteer.

While Ajita Svfimiu, thunder for the peacocks of his

subjects, a wishing-trec for requests, ruled the earth,

there was grinding only of grain, tying only of cattle,

cutting only of jewels, beating only of drums, heating of

gold only, sharpening of weapons only, the digging up of

houses only, crookedness of women’s blows only, striking

of balls only, cleaving of only the earth of the fields,

casting into wooden cages of only birds, suppression of

only disease, remaining in water of only lotuses, burning

of aloes only, crushing of sandal only, dunning of curds

only, pressing of sugar-cane only, drinking of honey only

by bees,14’ rising of mada ,w
only in elephants, strife only

in friendship, fear of censure only, greed only for groups oi

good qualities, and intolerance for only one's own faults.

Kings honored him, considering themselves his foot-

men, though, proud. For other gems are servants before

the thought-gem. He did not employ punishment
;

he

did not even frown. The earth was submissive to him,

like a loving woman to her beloved.

He absorbed the glory' of the kings by his own power-

ful splendor, like the sun the water of pools by its rays.

The earth of his palace courtyard was turned into mud
daily by the mada of the dephacts that were presented to

the King. All the directions were trod upon, like the

ground by lines of vehicles, by the King’s beautifully

stepping horses. No one was able to count the number of

ICO. See I, n. 8.

m
107. Honey is strictly forbidden to ilie Jains.

“* 107. With reference also to ' pride.’
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infantry and chariots, which were like the waves in the

ocean, in Ajita Svflmin's army. Elephant-riders, horse-

men, charioteers, infantry were merely insignia of rank of

the Lord abounding in strength of arm. The Lord did

not take pride in unique power
;
he was not arrogant

from unequaled strength of arm
;

he did not consider

himself fortunate because of his beauty, though incom-

parable
;
he was not intoxicated by his extensive possessions

;

he was not proud because of the other sources of pride,11 *

either; but, on the contrary, considered everything like

straw, knowing their impermanence. Thus directing the

kingdom, the Lord passed happily fifty-three lacs of

pflrvas from youth.

Initiation (121-288)

One day, after he had dismissed the council, the

Master, possessing the three kinds of knowledge, went to a

secluded spot, and reflected as follows

:

“ How long henceforth must I remain a householder,

turned away from my own business because of the pleasure-

fruit almost consumed ?
‘ I must defend this country

;

must guard this city
;
preserve these villages

;
protect these

people. These elephants must be reared; these horses

fed
;
these servants must be maintained

;
these petitioners

satisfied; these attendants supported; these suppliants

protected; these pandits talked to; these irieuds enter-

tained
;
these ministers must be favored

;
these relatives ele-

vated
;
these wives made happy

;
and these sous cared for.’

Confused by other people’s business by such thoughts

every moment, a human being wastes his whole human
birth without fruit. Because of the business of these

people, not considering what is fitting or unfitting, bewilder-

ed like an animal, he commits various evils. The people

for whose sake a foolish man commits evils do not follow

him at all when he goes on the road to death. If they

ng. See I, a. 391.
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remain right here, let them remain, certainly. Alas ! even

this body does not follow from place to place. For the

sake of this miserable ungrateful body, foolish people

acquire much evil karma in vain.

Alone a creature is born, alone he dies
;

alone he

experiences karma accumulated in another birth. The
wealth which he acquired is again consumed by others

together
;
but he, alone, is tormented in the bosom of hell

because of his acts. Alone a creature subject to karma
wanders again and again in this extensive forest of existence,

terrible with the foTest-fire of pain. Whatever pain is

connected with existence, whatever happiness arises from

emancipation, alone he experiences that. There is no

companion. Just as one swimming across a river does it

in a moment, but not if he has possessions fastened to his

chest, hands, feet, etc.
;
just so, averse to possessions of

money, body, etc., alone, he arrives safely across the

ocean of existence."

While the Lord was engaged in these reflections, his

mind averse to existence, the Lokantika-gods,,t0 the

Sarasvatas, etc., came and said to him :
" O Blessed One,

you are self-enlightened. Certainly you are not enlightened

by us. Nevertheless, this is a reminder. Lord of the

World. Found a congregation.” After saying this and

bowing at Ajita Svamin's feet, they went to Brahmaloka,

like birds to their nest at evening.

By their speech which conformed to his own thoughts,

the Lord’s disgust with existence was increased like a

cloud by an east wind. Then the Teacher of the Three

Worlds summoned Sagara and said, " Take the burden of

the kingdom from us because we wish to cross the ocean

of existence."

So addressed by Ajitanfttha, Sagara, his face dark,

shedding tears like a cloud rain-drops one by one, said,

"Have I shown a lack of devotion to Your Majesty,

,u> 138. See below, ibis chapter.
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because of which you now give orders to separate me from

you ? Suppose there has been some lack of devotion,

still it is not (cause) for this lack of favor. A child though

failing in devotion is taught, but not deserted, by those

entitled to respect. What is the use of a tree, though tall,

if it gives no shade ? Or of a cloud, though risen, if it

has no water ? Or of a mountain, though lofty, if it has

no cascades ? Or of a body, though well-shaped, if devoid

of beauty ? Or of a blooming flower, if it has no fragrance ?

What use is the kingdom to me if it is without you ?

I will not leave the feet of you who are free from

worldly connections, free from desire, longing for emancipa-

tion, O Lord. Why speak of taking the kingdom ?

Kingdom, sons, wives, iriends, retinue—all these arc easy

to abandon like straw. Your feet are difficult for me to

abandon. O Lord, just as I became heir-apparent when
you became king, so I shall become your disciple now when
you take the vow. Begging alms is better than sovereignty

to a disciple devoted to day and night service to the

teacher's lotus-feet. Even though ignorant, clinging to

your feet I shall cross existence. For a foolish cow-herd

can cross a river by holding to a cow’s tail. With you I

shall take initiation
;
with you I shall wander

;
with you

I shall endure trials’" hard to endure; with you I shall

endure attacks,11 * O Teacher of the Three Worlds. I

shall not remain here at all. Favor me.”
Then Ajita Svamin said to Sagara, who had agreed

only to service, in a voice gushing with nectar :
" Persistence

in acquiring self-restraint is certainly suitable, dear brother.

However, your karma which has pleasure as its fruit

u * 154. Paxlfaha. See above, pp. 2a fi.

1,1 155. Upassrga. These aie frequently associated with the

pailsahas, but arise from quite different sources. In the Uv. 119,

they are said to arise from gods, men, and animals. In the Sth., one's

own body is added to the sources, and each source has four subdivisions,

making 16 kinds of attacks. SthSnahga 777, com., p. 523. See Hoernle,

Uv. App. Ill, p. 47.
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is not yet destroyed. When you have consumed the

karma with pleasure as its fruit, as I have, you should

take the vow, most efficacious for emancipation, at the right

time. .So, O Crown-prince, take this kingdom, yours by
inheritance. We, on the other hand, shall take the empire
of self-restraint.”

When the Master had spoken to him in this way, he
reflected to himself :

“ Fear of separation from the Lord and
fear of breaking his command grieve me. Obedience to

the elder's command is belter for me considering the

two possibilities, ' Separation irom the Master is painful

to me; transgression of his command is painful to me.’
”

After these reflections, Sagara, very intelligent, agreed in a
choking voice to the Master’s words.

Sagara s coronation (163-177)

Then the best of kings instructed his ministers at

once in regard to the coronation of the noble Sagara.

Water for the bath was brought from the tlrthas with
pitchers covered with lotuses, like pools easily produced.

Instantly other objects of the coronation-paraphernalia

were prepared by workers, as well as presents by kings.

When kings like power embodied and ministers excelling

Brhaspati in counsel had come
;
when generals like Dikpalas

had arrived by command, and relatives, excited from joy,

had met at one time
;
when others, superintendents of

elephants, horses, and military forces, etc., were present as

if they had come simultaneously from one house
;

while

conchs were blown, like mountain-plateaux with noisy

cascades
;

while drums resembling clouds were beaten

;

while numerous kettle-drums were beaten with drum-

sticks with echoes in all directions, like teachers of aus-

picious things
;
while cymbals clashed together like waves

of the ocean; while gongs 1,1 rattled on all sides; while

some other musical instruments were blown, some beaten,

“* 171. A jliaUarl is a round, flat piece of metal which is struck

with a malkt. It hangs in temples, at dry-gates, etc.
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and some struck together
;
while musicians sang auspicious

songs sweetly, and Brahmans, bards, etc., recited blessings,

Sagara's coronation was made properly by the chief-

priests at the command of Ajita Svarnin.

All trie kings, vassals, and ministers, bowed to Sagara,

like the people to the rising sun 1,4 with folded hands raised

to their foreheads. The chief-citizens approached, carrying

choice presents, and bowed to the King like the new moon,118

with devotion. " We have not been abandoned by the

Master, since be has made this other embodiment of

himself our leader," the people said, rejoicing.

Now' the Blessed Lord Ajita, an ocean of compassion,

began to make gifts for a year, like a cloud beginning to

rain. The gods, named Tiryagjrmbhakas," 4 sent by

Dhanada at Vasava's command, came there. Then they

brought money which had been dropped or lost, whose

owners had died, whose marks (of ownership) had been

completely obliterated, whose masters had vanished, which

was in mountain-caves, deposited in cemeteries, and hidden

in houses. They made piles of it on the ground at the

entrance and exit at triangular places, at rectangular

places, at the junctions of three roads, and at the junctions

of four roads. At every junction of three roads, on every

road, at every junction of four roads, the Master had a

proclamation made, " Take this gold.” The Lord of the

World, seated from sunrise till meal-time," 1 gave to every-

one whatever gold he asked for. Every day the Lord of

the Universe gave one crore and eight lacs of gold to

petitioners. Then in one year the Lord gave three hundred

and eighty-eight croxes and eighty lacs of gold.'" As a

,w
>75 • See n

- 32 -

176. See I, n. 209.
,,a 179. The same as Jrmbbakas, a class of gods who were servants

of Kubcra.
,M i8<. The Jain must take his evening meal before sunset.

1,8 186. On the basis of the suvana year of 360 days. Cf. Thibaut,

P- 7 -
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consequence of fate and the Master's power, the people

did not become exceedingly grasping even in obtaining

whatever they desired. Rich in compassion, the Lord

satisfied the earth with money in this way, like a wishing-

gem that had unexpected power, for a year.

The initiation-ceremony (188-266)

At the end of the year's giving, Sakra’s throne shook,

and he knew by clairvoyant knowledge that it was time

for the Lord's initiation. Hari went with the gods, the

SamSuikas, etc., to make the departure-festival at the time

of the Blessed One’s initiation. Making the sky appear to

have moving pavilions with the aerial cars, and to have

mountains rising up with his tall fine elephants
;
reaching

the sky with horses, like the ocean with waves
;
touching

the chariot of the sun with chariots with unstumbling gait

;

making tilakas on the sky with flags carrying wreaths of

bells and imitating the ear-flaps of the sky-elephants
;
being

serenaded by some gods in a charming way in the g&a-

dhara-scale

;

,M being praised by some with new poems;

being instructed by some who had the borders of their

garments placed over their mouths; being reminded by

some of the ancient stories about the Tlrthakrts, Divaspati

went in a moment ’from heaven to the city VinltS, con-

sidering it exceedingly purified by the Master's feet.

The other Indias of the gods and asuras went likewise,

knowing by the shaking of their thrones that it was time

for the Lord’s initiation.

Then the Indras of the gods, Acyuta and others,

and the Indras of men, Sagara and others, made in turn

the initiation-bath of the Lord. Sakra rubbed liis body

which was wet with the bath-water with a devadasya-

doth, like a chief-jeweler rubbing a jewel. VajrapSpi

rubbed the Teacher of the World with shining ointments

with his own hand, like an appointed perfumer. Vasava,

194. See I, n. 79.
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having a wealth of knowledge derived from memory,
at once put spotless garments of devadosya-doth on the

Lord of the World. Hari had the Lord take a crown,

ear-rings, necklace, armlets, bracelets, and other ornaments.

His hair supplied with divine wreaths of flowers;

shining with a tilaka like a third eye in his forehead

;

auspiciousness being introduced by songs by women of

the gods, asuras, and mortals in a sweet manner with

various languages
;
being praised by the gods, asuras, and

kings like bards; with a wealth of incense made by
Vyantaras carrying golden incense-jars

;
adorned with a

large white umbrella with yellow barleria, like Mt. Hima
with a pool on its peak; fanned by gods with beautiful

chauris on both sides
;
supported by Bidaujas like a respect-

ful door-keeper; followed by King Sagara, confused by
joy and sorrow, like a favorable wind, shedding tears;

purifying completely the earth by his feet resembling the

mallow, the Lord got into the palanquin, SuprabhS, which
required a thousand men to carry it.

The palanquin, giving 1,0 the impression of a car of

a planet in the sky, was lifted in front by men and
Vidvadharas; and in the rear by gods. The Master’s

palanquin, carried by them, advancing with an tinstumbling

gait in the sky, looked like a boat on the ocean. The Lord
of the World seated on it on a lion-throne was fanned

by both the Indras of Saudhatma and I&na. The Lord
of the World set out by the center road of Vinita, eager to

take initiation, like a bridegroom the hand of the bride.

The bearers of the palanquin looked like moving wishing-

trees, as they advanced, their ear-ornaments dangling, their

necklaces shaking, the edges of their garments fluttering.

The citizens—some, though their wives were always

stumbling
;
some, though their necklaces were breaking by

striking against their chests
;

some, though their upper

garments were slipping from their shoulders
;
others, though

210. SW below, this chapter.
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their doors and courtyards were left empty
;
some, even

though guests announced from a foreign country had

arrived; others, though the birth-festival of a son had

just started
;
others, though an auspicious time for marriage

was present just then
;
and others, though the paraphernalia

for a bath had been brought; some, who had taken the

sip of water, u ' though the meal was half eaten
;
others,

though their anointing, which had been undertaken at the

right time, was half applied
;

others, though their orna-

ments, ear-rings, etc., were only half put on ; others, though

the news of the Master’s departure-festival was only half

heard ;
some, the wreath of flowers being only half tied in

the braid of hair
;

others, the tilaka being half made on

the forehead
;

some, their household-orders only half

spoken
;
others, the daily ceremonies only half performed

—

going on foot, though conveyances were near at hand,

purified by devotion, came to see the Master.

Now in front, now behind, now at both sides of the

Lord of the World the citizens stood, like young elephants

around an elephant. Some climbed on top of shops, some

on cottages, some on palace-roofs, and others on the tops

of platforms; some sealed the copings of walls, some

climbed to the tops of trees, and others to the backs of tall

elephants from a desire to see the Master. The towns-

women, delighted, waved the ends of tlieir garments with

the appearance of chauris—some of them
;

others threw

parched rice on the ground like seed of dharma. Some
lifted up the seven-branched fire-vessel like a fire

;
others

set full dishes like (heaped-up) glory before the Lord.

Some placed full pitchers like depositories of blessings;

others waved cloths like twilight-clouds in the sky. Some
sang auspicious songs, and some danced, and others laughed

charmingly.

The sky was covered by devoted VidySdharas, gods,

111
219. Xeamana is a little cold water sipped after eating aud

rinsing the hands and mouth*
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and asuras, moving to and fro like flocks of Garudas.

Numerous troops of actors belonging to the sixty-four

Iudras performed plays before the Master, considering

themselves fortunate. Bands of musicians belonging to

the Bidaujases gave concerts, exerting themselves and

being delighted at the same time. Here and there actors,

followers of Sagara, gave plays with various roles in

rivalry with the gods. The royal women-musicians, the

ornament of Ayodhya, gave shows capturing the gaze of

every eye. Then the space between heaven and earth was

filled with the loud noise of the tumult of the plays and

concerts given by gods and mortals. The ground was

covered with gravel from the broken and crushed necklaces

of the numerous kings, vassals, and rich men advancing.

The highways were muddy with niada of the best rutting

elephants, divine and earthly. The three worlds looked

like one world with one over-lordship from all the gods,

asuras, and men who had come together in the presence

of the Master.

The Lord of the World, exceedingly courteous because

of the courtesy of the people, accepted blessings at every

step, though indifferent. The Teacher of the World favored

gods and men coming there together with a glance equally

gracious. Thus a great festival being celebrated by gods

and asuras, the Lord went gradually to the garden named

Sahasraiuravat;a. The Blessed One, I,ord Ajita, entered

the garden hedged in on all sides by ketaki-trecs close

together, with spaces difficult to penetrate for the swarms

of bees intoxicated by the fragrance of flowers
;
with the

space between trees and creepers cleaned by the town-

boys, wishing to play, like slaves of rich men
;
the strong

pregnancy-whim of its trees, the kutubaka, afioka, bakula,

etc., being fulfilled often by the townswomen fond of

sport;'" the sweet water of its channels being sipped

“* 245. Lc., they kicked or kissed these trees, which made them
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eagerly by Vidyadharakumaras like travelers who had
halted

;
a home being often made for sport in its lofty

trees by Khecara-couples like pairs of birds
;

its ground

sandy all over from the arka and ku$a with ankle-deep pollen

like divine powdered camphor and musk; the water-

basin at the root of the r&jadana, orange, and citron

trees being filled with milk by the gardeners; with large

garlands of flowers commenced by flower-girls competing

with each other in the twining of various wreaths; with

people lying, sitting, and eating on adequate plantain

leaves

*

M from inclination, though there were divine

couches, seats, and utensils
;
its ground kissed by numerous

trees whose whole tops were hanging down and bent by
the weight of their abundant fruit

;
with cuckoos intoxicated

by eating mango-shoots
;

filled with noise by parrots

excited by eating pomegranates
;
and with unbroken shade

from the dense trees like rain-clouds.

Then the Teacher of the World descended from the

jewel of a palanquin to cross existence himself, like a

charioteer from a chariot to cross a river. After that,

he took off his jewels, ornaments, etc., wishing to put on

the three jewels u * which are won with difficulty even by
the gods. The Ixird of the World received a spotless

devada&ya-cloth brought by Sakra together with equip-

ment to indicate dhanna."‘ Observing a two days’ fast,

on the ninth day of the bright half of Magha, when the

moon was in conjunction with the constellation Rohipl,

under a saptacchada tree in the evening Ajita Svflmin

himself plucked out Ins hair entirely in five handfuls, as

well as love, etc.’” The Lord of Saudharroa received it

in the end of his upper garment like an attendant receiving

a magnificent object given from favor. Sahasrakga himself

threw the Master's hair in the Ocean of Milk, like a sca-

1U 251. These leaves are very large and are still U9ed for plates.

,4 ‘ 256. See I. pp. 201 8.

141 257. A sadhu's paraphernalia.
ltt 259. Hate and delusion.
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faring merchant a pajs. Returning quickly, Hari restrained

the tumult of gods, asuras, and meu by a gesture of his

hand, as if remembering a charm for silence.

After he had made the namaskara to the siddhas,"’

pronouncing the sftm8yika,,M the Lord asceuded right-

conduct, a great chariot on the road to emancipation.

Just then the Lord's fourth knowledge, mind-reading

knowledge (manahparyaya),10 ® came into existence like

a twin-brother oi initiation. Then there was a moment
of happiness even for hell-iuhabitants, and in the three

worlds there was a light like a flash of lightning. One

thousand kings took initiation after the Lord. For that is

suitable for those who have vowed to follow the Master.

After they had circumambulated and bowed to the Lord

of the World, the Indras, Acyuta and others, began a

hymn of praise as follows :

Stud (268-275)

“ Just as formerly you attained disgust with existence

by regard for severe discipline, so in this birth its suit-

ability came from birth. Just as disgust with existence is

not conspicuous among causes of pain, so it is among the

causes of bliss for you skilled in means of obtaining eman-
cipation. Just as you have sharpened the weapon of

disgust with existence on the whet-stone of discernment, so

it manifestly has made a sharp attack on emancipation.

When the Sri of gods and kings, which is called
1

pleasure,'

is enjoyed by you, O Lord, even then you have disgust

with existence. Always disgusted with existence, when
you attain union with the objects of love, thinking ' Enough

of these,’ then you have stioug disgust with existence.

When you are master of indifference to pleasure, pain,

existence, emancipation, then there is certainly disgust

with existence. When are you not disgusted with existence ?

,eT 263. See I, n. 71.

m 263. See I, n. 329.
l” 264. See I, pp. 166. 20X ff.
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Others are devoted to disgust with existence filled with
pain, filled with delusion, but in you disgust with existence

filled with knowledge has become the only object on which
your thoughts are fixed. Homage to you, constantly

bestowing benefits even in indifference, devoted to disgust

with existence, protector, supreme spirit."

After this hymn of praise to the Teacher of the World
and after they had paid homage, the masters of the gods

(Iudras) and the gods went to the continent NandlSvara.

There Sakra, etc., made an eight-day festival like the

birth-festival, to the eternal images of the Arhats on the
mountains, Anjana and other mountains. Saying,

" When
shall we see the Lord again ? " the lords of the gods and
the gods went to their respective abodes.

Stuti {280-287)

King Sagara bowed to the Supreme Lord, his hauds
folded in submission, and in a choking voice began a

hymn of praise

:

" O Blessed One, Ajita SvSmin, be victorious. Teacher
of the World, sun for the blooming of a multitude of

lotuses in the three worlds. O Lord, you arc adorned with
four kinds of unlimited knowledge—sense-, scripture-,

clairvoyant-, and mind-reading knowledge, like the earth

with four large oceans." 1
’ You are able to uproot karma

easily, and these followers of yours will show the path to

the people. O Blessed One, you are another soul of all

creatures, I think. How can you strive for their peerless

bliss, otherwise ? Abandoning the passions like dirt,

immersed in the water of compassion, you alone have a

purified soul, free from stain, like a lotus-leaf. Even
while you were king, for you devoted to the law there

was no friend and no foe. This impartiality of yours

now is suitable. What is to be said ? 1 surmise, O

XT0
281. I.e., the one oceaa considered as four oceans in iht four

directions.
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Blessed One, that your bestowal of gifts for a year was

indeed a prelude to the excellent play of the gift o£ fear-

lessness to the three worlds. Those districts, villages,

cities, and towns through which you wander like the wind

from Malaya, favoring them, arc fortunate.”

After lie had praised the Master thus, the King bowed

with devotion and went slowly, slowly to his own city,

his eyes wet with tears.

The Lord's fast-breaking (289-302)

On the next day the Master broke his two days’

fast with rice pudding 171 at the house of King Brahma-

datta. The gods rained a stream of treasure consisting of

twelve and a half crores of gold into the courtyard of King

Brahmadatta's house. With upraised arms the gods

waved in the air the ends of their garments which stole

the beauty of the shoots of vines rocked by the wind.

Also the drum, beaten by the joyful gods, sounded in the

sky with the deep sound of the murmur of the ocean

breaking on the shore. The gods made a shower of per-

fumed rain resembling perspiration of the Master's glories

wandering about.. The chief-gods showered five-colored

flowers followed on all sides by bees like friends. " Oh,

the gift ! Oh, the gift ! This is an excellent gift, for by

its power the giver has unequaled power instantly. He
attains emancipation, sometimes in this very same birth,

or sometimes in the third, being born in the heavens or

in the kalpatitas m in the second birth." So the gods

with joyful hearts made a loud tumult in the sky accom-

panied by cries of
41 Hail

!
Hail !

"

The persons who saw the Lord receive alms became

1.1 289. Paramimia. This is prepared at the present time a*

follows: The milk is hoiled first until reduced to half. Then rice

and sugar arc cooked in the milk. Sometimes alniouds. or something

similar, are used for flavoring.

1.2 296. Le., the Graivcyaka* and Anuttaras. See below, this

chapter. ' Second ’ is next, according to Indian counting.
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free from disease, like gods physically. When the Blessed

One had broken his fast, he left the house of King Brahma-

datta, like an elephant leaving a pool after drinking.

Thinking " No one must step on the footprints," King

Brahmadatta had a platform of jewels made over the

Lord’s footprints. King Brahmadatta made a pfljfi three

times a day with flowers, etc., to the platform, considering

the Jineivara present there. If this platform had not been

worshipped with ointment, flowers, etc., he did not eat,

like a servant,m the master not having eaten.

The Lord's wandering (303-333)

The Blessed One wandered over the earth with un-

hindered progress like the wind, with carefulness in walking

unbroken. Presented here with rice pudding and other

things free from life;
1,4 there his lotus-feet anointed with

pleasant ointments
;
awaited here by laymen’s sons paying

homage
;
followed there by people unsatisfied in looking at

him
;
with auspicious waving of garments made by the

people in some places; at other places given a reception-

gift of curds, dflrva-grass, unhusked rice, etc.
;
here urged

by the people to permit them to lead him to their own
homes; there his progress impeded by people falling on

the ground
;
sometimes his lotus-feet wiped by the laymen

with their hair
;
sometimes begged for instruction by the

simple-minded people
;
free from possession, free from self-

interest, indifferent to the world, the Master wandered over

the earth, turning villages and cities into sacred places

from association with himself.

Lord Ajita wandered at will, his mind unshaken

—

just as it was in the villages and cities—on big mountains

and in big forests terrifying from the hootings of owls,

with jackals giving loud howls, cruel from the hissing

of serpents, with cats excited and yowling, formidable with

m 30a. Atlavela (?). App. L
304. Prusuka. I.e., fit for monks. See I, n. 17- ?or prisuka,

see Pravac. $Sx, p. 255b.
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howling wolves living very cruelly on deer, echoing with

varieties of cries of tiger-families, with screams of crows

flying from trees split by huge elephants, with rocks and

ground burst open by blows from a multitude of lions’

tails, with paths filled with bones of large elephants

crushed by Sarabhas, echoing with the sounds from the

bows of Sabaras engaged in hunting, with Bhilla-boys

occupied in seizing bears’ ears, and with fires starting

from tree-tops rubbing together.

The Lord, naturally resolute, practiced kftyotsarga

with ease, sometimes, motionless as another peak on a

mountain-top, resembling a conquered person gazing

at the ground only ; sometimes on the bank of a great

river like a tree with joints broken by troops of leaping

monkeys
;
sometimes in a cemetery filled with formi-

dable Vetalas, PiSScas, and ghosts at play, with pollen

of flowers blown about by the wind ;
and in other places

more terrifying than the Raudras. ,,a Sometimes the

Blessed One, Lord Ajita, observed a one day's fast, some-

times a two days’ fast, or three or four days’ fast
;
at one

time a fast of five days, at other times fasts of six, seven,

or eight days; sometimes a fast of one month, of two,

three, four, five, six, seven, up to eight months, while he

was wandering in the Aryan countries, his powers un-

diminished.

Even in the hot season when the heat of the sun was

burning his forehead, indifferent to the body, he did not

desire even the shade of a tree. In the winter season

when the trees were filled with a load of falling snow, the

Lord did not desire a fire, like a person with burning bile.

The Lord was not disturbed by the torrents, made powerful

by strong winds, from the clouds, like a river-ranging

elephant. He endured also other trials hard to eudure,

enduring all like the earth, a tilaka (himself) on the earth.

,T* 3»9- A class of evil spirits.

m 326. a. ML I. 29 and Edgertoo, 411, 49-50.
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The Lord spent twelve years enduring trials with severe

and manifold penances and with numerous vows. 1 ”

The Master, never settled like a rhinoceros.” 8 solitary

as the horn of a rhinoceros, **• motionless as Sumeru, fearless

as a lion, unrestrained as the wind, his gaze fixed on one

object like that of a serpent, his luster being increased

from penance like gold from fire
;
surrounded by the

three controls like a choice tree by hedges
;
observing the

five kinds of carefulness, like Dhanvin (Love) carrying five

arrows in his hand
;
meditating on the fourfold meditation

—the teaching of the Jinas, the difficulties arising from

love, hate, and delusion, the results of karma, and the

form of the universe
,

110 having a form himself worthy

to be meditated on
,

191 wandering in villages, cities, and

forests, the Lord gradually approached the grove Saha-

sramravana.

The Lord's omniscience (334-354)

The Lord stood in pratima ,K under a saptacchada 1,8

tree that served as an umbrella, motionless as its trunk.

Then the Lord went from the gunastha.ua named ' apra-

mattasarfiyata
1 ,M to the eighth gunasthana named

,M 328. Abhigralia. See I, n. 102.

m
329. Hemacandia'a observations in regard to natural history are

usually wo’ accurate, but anBsIna seems inapt- The rhinoceros, in

captivity at least, does lie down and rest. Anisina must refer to its

wandering about and not settling down in one place.

329. Cf. khagga, Pali Text Society lexicon, for comparison of

a Pratyekabuddha with a rhinoceros-bom. In the older works the

comparison is incorrectly interpreted as being with the rhinoceros itself.

IW
332. The four divisions o: dhaimndhy&na. Sec below, this

chapter.

“> 33a. I*., as a Tlrthaakara. See I, n. 409.

1,8
334- Sec I, n. 8r.

“* 334. Alstonia Scholaris.

“* 335. The seventh. ‘ free from negligences and with self-contra!.’

For gunasthSnas, see 1, App. III.
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' apflrvakarana.’ Then wandering from interpretation of

scripture to test and from test to interpretation, he went to

the first pure meditation, n£natva£rutavlcara."'
1 Then the

Lord ascended to the ninth gunasthana, named ‘ anivrtti-

badara,’
,a? making no distinction in thought-activity. Then,

by diminishing the passion greed, he went to the tenth

gunasthana, named
1 sQksmasamparaya.’ m Possessing

infinite power, able to destroy all the karma of the three

worlds, from the destruction of delusion he arrived at the

(twelfth) gunasthana, ‘ k§Ipamoha.’ At the last moment
of the twelfth gunasthana the Lord reached the second

pure meditation, ' ekatvafixuta.’ 1,0 By that meditation

the Lord of the World reduced his mind containing the

sense-objects of the three worlds, like reducing poison oi

a snake-bite which had penetrated the whole body like a

charm. Just as a fire burns up and goes out when most

of the fuel has been taken away and a little left, in the

same way his mind became extinct. Then the Jina’s fire

of meditation blazing up, the destructive karmas 1,1 melted

away completely like snow. On the eleventh of the bright

half of Pausa, when the moon was over RohinI and the

Master was engaged in a two days’ fast, his brilliant

omniscience arose. The Lord of the World saw the sense-

IH
335* The GunastbSaa. 37, explains the name ns arising from the

attainment of unprecedented purity of soul. Karaca is ‘ thought-activity.’

m
336. Meditation on diflerent aspects of ’ substance, ’ in which

’ §nicajfiana ’ is employed and in which there is passing from one word,

object, or activity to another |vtcara or vicars). See I, n. 8.

337- anivrttibadarasamparaya. At this Mage the three

greeaer forms of all the passions arc suppressed, but fine greed remains.

See App. I.

lU
338. Destruction of fine passion.

!M
339- As he is on the ksapakaireni, he does not experience the

eleventh.

340. F.katvainitavicfua (the more complete forml is meditation

on one modificaticci only of substance. There is no vicare. Srutajflfiaa

is employed. See I, n. 8.

343- GhStikaima. See I, n. 103 and App. II-
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objects of the three periods of time and the thoughts

present in the three worlds, as if they had come to the

hollow of his hand.

As soon as the Master's omniscience had arisen, the

Lord of Saudharma’s lion-throne shook, as if from fear of

disrespect to the Master. To find out the reason for

the shaking, Maghavan employed clairvoyance, as one who
wishes to find out the depth of water in a pond uses a

rope. By clairvoyance VSsava saw " The Master’s omni-

science has arisen,” as one sees an object by lamplight.

Purandara abandoned his jeweled lion-throne and jeweled

slippers. The fear oi disrespect is very strong in the

noble. Hari took seven or eight steps in the direction of

the Arhat, like a pupil who lias finished his studies and is

admitted within the guru’s jurisdiction.1,8 Bending his left

knee a little, touching the ground with his light knee,

hands, and head, Adribhid bowed. Rising and stepping

back, BalasQdana again adorned the lion-throne, like a

lion a high mountain. PuruhQta and the other gods who
had been summoned went instantly to the Lord of Jinas

with great splendor as well as devotion. All the other

India* knew from the shaking of their thrones that the

Master had attained omniscience and went to the Jina's

presence as if in rivalry (in speed).

Building of the samavasarana (355-370)

For the space of a yojana the Vayukumara-gods

removed gravel, etc., since they are the superintendents in

this matter. The MeghakurnSra-gods showered perfumed

rain resembling an autumn-rain, just enough to lay the

dust, in this space. The gods paved the surface of the

ground very attractively, like the interior of a shrine, with

gold and jeweled slabs. The Sris of the seasons, like

winds of the dawn, rained blooming five-colored flowers

u * 350. See I. n. 3S3.

Foi a detailed description of a Maavmiana, see the Sainava-

sarunastavar,a, IA 40, pp. 125 fi., 153 fl.
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knee-deep. After they had made a jeweled dais in the

center, the Bhavanapatis made around it a low wall 1,4 of

silver with a coping of gold. The Jyoti$kas made a second

wall of gold with a coping of jewels like their own brilliance

condensed. The Vaimfinika-gods made the upper wall of

jewels with a coping of rubies.

In each wall there were four beautiful doors, just as

in the wall around Jambudvlpa, abodes for the relaxation

of the mind. At every door there were ornamental arches

with leaves of emerald resembling beautiful rows of parrots

flying in the sky. On the two sides of the arches were

set pitchers with lotuses in their mouths like cakravakas

on the two sides of a river at evening. At every door

there was a tank full of golden lotuses like an auspicious

pitcher m filled with clear, sweet water. At each door

golden incense-jars were placed by the gods, increasing

the size of the emerald arches, as it were, by the smoke

from the incense. 1*® Inside the middle wall in the north-

east direction the gods made a dais for the Master's rest.

In the ground inside the third wall the Vyantaras set a

caitya-tree, one gavyuti and fourteen hundred bows high."'

Then the Vyantara-gods made a lion-throne, a dais,"®

two chauris, and three shining umbrellas. In this manner

1M 361. This is the cute: wall. One would expect it to be made

la3t. Ci. 1. pp. 190 S.

,M
365. Probably referring to the pitcher of the 8 uuapicious

things. See I, a. 153.

366. For the comparison of smoke with an emerald, cf. I,

n. 213.
m 368. Gavyuti can mean either 1 kos or 2 kcra. Hem. himself,

Abhi. 3. 551, gives 2000 bows as equal to 1 gavyuta (°ti) or 1 kos. This

is the usual Jain mecsuiatioa . But it is also used as equivalent to 2 kos.

Hem. souses it in Abhi. 1. 60. According to the Saraavasaianastavana,

1A 40, p. 130, the caitya-tree should be 12 limes the height of the Aihat.

Ajitn was 430 bows tall, so 5400 bows was the correct height for the

caitya-tree.

"* 369. I.e., the iion-tbronc was on the dais, and the dais itself

was on a platform not mentioned here. Cf. I, pp. 390 fr.
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the samavasarana was made by the gods, the sole refuge

foi one frightened by existence, the destroyer of all

calamities.

Then attended on all sides by the gods to the number

of a ciore crying " Hail ! Hail !
" like bards, the Lord of

the World, setting his lotus-feet in turn on nine golden

lotuses moved forward by the gods, entered the east door

and circumambulated the caitya-tree. For a prescribed

ceremony must not be disregarded even by the great.

After he had paid homage to the congregation with the

speech " Homage to the congregation," the Lord seated

himself on the lion-throne, facing the east. At once the

Vyantaras created images of the Master in the other

directions. For they are superintendents of the remaining

tasks. These copies of the Master’s form were (made) by

his power. For they themselves (the Vyantaras) are not

able to make such images of the Master. Behind him a

halo, in front of him a dharmacakra and sakradhvaja
I

,tu

and the sound of the drum in the sky appeared al once.

The monks, nuns, and the Vairndnika-womcn entered

by tlie east, door, circumambulated the Lord of the Three

Worlds three times and bowed to him. The monks sat

down in the southeast quarter, and the Vaimanika-women

and nuns stood behind them. The Bhavanesa-, Jyotiska-,

and Vyantara-women came by the south door, circum-

ambulated the Lord, and stood in succession in the south-

west. The Bhavane&as, Jyotiskas, and Vyantaras came

by the west door, bowed to the Lord together with cir-

cumambulation, and sat in succession in the northwest.

The VaimSaikas 1** with the Indras entered by the north

door, bowed to the Lord with circumambulation, and sat

down in succession in the northwest.

377 - r.c.. an indradhvajn. See I, n. r.S4.

B0 381 . This makes only 10groups—men and women ixnng omitted.

They belong with the VannSnikos. All accounts do not agree on which

ones sat and which stood. Cf. IA, ref. in n. 193.
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Stuti (384-398)

Sakra bowed again to the Lord, his hands folded

submissively, the hair on his body erect from devotion,

and began a hymn of praise as follows

:

" O Lord, you delight the people, kind to all, because of

friendliness to all arising from Tirthakrtnamakarma.201

Animals, men, and gods by the crorc with their retinues are

accommodated in the preaching-hall which is a yojana in

size. Your speech, bestowing enlightenment in regard to

dharma, though in only one form, is delightful by trans-

formation into each of their dialects. In more than one

hundred yo; anas 201 clouds of disease that have risen

formerly are quickly dispersed by the wind-waves of your

wandering. Plagues of the seasons—mice, grasshoppers,

parrots—disappear from the earth at once like injustice

dismissed by the king. The fire of enmity arising on

account of women, fields, villages, etc., becomes extinct on

the surface of the earth as if from rain of the Puskaravarta-

clouds ,0 * of your compassion. Pestilences, the enemies of

the world, do not exist while your power is wandering on

earth, a drum for the destruction of misfortune, O Lord.

While you, alone devoted to all, are raining love on the

people, there can be neither an excess of rain nor a drought,

causing distress. Cruel attacks from one's own country

and from another country disappear quickly because of

your power, like elephants at the roar of a lion. Famine is

destroyed while you, endowed with all miraculous powers,

a living kalpa-tree, wander on earth. A great light, sur-

passing the sun, is collected at the back of your head, as

if with the idea
1 May it be easy to see his body.’ ,a ‘

To whom does not the power of the sovereignty of

201
384- See I, App. II.

101 387. The extern of immunity is 125 yojanas, according to

Abki. 1. 60.

,m 389. See I, n. air.
204

394. These are the 11 supernatural powers arising nom the

destruction of karma. See I, n. II.
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Yoga, known to all, arising from the destruction of karma,

cause amazement ! No one but you roots up completely

by the roots the grass of karma, though accumulated

through endless time, though endless. You have em-

ployed such a method with repetition of action that even

without desire you have attained the highest glory of the

undertaking. Reverence to you, a pure vessel of friend-

ship, possessing the fragrance of joy, to be venerated

because of vour compassion and indifference, whose soul is

Yoga."

Sagara goes to the saniavasarana (399-417)

Now the keepers of the garden (Sahasramravana)

went and reported to Cakrin Sagara that the Lord of

Jinas, Lord Ajita, was at the samavasarapa. The Cakra-

vartin was not so delighted at the cakra’s appearance as at

the news of the Lord's samavasarapa. Delighted, the King

gave them twelve and a half crores of gold as a present.

Then after he had bathed and had made the propitiatory

rites of the tilaka and auspicious things,*** possessing a

noble form and wearing jeweled ornaments like Indra, his

shoulder-necklace made firm, twirling an elephant-goad

in his hand, Sagara obtained a choice elephant and mounted
in front. The King looked like a sun half-risen, his figure

concealed up to the waist by the elephant’s high frontal

boss.

The soldiers came at the sounds of the conch, drum,

etc., streaming forth in the sky, like the gods at the pro-

clamations by the bells, Sugho$a, etc. The Cakrabhrt,

accompanied by thousands of crowned kings, looked as if

he had many vaikriya-fonns.*0* The chief of kings with

a light umbrella over his head looked like a whirlpool of

the sky-Ganga. With the chauris at his sides moving

together Sagara looked like lit. Meru with two moons.'”

“*
4<«- See I, n. 293.

406. The body that can be changed at wilt See I, n. 157.

!DT 40S. See below, this chapter.

7
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Covering the ground completely with horses with trappings

of gold like birds with golden wings
;
with chariots with

tall flag-staffs like boats with masts
;
with choice elephants

with trickling rnada like mountains with cascades; with

infantry with weapons raised like waves of the ocean ***

with serpents, the King soon reached the vicinity of

Sahasramravana.
King Sagara descended from the elephant, like a

muni from conceit, at the golden mounting-block at the

garden-gate. Sagara left his umbrella, chauris, and also

other insignia of royalty. For that is the procedure of

the reverent. From reverence he did not put on his shoes,

and disregarded the arm offered by the door-keeper.

Then King Sagara went on foot with crowds of men and

women of the town to the samavasarana. The King entered

the samavasarana by the north door, like the sun the

division of the sky in the sign of Capricorn .*°* After he

had circumambulated the Teacher of the World tliree

times and bowed to him, Sagara began a hymn of praise

in a voice sweet as nectar

:

Stuii (418-432)

“ The cakra 1,0 shines in front of you, a sun at the

meridian for people with wrong-belief, imperishable col-

lyrium 111 for kccn-sightcd people with right-belief, a

tilaka of the Lak$ml of Tiitliakrts. Jambhavidvis has

raised a finger to say, 4 He alone is master in the world,'

in the guise of a lofty iudradhvaja. Wherever your feet

take a step, there the gods and asuras scatter Sri dwelling

on a lotus in the guise of lotuses. You became four-

*“ 410. Perhaps an allusion to the Veludharin-goda, who are

a division of the Nagakumaraj.

416. When it begins the journey north of the equator. See I,

n- 345>m 418. The dhannacakra.
*u 4»8. Coflyrium is considered beneficial as well as beautifying

to the eye. Cf. Penjer, I, pp. 211 £.
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faced, I think, in oidei to describe simultaneously the

fourfold dharma : liberality, good conduct, penance,

and state of mind.*'* The three classes of gods*'*' have
made the three walls (the samavasarana), as you have
begun to protect the three worlds from the three faults.*"

Thorns have their points turned down while you wander
over the earth. Does darkness face the sun ? The hair

on your head and body, your nails, and beard do not grow.

This external power oi Yoga has not been attained by
other founders of congregations .*11 The five spheres of

the senses, called
1

sound, form, flavor, tangibility, and
odor,’ do not become contrary in your presence, like

dialecticians. All the seasons approach your feet simul-

taneously as if from fear of inopportune assistance to

Kandarpa. The gods worship the earth, because of the

touch of your feet, with a fragrant shower and a heap of

divine flowers. Even the birds circumambulate * ,a you,

O you who are revered by the world. What is the fate of

the great who are ill-behaved to you ? How could there

be evil conduct of five-sensed creatures in your presence,

when the wind, though one-sensed, lays aside unpleasant-

ness ? The trees bow to you with their crowns, astonished

at your great power. Their tops have their purpose

accomplished, but the heads of people with wrong-belief

have not. A minimum of a crore of gods and asuras

serves you. For there is no sloth in a matter provided

with an abundance of good fortune.” ,u

M 421. See I, pp. iS fl.

,,, 422. BhavanavSsins, Jyotiakaa, and Vaiinanikss.
114 422. Love, hate, and delusion.
m

424. This must iclei to non-Jains. All Jain Tlrthankaras had

these chaiacteiisties.

“ e
428. I.e., keep the tight side toward.

u
' 42S. I.e., keep the left side toward.

*“ 431. These are some of the 19 ‘ divine atisayas/ See I, n. 11.

In that cote the ninth of the ' divine atifaiyas,’ the caitya-tree, was

omitted.
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After he had praised the Blessed One this way, he
withdrew with a respectful step, and he and the crowd of

meu and women stood behind Maghavan . So the four-

fold congregation remained on the ground within the

upper wall of the samavasarapa from devotion, as if engaged
in meditation. Animals, groups of serpents, etc., were
within the middle wall like friends of each other, their

hostility abandoned. Within the third wall were the

riding-animals of the gods, asuras, and humans who had
come to attend the Master. Then the Blessed Ajita

Svamin began a sermon with speech extending a yojana,

and conforming to every dialect.

Sermon on dharmadhydna
(437-810)

" This saihsara devoid of merit is considered to have
merit, just as glass is considered to be cat’s-cye, by the

simple-raiuded, alas I Saihsara grows from creatures' mani-

fold karma which is produced every instant, like a tree

from pregnancy whims. By the non-existence of karma
the non-existence of sathsara logically arises. Therefore,

every intelligent person must always strive for the destruc-

tion of karma. The destruction of karma is from good

meditation, and that meditation is foui-fold : on fijfia,

apAya, vipaka, and saihsthAna.”' AjQfi is the teaching

of the Arhats, and it is established as two-fold
;
of these

the first is agama and the second hetuvada. Agama tM

is that which gives knowledge from the words only of the

categories. Hetuvada is named from conformity with

another authority.”’ There is equal authority of these

two from agreement because of the characterization of

‘ authority ' as
1

originating from a source free from any
fault.' The faults—love, hate, delusion— do not exist in

Sl
* 440. These are the divisions of dharmadliyana. See I, n. 8.

B# 442. I-e., lac canon of scriptures.

—1 422. I.e., when a statement in Ogama ia supported by something

else, such as a reference to a book on medicine, that constitutes hetuvada.

See I, n. 8.
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an Arbat. The speech of the Arhats is authority originat-

ing from a faultless source, perfect with its aspects •**

and means of acquiring knowledge,”' unobstructed by
priority and posteriority, not to be refuted by other

doctrines even though very powerful, the ocean to the

rivers of the many divisions—Ahgas, UpShgas, Prakirpas,

etc.,”' adorned with the Sri of sovereignty over subjects

in the form of many supernatural powers, very difficult

to grasp by those who are not fit for emancipation, and

very easy to grasp by those capable of emancipation;

to be highly praised constantly by men and gods because

of the Ahgas. When one has resorted to this ajfia and

with the addition of the law of Syadvada has firm faith in

objects as perishable and imperishable in accordance with

substance and modification and as having a real form in

reference to their own form and having an unreal form in

reference to other fonns,“‘ that meditation is called

ajuavicaya.

There are difficulties (apaya) by the thousand of

those by whom the path of the Jinas is untouched, to

whom the Supreme Lord is unknown, and by whom the

future is unconsidered. What impure acts have not been

committed by the soul subjected to the intense darkness of

deceit and delusion ? Or what calamity has not been

experienced ?

' Whatever pain I suffered among hell-inhabitants,

animals, and humans, 1*® this is negligence of myself alone,

M
445. Naya. Sec T. r. 34 3. and Jhaven, P.J.P., pp. 49 3 .

m
445. PramSna. There arc 2 kinds of pxand^a in this sense

.

parokfa, indirect, i.e., it depends on other things
;
and pratyaksa, direct.

This kind of piamSna consists o: the 5 kinds of knowledge. Mati and

Sruta are parokja; avadhi, manahparyfiya, and kevala are pretyakfa.

See T. r. 10 ff.

«• 446. CbedasStras, Sutras, and Mulasutras constitute the ' etc.’

Sec I, n. 250.

a
‘ 449. The illustration given me was that a pot was real as a

pot, unreal as a piece of cloth.

,!* 452. In these forms.
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ignorant. Even after attaining the highest knowledge,

I myself have made a fire burn on my head by evil deeds

arising from activities of mind, speech, and body. Even

though the path to emancipation has been at your dis-

posal, alas 1 O soul, by you alone I myself have been made

to fall into calamities by searching for wrong paths. Just

as a fool goes begging alms even when a good government

has been obtained
;
so, even though emancipation was at

your disposal, you have wandered about for worldly

existence.’

That is regarded as ' apSyavicaya-meditation ’ in

which one reflects thus on calamities arising from love,

hate, and delusion.

The fruit of karma is called
1 vip&ka/ and it is good

and bad. It is experienced in many aspects through the

totality of substance, space, etc. Among these good

(fruit) is experienced from enjoyment of substance, such

as women, wreaths, iood, etc.; bad is experienced from

snakes, weapons, fire, poison, etc. Good is experienced

from living in space, such as a palace, heavenly palace,

garden, etc.
;
but bad from living in a cemetery, jungle,

forest, etc. Good is experienced from enjoyment in time

neither hot nor cold, spring, etc.
;
bad from wandering in

the heat and cold, summer and winter, etc. There would

be good fruit in a state of mind such as tranquillity of

mind, contentment, etc.
;
there would be bad in a state of

mind such as anger, conceit, cruelty, etc. It would be

good in a birth as a good divinity, in a human birth in the

BhogabhQmis, etc.
;

but bad in a birth as an inferior

human, animal, hell-inhabitant, etc.

!tT 462. The bhogabhQmis, or akamiabhumis, ate 30, namely,

Haimatava15a, Harivar§a, Devakura(s), Uttaruku:u(s|. Ramyakavarja,

and Hairauyavatavana in JambOdvlpa, Dhitaldkhanda. and Pu$kara-

dvlpa. ia the last two of which there are two of each name. In the

bhogabhdicis the inhabitants arc twins, and everything is supplied by

wiahing-trees. Pravac. 1054 f.
,
p. 311.
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The eight kannas (463-475)

Furthermore, the rising, destruction, destruction and

subsidence, and subsidence of the kannas take place here,

after they have been affected by substance, space, time,

state of mind, and birth. Creatures’ kannas attain their

respective fruits from conjunction with the totality of

substance, etc., asnamed above. These karmas are eight,m
as follows :

That is knowledge-obscuring-karma by which the

knowledge of a person with an omniscient form *** is

always covered like an eye by a curtain. Mati, sruta,

avadhi, manahparyaya, and kevala—these five knowledges

arc covered, and these are the five kinds of knowledge-

obscuring. The obscuring of the five sleep-perceptions

and of the group of four 9,0
is the result of perception-

obscuring karma. Just as some one wishing to see his

master is presented by the door-keeper and does not see

him/’ 1

so the means by which the soul does not see is

perception-obscuring.

That is called l’eeling-karma which lias the feeling of

pleasure and pain inherent, resembling the tasting or the

point of a sword-blade smeared with honey.

The wise define dcluding-karma, which is equal to

wine-drinking, as that by which the confused soul is

deluded about right and wrong. This is called right-

belief-deluding when it causes wrong-belief as a result;

right-conduct-deluding when it prevents self-control.

Age-karma is fourfold : of man, animal, hell-inhabitant,

and god, and is a holder of creatures in their respective

births, like a prison.

Body-making-karma makes a variety in the condition

m 464. For karma, see I, App. II.

m
465. Capable of attaining omniscience.

u0
467. The fi»*. 4 of darsar.avaran.iya . cakju0 ,

acaksu’. avadhi",

and kevala’.

«« 468. This comparison is as apt today as ia the author's tune.
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of existence <gati), genus (jati), etc., like a painter, Its

result is in the (different) bodies of creatures,

Family-determining-karma is high and low, causing

high or low family like a potter making milk-vessels and
wine-vessels.

The means by which the powers of liberality, etc.

being restrained do not bear fruit is obstructive-karma,

resembling a store-house.

If one meditates on the results of the original nature

of the karmas as described, the dkarmadkyana, called
1

vipakavicaya,' takes place.

That is * samsthanavicaya ’ in which one meditates on
the form of the universe without beginning and without

end, with the characteristics of permanence, origination, and
perishing.*" The universe, in the shape of a man standing

in the vaiSakha-position *" with his hands on his hips;

filled with substance having the characteristics of per-

manence, origination, perishing
;
at the bottom resembling

a cane-stand, in the middle of a jhallarl, and at the top a
niuiaja,*" is composed as follows

:

It is filled with three worlds, and in it seven earths

are surrounded by very strong thick water, thick wind,

and thin wind. The three worlds are divided into lower,

middle, and upper—the terms ' lower, middle, and upper ’

being used, however, in reference to Rucaka. Rucaka
has four units of space in the shape of a cow’s teat at the

center of Metu
;

**» and above the same as below, so

making eight units. The Middle World extends nine

hundred yojanas above and below Rucaka.

*" 477 - See I, p. 209.

» 478. See I, n. 309.

*** 479 - A jballari is a circular, flat cymbal 01 gong. The Middle

World » circular. Muraja is the same as mplahga. Abhi. 2. 207.
*** 42*- From standpoint of thickness. They are at giound-level,

which is not the center with reference to height.
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Description of the Lower World (484-514)

The Lower World is established below the Middle

World with a depth of seven rajjus less nine hundred
yojanas. In it are seven earths, one below the other,

occupying the lower part, in which are the terrifying abodes

of the hell-inhabitants : Ratnaprabha, Sarkara-, Valuka-,

Pahka-, DhOina-, Tamali-, Mahatamahprabha
; and the

depth of these is one hundred and eighty thousand, one
hundred and thirty-two thousand, one hundred and
twenty-eight thousand, one hundred and twenty thousand,

one hundred and sixteen thousand, one hundred and eight

thousand yojanas, respectively. The earths, Ratnaprabha,

etc., become wider in succession, one below the other.

In the first earth there are three million hells ; in the

second hell-region there are two million five hundred
thousand hells; in the third, one million five hundred

thousand; in the fourth, one million; in the fifth, three

hundred thousand
;
in the sixth earth, ninety-nine thousand,

nine hundred and ninety-five
;

in the seventh, five hells.

Below the earths, Ratnaprabha, etc., are the Thick Waters,

twenty thousand yojanas deep in the middle. Below the

Thick Waters are the Tliick Winds, deeper in the middle

by innumerable thousands of yojanas than the Thick

Waters. The Thin Winds are innumerable yojanas more

than the Tliick Winds, and space also innumerable yojanas

more than the Thin Winds. They gradually decrease from

the middle depth, the Thick Water, etc., having the shape

of a circle at the top.*"'

The diameter of the Thick Water sheath of the earth

Ratnaprabha which has the shape of a circle is six yojanas.

The diameter of the Thick Wind sheath Is four and a half

yojanas, and of the Thin Wind is one and a half yojanas.

The Thick Water of SarkarS is one-third of a yojana more

494. These 3 sheaths surround each earth except at the top,

where they have the shape of an open circle. PE n. p. 662, illustrates

the sheaths around Ratnaprabha.
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iu diameter than tire sheath of Ratnaprabhft. In the

Thick Wind one gavyQta (— J yojana) increase, and in

the Thin Wind there is one-third of a gavyflta increase.

This (same) increase to the dimensions of the Sarkara-

sheaths takes place in the diameters of the sheaths of the

third earth. In the same way this increase in the dimension

of each preceding sheath is made in the sheaths up to the

seventh earth. Everywhere, the sheaths Thick Water.

Thick Wind, and Thin Wind have a height the same as

that of their respective earths. The seven earths supported

by Thick Water, etc., ate as described.

In these earths are the hells, the places for experiencing

bad karmas. The pain (of punishment), disease, body

(its size), age, soul-color, grief, fear, etc., must be recognized

as increasing iu the hells in succession. The Ratnaprabha-

earth is one hundred and eighty thousand yojanas deep.

The dwellings of the Bhavauapatis are inside it, with

the exception of one thousand yojanas above and below.”

'

Bhavanapatis (506-514)

The Bhavanapatis are in two rows in the north and

south, like rows of shops on the highway. The Bhavana-

dhipas are as follows : the Asuras with a crest-jewel-

cognizancc ;
the Nflgas with a snake-hood

;
the Vidyuts

with a thunderbolt; the Supanjas with a ganida; the

Vahnis with a jar
;
the Vfiyus with a horse

;
the Stanitas

with a vardhamina
;
the Udadhis with a makara

;
the

Dvipas with a lion
;
and the Dikkumaras with an elephant-

cognizance. Among these the two Indras of the Asuras

arc Camara and Bali
;
Dharana and BhQtananda are the

Purandaras oi the Niigas; Hari and Harisaha of the

Vidyutbumaras
;
the Vfisavas of the Suparnas are Venudeva

and Vepudarin
;
Agni&ikha and Agnimfinava are the lords

of the Agnikmnflras
;
Velamba and Prabliaiijana of the

VSyukumOras; Sughofa and Maliaghosa arc the Vfisavas

505. I.e., there is a
1

root ’ and a ' floor ' of xooo yojanas.
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of the Stanitas; JalakSnta and Jalaprabha are the Indras

of die Abdhikumaras
;
Patna and AvaSista are overlords

of the DvipakumSras
;
Amita and Amitavahana are die

lords of the Dikkumdras.

The Vyantaras (515-528)

One thousand yojanas above Ratnaprabha live the

eight classes of the Vyantaras in northern and southern

rows within eight hundred yojanas, one hundred above and
below being excepted. The Vyantaras include the Pi&a-

cavyantaras with a kadambo tree as cognizance
;
the

BhQtas with a sulasa tree
;
the Yakgas with a vata tree

;

the Raksasas with a kkatvahga tree; die Kinnaras with

an aSoka tree; the Kimpurusas with a campaka tree;

the Maboragas with the nagadni tree
;
the Gandharvas

with tlie beautiful tumburu tree as cognizance.

K5la and Mahakala are overlords of the PiSacas;

Surupa and Apratirfipa are lords of the Bhatas
;

Pflrna-

bliadra and Manibhadra of the Yaksas; Bhlma and
Mahabhlma of the Raksasas

;
Kinnara and Kiinpurusa of

the Kinnaras ; Satpuruja and Mahdpurusa of the Kirn-

purusas
;

Atikaya and Mahakdya of the Mahoragas
;

Gitarati and GltayaSas of tlie Gandliarvas. These are the

sixteen Indras of tlie Vyantaras.

In tlie first one hundred yojanas of RatuaprabhS, with

the exception of ten above and ten below
;

i.e., in eight}'

yojanas, there are eight classes of Vyantaras : Aprajnaptika,

Pancaprajnapti, Rsivadita, Bhtttavadita, Krandita, Maha-
kraudita, Ku^manda, Pacaka. The two Indras ir. these

classes respectively are: Sannihita and SamSna
;
Dhfltr

and VidhStika
;
Rsi and psipala

;
Tsvara and ilaheSvara ;

Suvatsaka and ViSala
;
IiSsa and Hgsarati

;
Sveta and

MahiSveta
;
Pacaka and Pacakadhipa.

The JyotifkaS (529-551 )

At seven hundred and ninety yojanas above the

surface of the earth is the lower level of the Jyotiskas.
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Ten yojanas above it is the sun, and at the end of eighty

yojanas above the sun is the moon; then the stars and

planets at the end of twenty yojanas.*88 So the stellar

world is one hundred and ten yojanas high. The circle

of heavenly bodies (jyotiscakra) moves continually, formed

in a circle, in all directions at a distance of eleven hundred

and twenty-one yojanas from Mt. Mem of Jamhiidvipa.

But one polar star is fixed.*’
8

It (the jyotiscakra) remains

fixed in a circle, not touching the end of the world by

eleven hundred and eleven yojanas.
5 * 0 Among these Svati

is above all and Bharanl is below all
;

to the south of all

MQla and Abhid to the north. 5*' There are two suns

and two moons belonging to this Jambudvipa
;
four moons

and four suns belonging to Lavanoda
;
twelve moons and

twelve suns to Dhatakikhanda
;
and forty-two moons

and forty-two suns to Kaloda. To half of Puskara belong

seventy-two suns and moons each. So there arc one

hundred and thirty-two moons and the same number of

suns (in the manusyaloka). Each moon has a retinue of

eighty-eight planets, twenty-eight constellations, and six

pentillion, six hundred aud ninety-seven quadrillion, five

hundred trillion stars.

The width and length of the moon's car is jf of a

yojana
;
of the sun's car $5 of a yojana ;

half a yojana of

those of the planets; one-fourth of a yojana of those of

the constellations
;

half a kos (=| yojana) of those of all

the stars having a maximum life
;
and five hundred bows

( = rt yojana) of those of all the stars having a minimum
life. The height is always half the length. They are

(like this) in the manu^yaloka extending forty-live lacs of

yojanas.

In the east lions, in the south elephants, in the west

*" 53 1- They are all not really at the cod, but distributed along

the way. Cf. K., p. 278.

**• 533- Ekewhere <cf. K., p. 279), there aie many polar staT*.

*“ 534- This is the very last jyotiscakra.
541

535- These are constellations.
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bulls; and in the north horses—these are the draught-

animals of the cars of the moon, etc. The sun and moon

have sixteen thousand Abhiyogika-gods
;

the planets,

constellations, and stars have eight thousand, four thousand,

and two thousand, respectively. Because of abhiyogika-

karma they act as conveyances for the moon, etc., which

are moving constantly at their own inclination.

The suns and moons stand still, at intervals from each

other, at a distance of fifty thousand yojanas on the outside

of Manusottara
;

*‘a half the size of the suns and moons of

the manusyaloka
;
their numbers increasing according to the

successive increase in the circumference of the worlds;

with retiuues of brilliant planets, constellations, and

stars
;
innumerable, a beautiful bell-shape, always bounded

by the Svayambhuramatia-ocean, they remain in rows a

hundred thousand yojanas apart.

The Middle World (552-749)

In the Middle World there are countless continents

and oceans with auspicious names Jambadvipa, Havana,

etc.
;
the circumference of each l>eiag twice as large as that

of the preceding one
;
each one surrounding the preceding

one like a sheath. The last of these is the great ocean

named SvayambhQramana.

Description of Meru (554-565)

I11 tire center of Jambfidvlpa, Meru, golden, round

like a sthala,* 4 " is buried one thousand yojanas in the

ground at its base, is ninety-nine thousand yojanas high,

and ten thousand yojanas in diameter at the surface of

the earth. At the top it is one thousand yojanas in dia-

meter. It Is in three parts, and its body is divided by the

three worlds. Now, the first part of Sumeru, composed

of pure earth, stone, diamond, and gravel is one thousand

*** 548. The first row. The others are 100,000 yojanas apart-
**

554 - Sthala is non-committal, hut Meru :a considered the

shape of a truncated cone.
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yojanas high. The second is sixty-three thousand vojanas

high, its ground composed of gold, crystal, ahka, and silver.

The third part is thirty-six thousand yojanas and is com-

posed of slabs of gold. 8 ** Its gleaming peak is made of

cat's-eye. Its height is forty yojanas, its diameter at the

base is twelve yojanas, eight at the middle, and four at

the top.

At the base of Mem is a grove BhadraSala resembling

a surrounding wall. At five hundred yojanas from Bliadra-

Sala, on a terrace is Nandana, five hundred yojanas wide.

At sixty-two thousand five hundred yojanas (above), on

the second terrace is the grove Saumanasa, the same size.

At thirty-six thousand yojanas above the grove Saumanasa

is Sundara on the third terrace. On the peak of Meru

is the garden Papdaka in the shape of a circle, four hundred

and ninety-iour yojanas wide.

Jambu&vipa (566-618)

Now, there are seven zones here in Jambfldvipa

:

BhSrata, Haimavata, Harivarsa, Videha, Ramyaka, Hairan-

yavata, and Airavata, from south to north. Dividing these

are mountain-ranges bounding the zones : Himavat, Maha-

himavat, Nisadha, Nila, Rukmin, and Sikliarin with equal

diameter at the base and top. Of these, the Himavat

Mts., buried in the ground twenty-five yojanas, made of

gold, are one hundred yojanas high. The Mahahimavat

Mts. are twice that size, made of silver. Then, the Nisadha

Mts., twice their size, made of gold; Nila Mts., the same

size as Nisadha, made of cat’s-eyc; Rukmin Mts., the

same size as Mahahimavat, made of silver
;
Sikliarin Mts.,

the same size as the Himavat Mts., made of gold. All

abound in various jewels on their slopes.

On Ksudrahimavat (= Himavat) is a large lake

named l’adma, one thousand yojanas long and half as

:*» 557. These three parts and the divisions in the three worlds

are not the same. The Middle World is 900 yojanas below and above

the earth's surface.
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wide. On Mahahimavat is a lake named Mahapadraa,

twice the length and width of the lake Padma. The lake,

Tiginchi, on Ni^adha is twice the size of Mahapadma
;
the

lake KeSarin on Nila is the same size as Tiginchi
;
the

lake Mah5pui?<Jarika on Rukmin is equal to Mahapadma

;

the lake Pundarika on Sikharin is equal to Padma. In

all the lakes, Padma, etc., there are full-blown lotuses

rooted ten yojanas in the water. Moreover, on these (live

the goddesses) Sri, Hri, Dhrti, Klrti, Buddhi, and Laksml,

respectively, with life-periods of a palya, together with

SamSnikas, gods of the councils, body-guards, and armies.

In Bharataksetra there are the great rivers, Ganga
and Sindhu ; in the zone named Hairaavata, Rohita and

RohitafiSa
;

in the Harivar$aka zone, the rivers Harit

aud Hflrikanta
;
in the MahSvidchas the best rivers Slta

and Sitoda
;
NarakSnta and NarikSnta in the zone Ram-

yaka
;
SvarpakulS and Riipyakula in the zone Hairasya-

vata
;
Raktd and Raktoda in the zone Airavata. The first

of each pair flows to the east and the second to the west.

Tne great rivers Ganga and Sindhu are each attended by
fourteen thousand best rivers. Each pari of the others

is attended by twice as many rivers as the preceding pair

up to Slta and Sitoda. The northern rivers (north of

Vid«*ha) are equal to the southern. Sita and Sited3,
however, are attended by five hundred and thirty-two

thousand rivers each.*41

~harata is five hundred twenty-six and six-nine-

teenth*yojanas wide. Then the zones and the mountains

boumdi g the zones become twice as wide successively

to t’ae r-rth, up to Videha. The mountains and zones to

the noch (of Videha) are the same size as those in the

southy These are the sizes of the zones and the mountains

boiuriu g the zones.

*•» 585. Each Videha (East and West) ha* 32 rivets, each with

14.000 tributaries, and each oi the Euros has 84,000, thus making the

total of 532,000.
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To the north of the Ni&adha Mts. and to the south

of Mcru are the Vidyutprabha Mts. and the Saumanasa

Mts. in the west and east. They have the shape of an

elephant's tusk, almost touching Meru at the end. Between

them are the bkogabhumis, the Devakurus, eleven thou-

sand eight hundred and forty-two yojanas wide. On
each side of each of five lakes divided by Sitoda are ten

mountains of gold, making a total of one hundred. There

on the east and west banks oi Sitoda are the mountains

Vicitrakdta and Otrakuta. They arc one thousand

yojanas in height and the same in diameter at the base.

The diameter at the top is half of that.

To the north of Meru and to the south of the Nila

Mts. are the Gandhamadana and the Milyavat Mts., with

the shape of an elephant's tusk. Between them are the

very charming Uttarakurus with one hundred golden

mountains at the sides of the five lakes divided by .-at

a

On the banks of the river Slta aic two mountains named

Yamaka, corresponding to the golden Yititrakdia and

CitrakQta.

East of the Deva- and Uttarakurus, they are called

East Videhas, and to the west, West Vidclias, like different

countries to each other. In each there arc sixteen provinces

inaccessible to each other, separated by rivers and moun-

tains, suitable to be conquered by a Cakrin. Kacoha,

Mahakaccha, Sukaccha, Kacchavat, Avarta, ilahgalavarta,

Puskala, Puskalavatl, arc the northern provinces of cast

Videlia. The southern are Vatsaka, Suvatsa, Ma 5t-atsa,

Ramyavat, Ramya, Ramyalca, Ramaniya, Masalavat.

The ones in West Videha in the south are Padma, i’.parima,

Mahapadma, Padmavati, Sankha, Kmnuda, Malta, and

Naliuavat. The northern provinces in the West idehas

are Vapra, Suvapra, Mahavapra, VaprSvati, Valgu, 3‘Valgu,

Gandhila, and Gandhilavati.

In the center of Bharata is Mt. Vaitadhya, dividing

it into north and south, extending to the east and west

oceans, with a base in the ground oi six yojanas and a
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fourth ; City yojanas wide and half as high. On its northern

and southern slopes at ten yojanas from the ground are

two rows of YidySdhara-cities, ten yojanas wide. In tlie

south there are fifty cities with kingdoms of the- Vidya-

dhara-kings
;
in the north there arc sixty. At ten yojanas

immediately above the Vidyadhara-rows, there arc two

Y
ryantara rows adorned with the abodes of the Vyantaras.

At five yojauas above the rows of Vyantaras there are

nine peaks. There is a similar Vaitadliya in Airavata.

The continent I ambtldvlpa has a fortification iu the

form of a wall, made of diamond, eight yojanas high.

At its base it is twelve yojanas wide
;
iu the middte, eight

;

and four at the top. Above it is a lattice, two gavyatas

high a delightful pleasure resort of the Vidyddharas.

Above the lattice is a beautiful terrace, named Padmavara.
the pleasure-ground of the gods. In this wall there are

four gateways iu the east and other directions, Vijaya,

Vaijayanta, Jayonta, ana Aparajita respectively.

In the space between Kgudrahimavat and Mahahi-

mavat, there is a round Mt Vaitadliya, named Sabdnpatin.

Betwe en Sikharin and Rukmin is Mt. Y'ikatapatin
;
Gandha-

pStin is between Mahahimavat and Nigadha
;
Malyavat is

between the Nila and Rukmin Mountains. All are cylin-

drical shaped and one thousand yojanas high.

Dcscri-piion of Lavayoda (619-639)

Next
,
surrounding J ambldvlpa and twice as wide, is

the ocea u named I.avanoda, sunk one thousand yojanas in

the ground. Its water increases in height very gradually

for a di> tance oi ninety-five thousand yojauas from both

sides. 1 n the middle there is a crest with a level width “,B

1,1 62. . I think the kramaristffciu of the ed. must be emended

to sama®, referring not to the vifctjti properly speaking, but to the

depth. A] though Hem. gives 1,000 yojanas as the depth of the ocean

(depth and height being counted from the surface of the earth), it is

really the depth of only the crest (sikha), according to ocher sources.
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of ten thousand yojanas, sixteen thousand yojanas high.

In addition to that, at the time of the tides there is a

decrease and increase up to two gavylltas. In it (the

ocean) in the directions, east, etc., there are four Patala-

vessels, named VadavSinukha, Keyupa, Yapaka, Ifivara.

respectively, beginning with the east. They are one

hundred thousand yojanas high
;

have walls of

diamond one thousand yojanas thick; are ten thousand

yojanas wide at top and bottom
;
have water in the third

part supported by wind
;
and resemble large clay water-

jars. In them live the gods Kala, Mahakala, Vclamba,

and Prabhanjaua, respectively, in pleasure-houses. Here

there are others—one thousand yojanas high, with Walls

ten yojanas thick, one hundred yojanas wide at the bottom

and at the mouth **'—seven thousand eight hundred and

eighty-four small Patala-vessels, with waters mixed in the

middle part and raised by the wind. There are always

forty-two thousand Xngakumaras, inner wave-controllers

(veladliarin), like ministers in this ocean. There arc

seventy-two thousand outer wavc-controllcrs, and also

sixty thousand guardians, of the crest-waves.

GoslQpa, LMakabhasa, Sanklia, Udakasimaka, made
of gold, atlka, silver, and crystal arc the mountains of the

Indras of the Veladharius. They are abodes of tne gods

whereas the depth of the ocean on the two sides of the cid'- gradually

increases from the shore. The crest is i.ooo deep, 10,OOP wide, and

16,000 high. The height of the water gradually increases from the

surface o: the carta up to the 16,000 of the crest, according to some

sources ; or, according to others, it increases only 700 yojanas-. Tu this

case, of course, the crest would rise very abruptly, and t!ae Pravac.

compares it with a aagareprakara. As the crest has a unif orm depth

of x,ooo and height of 16,000 throughout its width of 10,0c o yojanas,

the kramavistrsmi of the cd. seems incorrect- Saica°, a.-, the least

radical emendation, could refer to the levelness of the crest m contrast

with the increasing height and depth of the rest of the oceau. See

K., pp. 24a ff., and Pravac. 13S8, p. 405.

627. Both the larger and smaller vessels have a diameter in

the middle equal to the height. K., p. 243.
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GostUpa, Sivaka, Sahkha, and Manohrda; and are in the

(four) directions at forty-two thousand yojanas (from

Jambadvipa). They are seventeen hundred and twenty-

one yojanas high, ten hundred and twenty-two wide at

the base, and four hundred and twenty-four at the top.

On top of them all there are gleaming palaces.

Karkotaka, Kardaraaka, Kaila^a, and Aiunaprabha,

made of all jewels, are the mountains of the Indras of the

AnuvelAdharins.Els The gods Karkotaka, Vidyujjihva,

Kailasa, and Aiunaprabha, respectively, live always on
these.

At twelve thousand yojanas (from Jambudvipa) in the

intermediate directions in the east are the two islands of

the Moon, with an equal width and length (i.e. i2,oco).

At the same distance in the west are the two islands of the

Sim
;
and also at the same distance is Gautaraadvipa, the

abode of Susthita.*** On these are palaces, the abodes of

the inner and outer suns and moons of Lava^ioda.

The water of lavanoda is salt.

Description of Dkatakikkavda (640-643)

Xext, the second continent, named Dhatakikhanda,

twice as wide, surrounds Iyavanoda. Everytiling that is in

Jambadvipa—-Mem, zones, mountain-ranges, mountains—
is called by the same name in Dh&takI, but is twice as large.

It is divided by the Isvakara Mts. running north and

south, and in the cast and west halves has the same names

as Jambadvipa. The mountain-ranges and the Isvakftras

are like the spokes of a wheel, high as Ni§adha, touching

Kaloda and Lavana, and the zones arc between the spokes.

Kaloda (644)

The ocean surrounding Dhataklkhapda, right hundred

thousand yojanas wide, is called Kaloda.

**" 633. These at* subordinates oi the Velsdhirins (PE s.v.).

Their palaoes are in the intermediate directions.

M 6?8. The lord of Luvanoda. Pravac. 8S3-S9. P- 35$“-
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Puskarodvlpa (645-652)

The definition of names and countries of Meru, etc.,

and the Isvakaras which was given for Dhatakl is true

also for half of Pu$kara. But in this half of Pu$kara the

divisions of the zones, etc., are known to be twice as large

as the divisions of the zones, etc., of DhatakOdianda.

There are four small Metus in Dhatakl and half of

Puskara, smaller than Meru by fifteen thousand yojanas.

At the ground their diameter is less than Meru’s by six

hundred yojanas. Their first division is no less than big

Meru's. The second is smaller by seven thousand yojanas

;

the third by eight thousand. Bhadia^ala and Nandana

are like Meru’s. The grove Saumanasa, five hundred
yojanas wide, is fifty-five thousand yojanas above.

Pandaka, four hundred ninety-four yojanas wide, is twenty-

eight thousand yojanas above. The diameter at the top

and bottom, and the foundation are equal 2:1 to big Meru's,

and the crest is also equal to its.

So, this is the Human World, two and a half con-

tinents, two oceans, thirty-five zones, five Mcrus, thirty

zone-mountains, five Devakurus, five Uttarakurus, and
one hundred and sixty provinces.'01

Manufottara (655-660)

Beyond it is the mountain-range, M&ausottara, round
like a city wall, surrounding the Human World. It is

situated at the half-way line of Pu&kara, golden, seventeen

hundred twenty-one yojanas high, buried in the ground
four hundred thirty and one-fourth yojanas, ten hundred
and twenty-two yojanas in diameter at the bottom, seven

hundred and twenty-three at the middle, and four hundred

s,° 649. They are 85,000 yojanas in total height, with rcoo under-

ground. The first section is 500, the second 55,500, and the third 28,000

yojanas high. The diameter at ground level is 9,400 yojanas.
U1

652. Equal in height—1.000 yojanas.

654- Vijaya, the divisions of Videha.
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and twenty-four atthe top. On the other side of it, mortals

are not born, nor do they die. Even animals, etc., do
not die, if they have gone to its other side. For that reason

it is named ' Manusottara.’ Beyond it there is no coarse

fire, no clouds, lightning, rivers, time, etc.

The people in the Manuy/aloka (661-683)

In the two and a half continents and two oceans

humans arise by birth in these thirty-five zones on this

side of Manusottara and in the Antaradvlpas
;
on the

mountains, Mem, etc., by means of kidnaping and the

power of learning. They are called Bharatakas, Jamba -

dvlpyas, Lavanakas, etc., from divisions on the basis of

zones, continents, and oceans From the division into

Aryas and Mlecchas they are twofold. The Aryas have
subdivisions ksetra (country), jati (caste), kula (family),

karma (work), Silpa (craft), and bhs&l (language). The
k$etra ryas are born in the fifteen karntabhumis.*" Here

in Bharata they have twenty-five and one-half places of

origin. These Arya-countrics are to be distinguished by
cities as follows

:

I. Magadha .

.

.. RSjagrha.

2 . Ahgadcsa .

.

. . Camph.

3 - Vanga . . Tamralipti.

4 - Kali .. Vdrapasi.

5 - Kaliuga . . Kaficanapuri.

6 . Kosala .. Saketa

7 . Kuru . . Gajapuxa.

8. Kulartaka . . Saurya.

9 - l’ancala . . Kampitya.

10. J ahgala . . Aliicchatra.

XI. Videha .

.

. . Mithila.

665. These are 5 Bhaxatas, 5 AirSvatBS, and 5 Videhas. A
kamiabhaiu! is where die inhabitants must cam their living by ploughing

trade, etc. Uttar. 15. corn, to 36. 194- Or, according to others, where

mokfa may be attained ; or where karma is acquired that leads to any

state after death. T. 3. 16 i
Uttar.K. com, to 36. 196.
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12. Surastraka . . DvSravatl.

r3 - Vatsa . . Kausambipuri.

r4 - Malaya . . Bhadrila.

*5 - Sandarblia . . Nftndipura.

16. Vanina . . Uccha.

I7 - Matsya . . Vairata.

18. Cedi . . fsuktimatl.

19. Da&lrna . . Mrttikavat!

20. Sindhu . . Vltabhaya.

2X. Sauvlra . . Mathura.

22. Surascna .

.

.. Apapa.

23 - Masapurivarta . . Bhahgl.

24. Kunalaka .. . . SravastJ.

25 . Lata . . Kotlvarga.

\ of Kctaka .

.

. . Svetambl.

These are the Arya-countries, distinguished by these

cities, in which the birth of Tirthakrts, Cakrabhrts, Krguas

and BaJas takes place.

Tiie J Styaryas are tiie Ikgvfikus, Jnatas, Haris,

Videhas, Kurus, Ugras, Bhojas, and Rajanyas.

Kularyas are the Kulakaras, Cakrins, Vlgnus, and

Balas, or those who are born in a pure family from the

third, fifth, or seventh generation.”*

They are called Karmaryas who earn their livelihood

by sacrifices, making sacrifices for others, by study and

teaching of the sastras, or by suitable occupations.

They are Silpiryas who have occupations of little

blame, such as weavers, tailors, potters, barbers, and

attendants on idols.

They are called Bhagaryas who transact the business

of the (other) five Aryas with language restricted to the

best language.

675. See Com. to T. 3. 15.

678. SietabhSfS. I.c„ Ardha-MSgadltf. See Pra. 37. p. 56a;

Bhag. 191, p. 32i.
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Mlecchas (679-683)

The Mlecchas—Sabas, Yavanas, Sabaias, Barbaras,

Rayas, Mum^das, Udras, Godras, Patkanakas, Arapakas,

Hunas, Romakas, PSrasas, Khasas, Khfisikas, Dombilikas,

Lakusas, B’nillas, Ailghxas, Bukkasas, Pulindas, Krauucakas,

Bliamararutas, Kuncas, Clnas, Vancukas, M&lavas, Dravi-

das, Kulaksas, Kiratas, Kaikavas, Hayaniukhas, Gaja-

mukhas, Turagamuklias, Ajamubhas, Hayakarnas, Gaja-

karoas, and other noa-Arvas also, are people who do not

know even the word ' dharraa.'

The A'rUavadvipaa (684-700)

The Mlecchas are free from (knowledge of) virtue and

vice, and also those bora in the Antaradvlpas. The fifty-

sis Antaradvlpas are as follows : Half of them are to t.he

east and west of Ksudrahimavat in the four intermediate

directions, beginning with the northeast. In the northeast

at a distance of three hundred yojanas in the Lavana

Ocean is the first Antaradvipa, named Ekoru, of an equal

(300 yojanas) length and width. The people, beautiful

in body and limbs, have the same name as the island.

Not only in the case of Ekoru, but also in the case of other

islands to be mentioned later, the people have the same

name as the island. In the southeast and other inter-

mediate directions are the islands, Abha$ika, Lsngillika,

Vais&nika, respectively, at the same distance and with

the same length and width (as Ekoru)

Beyond them at a distance of four hundred yojanas

and with an equal length and width, at the intermediate

points, northeast, etc., are the Antaradvlpas, Hayakarya,

Gajakarna, Gokarna, Sagkulikaraaka, respectively.

Beyond them at a distance of five hundied yojanas

and with the same length and width are the four Antara-

dvlpas, AdarSamukha, Mesainukha, Hayamukha, and

Gajamuk’na, in the northeast, as before.

Then come ASvamukha, Hastimukha, Sinhamukha,
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Vy5g1irantikha, six hundred yojanas in distance, length,

and width.

At seven hundred yojanas in distance, with the same

length and width are Asvakarua, Sinhakarna, Hastikarna,

and Karnapravarana.

Then located at a distance of eight hundred yojanas

across Lavapoda, with the same length and width are

Ulkamukha, Vidyujjihva, Meghamnkha, and Vidyuddanta,

in the northeast, etc., respectively.

After traversing nine hundred yojanas of I-avana

Ocean, four Antaradvlpas, named Gfldhadanta, Ghana-

dantaka, Sresthadantaka, Suddhadantaka, nine hundred

yojanas in length and width, are. situated in the respective

intermediate points.

In this same way there are twenty-eight at Mt. Sikharin.

Added together, there are fifty-six in all.

Other continents and oceans (701-703)

On the other side of MSnusottara is the second half of

Puskara. Surrounding Pu?kara is the Pu&kara Ocean

twice as large. Then come the continent and ocean

Varunlvara ;
and beyond them the continent and ocean

Kgtravara. Then Ghrtavara continent and ocean, and

Iksuvara continent and ocean. Then comes the eighth

continent, named NandfSvara, which resembles heaven.

Description of Nartdtivara (704-738)

The diameter of its circle is one billion, six hundred

and thirty-eight million, four hundred thousand yojanas.

It is a land of delights of the gods, with gardens of

manifold designs, beautiful from the descents of gods

engaged in the worship of the Jinendras. In its central

part there are four Mt. Anjanas, the color of antimony,*”

in succession in the directions, east, etc. At ground level

they are more than ten thousand yojanas in diameter and

^ 706 . Really antimony trisulphide, which is black ojc.
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one thousand yojanas at top. They have the height

of the small Meius.,,T Of these, Devaramana is iu the

east, Nityodyata in the south, Svayamprabha in the west,

and Ramanlya in the north. Oil top of them there are

temples to the Arhats, one hundred yojanas long, half as

wide, and seventy yojanas high. In each of these there

are four doors, sixteen yojanas high, eight yojanas deep,

and eight wide. They are the homes of the gods Deva,

Asura, Naga, and Suparna, and are known bjr their names.

Within the temples are jeweled platforms, sixteen yojanas

loDg and wide, and eight yojanas high. On the platforms

are daises made of all kinds of jewels, whose length and

width exceed the platforms, and on them are one hundred

and eight eternal statues each of the Arhats named Rsabha,

Vardhamana, Candranana, and Varigepa 1,9
in the paryahka-

posture, made of jewels, attended each by a beautiful

retinue. Each statue has two statues each of Nagas,

Yaksas, Bhutas, and pitcher-carriers, and behind the

statues is a statue of an umbrella-bearer. On the daises

are incense-jars, wreaths, bells, the eight auspicious

things, banners, umbrellas, festoons, baskets, boxes, and

seats
;
and sixteen ornaments, such as full pitchers, etc.

The ground has sand of shining gold-dust.

There are gleaming entrance pavilions the same size

as the temples, theater-pavilions, arenas, jeweled platforms,

beautiful stupas and statues, fair caitya-trees, indra-

dhvajas, and divine lotus-lakes in succession.

In the four directions from each of the Mt. Anjanas

there are lotus-lakes, one hundred thousand yojanas

square : Nandi?en5, AmogliS, Gostupa, SudarSana, N'an-

dottart, Nanda, Sunanda, Nandivardhana, BhadrS, ViSala,

Kumuda, Pundarikinika, Vijayfl, VaijayautI, JayantI,

AparajitS. At a distance of five hundred yojanas from

each of them there are great gardens, five hundred yojanas

707. I.e., 84,000 yojanas 4 x,oco underground.

714. See I, n. 404.
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wide and a hundred thousand long, named Asoka, Sapta-

cchadaka, Campaka, and Clita. Within the lotus-lakes are

the crystal Mt. Dadhimukhas, cylinder-shaped, marked by
terraces, gardens, etc., as decorations. They are sixty-

four thousand yojanas high, and one thousand buried in

the ground; ten thousand in diameter at the top and

bottom.

Between each two lotus-lakes there are two Mt.

Ratikaras, making a total of thirty-two Mt. Ratikaras.

On the Mt. Dadhimukhas and the Mt. Ratikaras, there are

eternal shrines of the Arhats, just as on the Mt. Ahjanas.

Likewise at the inteimcdiate points of the continent there

are four Mt. Ratikaras, having a length and width of ten

thousand yojanas, and a height of one thousand, made of

all kinds of jewels, divine, the shape of a gong.

In the eight directions on the two southern Mt.

Ratikaras are the residences of the eight queens of Sakca

;

on the two northern mountains, those of the eight queens

of ISana. They are a hundred thousand yojanas distant

from each other, a hundred thousand yojanas square, and

adorned with temples of the Jinas. They arc Sujata

Sauraanasa, Arcimftlf, Prabhakara, Padma, Siva, Suti

Aiijaua, Bhtlta, Bbtttnvatansikfi, Gostflpa, SudarSana

Amalfl, Apsaras, Rohini, Navaml, Ratna, Ratnoccaya

Sarvaratna, RatnasancayS, Vasu, Vasumitrika, Vasu

bhfiga, Vasundhara, Nandottarft, Nanda.Uttarakuru, Deva

kuru, Krsna, Kr^naraji, Rama, Rimaraksita, respectively

beginning with the east.”* In these the gods and their

retinues with all magnificence make eight-day festivals

in the shrines of the holy Arhats on auspicious days.

737. Elsewhere (cf. K.
f p. 255) this list includes the names of

the queens. The first 4 names are named of islands, the next 4 of

queens, etc. But Bern, gives no intimation that any of the names are

thoi* of queens and seems to say distinctly that there was a palace in

each of the 8 directions. Each queen would have two palaces iu that

case.
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Other coitfinenls and oceans {739-749)

Then the ocean NandlSvara surrounds Nandtevara

;

after that Arunadvipa and Afunoda. Then come Aruna-

varadvlpa and the ocean by that name
;
next Arupabhasa

and ArupSbhasa Ocean. Then Kundaladvlpa aud the

oceau Kup<jaloda; then Rucakadvlpa and Rucaka Ocean.

The oceans and continents with these auspicious names are

each twice as large as the preceding one. Of these the

last is the ocean SvayarabhQramapa.

In the two and a half continents, the Bliarata-zones,

the AirSvata-zones, and the Mahivideha-zoues, except the

Devakurus and Uttarakurus are katmabhBmis.

Kaloda, Pugkaroda, SvavambhOramana have water

that can be drunk, but Lavana Ocean has salt water.

VSrupoda is pleasing with varied beverages; but Ksiroda

resembles milk with one-fourth part of ghee mixed with

candied sugar. Ghrtoda resembles freshly boiled cow's

ghee
;
others resemble the juice of sugar-car.c whose end

has been cut off and which contains four substances.*"

Lavanoda, Kiiloda, aud Svavambhuramana are filled with

fish, tortoises, etc., but not the other oceans.

In this continent Jambadvlpa there are always four

each, of Tlithakrts, Cakrins, Vigpus, and Balas, at the

minimum. At the maximum, there are thirty-four Jinas

and thirty kings, and twice as many iu DhatakI and half

of Puskara.
181

*“ 746. According :o PE (caujitaka), these arc cinnamon, tafjioc,

cardamon, aud pepper.
** x

749- The maximum of 34 is reached by one cadi in the 32

divisions of Videha, in Bharata, and Airavata. When there are only 4,

there i$ one each in the northern aud southern halves of Bast and West

Videha. When the maximum of 30
1

kings ’ (which refers to Vifnus,

Balas, and Cakrins) exist*, there are 2S in Videha. and one in Bharata

and Air&vata each. The moximam number of Vianus and Balas exists

when there is a minimum of Cakrins and vice versa. Jamb. 172-3.
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The Upper World (750-797)

Above this Human World there is the Upper World,

magnificent, seven rajjus less nine hundred yojanas. In

this there are twelve heavens : Saudbarma, ?£&na, Sanat-

kumara, Mahendra, Brahmaloka, Lantaka, Sukra, Saha*

srflra, Anata, Pranata, Arana, and Acyuta. The nine

Graivcyakas are as follows: Sudarfcma, Suprabudnha,

Manorama
;
above them, Sarvabhadra, SuviSala, Sumanas

;

and above them, Saumanasa, Pritikara, and Aditya. Above

those are the five named Auuttara. Beginning from the

east the palaces are named Vijaya, Vaijayanta, Jayanta,

Aparajitd, and SarvSrthasiddhaka in the center. Twelve

yojanas above is SiddfaaSila, forty-five lacs of yojanas long

and wide. In the (upper) sixth part of the fourth gavyQta

immediately above three gavydtas above it (Siddhasila)

are the siddhas at the end of Lokagiata.

It is one and a half rajjus from ground-level through

Saudharma and Isaua
;
two and a half through Sanat-

kumflra and Mahendra
;
Gve through Sahasr3ra, and six

rajjus through Acyuta. There are seven rajjus up to the

top of the universe.

Saudharma and I£3na are round like the moon. In

the southern half is Sakra (as Indra) and Ai6ana in the

north. Sanatkumara and Mahendra have the same shape

as they lrave
;
SanatkumSra is in the south half, and

Mahendra in the north. Beyond them, in the place corres-

ponding to the elbow of the man representing the uni-

verse, in the center of the universe is Brahmaloka, and

Brahma is its lord. At the end are the Lokantika-gods

:

Sarasvatas, Adityas, Agnis, Arupas, Gardatoyakas, Tusitos,

Avyabadhas, Maruts, and Rigtas. Above it is Lantaka -

heaven, whose Indra has the same name. Next comes

MahASukra, whose Indra also has the same name
;
and next

SahasrAra with an Indra of the same name. Then come
Anata and Pranata with the shape of Saudharma and

Tsana. Their Indra, named Pranata, lives in Prapata-
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heaven. Above them are two heavens, Arana and Aeyuta

with the same shape. They have one Indra, named
Aeyuta, living in Aeyuta. But in the Graiveyakas and

Anuttaras the gods arc Ahamintlr,^s. , ‘ ,

Of these heavens, the first two are founded on thick

water; the next three on (thick) wind; the next three

on thick water and thick wind
;
above those, the heavens

rest on space.

The ten divisions of the gods ate : ludias, SAmanikas,

TrayastrifiSas, Par$adyas, Raksakas, Lokapfilas, Anikas,

Prakirnas, Abhiyogikas, Kilbijikas The Indras are the

lords of all the gods, Samanikas, etc. The Sfimanikas are

the same as the Indras, but lack Indrasbip. The Trayas-

trih&s are like ministers and priests oi Hari. The Parsadyas

are like companions; the Raksakas are body-guards; the

Lokapalas have the place of spies for the sake of protec-

tion. The Anikas correspond to armies; the Prakirnas to

villagers and townsmen. The Abhiyogyas are like slaves;

and the Kilbies like the lowest castes. The Jyotiskas

and Vyantaras do not have the TriiyastriGsas and

Lokapas.

In Saudharma there are thirty-two lacs of palaces

of the gods. In Aisana, Sanatkuiuaia, Mahcndra, and
Brahma there are twenty-eight, twelve, eight, and four

lacs respectively. There are fifty thousand in LSntaka,

forty thousand in Sukra, six thousand in Sahasrara. In

the pair (Anata and PrSnata) four hundred, and three

hundred in Arana and Aeyuta. In the first three Graiveya-

kas there are one hundred and eleven, in the middle three

one hundred and seven, in the last three Graiveyakas

there are one hundred palaces. There are only five

Anuttaravimanas. So there is a total of eight million,

four hundred ninety-seven thousand, and twenty-three

palaces of the gods.

In the four Auuttara-palaces, Vijaya, etc., the gods

767. Sec I, n. 27.
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arc reborn twice,™ 3 but only once in the fifth (Sarvartha-

siddha) . From Saudharmakalpa to Sarvartha the gods

become stronger in each successive heaven in respect to

duration of ilife, brilliance, power, purity, soul-color,

happiness, in the sphere of the senses, and in clairvoyant

knowledge. In respect to attachment to worldly objects,

and arrogance, (size of) body and marriage, they become

weaker and weaker, successively. The gods who have the

minimum term of Life breathe at the end of seven stokas,“‘

and cat once in two days. The gods, whose life term is a

palyopama, breathe once a day and eat once in several

days. The ones whose life is measured by sagaras breathe

at the end of as many half-months as there are sagaras,

and eat at the end of so many thousands of years. The
gods usually have pleasant feelings, but if they have

unpleasant, it would be only for an antarmuhurta,m not

more than a muhflrta.

Goddesses are born up to ,,e Ai5&na, and marriage

exists up to Acyuta. Ascetics are born up to the Jyotiskas.

Birth of wandering mendicants is up to Brahmaloka, and

rebirth of five-sensed animals up to Sahasr&ra; of laymen

up to Acyuta
;
of monks who have wrong belief but have

observed the practices up to the last Graiveyaka.

Those who knew all the (fourteen) purvas are bom
from Brahmaloka up to Sarvarthasiddha. Monks and

laymen of good character are bom in Saudharma at least.

Up to Ai&lna, the gods, Bliavanavasins, etc., have

physical marriage. For they have karma which torments

them. Possessing strong affections, embracing in love like

w 781. Before attaining mok$a.

785. About every 37 seconds.

788. A division of time, beginning with 9 samayas and extend-

ing to one samaya less than a muburta. A samaya is an infinitesimally

small period of time. Antannuhurta is also defined os beginning with

6 Svalis to make it more definite. An 3vali is made up of innumerable

samayas . Muni Ny3yavijayaj i

.

u%
789.

' Up to ’
is inclusive throughout this description.
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humans, they attain delight from pleasure of physical

contact. The remainder have marriage of touch, sight,

hearing, respectively, in successive pairs of heavens. In

the four, Auata, etc., they have marriage of mind. In the

other heavens, Graiveyaka, etc., the gods have no marriage,

Having the nature of infinite bliss more than the gods

with marriage.

With such divisions—lower, middle, and upper—is the

universe. In its center is the trasanftdi with a height of

fourteen rajjus, one rajju wide and thick at top and
bottom. Within it are movable aud immovable lives, and
outside of it only immovable. The universe, seven rajjus

wide at the bottom, one rajju at the middle, five at Brahma-
loka, and one at the very top, with a well-supported appear-

ance, was made by no one and is supported by no one.

It is self-produced and, moreover, remains in space without
support.

The wise man should meditate on this universe, all of

it or in part, the cause of obstruction to impure medita-

tion In dharmadhyana would arise the state of mind
having destruction aud subsidence, etc. The soul-colors 197

aie yellow, rose, and white, in the order of their purity.

In it filled with union with keen disgust with worldly

existence there is produced in people a happiness which
has spontaneous consciousness, beyond the cognizance of

the senses. With (worldly) association abandoned, after

abandoning the body, those united with dharmadhyana
become the highest gods in the Graiveyaka, etc.

1*
* heavens.

They attain there a body which has great power and

beauty, resembling the autumn-moon in color, adorned

with wreaths, ornaments, and clothes. They enjoy pleas-

ure rich in remarkable power and knowledge, devoid of

love, pain, and old age, unceasing and unexcelled, ror a

Mr 8»z. Lesya, a psychic color varying according to tlie kanaa

of the soul. There are 6 of them
:
black, dark bloc, 8tay, rose, yellow,

and white. For a detailed account sec Uttar. 34.

*M 804. And the Anuttara.
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long time. Enjoying repeatedly the nectar of happiness

delightful with all objects produced by (mere) desire,

without any obstacles, they do not know that the birth

has passed. Falling from heaven at the termination of

djvine delights, they descend to earth with the best body

Bom in a divine family they enjoy manifold pleasures

charming with constant festivals, their desires unbroken.

Then, resorting to discernment, having attained disgust

with all pleasures, their karma destroyed by meditation,

they attain the state from which there is no return (emanci-

pation).’’

Founding 0/ the lirlha (811-841)

Such a sermon was delivered by the TirthanStha

benefiting all men, the moon for the delight of the night-

blooming lotus of the Three Worlds. After hearing the

Lord’s sermon, enlightened men and women took initiation,

the sole mother of emancipation, by the thousands. At

that time Sumitra, the father of Cakrin Sagara, who had

been an ascetic in spirit before, took initiation under the

Master.

Then the Lord told the ' three steps,’ consisting of

origination, perishing, and permanence, resembling a con-

densation
,aB

of the grammar of all the scriptures, to the

ninety-five wise ascetics, Siilhasena and others, who had

the nflmakarma of gauabhrts. In conformity with the

‘ three steps ’ they made the twelve Angas with the Purvas,

like a picture in conformity with a line. Then Vasava got

up, brought a dish filled with powdered sandal, and stood,

surrounded by a throng of gods, at the Master's lotus-

feet. Then the Lord of the World rose and, throwing the

powder on the heads of the gauabhrts in turn, he himself

gave permission for exposition by text and interpretation

and by both, by substances, qualities, modifications,'’0

w S15. S’rat.yahiira, a grammatical term.

ni 8 «9 -
See I, a. 272.
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and modes of expressing things”* and permission for the

ganas.
87 * The gods, men, and women threw a fragrant

wwder ”• over the ganabhrts, accompanied by the sound

6 the drum. The ganadharas stood with folded hands,

d siring the Master's speech like a stream of nectar. The

Lord sat down again on the lion-throne, facing the east as

beore, and delivered a sermon composed of instruction to

then. Just then the first division of the day ended, and

the blessed One completed his sermon on dharrna.

The oblation {824-830)

Then, placed in a large dish, measuring iour prastlia”*

made of pure rice possessing the fragrance of lotuses, its

sweet scent multiplied by handfuls of perfume by the gods,

ordered made by King Sagara, carried by men of first

rank, the whole sky echoing with the loud sound of the

drum of the gods, accompanied by women singing auspicious

songs, surrounded on all sides by the citizens like a lotus-

bud by bees, the oblation entered the samavasarana by

way of the east door. After the oblation had circum-

ambulated the Lord of the Three Worlds, they threw it

up before (him), like a shower of divine flowers. As it

v/as railing from the sky, the gods took half of it, Sagara

took half of what readied the ground, and the rest of the

people the remainder. From the power of the oblation

diseases which had existed disappear and new ones do not.

appear for a period of six months.

Then the Lord of the World, the leader on the road to

nirvana, arose from the lion-throne and left by way of the

north door. Then the God of gods rested on the dais

placed between the middle and upper walls in the north-

east quarter.

1,1
819. See I, n. 273.

8,8 819. See I, n. 123.
m 8zo. See I, n. 274.
*'* S24. See I, n. 276.

9
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Then the head of the gapadharas, Sinhasena, placed

on a lion-throne brought by Sagara, delivered a sermon

The chief of the ganabhrts, from the power oi the Masters

place, described innumerable births and whatever anycae

asked. The people in the Master's assembljr also kn-w

the removal of doubt without the Kevalin, and did aot

think " He (the ganabhrt) is (only) an ordinary ascete.”

Removal of the teacher's fatigue, reliance on each ofaer,

and the step from pupil to teacher are the qualities o the

ganabhrt’s sermon. When the second division of tie day

was completed, the head of the ganabhrts ceased from

preaching, like a traveler from moving.

When he had stopped preaching, all the gods bowed

to the Supreme Lord and went each to bis own place. They

went to NandfSvara to the mountains, ABjana, etc., and

made an eight-day festival to the eternal images of the

Arhats. Saying, " May we have such a procession again

and again,” the gods went to their own abodes as they

had come. After paying homage to the Blessed One,

Cakravartin Sagara went to the city Saketa, a place for a

rendezvous with Sri.

Sosanadevattls (842-846)

Then in this same congregation arose the Yak$a,

named Mah3yak$a, with four faces, dark-colored, with an

elephant for a vehicle. One right arm was in varada-

position, the others held a hammer, rosary, and noose.

One of his left hands held a citron, one was in abhayada-

position, the others held a goad and spear. Then arose

the divinity Ajitabala, gold-color, shining with two right

hands, one in varada-position and oue holding a noose;

adorned with two left hands holding a citron and a goad,

standing on an iron seat, she was a messenger-deity at

the Lord’s side.

Adorned with the thirty-four ati?ayas, the Blessed

One wandered over the earth, attended by a retinue of
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SiOhasena aud others, Enlightening the bhavya-souls in

•very village, city, and mine, an ocean of compassion,

he Lord arrived one day at Kau&lmbl. To the northeast

01 it, the gods made the Lord's samavasarana on ground

vojaila in extent. Seated on a lion-throne under the

a4oca tree in it, the Lord of the World delivered a sermon

iii the assembly consisting of gods, asuras and mortals.

Story of the Brahman converts (851-934)

Then a Brahman and his wife came, circumambulated

the Teacher of the World, bowed, and sat down in the

proper place. In the course of the conversation the

Brahman, his hands folded, asked, “ How is this ? O
Blessed One ? " The Lord replied :

“ This is the power

of right-belief, the sole source of the warding-off of all

worthless objects and the attainment of desirable ob-

jects. Because of it hostilities cease, like fire because of

rain
;

all diseases disappear, like serpents because of

garudas. Bad karma melts away like snow from the

sun; desires are attained at once, as if by a thought-gem.

The age-karma of a god M* is bound, like a fine elephant

by a fetter
;
gods are made near as if by a powerful charm.

And yet, all this is insignificant fruit of right-belief
;

the

important fruit is the rank of a Tlrthakrt and even eman-

cipation.’'

At hearing this, the Brfihman, delighted, with folded

hands bowed, and said, " O Blessed One, that is so. The

words of the Omniscient arc not false." Saying this,

he became silent. The head of the gayad haras, though he

knew himself, in order that the people might know, asked

the Teacher of the World, '* O Lord, what did he ask ?

And what did yon tell him P This is like telling something

by hints. Enlighten us clearly.’’

The Lord related :
" Not very far from this city is a

large village granted to Brahmans, named Saligrama.

!,B 848. S« I, n. 3.
'-T* 856. See I, App. II.
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There lived the head of the Brahmans, named DSmodar*

and his wife Soma. The}' had a son Suddhahhatta wh<

married SulaksanS, the daughter of Siddhahhatta. Sul:’-

k§apS and Suddiiabhatta grew up and enjoyed plcasues

suitable to their position, as they liked.

In course of time their parents died, and their fathers'

money also disappeared. Sometimes he would lie down

at night, hungry in the midst of plenty. Famine is close

beside the poor man, even in the midst of plenty. Some-

times he wandered in rags on the highway in the city,

like a begging monk in a foreign country. Sometimes he

was thirsty for a long time like the cataka ;”5 sometimes

his person was undean, like a PiSSca. Shamed by his

neighbors and by liimself for being such, he went to a
distant foreign country without telling his wife. After

some days his wife heard of his departure to a foreign

country from gossip that was like a stroke of lightning.

Sulak=ana grieved for a long time, thinking herself

deprived of good fortune by the loss of her parents and

fortune, and the departure of her husband.

While she was grieving, the mm Vipula came, wisliing

to stop in her house during the rainy season. SulaksanS

allowed Vipula to live there and listened daily to her

religious teaching. From her teaching her wrong-belief

disappeared like the sourness of vinegar from mixture

with some sweet substance. Then later she attained

faultless right-belief, like the moon brilliance after passing

the black fortnight. She learned properly all the true

categories of jlva, ajlva, etc .,
a?8

like a doctor ailments

that arise in the body. She grasped the Jain dhanna,

adequate for crossing samsdra, like a sea-faring merchant
a boat suitable for crossing the ocean. In her arose disgust

with objects of the senses, subduing of the passions, and
disgust with never-ceasing birth and death. Thus she

spent the rainy season with listening to the nun, like a

1,7
368. See I, n. i6i.

m «?6. See I, App. IV.
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rakeful person j>assing the night with a story full of

fvors. The nun administered the lesser vows to her, and

r nt elsewhere. For generally ascetics do not stay in one

lace after the rains.

Suddhabhatta made money and came back from abroad

ke a pigeon, drawn by liis love for his wife. The Brahman
aid to his wife

:

' My dear, how did you endure separation
:rom me, since you were formerly unable to endure it,

ike s lotus unable to bear cold?’ SulaksapS explained:

Listen lord of my life. Like a duck into the desert,

ike a fish into a little water, like the crescent-moon into

he mouth of R3liu, like a deer into a forest-fire, I fell

hto separation from you, hard to bear, the gate to death,

hike a light in darkness, like a ship on the ocean, like

lain in a desert, like an uninjured eye to a blind person,

the nun Vipula, a wide ocean of compassion only, came

:o me when I had fallen into separation from you. At the

sight of her, my grief arising from separation from you dis-

appeared. I attained right-belief, the fruit of human birth.’

Suddhabhatta replied, ' O wife, what is this right-

lielief which is called the fruit of human birth ?
’

Sulaksanfi said: 'Listen, noble husband. This should

»e told to dear ones. You are dearer than life. Whatever

Knowledge of divinity there is in reference to God, whatever

conception of a guru there is in reference to a gum, what-

ever pure idea of dharma there is in reference to dharma,

that is called ' right-belief.' On the contrary, whatever

idea of God there is in regard to non-God, whatever thought

of a guru in regard to a r.on-guru, whatever conception of

dharma in regard to nou-dharma, that is wroug-bclief . The

Omniscient, who has overcome the faults, love, etc., wor-

shipped by the three worlds, giving true interpretation,

God, Arhat, Supreme Lord, must be meditated on, he

must be served, he must be sought as refuge. His teaching

alone must be adopted, if there is understanding.

The gods who arc stained with marks of women,

weapons, a rosary, etc., love, etc., devoted to blame and
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favor are of no use for emancipation. How would they,

confused by afflictions in the form of acting, io’a

laughter, concerts, etc., understand people who l
l
’e

attained a subdued state? Those who observe the gre_t

vows, firm, living only on alms, absorbed in tranquillity

of mind,‘ T * teachers of dharma, are considered gurus.

Those who desire all things, enjoy all things, have posses-

sions, unchaste, teachers of false belief, are not gurus.

How can they, sunk in possessions and worldly undertakings,

lead others (across sarhsara) ? A poor man himself is not

able to make another a lord. Dharma, so called from the

raising of creatures fallen into an evil state of existence,

with ten divisions, self-control, etc .,’
80

is taught by the

Omniscient for emancipation. If superhuman speech did

not exist, there would be no authority. For authority is

dependent upon the speech of the Arhats. 8*' The dharma

taught by heretics, defiled by hirisa, etc., though known as
1 dharma,’ is the cause of wandering in births. If God 1,8

should feci love, if a guru should be unchaste, and dharma

deprived of compassion, oh ! oh I the world is lost, alas I

Right-belief is characterized completely by five charac-

teristics : tranquillity, desire for emancipation, disgust

with the world, compassion, and faith in the principles

of truth.
81 * Firmness in Jain doctrine, promulgation of

Jain doctrine, devotion to Jain doctrine, expertness in it,

and service to the tirthas are taught as its five ornaments
.

884

Doubt, acceptance of other doctrines, hate of the Tirthan-

karas’ speech, praise of false doctrine, acquaintance with

it are five tilings able to corrupt right-belief.’
***

m 896. SimByika. See I, n. 122.

896. See I, n. 38 and n. 40.

900. See 3. 44 ' Pa8e soo.

“* 902. Deva must refer, as often, to the Tirthahfcaras. The gods,

ordinarily speaking, were not free from the passions.

**’ 903. Cf. L a. 121
;
Yog. 2. 15.

904. .See I, n. 120
;
Yog. 2. r6.

K
‘ 905. See I, n. 1 19 ;

Yog. 2. 17.
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The Brahman said, ' O wife, you arc fortunate, since

you have taken up right-belief entirely, like a deposit.’

Suddliabhatta then adopted right-belief. For instruc-

tors in dliarma are merely witnesses to the dbarma of the

pure-minded. They both became laymen from instruction

in right-belief. Even lead and tin may become gold from

mercury. In that Brahman village, the people at that

time were without lay-dharma, from absence of contact

with monks, and false-belief gradually arose. The people

criticized them, saying, ‘ They, evil-minded, have abandoned

their inherited religion and have become Jain laytneu.’

Scorning criticism, they continued to be Jain laymen, and

in course of time they had a son, the fruit of the tree of

the householder-state.

One day in the cool season the Brahman took his son

and went at dawn to the fire-pan for religious duties

which was surrounded by the Brahman assembly. Saying,

‘ You are a Jain layman. Go elsewhere 1 Go !
’ the angry

Brahmans reviled him like an outcaste. And the Brahmans

stood, surrounding the religious fire-pan completely. For

their caste-law is jealous. Then embarrassed and angry

at their shaming words, in the presence of the assembly

he made a vow :

* If the religion taught by the Jina does not lead across

the ocean of existence; if the Arhats are not venerable,

omniscient, and founders of congregations; if right-know-

ledge, -belief, and -conduct are not the path of nirvana

;

if there is not right-belief on earth, then may my son be

burned. If all that is, may this fire, even though burning,

be cool as water to my son.’ With these words, burning

with anger like another fire, the impetuous Brahman threw

his sou in the fire.
1

His son is burned by that wretch !

His own son is burned, oh ! oh !
’ The assembly reviled

him with such abuse.

A divinity present there, who possessed right -belief,

at once threw the child, like a bee, into a lotus. Quickly

she took the power of burning from the flame of the fire
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terrible with a multitude of flames and made it as if

it were painted. Ia a former birth she had died, opposing

asceticism, and had become a Vyantarl. Questioned by her

in regard to gaining enlightenment, the Kevalin said,

' Enlightenment is easy for you to gain, O sinless one.

For its sake you must, be duly devoted to perseverance in

meditation and right-belief.’ Wearing his speech con-

stantly on her heart like a necklace, she protected the boy

for the glorification of right-belief. When they saw tliis

demonstration of power, the Brahmans, who had never

seen such a thing before in their lives, became wide-eyed

with astonishment. After he had gone home, the Brahman,

delighted, told his wife the result of firm belief in right-belief.

His wife, who possessed discernment from close

association with the nun Vipula, said, ‘ Alas ! what have

you done ? This inconsiderate anger of yours, though

crooked, became straight certainly through the presence of

some deity who has right-belief. If some divinity who had

power solely from right-belief had not been near at that

time, your son would have perished. Moreover, those men,

especially wicked, would have said, " This religion taught

by the Jina is not authority. In that case how much

more is it not authority.” Some foolish person may do

such a thing as you have done .
Henceforth

,
noble husband,

you must not do such an unconsidered thing.’

After saying this, she brought her husband here before

me in order to make firm his right-belief. The Brahman

asked his question with this in mind and I replied, ‘ This

is the power of right-belief.’
”

After healing this talk of the Blessed One, many other

persons were enlightened and acquired firm dharma.

Suddhabhatta aud his wife became mendicants in the

Blessed One’s presence, and gradually attained omniscience.

The Blessed One, the I.ord, completed his preaching and

wandered from that place over the earth, devoted solely

to the benefit of the world, shining with the dharmacakia

going in advance, like the cakravartin with his cakra.
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CONQUEST OF BHARATAVAR?A BY SAGARA

The appearance of the cakra (1-28)

Now, the cakra-jewel, named Sudar§ana, arose in

King Sagara's armory, its rim made of gold, its spokes of

lokitaksa
;
wreathed with a circlet of small bells of variegated

gold and jewels
;
possessing a joyful sound

;
adorned with

spotless gems and pearls
;
with the hub made of diamond

;

beautified with a row of little bells
;

m adorned with wreaths

of flowers of all the seasons ; anointed, standing in the sky,

attended by a thousand Yak$as.

When he saw it appear, terrible with a wreath of

flame like the disc of the sun, the superintendent of the

armory bowed to the cakra. After he had worshipped the

cakra with various wreaths of flowers, delighted, he went

quickly and reported to Sagara. Sagara instantly abandon-

ed his lion-throne, foot-stool, and shoes, just as at the

sight of a teacher. After taking a few steps, setting the

cakra in his mind, he bowed to it. For the ones who live

by weapons make divinities of weapons. When he had

taken his seat on the lion-throne, he gave all the ornaments

on his body as a present to the man who announced the

appearance of the cakra . Then the King took an auspicious

bath with pure water and put on divine ornaments and

garments. The King went on foot to worship the cakra-

jewel. For approach on foot is superior to a pflja even,

lie was followed by kings, running, stumbling, falling

from excessive haste, going on foot like servants. He was

followed by men, though unsummoned, carrying the

3. Apparently it had a circlet of bells around the rim and another

on the hub.
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materials for a pftja. For carelessness in their own duties

is cause for fear on the part of servants.

Sagara went to his armory occupied by the cakra

and shining with great splendor like a heavenly palace

occupied by a god. The King bowed to the cakra-jewel

equal to the sun, touching the ground with five parts of

the body, merely at its sight. He rubbed it quickly

with a woolen brush in his hand, like an elephant-driver a

fine elephant when it has risen from sleep. He bathed the

cakra like a statue of a god with pitchers of water delivered

by men who kept bringing them. The King made tilakas

of sandal on it, which resembled the beauty of his own
hand given for the acceptance of the cakra. With variegat-

ed wreatlis of flowers the King made the cakra-jewel a

puja which resembled a conservatory of the LaksmI of

victory. The Cakrabhrt threw perfume and fragrant

powdered sandal on the cakra, like an acarya on a statue

at the time of its dedication. The King adorned the cakra,

like himself, with valuable clothes and ornaments suitable

for gods. He drew the eight auspicious objects before it,

like magic circles for attracting the Srte of victory of the

eight quarters. Like a seventh season aST the King made a

present of five-colored flowers of perfect fragrance in front

of it. The King burned incense of camphor and aloes

before it, making an ointment of musk with smoke, as it

were. After lie had circumambulated it three times and

had withdrawn some distance, the Cakrin bov/ed to the

cakra, the ocean for the birth of the Sri of victory.tM The
King made an eight-day festival to the cakra-jewel, as

one does to a newly installed statue. A paja-festival was

made to the cakra by all the citizens with great magnifi-

cence, as if to a city- or village-deity. Then the King

went to his abode, eager for the expedition of conquest in

all directions, as if invited by the cakra.

23. T'acie ate 6 seasons in India.

25. See I, a. 89.
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Conquest of Migadhatirtha (29-82)

Sagara went to the bath-house and bathed with pure

water like Air&vata m in the stream of the Gangs. His

body polished like a jeweled pillar with a divine cloth,

the King put on two divine spotless garments. Perfumers

anointed the King with go£lrsa-sandal essence clear as

moonlight. The King adorned his ornaments by contact

with his body. Even ornaments gain luster by being in

the best place.

At an auspicious moment, after an auspicious ceremony
had been performed by the family-priest, the King mounted
the elephant-jewel, carrying the sword-jewel, for the

expedition of universal conquest. Mounting the horse-

jewel, carrying the staff-jewel, the general-jewel set out

in front of the King. The priest-jewel, resembling the

sun for removing the frost of all calamities, set out with

the King. The steward-jewel, able to provide meals for

the army at every camp, like a living Citrarasa wishing-

tree,“ c set out with them. The carpenter, resembling

ViSvakarman turned into a jewel, possessing power com-

petent to make cities, etc., at once, went along. The
umbrella- and skin-jewels, which expand from a touch of

the hand, like clouds from the touch of a favorable wind,

went along. The gem- and cowrie-jewels,”' able to

destroy darkness, resembling the suns of Jambfldvlpa

diminished in size, accompanied him. The women of his

household, like the shadow of the Cakrin’s body, went
along, like a retinue of many slaves that had come from

the Amazonian kingdom. The cakra, like the King’s

prestige, went ahead toward the east, its conquest of the

heavens not repelled, lighting the sky from afar.

Causing the sky-elephants to flap their pricked-up

29. Or perhaps inclrakunjaia is an inverted crapd. here, rather

than Airavata.
‘“ e

36. See I, p. 30.

M1
39. See I, pp. 233 if-, and notes 295 and 296.
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cars by the sounds of the marching-drums resembling the

sound of a mass of Puskaravartaka-clouds
;
soon making

heaven and earth one thing, like a hemispherical bowl

and its cover, by the dust raised by the hooves of the

horses advancing in a circle
;
making the sky resemble

the ocean with its sea-monsters by the sheat-fish and

makaras on the chariot- and elephant-banners
;
producing a

rainy day, as it were, by the masses of troops of ele-

phants shining with sevenfold *** dripping streams of mada

;

covering the earth completely with a crore of foot-soldiers

leaping with joy as if wishing to ascend to the sky;

resplendent with the cakra-jewel going in front like a

general with irresistible magnificence and with unblunted

power at all times
;
the earth, rough from high places, etc.,

made level by the general with the staff-jewel like a harrow
;

traversing the road with an easy gait like a bhadra-

elephant, with a yojana’s march every day ; equal to

PrScIcabarhis, in a few days he arrived at the MSgadha-

country 3,1
in the east, the only tilaka on the face of the

Gadgd.

Then the carpenter-jewel, at the command of Cakra-

bhrt Sagara, made a camp b'kc a younger brother of

Vinlta, with many extensive lofty elephant-houses, with

horse-stables like huge caverns by the thousand, with

mansions thinking themselves palaces of the gods and

pavilions thinking themselves clouds, with markets of

equal shape as if made from one model, provided with

highways and rows of embellishments of triangular places,

etc., nine yojanas wide and twelve long.

There in the pau^adha-house, 3" the King observed a

throe days’ fast, placing the prince of Meigadhatlrtha in his

mind. All his ornaments removed, reclining on a couch

of kuSa-grass, his weapons laid aside, observing continence,

a5
45 - The 7 ttcaiiii flow from the kara (2), ka*a (2), membra (U.

and aetra (2), See Mallinatha’s com. to the Raghuvania 4. 23.
5" 50 . I.c.. of Magadhatlrtha.
***

55 - Sec I, notes 281 and 270.
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he kept watch continually. When the three days' fast

was finished, the King left the pausadha-house and bathed

with pure water. The King got into his chariot covered

with light-colored banners and filled with various weapons

like the ocean with sea-foam and sea-monsters, adorned

with four divine bells hanging at the sides, like Meru

with four suns and moons, equipped with horses entirely

equal to UccaihSravas, their necks free from yokes.

Adorned with his fourfold army—elephants, horses,

chariots, and infantry—like his own polity with the four

expedients (upftya), shining with the umbrella over his

head and chauris at his sides like three bulbs of the vine

of glory extending through the three worlds, carrying in his

hand a bow with the bow-string stretched, Sagara then

plunged into the ocean until the water was up to the

hub of the chariot-wheel. With his hand the King twanged

the stretched bow-string, the prologue to the play of the

Sri of victory, and drew an arrow from the quiver like a

jewel from a treasury. At the center of the bow the King

set the arrow resembling the Isvakara Mis. in the center

of Dhataklklianda. The King drew to his ear the powerful

arrow, which attained the rank of an earring, golden,

marked with his own name. He discharged the arrow,

which sounded with its hissing feather like a new Gatuda

in the sky, at the Lord of MSgadhatirtha. It crossed

twelve yojanas of the ocean in a twinkling and fell in the

council of the Prince of Magadhatlrtlia.

When he saw the arrow like an unexpected stroke of

lightning, the Lord of Magadha at once became angry,

terrifying by his frown. After he had reflected a little, he

arose and took the arrow himself, and saw Cakrin Sagara’s

name on it. Holding the arrow, he sat down again on his

lion-throne and said to his own assembly in a deep voice

:

“ In the country named Bharata in Jambudvipa, the second

Cakravartin, Sagara by name, has arisen now. Verily,

gifts are necessarily made by past, future, and present lords

of Magadha to the cakravartins.”
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After speaking in tliis humble manner, he approached

respectfully Cakrin Sagara with gifts, like a servant. Stand-

ing in the air, he gave the King the arrow, ornaments

—

necklace, armlets, earrings, bracelets, etc. and devada$ya-

clothes. The Prince of Magadha gave water from Magadha-

tirtha to the King, like a physician giving mercury. Folding

his hands submissively to resemble exactly a lotus-bud,

the Lord of Magadha said to the King, “ In this Bharata-

zone in the east, I am always the executor of your commands
like a vassal dwelling on the border." Then the King

accepted him as a servant and dismissed him, after he had

rewarded him, like a fortress-governor of his own. Like a

rising sun Sagara left the water of the ocean, veiling the

sky by his own great splendor. Then the elephant of kings

went to his camp
;
and with his retinue broke his fast,

preceded by a bath and worship of the gods. Then the

Cakrin made an eight-day festival for the Lord of MSgadlia-

tlrtha. For servants have dignity given by their masters.

Conquest of Varaiamatirtha (83-108)

Then the Cakrin's cakra-jewel, equal to bail for the

winning of the SiTs of victory of all directions, set out to

the south. Following the cakra, the Cakrin advanced by

a southwest path, making the earth with its mountains

move, as it were, by his soldiers. Rooting up some kings

like a wind trees; digging up some like clumps of rice

and replanting them
;
setting up some new ones just like

pillars of glory
;
releasing others after making them bow,

like a river-flood bending cane; cutting off the fingers of

some kings
;
making others give tribute of jewels

;
making

some abandon elephants and horses, and others umbrellas,

Sagara arrived gradually at the bank of the southern

ocean with the firm resolution to conquer all the world.

Descending from the elephant’s shoulder in the camp
made instantly, the Cakrabhrt dwelt in a house like

Vajrabhrt in a heavenly palace. In the pausadha-housc

there the King made a three days' fast, and continued
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observe pausadna, thinking of Varadaman. At the

ad of the three days’ fast, Sagara, the pausadha com-

leted, mounted his great chariot which seemed to be cut

om the sun ,
Sagara plunged into the ocean with the chariot

II die water was up to the hub, like plunging into a

mming Q f milk with the churning stick. Fastening the

ow-stting to the top of the bow, he made it hum, being

eard by the sea-animals with drooping ears, distressed

y fear.

Then the King drew from the quiver an arrow' terrifying

ven to the terrifying, like a snake-charmer drawing a

erpent from a hole. After he had set it on the middle of

he bow, the King brought the arrow near his ear like a

ervant wishing to make a request. The Cakrabhrt dis-

diarged the arrow at the house of the Lord of Varadaman,

Ike Vajrabhrt a thunderbolt at a mountain. The arrow,

resembling an unexpected blow from a hammer, fell before

the Prince of Varadaman who was present in the assembly.

Saying, "Whose (name)-leaf has been turned up unex-

pectedly by Death ? " the Lord of Varadaman himself got

up and took the arrow. When he saw King Sagara'

s

name, he grew quiet like a serpent at the sight of naga-

<amanI.Mt

He explained to liis assembly, " Iu BUSrata oi Jambtl-

tlvlpa, the second Cakrabhrt, Sagara by name, has arisen.

He is to be worshipped, with costly and varied garments

and jeweled ornaments, like a divinity that has come to the

house." Saying this, he took a respectful gift quickly

and, standing in the air, approached the King in Ills chariot.

He delivered to the King diadems, jewels, pearl wreaths,

armlets, bracelets, etc., like a keeper of a treasury, and

the arrow. The Lord of Varadaman said, " Henceforth, I

shall be the executor of your commands even in my own
country allotted (for rule) by Sakra.” The King, knowing

99. Artemisia vulgaia, or wormwood, considered an antidote

for snake-bite.
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wliat was proper, accepted his gifts, agreed to his speech

rewarded him
,

and dismissed him. Then the Cakrin turned,

following the path of the cakra, his chariot-horses neighing

at the sight of jalavajins.*** Returning to the camp, he got

out of the chariot, bathed, worshipped the Jina, and broke his

fast of three days. Sagara held a big eight-day festival in

honor of the Prince of Varadaman. For lords show honor

to their devotes.

Conquest of Prabkasatir'.ha (109-126)

Then the King set out, following the path of the cakra-

jcwel to the west, obscuring the sun by the dust of the

army. Quickly putting the Dravidas” 7 to flight, like a

garuda serpents
;

blinding the Audhras by his own splendor

like the sun blinding owls
;
causing signs of royalty to be

abandoned by the Trikalingas,”" as well as power
;
making

the Vidarbhas powerless as couches of darbha-grass

making the ilaharastras abandon their realms like beggar;

in rags; branding the Kauhkanas like horses 1” with

arrows; making the La(as fold their hands on their fore-

heads as if they were in pain
;
making the Kacclias contract

on all sides like large turtles
;
reducing to submission the

Sura$tras fierce like their country,”' the King gradually

arrived at the shore of the western ocean.

After he had established camp, concentrating on

a ‘ 106. Coocnaraswamy identifies this creature as one with the

head of a hoisc and the tail of a fish. See Yik$M, II, pi 43, fig. 2.

aT no. There are puns on the names of all these peoples, impossible

to reproduce in translation.

m in. The MSS. read °ling4ni instead of ‘tihnaui of the ed.,

which i» certainly better, as It supplies the pun. I can find no authority

whatever ior the ed.’s interpretation oi liuga as
1

bodily humor.’ I haw
taken asm-pra^a.

m na. Probably an allusion to the fact that some breeds of

horses from this part oi the country have always been well-known.
,u> 114. This comparison seems strange. The people of that part

of India are generally spoken of in quite opposite terms, and Surettra is

called ‘ the garden of India.’
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rabhasa, observing a three days’ fast, he began pausadha

inthe pausadha-house. At the end of the three days’

tst, the King got into his chariot, like the sun, and

Euiiged into Lavanoda till the water was up to the hub.

fter stringing his bow, he made the bow-string resound,

Lsembling the sound of a victory-drum for the success

1 the journey of the arrow. He discharged the arrow

ith his name, like a messenger removing all doubt, at the

use of the Lord of Prabhasatirtha. At the end of twelve

ojanas the arrow fell into the house of the god Prabhasa,

ke a bird into a tree.

When he saw the arrow, the chief of those acting

"ith circumspection read on it the name of Cakrin Sagara.

Collecting gifts and taking the arrow-, he approached King

Sagara with devotion, as if he were a guru who was a guest.

Standing in the air, he gave a crest-jewel, two golden

breast-ornaments, bracelets, a girdle, and armlets to the

King, and also the arrow. He said to the King of Viulta

respectfully, " In this district, O Cakravartin, I shall

dwell henceforth as the executor of your commands."
After accepting the gifts and conversing with him con-

siderately, the King dismissed Prabhasa like a minister.

Siigara went to camp, bathed, worshipped the Jina, and

with his retinue broke his three days’ fast. Delighted,

the King made an eight-day festival for the Lord of

P rabhasalirtha, as he had done for the I/>rd of VaiadSman.

Conquest of the Sindhu (127-135)

Then the Cakrin went behind the cakra by the south

bank of the Sindhu towards the east with his army which

resembled the Sindhu flowing backwards.
101 Not far

from the house of the goddess Sindhu, the King made a

ca»np resembling a city of Gandharvas which had suddenly

descended to earth. Putting the goddess Sindhu in his

nd od, the King made a three days’ fast, and the jeweled

W1 127. I.e., the Sindhu flowed to the west.

10
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throne of the goddess Sindhu shook. She knew by clair-

voyant knowledge that the Cakrin had come and, full of

devotion, she approached him, bearing gifts. Standing in

the air, she gave one thousand and eight jeweled pitchers

like a deposit, two golden thrones variegated with gems

and jewels, jeweled ornaments, armlets, bracelets, etc

and devadasya-cloths to the King. The goddess saitf

“ O best of kings, now I am dwelling in your country like

servant. Command me.” The King replied to her wi

words surpassing draughts of nectar, dismissed her, an

broke his three days’ fast. As before, he made an eight-

day festival to the goddess Sindhu. For on ever;

occasion there are festivals from the powerful to the noble

Conquest of Vaitadhya (135-144)

The cakra left the armoTy, like an elephant its own

stable, ior the home of the Sris to the northeast. Following

it, in a few days the King arrived at the south slope of the

great mountain, Vaitadhya. After establishing a camP
like a city of the Vidyadharas on it, he made a three days

fast against the Prince of Vaitadhya. When the King's

fast of three days was finished, the lion-throne of tlie

Prince of Vaitadhya shook. Then he knew by clairvoyant

knowledge that Cakrin Sagara had approached the bounda *7

of the half of Bharata. He approached and, standing in

the air, gave the King divine jewels and clothes, thronfs

and virasanas. “Long live! Long rejoice! Long b®
victorious! Hail! " delighted, he said to the King, like a

priest. Sagara replied to him with honor, as if he were a

dear kinsman of his own, then dismissed him, and broke

his three days’ fast. He made an eight-day festival, like

a golden finial on the palace of his own favor, to the Prin ce

of Mt. Vaitadhya

.

Conquest oj TamtsrS (144-152)

Then, following the cakra, the King went near the

cave TamisrS and, making his camp, dwelt there lik e 3
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Hion. He dirtfed his mind on the god Krtamala, and

made a three Ays’ fast. For the g-.reat do not abandon

their duty. Wen the King’s three days'’ fast was finished,

lus (Krtamala’sthrone shook. For even mountains shake

at the exertion 1
‘ such people. By employing clairvoyant

lcmvledge, Krtamala knew that the Cakrin had arrived

rud, standing in the air, approached him like his lord,

ft gave the collection of ornaments, of which the tilak.3

s the fourteenth, suitable for the woman-jewel, garments,

sandal-powder, wreaths, etc. Saying, " Hail I Hail I
Your

Majesty," he promised service. For the cakrins must

be served by gods as v/ell as men. After conversing with

him graciously, the King dismissed him, and with his

retinue broke his fast of three days. Then Sagara con-

siderately held an eight-day festival for the god Krtamala.

For that gives pleasure to the gods

Conquest of the southern district of the- Sindku (153-175)

At the end of the eight-day festival, Sagara instructed

bis general to conquer the west district 1,1 of the Sindliu

*“ 149. See 1, n. 290.
,ie 153. Tbc

1

jfaidhunijfaita ’

is the part of Bharatavarsa bounded

on ihc east and south hy the Sindhu, on the west by the ocean, and

on tfce north by the Kfudrafaimavat Kt9 . It is divided by Mt. VaitSdhya

into north and south ‘ ni.;kupw.' The same applies to tire O.anRaiiiskuJa

wh>eh is bounded by tbc Gangs on the west and tte ocean on the east.

Hei-e it is *ht southern district that Is conquered. Below, in 243, it is

the northern part, though Hem. uses only ‘pascima
1

in both cases,

la 1 4. 249, 458, 539 and 586, Hem. specifies the northern and southern

divisions. In the Gottingische gdehrte Anteigen (1932, pp. 293 HO

Prof.) Schubring discusses Hcm.’s variations from the accounts in the

Jamb, and Xva- of this expedition of conquest. Prof. Schubring is

mistaken, however, in faying that in the first parvan. Hemacandra has

condoned the conquests of the north and south divisions into one. In

the 'i'risasti
0

,
as in the Jarnbudvipaprajnapti, the general :a scut to

conquer the south Sindhuniflcuta
;
then after his return they march

through TamisrS, subdue the Ki:uta3
,
and then the general conquers

the north Sindhuni3ku;a. In the conquest of the Gahgiiniskuta, Hem.
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with half his army. T-'ne general, his hads folded in

submission, accepted the King’s commanr on his head-

like a wreath. F amous in Bhftratavarsa, bol and powerful

like wind, with intense splendor like the sun, knowing

the dialects of all the Mlecchas, learned in a? the gibbets,

possessing varied and beautiful speech like the son

Sar%svati, knowing the entrances and exits of inaccessibb

places in land and water of all the divisions ,M present u
Bharataksetra, skilled in ail weapons Like embodied Dhanur-

veda, having bathed, having performed the propitiatory

rites of the tilaia and auspicious tilings, wearing a few

pearl ornaments like the bright fortnight constellations,

resolute, carrying a bow like a cloud with a rainbow,

carrying the jewel called
1

skin ’ like the ocean with a mass

of coral, and adorned besides with the raised staff like a

pool with a white lotus, shining with chauris like tilakas o.

sandal on his shoulders, making the sky resound with

sounds of musical instruments, like a cload with thunder,

accompanied by the fourfold army, the general mounted

the best elephant and went close to the river Sindhu.

Then the general touched the skin-jewel with his own

hand, and it grew and became the shape of a boat on the

Sindhu. The general with his army crossed the SindJiu

by it as easily as the chief of yogis crosses the boundless

ocean of existence by yoga. As a rutting elephant lea ves

an iron pillar, the powerful general left the bank oi the

Sindhu, unstumbling. The general invaded the Sinhalokas,

the Barbarakas, Tarikanas and others, and Yavanadvipa.

At will he made the Kalaniukhas, the Jonakas, and various

Mleccha-tribes living on Vaitidhya pay tribute. The

also follows the Jamb. The general conquers hrst the north division,

then they march through KhaniJaprapSlS, subdue the ‘ nine treasures,

and then the general conquers the south GaugSuiskuta. In the second

parvar., Sagaia follows the same route, though the description is much

briefer.

101 157- Cf. 1. 4. 252. In this ease tbe use of uiskuta is n0t 80

inappropriate as in the foinicr. Cf. I, n. 291, and G.G.A., 32. {>• 295 -
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general, powerful like a bull, attacked with ease the Kaccha-

country, the best in the whole country. Returning from

its extremity, the general remained in its plaiu, like an ele-

phant returned from water-play . The Mlecch as, lords of iso-

lated villages, towns, villages, etc., went from all sides to him

there as if drawn by a noose. They brought varied ornaments,

jewels, and garments, silver, gold, horses, elephants, chariots,

and whatever other choice treasures they had to the general,

as if they were entrusted as a deposit. " We shall remain

here subject to you, paying taxes like householders,” they

said to the general, their hands folded submissively. The

general accepted their presents, and dismissed them
;
came

and crossed the Sindhu by the skin-jewel as before. He
went and delivered all that to King Sagara. For riches

come like servants, drawn by the power of the powerful.

Passage through Tamisrd (176-195)

Sagara remained in that camp for a long time, attended

by kings who had come from afar, like the Ocean by rivers.

One day, he instructed the general, carrying the staff-

key, to open the leaves of the south door to Tanusra. He
went near Tamisra and made a three days' fast with

reference to the god KrtamSla. For the gods arc generally

won by penance. At the end of the three days’ fast, after

he had bathed and put on clean garments and ointment,

taking an incense burner, he went to the cave like a divinity.

Bowing at the sight of it, the general stood at the door

like a door-keeper, like a policeman. After he had made

an eight-day festival to it (the cave) and had drawn the

eight auspicious things, the general struck its doors with

the staff-jewel. Making the creaking-sound,
4

sarat, sariti,’

the doors opened at once like the halves of a dry pod. He

reported to Sagara the opening of the doors announced

by the noise of ‘ sarat, sariti.’

The King mounted the elepliant-jewel and, attended

by the fourfold army like one of the Dikpalas, went there.

He placed the gem-jewel on the right frontal boss of the
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elephant-jewel, like a gleaming lamp ou a lamp-stand

Then, following the cakra, the Cakrin, with unstumbling

gait like a lion, entered the cave Tamisra fifty yojanss

long. As he went, the Kiug drew circles with the cowrie

to destroy darkness, forty-nine of them, a yojana apart,

alternating on the two walls of the cave, five hundred

bows in length and width. The door of the cave remains

open and the circles inside the cave remain as long as the

Cakrabhrt lives. A light was produced in the cave by

them resembling the row of suns and moons at the boundary

of Manusottara.

In the middle he arrived at two rivers, named ’ L’n-

magua ' and ‘

Niraagnfi/ flowing from the east and west

walls of the cave, going to the Sindhu."’ Even a

stone thrown in Unmagna floats, but even a gourd

thrown in Nimagnft sinks. The King with his army

crossed them as easily as a house-stream by a road paved

at once by the carpenter-jewel. Gradually he arrived at

the north door of Tamisra. Its leaves opened of their

own accord like a lotus-bud. Sagara, seated on an

elephant’s back, left the inside of the cave like the sun

the ocean, with Iris retinue.

Conquest of northern half of Bharata {196-242)

As soon as they had seen Sagara causing humiliation

to the sun by the light of his weapons on all sides, making

the eyes of the Khecara-women wink especially by the dust

from the ground, shaking the earth by the weight of his

multitude of soldiers, producing deafness of heaven and

earth by tumultuous noises, resembling some one who

has appeared unexpectedly from a curtain, or has come

down from the sky, or risen from Patlla, with a dense

array of eudless soldiers, terrifying by the cakra in advance,

like an ocean attacking, Kiratas, named Apatas, whose

191. See I, p. 235.
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attack is painful, haughty from pride in tlieir strength,

said to each other angrily and sarcastically :

" Oh, all you

powerful men, say who is this, seeker of the unsought

(death), devoid of dignity, shame, intelligence, and renown,

lacking in favorable marks, thinking himself a hero, blind

from conceit, who enters this country now, ha 1 a buffalo

into a forest occupied by a lion f
"

Saying this, the mighty Mleccha-kings attacked the

van of the army of Cakrapapi, like the asuras that of

Vajrapapi. Instantly the army appeared defeated, its

elephants disappeared, its horses killed, its chariots with

broken axles. When the Cakritt's general saw his own
army defeated by the Kiratas, angered like Yama, he

mounted his horse-jewel. After drawing the sword-jewel

that was like a comet that had risen, like a powerful wind

he rushed against the Mlccchas. He rooted up some

Mlccchas, crushed some, and made some fall, like a forcst.-

elephaut trees. The Kiratas, broken by him, powerless,

ran away for many yojanas quickly, like cotton blown

by the wind. After they had gone a long distance and

had come to the bank of the Sindhu river, they remained

supine on a couch of sand, their clothes removed.

Thinking of their family-deities, the Megkamukhu-

Nagakumaras, they, very impatient, commenced a three

days' fast. At the end of the three days’ fast the seats

of the gods shook, and they saw by clairvoyance resembling

eyes the Kiratas in such a condition, bike fathers, they

suffered pain from their pain from sympathy. Approaching

them, standing in the sky, the Meghamukhas said :
" O

children, why are you like this 5 Tell us the reason without

hesitation, so that we may assist you."

Then the Kiratas said, "Some one came into our

country though difficult of access, like submarine-fire into

the ocean. We, defeated by him, have come to you for

protection. See to it for us that he goes away and does

not return again.”

The gods replied, “ You are ignorant of him like
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moths of a fire. For that reason you talk like this, friends.

For he is the Cakravartin, Sagara by name, powerful,

possessing the power of Sakra, invincible to gods and

asuras. He, like the thunderbolt, can be conquered by no

one, outside the sphere of weapons, fire, poison, charms,

water, spells, magic arts, etc. Nevertheless, at your

request we will cause trouble to the powerful Cakrin, like

mosquitoes to an elephant.”

Saying this, the Meghavadanas departed, stood over

the camp, and spread a terrible rain-cloud. The heavens

were filled with such a dense darkness that the people

could not distinguish objects, as if blind from birth. They

rained on the camp with streams of water the size of a

rice-pestle for seven nights, unchecked like a wind. When
the Cakravartin saw this ill-omened rain unbroken, he

touched the skin-jewel with his lotus-hand. Instantly

it grew to the size of the camp and, stretched out horizon-

tally, floated on top of the water. The King with his

army got into it like a great boat and, touching the umbrella-

jewel, he made it spread out like the skin-jewel. He put

the umbrella above the skin, like a cloud above the earth,

and set the gem-jewel at the bottom of the umbrella-handle

for light. Between the umbrella and the skin the King's

camp remained comfortable, like a crowd of Asuras and

Vyantaras within the earth ."00 The steward sowed all

grain, vegetables, fruit, etc., at daybreak and supplied

them at evening. Such is the power of the jewels.

The Meghamukhas continued to rain unceasingly in

the same way with unbroken streams of water, like evil-

speaking people with evil speech. Sagara thought angrily

to himself, " Who are these who have undertaken to destroy

me—the fools I” The sixteen thousand attendant-gods,

angered, armored, carrying weapons, approached and said

to them :
" O villains of little wit, do you not know this is

Cakravartin Sagara, invincible to gods, etc. ? So, go at

227. See above, p. ic6 f.
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once, if you desire your own good. Otherwise, we will

cut you into pieces like a gourd."

The Meghamukhas, so addressed by them, terrified,

dispersed the clouds at once, and disappeared somewhere

like fish in water. The Megfcamukha-gods went then to

the Kiratas, the Apatas, and announced to them, "The
Cakravartin is not to be conquered by such as us.” Then

the Kiratas, frightened, with their garments put on like

women, took a present of jewels and went to Sagara as a

refuge. Falling at the Cakravartin’s feet in submission,

their folded hands placed to their heads, the Kiratas

declared :
“ We undertook this against you from ignorance,

O master, like arrogant feirabhas jumping against a cloud.’”

It was done without reflection. Therefore, pardon us,

O lord. For a burst of anger on the part oi the noble is

terminated by submission. Henceforth we shall remain

here as householders, foot-soldiers, or vassals at your

command. For our condition depends on you."

The Cakrin replied to them :
" Having become subject

to me, remain, paying tribute like the vassals of the

southern half of Bharata." After conversing with them

in this way and rewarding them, the King dismissed

the Kiratas
;
and instructed the general to conquer the

west district of the Sindhu.

Conquest o/ the north district of the Sindhu (243-245)

The general crossed the Sindhu as before by the skin

and conquered the district of the Sindhu, bounded by the

mountain and ocean. After the general, possessing cruel

strength, had taken tribute from the Mlecchas, he went to

Sagara, like a cloud full of water. Enjoying varied delights,

honored by kings, he remained in that same place for a

long time. There is no foreign country to the powerful.

w> 238. Proverbial for wasted effort. Cf. I. n. 302.

242. See n. 303. This is the north pan.
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Conquest of Ksudrahimaial (246-258)

One day the Cakriu’s cakra left the armory by a
northeast path, like the sun in summer. Following the

calcra, the King reached the southern slope of the Kgudra-
himavat Mountains 309 aud stopped there, taking up his

abode. Concentrating on the Prince of K§udrahimavat,

he made a three days' fast, and commenced pausadha in

the pau$adha-house. At the end of paugadha, he got

into a chariot, went to the Ksudrahimavat Mountains,

and struck them three times with the end of his chariot,

like an elephant with his tusk. After he had halted his

horses and had strung his bow, the King discharged an

arrow marked with his own name. Traversing seventy-

two yojanas like a kos in a moment, it fell on the ground

in front of the Prince of Kgudrahimavat. He was angered

at once by the arrow, but became calm instantly from the

name on the arrow. Standing in the air, be gave goSIrga-

sandal, all the herbs, water from the lake Padma, deva-

dOsya (-garments), the arrow, jeweled ornaments, and

wreaths of flowers of the kalpa-tree, and promised service,

saying, " Long live !
” After dismissing him, then the

King turned his chariot, went to Mt. Rgabhakuta,"10 and

struck it three times in the same way. Holding his horses,

he engraved with the cowrie the words, “ Sagara, the

second Cakravartin,” on tire front of the mountain. Then

turning the chariot, the King returned to the camp and

broke his three days’ fast. Sagara, who had vowed a

complete procession of conquest, made an eight-day festival

to the Prince of the Hinia Mountains, with great magni-

ficence.

Conquest of the goddess Gahga (259-263)

Then following the cakra by the northeast path the

King arrived comfortably near the palace of the goddess

** 3-17. The north boundary of Bharatavarsa.
* 10 255. In the middle of the north part of Bharata. Jamb. 17,

p.87a.
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Gangs. The King placed his camp not far from the palace

of Gangs, and made a three days' fast concentrating on

Gangs. Like the goddess Sindbu, Gaiiga knew from tile

shaking of her throne and, at the end or the thiee days’

fast, approached the Cakravartin, standing in the air. She

gave one thousand and eight jeweled pitchers and two

jeweled lion-thrones decorated with gold and gems. After

dismissing Gaiiga, Sagara broke his three days' fast and,

pleased at heart, held an eight-day festival for her pleasure.

Conquest of Khan4aprapBt& (264-268)

Then, his power unbroken, he went to Khapdaprapata

in the southern direction by the path indicated by the

cakra. He set his camp near Kliaodaprapata and made a

three days’ fast directed toward Nfityam&iaka. At the

end of the three days’ fast, knowing (bis coming) from the

shaking of his throne, like the head of a village Natya-

u’.ala approached the King with presents. He gave various

and numerous ornaments to the Cakravartin and promised

service like a respectful king. Sagara dismissed him aud

immediately after the fast-breaking joyfully held an eight-

day festival ior him, like a recompense for what he had

done.

Conquest of the northern district of the Gatina and

the Vidyddharas (269-272)

Then, at the command of the Cakradhara, the general

with half the army conquered the eastern district oi the

Gangs, as he had those of the Sindhu. Sagara quickly

conquered the VidySdharas of the two rows ou Mt.

Vaitfidhya as well as the kings living on the mountain.

They gave jeweled ornaments, garments, elephants, and

horses to the Cakravartin, and promised service. The

King rewarded and dismissed the Vidyfidharas. For the

very powerful are satisfied with words even with the idea

of service.
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Match through Khayidaprap3!d (273-276)

At the King’s command the general opened the cave

Khan^aprapata, as he had Tamisrfl, preceded by a three

days’ fast, etc. Sagaia mounted the elephant, set the

gem on the right frontal boss like the sun on the peak of

Meru, and entered the cave. Drawing circles on both sides

with the cowrie as before, after he had crossed the rivers

UnmagnS and Nimagna as before, the King, like a river’s

stream, left the cave by its south entrance which opened of

its own accord.

Conquest of the nine treasures (277-284)

The King put his camp on the west bank of the Clahga,

and made a three days’ fast directed against the treasure-

jewels."' At its end the nine treasures named Naisarpa,

Pandu, Pingala, Sarvaratnaka, Mahapadma, Kala, Mah5-
kala, Manava, and Saukhaka, each attended by a thousand

gods, approached the King. They said :
" We live in

M5gadha(-tirtha| at the mouth of the Gaiiga and have

come to you, illustrious sir, subdued by your good fortune.

Enjoy and give as you like unhesitatingly. Even if the

ocean could become exhausted, we could not be exhausted.

Set on eight wheels, constantly filled by nine thousand

Yakgas like your servants, twelve yojanas long and nine

wide, we shall go along in the ground as your attendants.

Your Majesty." The King assented to their speech,

broke liis fast, and held an eight-day festival to them like

guests.

Conquest of the southern district of the Gakga (285-287)

At Sogara’s command the general conquered the

second eastern district of the goddess Jahnsvi like an earth-

walled town. Bharatavarsa has six parts: the four

districts of the Ganga and the Sindliu and the two parts

m 277. Properly speaking, the treasures were not ‘jewels.’

They do not belong to the 14 ' jewels.’
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iu between. Then Sagara ruled it with ease for thirty-two

thousand years."* The activities of the powerful who
ate not restless are accompanied by pleasure.

Return to Vinita (28S-302)

The lord of the fourteen jewels and of the nine treasures,

served by thirty-two thousand kings, possessing the same

number of wives of royal birth and accompanied by the

same number of women of the people, lord of thirty-two

thousand peoples, ruler of seventy-two thousand excellent

dtics, overlord of ninety-nine thousand towns accessible

by both water and land,"' lord of forty-eight thousand

towns accessible by land or water, protector of twenty-four

thousand poor towns aud isolated milages, lord of fourteen

thousand grain-warehouses, defender of sixteen thousand

earth-walled towns, aud sole master of twenty thousand

mines, leader of forty-nine poor dominions, protector of

fifty-six island settlements, having won the suzerainty of

ninety-six crores of villages, attended by ninety-six crores

of foot-soldiers, covering the earth with eighty-four lacs

of elephants, horses, and chariots each, following the

path of the cakra-jewel, the Cakrin returned, like a boat

filled with great wealth from an island.

Sagara reached the city Vinita like a wife, hastening

on comfortably with daily marches of a yojana, possessing

a wealth of suitable articles produced by village-chiefs,

governors of fortresses, and sovereigns on the road, like

the moon of the second day
;

"* his arrival announced from

afar by the dust from the soldiers in front which extended

to the sky, like chamberlains; deafening the heavens, as

it were, by neigliings, trumpetings, proclamations by bards,

and the noise of musical instruments streaming forth as

if in rivalry. Establishing his camp on the edge of

,ia 287. From his camp oa the Ganga. Cf. I. p< 253*

“ 291. See I, p. 263 and n. 322.

ou 298. See I, n, 209.
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Vinlta, like the ocean at its boundary, the King remained,

a mountain of power.

Winning of the voman-jevel (303-334)

There one day Sagara, a depository of all the arts,

mounted a spirited horse and went to the riding-ground to

ride. There he exercised the clever horse, and gradually

taught it better and better gaits. When it had acquired

the fifth gait,*" it flew up in the sky, ignoring signals of the

bridle, etc., as if supported by evil spirits. The horse, like a
Rak^asa in the form of a horse, carried off Sagara, and unhesi-

tatingly dashed forward rapidly into the great forest. By
pulling on the bridle angrilyand pressing on its sides with his

thighs, Sagara stopped the horse, and jumped down.

The horse fell helpless on the ground, aud the King started

out on foot.

When he had gone a short distance, he saw a large

pool like moonlight fallen to the ground, overcome by the

rays of the sun. He bathed in it to remove fatigue, like

a forest-elephant, and drank the water, sweet, clear, fra-

grant with lotuses, and cool. He left the pool, stood on the

bank, and saw before him a maiden like the goddess of

the water. Seeing her with a face like a young lotus,

with eyes like a blue lotus, with the water of loveliness

with high waves, with breasts like a pair of cakravakas,

beautiful with proud hands and feet like blooming red

lotuses, the Laksmf of the pool embodied, he thought:
"
Is she an Apsaras, a Vyantarl, a Nflga-maiden, or a VidyJi-

dhari ? For such as she could not be an ordinary woman.
The water of the pool does not make such joy in the heart

as the sight of her, like a rain of nectar."

Then she looked at the King with lotus-petal eyes

like love that had been inspired at that very time. Afllicted

by love at once she was led by her friends, who supported

her with difficulty, to her abode, faded like a cluster of

*" 305. Five gaits were recognized. See J, n. 304.
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day-blooming lotuses at evening. As he was walking

slowly nn the bank of the pool, pining with love, Sagara

Was addressed by a chamberlain, who came, bowed, and

spoke with folded hands

:

" O master, on Mt. Vaitadhya in this same Bharata-

ksetra there is a city Gaganavallabha/ 1
* a favorite of good

fortune. In it there was a Vidyadhara-king, Sulocanu,

resembling Trilocmasukha (Kubera) in the city Alakfi.

There is a son of his, Sahasranuyana, judicious; and this

daughter, SukeSa, a crest-jewel of all woman-kind. When
she was born, she was described by an astrologer,

1 She

will be a woman-jewel, the chief-queer of a Cakravartin.’

And now, again and again she has been demanded in

marriage by Purnamegha, the King of Rathanupuia, who
is in love with her. When her father did not give her to

him, PQruatncgha, thundering like a cloud, came to fight,

wishing to seize her by violence. After fighting for a very

loug time, PUmainegha, powerful, sealed Sulocana’s eyes

in a long sleep.

Taking his sister like a miser his wealth, Sahasra-

nayana came here with his retinue, noble sir. While she

was playing in the pool here, she saw you. Love taught

her a painful passion quickly. Perspiring as ii distressed

by heat, transfixed like a puppet, her hair erect as if

afflicted by cold, her voice stumbling as if she had a cold,

trembling as if terrified, colorless like a sick person, shedding

tears us if plunged in grief, absorbed in indifference like a

follower of yoga, she reached a state of collapse at once

from the sight oi you. Comfort her, O comforter of the

world, that she may not perish."

While the chamberlain was saying this, Sahasranayan

a

came there through the air and bowed to the Cakrin.

After asking for permission, he led Cakrin Sagara to his

own abode and delighted him by the gift of the woman-

jewel, SukeSa. Then Sahasieksana and the Cakrin went in

*“ 31g. See I, p. 175-
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an aerial car to Mt. Vaitfidhya to the city Gaganavallabha.

After establishing Sahasranayana ia his ancestral kingdom,

the King made him overlord of all the Vidyadharas.

Entrance into ViniM (335-348)

Taking the woman-jewel, Cakrin Sagara, possessing

the strength of Purandara, went to Saketapura (VinltS).

The King made a three days’ fast directed toward Vinita,

and observed pausadha in the paujadha-house according

to rule. At the end of the three days' fast the King left

the paugadha-house and broke his fast with his retinue.

The King entered the city which was like a woman ready

for her lover, frowning, as it wore, with a multitude of

festoons; smiling, as it were, with the beauty of a large

number of pearl svastikas ; with raised arms, as it were,

with the dancing banners of the handsome markets
;
with

body-decoration, as it were, with the smokr-rings rising

from the jars of incense
;
with wide-open eyes, as it were,

from the jeweled vessels on the platforms
;
just as if it

had couches from the varied daises
;

uttering auspicious

sounds, as it were, by the tinlclings of the palace-bells.

The King went to his palace-court, like Sakra to his palace,

which had high arches, high banners, and loud blessings

from the bards. He dismissed the sixteen thousand gods

and thirty-two thousand kings in attendance, the chief

jewels—the general, the priest, the steward, and the

carpenter, the three hundred and sixty-three cooks,sn

the eighteen guilds and sub-guilds,” * and others also in turn,

governors of fortresses, merchants, caravan-leaders, etc.

Attended by his retinue and harem, accompanied by
the woman-jewel, the King entered his own palace, like

the souls of creatures entering the womb. After he had

344- Cf- *• 4- 6&1 and 719, and I, n. 321. This is probably an
error oa Hern.'s parr, since the Jamb. (67) give* the number as 360,
which corresponds with the conventional year. But it is curious that
Hem. repeats the slip so oltm. Sec App. I.

*“ 345- See I, n. 315.
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bathed in the bath-house and worshipped the gods in the

shrine, the King ate in the dining-house. Then Sagara

amused himself with concerts, plays, and other amusements,

the fruit of the creeper of the Sri of sovereignty.

Coronation of Sagara as Cakravartin (349-370)

One day, the gods, etc., came and said to Sagara,
" You have reduced Bharataksetra to subjection. Now
we shall make your coronation as cakravartin, as the

VSsavas made the birth-sprinkling of the Arhat.” The
Cakrin approved their request by his brow raised from

pleasure. For the noble do not deny the requests of their

friends. Then to the northeast of the city the Abhiyogika-

gods created a pavilion adorned with jewels for the corona-

tion. The gods brought to it pure water from the oceau,

tlrthas, rivers, and pools, and divine herbs from the

mountains. Then, with his harem and woman-jewel the

Cakradhara entered the beautiful jeweled pavilion which

was like a cave of Ratnacala. After the King had cir-

cumambulated the bath-dais made of jewels with a lion-

throne, like a fire-priest drcumambulatiug a fire, and
with his harem had ascended it by way of the east stairs

he adorned the lion-throne, facing the east. Thirty-two

thousand kings ascended by way of the north steps and

sat down like hahsas in a lotus-bed. The}' remained

seated on their respective thrones, their hands folded

submissively, their eye3 fixed on the Master, like those of

the Samanikas on Sakra. The general, the steward, priest,

and carpenter, and many others, merchants, caravan-

leaders, etc., ascended the bath-dais by way of the south

3tairs and sat down in their respective places, like heavenly

bodies in the sky.

When the day, the day of the week, constellation,

livision of the day,”® yoga, 1*® moon, and moment were

al® 361. Kaiana, the halt of a titbi. See MW, s.v. andSabda., s.v.

ss0 361. A vaiiahle division of tine. See MW, £.v. and, better,

^bda., s.v.

11
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auspicious and endowed with the power of all the planets,

the gods, etc., in turn bathed the King by means of gold,

silver, and jeweled pitchers with lotus-mouths. They
rubbed the King’s body with a devadOsya-cloth with gentle

hands, like painters a palace-wall. Then they sprinkled

the King’s body with fragrant perfumes originating in

Dardura and Malaya, like the body with moonlight. They
set on the King’s head a divine wreath of flowers, large,

charming with a wealth of perfume, firm like their own
affection. The King put on garments of devadOsya-cloth

and jeweled ornaments brought by them.

Then the Cakradhara himself instructed the city-

superintendent in a voice deep as thunder: "Make the

city free from fines, free from customs-duty, free from
soldiers’ entry, free from taxes, celebrating a great festival

for twelve years.” The city-superintendent had this order

proclaimed at once in the city by his men, like drums,

mounted on elephants. So there was a great festival,

marking the coronation of the king of the six divisions

as cakravartin, in the city which had a vow to steal the

beauty and power oi a city of heaven, in every market,

in every house, on every road, unsealing great joy for

twelve years.



Chapter V

LIFE AND DEATH OF THE SONS OF SAGARA

Origin oj hostility between Purnamegha and

Sulocana (i—19)

Then the Blessed One, the JineSvara Ajita, attended

by gods and asuras, came and stopped 1,1
in a garden of

the city Saketa. The Lord delivered a sermon to the

Indras and other gods, and to Sagara and other kings,

seated in their proper places.

At that time on Mt. Vait&<Jhya SahasrarJrS, recalling

with anger his father’s murder, slew Pflrnamegha, like a

garuda a snake. PUrpamegha’s son, Ghanavahana, escaped

from him and came to the samavasarapa. After he had

circumambulated the Blessed One three times and had

bov/ed to him, he sat down at his feet like a traveler at

the foot of a tree. Saying, "
I’ll drag him up from Patala,

or pull him down from heaven, or tear him away from the

strongest protection, and kill him,” Sahasrfiksa came right

after him, his weapon raised, into the samavasarana and

saw Ghanavahana. By the power of the Supreme Lord

his anger was appeased and, after bowing to him and

circumambulating him, he sat down in the proper place,

his weapon abandoned.

The Cakrabhrt Sagara asked the Supreme Lord,
" What was the cause of the enmity between Porpamegha
and Sunetra, O Master ?

" The Blessed Oue related as

follows

:

**> 1. I am inclined to think Uiat the vcib ' samavasy ’ really

means that the whole business of the suinavasaraoa took place. One

was erected, as is evident from the context immediately following. I

think the translation ' came and had a samavasarana erected ’ would fcc

justified when ' samavasr ’ is used in this context.
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" Once upon a time in the city Adity&bha there lived

a merchant, named Bhavana, master of crores of money.

The merchant Bhavana turned over all his money to his

son Harid&sa and went to a foreign country to trade.

When the merchant Bhavana had stayed twelve years in

the foreign country and had acquired great wealth, he

came back and stopped outside the city. leaving his

retinue there, Bhavana came alone at night to his own
house. For eagerness is very powerful. As he entered,

he was struck down by a sword-thrust by his son terrified

by the idea ' He is a thief.' When do people of little wit

reflect? Knowing then his own murder Bhavana died

with enmity produced at that time. Afterwards Haridfisa

realized it was his father and, tormented by remorse,

performed the funeral rites, grieved by his act. After

some time had passed Hatidflsa died, and then they both

wandered through several painful births. By performing

some good deed, BhSvana’s jtva became Pltrpamegha and

Haridasa’s jiva became Sulocana. The fatal hostility of

Piirnamegha and Sunetra which was created in this way
in a former birth was a necessary consequence in this world,

O King.”

Story of Mcghavakana (20-41)

Again Sagara asked, " What is the cause of the mutual

hostility between their sons, and of my affection tor

Sahasrak^a ?
” The Master said :

“ In a former birth you were a wandering mendicant,

named Rambliaka, possessing liberality and good conduct,

and they were two disciples of yours, Sasin and Aval:.

Avali was very dear to you because of his great reverence.

One day he bought a cow for cash. Safiin, crud-hcarted,

caused dissension with the owner oi the cow, rushed in

between, and bought the cow. Then they had a terrible

fight with hair-pulling, and fighting with fists and staffs,

and Avali was killed by SaSin. After he had wandered

through births for a long time, Sa?in was lxtm a f.
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Mcghavahana and Avali as Sahasiak^a . This is the cause

of tlieir hostility-. By the power of liberality, Rambhaka
wandered through good conditions of existence (gati)

and became you, the cakrio. Your affection for Sahasraksa

originated in the former birth."

Then the Lord of the Rakgasas, Bhima, who was

sitting in the assembly, rose and warmly embraced Megha-
vahana, and said :

" 1 was a king, Vidyutdah?tra, in Kan-
canapura on Mt. Vaitacjhya in Bharatak?etra in Pu$kara-

dvipa in a former birth In that birth you were my son

Rativallabha, exceedingly dear. Now, O child, it is well

that you have been seen. So it is now also. You are

my son. Take iny army. Whatever else is mine is

yours. In the ocean Lavapoda is the crest-jewel of all

islands, Raksasadvlpa, unconquerable even by the gods,

extended for seven hundred yojanas in all directions. At
its center is Mt. Triknta, like Sumeru at the center of the

earth, very splendid, circular, nine yojanas high, fifty

yojanas in diameter, very difficult of access.

On its top I have made just now a city, named Lanka,

provided with golden walls, houses, and arched gateways.

Traversing six yojanas within the earth, one finds a

fine city of mine, extending for a hundred and twenty-five

yojanas, ancient, marked with bright crystal walls, with

houses made of various jewels, named Patalalanka, very

difficult of access. O son, take these two cities
;
be their

king. Let the fruit of the sight of the Tirthahkara be

yours right now.”

With these words, the Lord of the Rak?asas gave him

a large necklace made of nine jewels, and also the magic

science of the Raksasas at once. After he had paid homage

to the Blessed One, then Ghanavahana went to Raksasadvlpa

and became the king of the two Lauk&s. From that time

his family became a R&k^asa-family from his kingship over

Raksasadvlpa and from the Raksasa-scieuce. This being

the ease, the All-knowing went elsewhere in his wandering.

Indra, Sagara, aud the others went to their respective abodes.
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The sons of Sahara (42-50)

Now again the Cakrabhrt, attended by sixty-four

thousand women, amused himself like a god, plunged in an

ocean of pleasure. His fatigue arising from the enjoyment

of the women of his household was removed by the enjoy-

ment of the woman-jewel, like a traveler’s fatignc by the

south wind.

While he was thus constantly experiencing sensuous

pleasures, sixty thousand sons, Jahmi, etc., were bom to

him. Reared by nurses, like trees in a garden by womrn-
gardeners, the sons gradually grew up. Gradually they

acquired the arts, like the moon digits, and attained youth,

a garden of creepers of bodily beauty. They displayed their

own skill in military science and saw that of others with

the desire to see inferior and superior. They brought a

circular array of troops, which had the appearance of an

ocean whirlpool, on to the parade-ground and, knowing

the arts, subdued wild horses hard to subdue. While

very young, sitting elephant-back, they tamed rogue-

elephants that would not endure even the leaf of a tree.

They played with friends in gardens, etc., at will, having

fruitful powers, like elephants in the Vindhya-forest.

Princes obtain permission to leave home (51-62)

One day the princes, powerful, declared to Cakrin

Sagara who was at home :

“ The god, Lord of MSgadlia,

the ornament of the eastern quarter, and the Lord of

Varadaman, the sole tilaka of the southern quarter, and the

Lord of Prabhasa, having the glory of the crown of the

western quarter, and the chief-rivers, the Gariga and

Sindhu, like arms of the earth, and the Prince of Mt.

Vaitldhya, the pericarp of the lotus Bharata, and Krtamala,

just like a field-guardian of TamisrS, and the Prince of

Himftcala, the pillar of the earth on the boundary of

Bharata, and the Ix»rd of Khapdaprapata, haughty
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Natyamfila, and the nine treasure-divinities, Naisarpa,

etc.—these gods were conquered like men by our father.

This land of six divisions, like six seta of enemies,

was conquered by our father, whose prestige is unlimited,

by himself alone. You have left nothing suitable for

strength of arm to be done, by doing which we can say
' We are your sons.' Since this entire earth has been

conquered by the father, let our sonship be by wandering

at our own free will. So with the father's favor we wish to

wander at will like forest-elephants over the earth like the

palace-courtyard.
”

He granted their affectionate request. Among the

great the request of another is not in vain, to say nothing
of that of sons. Then they bowed to their father and

went to their own houses, and had drums beaten announcing

an auspicious procession.

Unfavorable omens (63-72)

Then portents and unfavorable omens took place,

disturbing them though firm, and indicating misfortunes.

The sun's disc was filled with a hundred comets, like the

door to Rasatala (a hell) with a multitude of snakes. The

moon's disc with its center cut out looked like an ivory

ear-omament newly carved. The earth shook like a

creeper rocked by the wind; and showers of liail like

showers of gravel took place. There was a rain of dust

like powder from a dried cloud
;
and a favorable wind be-

came like a cruel, furious enemy. Inauspicious jackals stood

on the right and howled freely
;
and owls also stood there

and hooted as if in rivalry with them. Kites whirled in

the sky in circles, down and up, imitating the play of the

flying wheel of time. Rutting elephants became free

from mada at that time, and streams became waterless as

if it were summer. Lines of smoke issued from the mouths

of neighing horses, very terrifying, like serpents from holes.

They disregarded all these portents aud unfavorable omens.

For necessity is authority for men, though wise.
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Departure of the princes (73-87)

When they had bathed and had made the propitiatory

rite of the tOaka, etc., and auspicious things”* the princes

set out with the Cakrin’s whole army. The King sent all

the jewels, except the woman-jewel, with his sons. For

the soul itself lias the form of a son. Some, mounted on

the best elephants, had the appearance of Dikpalas;

others, mounted on horses, had forms surpassing

Revanta

;

ta ' others, seated in chariots, were like the

planets, the sun, etc. ; all, wearing crowns, were like over-

lords of the gods. With long necklaces rolling on their

chests, like mountains with rivers; their hands filled with

manifold weapons like divinities come to the earth
;
their

heads characterized by umbrellas like Vyantaras by

trees

;

,M surrounded by body-guards like oceans by the

VeladhSras ; praised by dever bards with uplifted

hands
;
splitting open the earth with the sharp hooves of

the horses; deafening the skies in all directions by the

noise of musical instruments and blinding them by much
dust stirred up; beautiful as divinities of the gardens in

various gardens and as mountain-gods on mountain-

plateaux
;
like sons of the river on beautiful sandy beaches

of the river, enjoying themselves at will, they wandered

in the land of Bharata.

Wandering they made worship of the Jina in villages,

mines, dries, towns accessible by land and water, earth-

walled towns, etc., like Vidyadharas making a series of

offerings to obtain desires. Enjoying many pleasures,

giving much money, delighting their friends, slaying their

enemies, showing on the road their skill in hitting moving
targets, and often their skill in seizing the falling weapon

of another, composing various tales oi weapon against

*“ 73- See I, n. 393 (I. X. 798).

*** 75- See I, n. 100.

n>
77. Sec above, p. 107.

'** 78. Surely ttc&c must be tie same as the Veladharins of

3. 629 fi- Neither of these foems is cited in the lexicons.
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weapon and also humorous tales with their companion-

kings seated in the vehicles, they arrived one day at

Astapada, which is an herb for removing hunger and

thirst merely by its sight, the abode of a wealth of punya.

Pwt* to A$Utpada (88-127)

When they saw- the mountain having a continuous

festival
;
made of crystal

;
with great pools, like a depository

of nectar of the gods ; looking as if it had put on a dark

upper garment because of the thick green trees; having

large wings, as it were, from the clouds ou both sides

;

marked, as it were, by floating banners in the form of

cascades
;
the pleasure-house of Vidyfidharas, like a new

Vaitfidhya, singing, as it were, with the low sounds of the

happy peacocks, etc.; presided over by Kliecarls, like a

shrine with sandal-wood figures
;

like a tiara of the earth

made of jewels
;
constantly visited by flying ascetics with

the desire to worship the shrine, like NandrsvaradvSpa,

they asked the ministers, Subuddlii and others:

*' What mountain is this, resembling one of the heavenly

pleasure-mountains of the Vaimanikas which has descended

to earth? By whom was this wonderiul, lofty shrine

made, resembling the eternal temple on Mt. Hitnavat ?
”

Then the ministers said, “ Formerly Lord Rsabha, the

founder of your family and of the congregation, lived in

this BhSrata. His son Bharala, the c-ldest of ninety-nine

brothers, was the ruler of six-part Bharatak&etra This was

the pleasure-mountain, the abode of many wonders, named

Aetapada, of the Cakrin, like Suineru of Vajrin. The

Blessed Rsabha Svarain attained emancipation here on

the mountain together with ten thousand sadhus. Imme-

diately after Rfabha vSvamin's nirvapa, 7-ord Bliarata

erected here the shrine, named Sinhanisadya, out of pre-

cious stones.

With extreme devotion he erected here according to

rule the statue of Rsabha Svamin and the statues of the

xwenty-threc future Arhats, made of flawless precious
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stones, each one having its proper size, shape, color, and

cognizance. He had these statues dedicated by flying-

ascetics, and he erected burial mounds and statues of his

brothers, B&hubali and others. While Vrsabha Svamin
was staying here, he declared to him (Bharata) the future

Tlrthakrts, Cakrins, Keiavas, PratikeSavas, and Ramas.

Eliarata made around it (the mountain) eight steps that

have become stairs because of which it was called

‘A?tapada.’”

Saying with manifest joy, “ This belonged to our

ancestors,” the princes ascended the mountain with their

retinues. They entered the shrine Sihhani?adya and bowed
to the first JineSvara from afar at the first sight of him.

They bowed with equal devotion to the statue of Ajita

Svamin and to the statues of the other Arhats. For they

were truly devoted at heart. Then the princes bathed

the images of the holy Arhats at once with pure fragrant

water drawn by a charm, as it were. Some brought pitchers

with water, some handed them over, some emptied them,

and some received the empty ones. Some recited the

bathing-precept, some took chauris, and others took up
golden incense-burners. Others threw the choicest incense

in the incense-burners, and some played musical instru-

ments, conches, etc., aloud.

Then Mt. A§tSpada soon had double cascades from the

falling fragrant water of the bath. Like jewelers, they

dried the jeweled images with downy, soft new cloths

resembling dcvadusya-eloth They anointed them with

go&rsa-sandal, excelling maid-servants (in skill), voluntarily

and zealously, full of devotion. They adorned the statues

with variegated wreaths of flowers, divine jeweled orna-

ments and beautiful garments. They designed the eight

105. Here is an inconsistency that I have not been able to aolve.

In i. 6. 633-36 (I, p. 370) the mountain is made so that it can not be

ascended. The steps, that are called ' stairs ’ here, were a yojana apart.

Muni Jayantavijayaji suggests that in the long period or time that had

elapsed, the mountain might have changed and become asccndibk.
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auspicious things out of unbroken rice on boards in front

of the statues of the Masters resembling the moon in

beauty. Then they made the light-waving ceremony with

divine camphor-unguent, and after they had worshipped,

they set down the light-vessel resembling the sun. After

they have eulogized them with the Sakrastava, their

hands folded submissively, they praised the Jinendras,

Rsabha Svamin and the others:

Stuii <121-127)

“ O Blessed Ones, equal to boats for crossing the

boundless, terrible ocean of existence, you who have

become the cause oi nirvana, purify us. Homage always

to you, having the rdle of carpenters for the erection of

the palace of the doctrine of Syadvada *!J by the modes of

expressing things and means of acquiring knowledge.*”

Homage to you refreshing the garden oi the whole world

very much by the streams of speech extending for a yojana.

By the sight of you the greatest fruit of life up to the

fifth division (of time) *” has been attained by us ar.d all

living tilings. Homage to you giving happiness to hell-

inhabitants by the kalyluas s, ° of conception, birth,

mendicancy, omniscience, and emancipation. May your

impartiality, like that of the clouds, winds, moons, and
suns, be for our prosperity. The birds here on Astapada,

who sec you every day without any obstacle, are indeed

blessed. Now our life has good conduct as its object and
our power has its purpose accomplished for a long time

since we have seen and worshipped you.”

Digging of a moat around Astapada (128-156)

After reciting this eulogy and bowing again to the

holy Alhats, the sons of Sagara, delighted, descended from

m I2J. See I, D. 4.

^ 121. Nayapratnana. See above, p. XOi.

,a 123. They were living in the fourth division. Rsabha wa 9 bora

iu the third division; all the other Tiithahkaras in the fourth.

,,n 124. See I, a. 147.
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the temple. They honored the pure burial-mounds of

Bharata’s brothers,*’ 1 and then, after reflecting a little,

Jahnu said to his younger brothers

:

“ I tliink that a place equal to Agtfipada is to be

found nowhere. We shall make this shrine here like

another one. Even though emancipated, Cakrin Bharata

enjoys Bharataksetra, remaining in the guise of a shrine

on this mountain which is the essence of Bharata(ksetra).

This very shrine has been made by us if the protection of

the shrine to be robbed by future men is arranged for.

When the duksama-period has begun, there will he men
greedy of money, devoid of nobility, not considering right

and wrong. Then the protection of old holy places is

better than the making of new holy places." m

Destruction of the NOgas' houses (135-156)

The younger brothers agreed and then Jahnu took the

staff-jewel which had a powerful radiance like the sun.

He and his younger brothers began to dig up the earth to

make a moat around Astipada like a city. The sons of

Sagara dug the moat a thousand vojanas in depth and by

it split open the homes of the Nagas. All the NSga-folk

were terrified at their houses being destroyed, like the

circle of sea-monsters at the ocean being churned. On all

sides the Nagas trembled as at an enemy’s army that

had come, or at a fire that had started, or at a great wind

that bad risen. Then the Naga-king, Jvalanaprahha,

blazing with anger like a fire, saw the Naga-folk confused.

When he saw the earth split open, thinking ' What’s

this ?
' he hurried away and came to Sagara's sons.

Terrible with a violent frown like an ocean with high

waves, his lips trembling from anger like a flaming fire;

casting red glances like a succession of darts made of hot

iron; opening wide his nostrils which resembled blow-

129. Seel, p.369.

134. The actual practice in India is jost the opposite o: this.

New temples, etc., arc ejected iu preference to repairing old ones.
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pipes for the fire of the thunderbolt
;
angered like Krtfinta,

hard to look at like the sun at the end of the world, the

Naga-king, Jval&naprabha, said to the sons of Sagara

:

"Oh, what has been done, alas! by men thinking

themselves valiant, insolent from gaining the staff-jewel,

like Sabaras from gainiug a citadel. This destruction of

the eternal homes of the Bhavanadhipas has been made
now by men acting without deliberation. Why have

you, sons of the brother of Ajita Svamin, done such a tiling

like a cruel act by piSacas ?
”

Then Jahnu said to the Naga-king: "That is right,

what you, troubled by the destruction of your houses which

originated with us, have said. We did not dig up the

earth with the staff with the idea that your houses would

be destroyed, but for the sake of protecting Asfapadatlrtha

was the ground dug up in the form of a moat. Here Cakrin

Bharata, the root of our family, made a shrine of precious

stones and pure jeweled statues of the Arhats. We made
this effort because we feared its destruction by people

through the fault of future rime."
1 The destruction of

your houses was not anticipated because of the distance.

Alas ! the unerring power of the staff is to blame for that.

What was done by action without reflection and from

devotion to the Arhats, pardon that. We shall not do
such a thing in future.”

Thus conciliated by Prince Jahnu, the Naga-king

became calm. For the water of conciliatory speech ex-

tinguishes the fire of auger in the good. Saying, “ Do
not do such a thing again,” the Naga-king went to the

N3ga-world like a lion to a cave.

Diversion 0f the Gaiigu into the moat (157-167)

When the Naga-king had gone, Jahnu said to his

brothers, “ This moat of Mt. Atfdpada has been made, to

152. Le., of Use coming evil period.
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be sure. But, though deep as Patala, it does not look

right without water, like a man’s figure void of intelligence,

though large. Furthermore, it will become filled with

dust. For even a ditch becomes high ground in course of

time. So this must certainly be filled up with a large

quantity of water and that can not be done without the

high-waved Ganga.”

When his brothers had said, "Very well," Jahnu

took the infallible staff-jewel, like another staff of Yama.

Jahnu split the bank of the Gartga, like Vajrin the slope of

a big mountain with the thunderbolt. Then the Gangs

advanced by the path of the cut made by the staff. Water,

like an honest man, goes where it is led. The Ganga

arrived at Mt. A$tapada’s moat like the ocean, with high

waves like mountain-peaks thrown up, with the noise of

beating against the bank like a drum beaten hard, making

the fissure made by the staff twice as wide by the rush of

her water. She began to fill completely the moat a thousand

yojanas deep, terrifying as PatSk, Beginning from the

time the Ganga was brought by Jahnu to fill the moat of

Mt. A§tapada, she was called Jahnavl.

Second disturbance of the Nagas (16S-173)

Alter it had filled the moat, the water entered the

houses of the Nagas through many crevices like water-

machines. The Ndgas, their houses being filled with water

like caves, hissing on all sides, confused, trembled. When
he saw the disturbance of the Naga-people, the Naga-king

became angry again, having a terrible appearance like an
elephant touched by a goad. He said, " The sons of

Sagara, insolent from their father's power, are not suitable

for conciliation, but rather deserve punishment like asses.

One crime, namety, the destruction of the houses, was

pardoned. Since I did not inflict any punishment, thej

have offended again. I shall inflict punishment on them
like a guard on slaves, look you !

”
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Slaying of Sagaras sons (174-178)

Saying this very vehemently, terrifying with much
arrogance, cruel with brilliance like the fire at the end

of the world that has burned up inopportunely, like the

submarine-fire that has come out of the ocean, intending

to burn up the world, blazing like the fire of the thunder-

bolt, he left Rasatala and came there quickly with the

Nagakuwaras. When the Lord of the Poison-eyed saw

them, he gave them a look immediately, and they became

a heap of ashes, like a bunch of straw. A loud cry of
" Ha ! Ha !

” arose, filling the space between heaven and

earth. The destruction even of the guilty may be an

occasion for sympathy among the people. After he had
killed the sixty thousand sons of Sagara, the Naga-king

and his Nagas went to Rasatala like the sun at the end of

the day.



Chapter VI

EMANCIPATION OF AJITA SVA&QN AND SAGARA

Grief of Ike people at their death (r-46)

Then a great outcry arose from the soldiers in the

Cakrin’s army, like that of sea-monsters in an ocean that

was going dry. Some fell on the ground in a swoon, as

if they had eaten kimpakas,*'* as if they had drunk poison,

as if they had been bitten by serpents. Some struck their

own heads like cocoanuts
;
some beat their breasts again

and again as if they had committed a crime. Some, after

taking steps, stopped, confused about what to do, like

women
;
others climbed precipices like monkeys, intending

to jump. .Some drew their knives, like Yarna's tongue,

from their scabbards, intending to cut their own abdomens

,

like cutting pumpkins . Others, intending to hang them-

selves on the branches of trees, tied their upper-garments

to them, as they had formerly tied pleasure-swings. Some
tore out the hair on their heads like ku6a-grass in a field

.

Some threw away the ornaments on their bodies, like

drops of perspiration. Some stood absorbed in thought

resting their cheeks on their hands, like a decrepit-looking

wall that has a post added as a prop. Some, removing

upper and lower garments also, rolled on the ground with

trembling limbs, Like crazy people. The women of the

household uttered different lamentations, like ospreys in

the air, that made the heart tremble

:

" O Fate, why did you commit this half-murder, taking

our husbands and leaving life in us ? O goddess earth, be.

gracious, burst open, and give us a chasm. Surely, the

earth is a refuge of those who have fallen even from a

m 2. The Tiicoaautiiea, which has a very disagreeable taste.
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cloud. O Fate, today make fall an unexpected cruel stroke

of lightning on us like lizards. O breath, for you there

are happy courses. Go wherever you wish. Leave our

bodies like hired tents. Come, deep sleep, 1* 6 removing

all pains; or MandakinI, rise, and give death by water.

O forest-fire, appear in this forest on the mountain. We
shall follow the path of our husbands, as if from friendship

for you. Oh ! hair, give up friendship today with wreaths

of flowers. Eyes, let a handful of water (for funeral

rites) be given to you for collyrium. Cheeks, do not itch

for decorations with unguent. Lip, do not desire contact

with lac. Ears, abandon jeweled car-rings, as well as

listening to songs. Neck, henceforth do not long for neck-

omaments. Breasts, today a necklace is for you like

snow for lotuses. Heart, fall in two pieces at once like a
ripe melon. Arms, enough of bracelets and armlets like

burdens for you. Hips, give up the girdle like the moon
Its light at dawn. O feet, enough of foot-ornaments as if

they had never been obtained. Body, enough of ointments

as if made of cowhage.” ***

The forests, like relatives, wept with echoes of such

pathetic cries of the women of the household.

The general, the vassals, kings, etc., said various things

indicating sorrow, shame, anger, fear, etc.

“ Oh ! Sons of our master, where have you gone ?

We do not know. Tell us, that wemay follow you, obedient

to our master's instructions. Or have you used some

magic art of disappearance in this case ? But it is not

right to employ it to distress servants. How will our

master look on our faces if we, like murderers of riskis, go

without you who are lost or vanished ? The world will

ridicule us if we go now without you. O heart, burst at

once like a pitcher of unbaked day wet with water.

Halt ! Halt ! rogue of a serpent ! Where have you gone

Mahstaudra (?).

Kapikacchtl. Its contact causes irritation.
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now, villain, after destroying by some trick, like a dog,

our masters who were engaged in the protection of

A$tSpada ? Prepare for battle, sword against sword, bow
against bow, spear against spear, and club against dub,

O villain. How far will you go after running away ?

Now these sons of our master have abandoned us

here and have gone away. Oh! Oh! The master also

will abandon us quickly if we go there now. When our

master hears that we are alive, even if wc do not go there

but stay here, he will be ashamed, or rather, will punish

us.”

Return to Ayodhya (33-46)

After uttering many such lamentations, they joined

each other again and, after regaining their natural firmness,

took counsel together. " Just as a rule iu grammar sub-

sequently laid down takes precedence over rules given

earlier,
9,7 so fate is stronger than all. No one is stronger

than it. The desire to retaliate against it which is not

subject to retaliation is useless, like a desire to strike the

sky or to seize the son. So, enough of these lamentations

Now we shall deliver everything belonging to the lord,

horses, elephants, etc., like trustees surrendering money
Thereafter let the master arrange wliatever is suitable and

agreeable in regard to us. Why should we worry ?”

After these reflections, they all set out to Ayodhya
with sad faces, taking with them everything, the women
of the household, etc. Slowly, slowly, bereft of energy, they

came to the vicinity of Ayodhya, their iaces and eyes

dejected, as if they had just risen from sleep. They stopped

there, as crushed as if they were being led to the execution -

rock,3" sat down on the ground and said to each other

:

“ We were assigned by the King who honored us

with his sons because we were formerly devoted, wise,

137
34- See I, p- 342 note 384.

m 40. A very usual method of execution in India formerly waa to

hurl the condemned from a precipice-
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powerful, and of proved ability. Returning without the

princes, how can we, like men whose noses have been

cut off, raise our iaces in our master’s presence? How-

can we tell the Kiug such news about his sons which

resembles an unexpected stroke of lightning ? Henceforth,

alas ! it is not fitting for us to go there. However, death is

a suitable refuge for all suffering ones. Of what use is

life, like a miserable body, to a man who has destroyed the

esteem felt by his lord ? Moreover, if the Cakravartin

should die from hearing of the death of his sons, painful

to bear, then, indeed, death would go in front of us.”

Meeting with a Brahman (47-59)

After taking such counsel together, while they all

remained resolved on death, then a Brahman came, wearing

reddish garments. The head of a Brahman village, he,

lotus-hand raised, made them live, speaking to them in

words equal to a life-giving herb

:

“ Gentlemen, why are you confused about what to

do, your minds disordered, like hares that have fallen when
a. hunter has rushed ou them ? If your master's sixty

thousand sons have died there simultaneously like twins,

rnough of grief. People born together, sometimes die

separately; born separately, sometimes they die together.

Many die, and few die, since death is the attendant of all

living things. Death can not be warded off any one by
tiny one even with a hundred efforts, like the inborn nature

of people. If it can be warded off, why is it not warded

off by Indras and emperors, etc., from themselves and

tlieir own people ?

A thunderbolt falling from the sky can be caught by

tie hand, the agitated ocean can be restrained by a dike,

the raging fire at the end of the world can be extinguished,

the wind that has arisen as a portent of the end of the

world can be slowed down, a falling mountain can be

propped up with a prop, but death can not be warded off

by a hundred devices. Do not be grieved at the thought.
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‘Our master’s sons died before our eves.' Be firm now.

I shall quickly rescue your master drowning iu a sea of

sorrow by an enlightening speech like a hand."

The Braliman and Sagara (6o-2Il)

After comforting them all in this way, the Brahman

took a coipse that had been left unclaimed on the road

and went to the city VmltS. He went to King Sagara's

palace-courtyard, stood with upraised arms, and uttered

loud lamentations:

"O Cakravartin, acting with justice, having unbroken

power of arm, a very wicked thing, a disgraceful deed

has been committed here, alas! I have been robbed;

robbed in this country called Bharata, though protected by

you like heaven by Pnrandara.”

When Cakiin Sagara heard these words never heard

before, as if the man’s grief bad penetrated himself, he

said to the door-keeper :
“ By whom was he robbed ? Who

is he, and where from ? Ascertain all this, and have

him come in here."

The door-keeper quickly approached the Brahman

and questioned him, but he pretended not to hear arid

continued his lamentations in the same way. The door-

keeper said agaiu

:

“ Listen, Brahman, are you deaf from grief or deaf by

nature ? The brother of Ajita Sv&min, the King him-

self, the protector of the poor and protectorless, the

refuge of the seekers of a refuge, earnestly questions

you lamenting, as if you were his brother. Tell us bv

whom you were robbed, who you are, and where from.

Or rather, come yourself and describe to the King the

cause of your sorrow, like the manifestation of illness to a

doctor."

So addressed by the door-keeper, the Brahman, with

tearful eves, like a pool with lotuses covered with drops of

frost
;
with the moon of his face faded, like a winter mid-

night
;
like a bear with thick disordered hair

;
like au old
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monkey with emaciated cheeks, stepping very slowly,

entered the Cakrin’s house. Then the Cakrin himself,

compassionate, questioned him

:

“ Did some one somewhere steal some gold from you ?

Or did some one steal jewels or garments ? Or did some

one, breaking a trust, conceal a trust? Or has some
village-policeman, etc., injured you, or did some customs-

officer oppress you by seizing a wealth of merchandise ?

Or has some kinsman inflicted humiliation on you, or has

some one ruined you by running away with your wife?

Does some powerful enemy attack you, or some mental
ailment afflict you, or some severe disease ? Does poverty,

very easily acquired by the twice-born castes, trouble you,

or does something else cause you pain ? Tell me, great

lirdliman."

At once stopping his fictitious, unwearied tears like

an actor, the Brahman replied to the King, his hands
folded submissively

:

“O King, this land of Bharata with six divisions is

: led by you resplendent with justice and power, like

heaven by the king of the gods. No one steals gold,

jewels, etc., from any one else. Rich men sleep even in

the (open) space between villages as in their own houses.

No one conceals a deposit like his own good family. The
village-policemen, etc., guard the people like their own sons.

Even on the surplus wealth to be found, the customs-

officers take a duty in proportion to the goods, like a fine

in proportion to the crime. After taking their inheritance,

heirs do not disagree again, like pupils who have attained

the highest doctrines in regard to their teacher. The- whole

people, devoted to good behavior, consider other men's

wives like sisteis, like daughters, like daughters-in-law,

li ke mothers. There is no unfriendly talk in your kingdom

hike a monastery. There is no mental distress among your

people filled with contentment, as there is no heat in

wa ter. There is no disease on the earth provided with all

mc<a icinal herbs, as there is no thirst in the rainy season.
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With you as a wishing-tree, there is 110 poverty. There is

uo cause whatever of pain to any one among the people.

Nevertheless, this has happened to me only, an ascetic.

The inevitability of death (90-155)

There is here a large country, Avanti by name, resem-

bling heaven, cliarmiug with irreproachable cities, gardens,

rivers, etc. In it there is a village, named ASvabhadra,

like a tilaka on the earth, fair with large pools, wells, tanks,

and various groves. 1 am an inhabitant of this village,

devoted to the study of the Vedas, constantly maintaining

the sacrificial fire, coming from a pure Brahman family.

One day I entrusted my son, dearer than life, to my
wife and went to another village to study different sciences.

Next day while I was studying there, anxiety arose in me.

I was troubled, thinking, ' This is a very bad omen.’

Terrified by this bad omen, I returned to my own village,

like a well-bred horse to the stable formerly occupied.

From afar I saw my own house deprived of beauty. Wh.de

I reflected for a long time, ‘ Why is this ?
’ my left e e

twitched rapidly, and a crow lighted on a dry tree and

croaked loudly. Wounded in the heart by unfavorable

omens such as these like arrows, bereft of mind
,
I entered the

house like a man of straw. When my wife saw me rushing

forward, her liair disheveled, crying at once, ' Oh I my son

0 'n ! ni}’ son !
’ she fell to the ground. Thinking ' My son

is certainly dead,' I also fell to the ground at once, like a

dead man. At the end of the swoon, again lamenting

pitiably, I saw in the house my son bitten by a snake.

While I stayed awake at night without eating, etc.,

the family-deity announced to me, ‘ Sir, why are you
so crushed by the death of your sou ? I wall restore

your son, if you follow my instructions.' I said, 'The

command of the goddess is authority.’ For what is not

promised for the sake of a son by those miserable with

grief ? The family-deity said, ‘ Bring quickly fire from an

auspicious house where no one has died.'
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Then from desire for my son I wandered daily to

every house like a lost, child, asking for that and being

laughed at. All the people questioned told in every house

of dead past number. There was no house without death.

With hope crushed by its non-attainment, my mind lost

like a dead man, miserable, I declared all that to the

family-deity. The deity said, * If there is no auspicious

house, how am I able to protect you from inauspiciousness ?
’

Urged on by that speech of the deity like an elephant-

goad, wandering to every village, to every city, I came
here. You are known as the comforter of the whole

earth. There is no rival to you, first among the powerful.

Even the Vidyadharas, living iti the two rows (of cities)

inaccessible on Mt. Vait&<Jhya, take your commands on

their heads like wreaths. Even the gods always execute

your orders, like servants. The treasures constantly offer

you desired objects. So I have come to you as a refuge,

you the sole bestower of comfort on the poor. Bring for

me the fire from some auspicious house, that the family-

deity' may bring my son though dead, since I am grieved

at my sou's death.
1 '

The King, though knowing the true nature of existence,

being subject to compassion was grieved by his grief and

said, after reflecting a little :

" My house is us much superior to all the houses on

this earth, as Sumeru to mountains. In this was the

Blessed Rsabha SvSmin, who had uncqualed rule in the

three worlds, the first of the Tlrthanathas, the first of

kings, able to make an umbrella out of die earth, raising

it by his arm, making a handle of AniarScala a lac of

yojanas high, the nails of whose feet were sharpened by

the crowns of sixty-four Tndras, (yet) he died in course

c f time.

His first son, the first cakravartin, Bharata by name,

w hose commands wen* always carried on the head by gods

and asuras, who shared the seat of the PuruhQta of

Saudharma, in course of time reached the end of his life.
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His younger son, the chief of those possessing the finest

strength of arm, like the ocean Svayambhflramana of all

the oceans, unshaken by buffaloes, elephants, Sarabhas,

etc., scratching themselves (on him), absorbed in pratima

for a year like a diamond staff set up, long-armed Bflbubali,

having the power of Bahudanteya (Indra), did not remain

any longer, when his life as a man was completed.

Cakrin Bharata had a son, AdityayaSas, a sun in

powerful splendor, not deficient in strength. Mah&yaSas

was the son of AdityayaSas, his glory sung to the ends

of the earth, the crest-jewel of all the powerful. A son,

Atibala, was born to him, ruling the earth with unbroken

authority like Akhaadala. He had a son, named Bala-

bhadra, causing happiness to the world by power and light,

like the sun. His son was Balavliya, the chief of the

courageous and enduring, foremost of kings. A son

Klitivlrya, adorned with both fame and heroism, sprang

from him, like a shining fight from a light. His son was

Jalavlrya, whose strength could not be resisted by enemies

like a rutting elephant by elephants, like a diamond stafy

by weapons. His son was Dandavlrya, having the powe r

of his staff unbroken, like another Dandapani (Yama
),

having terrible arm-staffs. All, rulers of the souther a

half of Bharata, powerful, wearing the Blessed One s

crown brought by Indra, unconquerable by gods and

asuras, having supernatural strength, all died by the

law of time. Since then other powerful kings beyond

number have died. For death is invincible.

Destroying everything like a backbiter, consuming

everything like a fire, penetrating everything like ai

flood, that is Krtfinta, alas ! O Brahman. No ancesto r

even in my house has survived death. What possibility i s

there in other houses ? Where is the auspicious house ?

If your sou alone should die, that (grieving) would be

fitting for you. Why, Brahman, do you grieve at death

common to all ? KrtJnta is called Samavartia (Impartial),

look you ! because he behaves impartially to young and
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old, poor niau and cakravartin. This is the true nature

of worldly existence, that no one in it is permanent, like a

wave in a river, like an autumn-cloud in the sky. Further-

more, 1113' father, mother, brother, son, sister, daughtcr-in-

law—such a relation is not real. Some come from one

place and some from another, and meet in one house.

So all people arc like travelers at a village-inn. When each

goes away by a separate road as a result of their karma,

what wise man would grieve at all ? Do not grieve there-

ore, which is a sign of delusion, best of Brahmans. Use
firmness, noble sir, and entrust yourself to discernment."

Then the Brahman said, " O King, I know the true

nature of existence of living beings. However, today I

forgot it in grief for my sou, To the extent that every

man has knowledge, to the extent that every man possesses

firmness, to that extent he does not experience with his

soul separation from his beloved. O master, people like

you, their minds purified by drinking the nectar of the

vVrhat's teaching always, possessing firmness and discern-

ment, are few. O discerning one, 1 deluded have been

very well enlightened by you. This discrimination must

foe preserved by you for your own sake. It, disappearing,

trust be guarded when calamity is at hand; since surely

a weapon is carried in time of danger. This death, im-

partial to the poor man and to the cakravartin, destroying

life, sons, etc., is afraid of no one. Listen ! One who has

few sous, etc., of him few die. Who has many, of him

nany die. But the pain of the two is just the same,

i ndeed ! like that of the kunthu ”* and the elephant from

light and heavy blows. Henceforth, I will not grieve for

the loss of one son. Like me, do not grieve at the loss

of all your sons. For your sixty thousand sons, resplendent

with strength of arm, have died simultaneously as a result

of destiny, O King.’’

153. A snail three-sensed creature. Uttar. 3.4. See also

PE and !“H, s.v.
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In the meantime the vassal-kings, ministers, generals,

and other people of the princes’ retinues waiting in the

vicinity, their faces coveied with upper garments like

people bashful from shame, their bodies colorless from

grief like trees burned by lire, their minds exceedingly dis-

traught like Kinnaras and Piiacas," 0 their eyes tearful,

miserable, like misers who have been robbed, their steps

stumbling as if they had been bitten by snakes, entered

the King's assembly simultaneously, as if they had a

rendezvous (with the Brahman’s speech).

They bowed to the King and sat down in the proper

places, and remained with down-cast faces as if wishing

to enter the earth. After hearing the Brahman's speech

and seeing them in such a condition and returned without

the princes like elephants without drivers, the King quickly

became (as if) painted, sculptured, asleep, or transfi«ed.

by a charm, distraught, with twitching eves. The Brahman
spoke to enlighten again the King who had swooned from

lack of firmuess and been restored to his natural state by

firmness, " You are of the family of R?abha Svamin,

who was a sun for the sleep of delusion of all, and you ai e

a brother of Lord Ajita, O King. Why do you disgrace

them now, O King, yielding to your delusion like a low-

born person ?
”

The King thought: “This Brahman recited the pro-

logue of the play of my sons’ destruction in the guise

of his son's death. Clearly he announces now the destruc-

tion of the princes. These ministers have come without

the princes. How could their destruction come about,

even in the mind, as they wandered over the earth at will,

like lions in a forest P Attended by the great jewels, 1 “

invincible from their own strength, by whom could they,

having unstumbliug powers, indeed, be killed ?
”

158. Both Kinnaras and PisScas arc sub-divisions of the
Vyantaias. I do not know why they arc used as examples of distraction

.

1,1 i6g. l.c., the thirteen jewels ; the woman-jewel was not with

them.
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After these reflections, the King questioned the

ministers, etc., ‘ What is it ? ’ and they told the story of

J valanaprabha. Struck by that news like an axe, the

King fell to the ground in a swoon, shaking the earth.

The mothers of the princes fell swooning to the ground.

For the grief of fathers and mothers at the loss of sons

is equal. A great cry arose from the people in the palace

like that of animals inside the caves of the ocean-bank.

The ministers, etc., wept distressingly, blaming themselves

excessively as witnesses of the death of the master’s sons.

As if unable to look at such a state of the master, the

door-keepers sobbed, their faces covered with their hands.

Abandoning their weapons though dearer than life, the

body-guard rolled on the ground, lamenting, like trees

blown down by the wind. The chamberlains wept

violently, bursting their jackets like partridges that had

fallen into a iorest-fire. Beating their breasts like an

enemy that had been found after a long time, the men
and women servants wailed, saying, ‘ We are killed.'

By fanning and sprinkling with water they restored

consciousness, which drives in the arrow of pain, to the

King fallen on the ground. Their clothes soiled by collyr-

ium and tears, their cheeks and eyes covered by creepers

of disarranged hair, their necklaces broken by blows on

their breasts, the pearls of their bracelets crushed from
rolling on the ground violently, sending out breath just

like smoke from the fire of pain, the King’s wives wept

with parching throats and lips. The King, abandoning

firmness, shame, and discernment all at one time, like

the queens, lamented

:

"O princes, where are you? Return from your

wandering. Now is the suitable time for you to take

sovereignty and for Sagara to take the vow. Why does

no one speak ? The Brahman spoke the truth. I have been

robbed by a god like a thief knowing tricks, alas ! O miser-

able god, where are you ? Wliereare you, Jvalanaprabha ?

Where have you gone, after doing this thing unsuitable for
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a warrior, O wretch of a serpent ? General, where has the

violence of your cruel arm gone ? Priest-jewel, where has

your power to make safe gone ? Carpenter, where has

your skill in making fortresses oozed away ? Steward, are

your herbs for revivifying forgotten somewhere ? Elephant-

jewel, had you become careless at that time? Horse-

jewel, had some pain of yours developed there? Wheel,

staff, sword, were you then far away ? Gem and cowrie,

were you without light, like the moon by day ? Umbrella

and skin, were you split like the cover of a drum ? Nine

treasures, were you devoured by the earth ? (Was such

the case) since the princes, sporting without fear from

confidence in you, were not protected even by all of yon

from the villain of a serpent ?

After such destruction, what can 1 do now ? If I kill

Jvalanaprabha and his family, my sons indeed do not live.

No one in Rsablia SvSmin's family has died in this way

Oh ! sons, why have you died this shameful death ! All my
ancestors, living a human lifetime, took initiation and

found heaven and emancipation. Verily, your confidence

in wandering at will was not fulfilled, like the pregnaucy-

whiin of trees originating in a great forest.’*
1

A full moon rose and was devoured by Rahu by fate ;

a tree was bearing fruit and was broken by an elephant

;

a boat came to the shore and was broken by the coast

-

mountain
;

a new cloud was raised and was scattered by

the wind; a field of rice was ripe and was burned by a

forest-fire
;
and you, suited to religion, wealth, and love,

were born and killed, alas
!

After reaching my house,

O sous, you have gone, with the aims of existence unaccom-

plished, alas ! alas I like beggars that had come to the hous e

of a stingy rich man. Therefore, now enough of the jewels,

the wheel, etc., and the treasures which, without you,

separated from them, are like gardens, etc., without mocn-

light. What use have 1 for the sovereignty of six-part

io6. I.e., in the case of forest-trees, they would not be

by women to make them blossom by kicks, kisses, etc.
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Bharatakpetra, or even for life, since I have become
deprived of my sons dearer than life ?

”

Then to enlighten the King bewailing so, the Brahman-
layman said in a voice sweet as nectar :

" In your family en-

lightenment, like protection of the earth, has attained first

authority. In vain you are enlightened by others. Your
Majesty. Ate you not ashamed to be enlightened by
a aothcr, you whose brother, Lord Ajita, is the visible sun
fc r the delusion of the world ? That this worldly exis-

tt nee is worthless is taught to another, but why should

it be told to you attending tbe All-knowing from birth ?

Fathers, mothers, wives, sons, and friends, all this in

wo rldly existence is like something seen in a dream, O
Ki ag. What is seen at dawn is not seen at noon, what
is s.^en at noon is not seen at night. In this existence,

ala objects are transitory. You know the truth

yourself. Establish yourself in firmness. Everything is

lighted up by the sun. There is no other light but the

sun.’

The King, listening to the Bralunan's speech and
recal ling frequently his sons' death, was filled with enlighten-

ment and delusion, like I^vanoda Ocean with gems and
salt, like the daik night between the fortnights with light

and darkness, like the full moon with moonlight and
marks, like Mt. Hima with divine herbs and snow.

Just as great firmness was innate in the King, so incidental

delusion was produced, originating in the destruction of

his sous Enlightenment and delusion were present at the

same time in the King, like two swords in one scabbard,

1 ike two elephants at one post. Then the chief-mir.ister,

.S'ubuddhi, who was clever, spoke with nectar-like speech to

blighten the King

:

“ Oceans may sometimes cross their boundaries, rnoun-

tai n-ranges may sometimes shake, the earth may tremble

at times, a thunderbolt may break sometimes, but noble

men like you do uot despair in the least, even when great

calamities are present. Hear how discerning people,
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knowing ' Everything in existence, the family, etc., is

seen in a moment and disappears in a moment.’

are not deluded.

Story of the expert magician (220-379)

Once upon a time there lived a king in a certain city

in Bharataksetra in this same Jambadvlpa. He was tbie

hansa of the pool of Jinadharma, a traveler on the road of

good conduct, a cloud to the peacocks of subjects, an

ocean for maintaining boundaries, a fire for the dry gra ss

of all calamities, the sole tree for tire creeper of com-

passion, a mountain for the river of fame, the only Roha na

for the jewel of good behavior. One day, when he was

seated comfortably in his assembly, at a suitable momc ut

the door-keeper announced

:

' Some man at the door, holding a wreath in his hv..nd,

who appears to know the arts, wishes to see Your Ma lesty

in order to tell something now. Whether he is a pundit- or a

poet, a musician or an actor, whether he knows the Vedas

or state-craft, or military science or sorcery, that is not

known. But it is known by his appearance that be is

a person of ability. Even children are taught, "Where

there is good appearance, there is ability.”
’

The king ordered, * Bring him in quickly that he

may say what he wants as he likes.'

Admitted by the door-keeper at the king's command,

the man then entered the king’s assembly, like Mercury

the orbit of the sun. ' One should not see the master with

empty hands,’ and he handed the king the wreath of

flowers, like a garland-maker. Then with hands folded

submissively, he sat down in the place indicated by the

door-keeper on a suitable seat given by the seat-servants.

With one eve-brow slightly raised, bis bps blossoming with

smiles, the king spoke graciously to him :

'Sir, from what caste are you, brahman, kgatriya,

vaiSya, or Sudia ? Or are you from the mixed cast es,
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aibastha,'" magadba,’*' etc.? Or do you know the

V4as, or the Purfinas, or the Smjtis ? Or are you an

asrologer, or are you expert in the triple science ?
846 Or

artyou an instructor in archery, or skilled in shield and

swcd, or practiced with the lance, or expert with arrows ?

Or lo you know the club, or are you learned with the

sta, or powerful with a long spear, or expert with the

mac? Are you unstumbling in the use of the plough-

shat, or have you obtained power in the use of the discus,

or ae you skilled with the dagger, or clever in a close

fight? Do you know the heart of a horse, or are you

able to train elephants ? Or are you an instructor in

miliary-formations, or can you break up military' arrays ?

Are von a maker of chariots, etc., or a driver of chariots,

etc. Or areyou skilful in metals, silver, gold, copper, etc. ?

Are ;ou expert in making shrines, palaces, mansions, etc.,

or clever in building various machines, forts, etc. ? Are

you tie son of a sea-trader, or the son of a caravan-leader ?

Or a.'? you a goldsmith, or a jeweler ? Are you skilled

on the lute, or expert on the flute, or clever in playing

the kettle-drum, or proud (of skill) on the drum ? Do
you nake recitations, or do you teach singing, or

are y.'U a stage-director, or an actor in the drama ? Are

you a bard, or a teacher of dancing ? Or a soldier sworn

to fight to the end, or a spy? Do you know writing or

drawing, or are you a painter or an embosser, or some

other kind of an artisan ? Are you wearied by crossing

male an 3 female rivers and the ocean ? Are you expert in

the use of magic, sorcery, and juggling ?
1

Questioned persistently by the king in this way, he

bowed again and said respectfully

:

* 0 king, you are the support oi all worthy persons,

as the u»cean is the receptacle of water, and the sun of

M 2
'
02 .

Offspring of a br&bman and vaifcya-woman. MW s.v.

tu *33. Offspring of a Icsatriya-woicnn and vaiSya-man. MW s.v.

233. Reciting hymn*, performing sacritic**, aud chanting.

MW s.v.
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brilliance. I am like a fellow of the expert in the &&strasthe

Vedas, etc., like a superior teacher to the skilled in arcery,

etc., like Visvakarman in person in every craft and busiess.

like Sarasvatl in the form of a man in the arts, sining,

etc., like a father to merchants in the jewel-trade, tc.,

like a teacher to bards, etc., in eloquence. What a tning

art is crossing the water of rivers, etc., to me I Hop ver,

I have come to you to demonstrate sorcery.

For I will show you at once a row of gardens ;T am
able to reverse the seasons, spring, etc. I can mke a

concert by a band of musicians appear in the ai\ and

I can instantly appear and disappear in a twinklin’. I

will swallow charcoal even of acada-wood like gri:-,. I

will chew darts of hot iron like cocoanuts. I can a/,umc

another form—that of water-animals or land-aniraas, or

birds, one or many, at another’s wish. I can at trad and

draw the desired object even from afar. I can charge the

color of objects immediately. I am able to showjiother

miracles at once. After you have seen the high egree

of my skill in the arts, make it fruitful.’

The king said to the man who had pauses after

promising so much, thundering like a cloud:

' Like a mountain dug up by the roots to pulTout a

mole, like a broad pool dried up to catch fish, etc., like a

garden of mango trees cut down for fuel, like a moon-
stone destroyed for a handful of powder, like devadil?ya-

doth torn up for a bandage, just like a temple unpegged for

the sake of the pegs, how much is the soul, resembling pure

crystal, suitable for acquiring the highest truth, wounded by

you, alas ! by your improper sdence ! Destruction of the

mind takes place in those looking at improper science such

as yours, just as in those suffering from the diseas es of the

three humors. You arc a petitioner. Take as raucii money
as you like, since no one’s hope is destroyed in niy tiouse.’

Then the man, addressed by the king in such a

harsh manner, always considering himself a man, restrained

his anger and said:
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‘ Ain I blind, or deaf, or lame, or deprived of my hands,

or impotent, an object of compassion, or the opposite ?

Without, showing my own ability, without causing amaze-

ment, how can I take money from you, a kalpa-ttee of

presents ? Good fortune to you and homage to you from

me. I, unfortunate, will go elsewhere.’ Saying this, he got

up. The man went away, though the king, fearing that

the fault of stinginess would be attributed to himself, had

men try to stop him. He did not take the master’s money
when it was offered because he was angry. The king’s

shame was removed by his men saying, ‘ You gave it,

anyway.'

One day the same man assumed the dress of a Brahman
and stood at the same king's door with a present in his

hand- In the same way the door-keeper announced to the

king that he was standing there. For the announcing of

those who have come to the door is the duty of the door-

keeper. At tiie king’s command the door-keeper had the

man soon brought into the assembly by the servants.

He stood in front of the king, his arm upraised, and

recited some verses from the Aryavedas in the style with

interlocking words. At the end of the recitation of the

verses he sat down on the seat indicated by the door-keeper,

and was regarded by the king with a glance tender with

favor. ' Who are you ? Why have you come ? ’ asked

by the king, the first of the Brahmans replied, his hands

folded submissively

:

' 0 king. I am an astrologer, and have learned all

the sacred books from attendance on good gurus like

knowledge embodied. I know the books of the eight

divisions of the science of omens, 1,4 and all the books on

s«# 278. Ast-iiUulmraulgiantha. I can £ud no other reference to

adhikaianigrantha. Muni’ Javanuvijayaji thinks this refers to the

nimittaSastta, a knowledge of which was considered sinful. (Sec

UttaT. K. 31. 19, pp. 506-7). PH quotes adkikarana (ahiRaranai as

'sinful action.’ The 8 divisions of cimittaiastra are: bhauma

(phenomena of the earth), utpata (unusual events), svapna (dreams).

13
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effects of celestial phenomena, the casting of nativities,

the books on mathematics, as well as my own name. I

can tell all the present, past, and future events, unhindered,

like a muni who has magic powers from penance, O king.’

Then the king replied, ' O Brahman, at this instant

tell what will happen in the future. Confidence is the

fruit of knowledge.’ The Brahman said, ' On the seventh

day, a flood will bring about the end of the world, alter

making the whole world one ocean.’

Feeling simultaneously both astonishment and dis-

turbance at that speech, the king looked at the faces of

the other astrologers. Questioned by the king by the

gesture of an eye-brow, angered by the Brahman’s difficult

speech, the astrologers spoke with ridicule :

' If he—some new astrologer—has appeared, have new

books on astronomy come into existence, master, by

whose authority he says this thing painful to the ear

to hear, “ A flood will make the whole world one ocean ”?

Have new planets, constellations, stars come into existence

by authority of whose retrograde and accelerated move-

ments, etc., he says that ? That is not in conformity with

the books on astronomy here from the twelve ahgas com-

posed by the ganabhrts, the disciples of the All-knowing.

These planets, suus, etc., which agree with the treatises—

we consider such a thing not to be in accordance with

them.

This Lavaua Ocean which encircles Jambudvipa will

certainly not cross the boundary, like you. If some new

ocean, originating from the sky or the middle of the earth

is to make this universe oue ocean, is this man reckless, or

possessed by a demon, or drunk, 01 crazed, or naturally

inadi* Or did he stndy the sacred texts ?.t the wrong

time and forget them, that unchecked he says such an

antonk-sa (phenomena in the air), aiiga (changes in the body), svma

(sounds), lnkjapa (marks on the body, such as silvatsa), vyafijaca (waits,

moles, etc., ou body). See Rajendra, afthanganiniitta ; SUtrakftanga

2. 2. 25 ;
Pravac, 1405-09, p. 410.
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absurd tiling ? Because the master is firm as Sumeru, and
endures all things like the earth, such a thing is said openly

by wicked men at their pleasure. Such a thing can not

be said even before ordinary people, to say nothing of the

master powerful in anger and favor. Is be, who utters a

speech hard to speak, courageous, or is the hearer courageous

who does not become angry after hearing it ? Ii the

master believes such a thing, let him believe it, and it

must be acknowledged without contradiction. Mountains

fly aloft, flowers are in the sky, fire has a cool glow, sons

arc bom of barren women, asses have horns, stones float

in water, hell-inhabitants are free from pain—if that is

not true, his speech is not true.’

Then the king, knowing what was proper and improper,

looked at the astrologer with curiosity. The astrologer,

spurred on by that ridiculing speech like a goad, said with

resoluteness

:

' O king, why are these ministers of pleasure in your

council ? Why these clowns, or these village pundits ? If

such subjects are suitable even for 5-our council, then

learning has been burned, a helpless sati. How can asso-

ciation—think of it!—with these stupid men be suitable

for you who are clever in all tilings, like that of a lion

with jackals? If they have come merely by the custom

of hereditary appointments, they, oi little wit, are entitled

only to sustenance, like women. They are not suitable

from qualifications to sit in the council, like a piece of

glass in a tiara made of gold and jewels. For they do not

know at all the inner meaning of the Sastias’ words, but

they are proud of reciting merely like a parrot always.

The ones who know the inner meaning speak with contempt

ior the words of men with superficial knowledge and puffed-

out cheeks.

A trader's oil-bottle, fastened on a camel’s back, goes

from country to country. Does it know the road, however ?

With gourds fastened under his arms a man who can not

swim floats in a river or lake, but does he know how to
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swim in the water ? These have studied the S&stras by

repetition of their preceptor's speech. They do not know

at all the inner meaning. If my knowledge is incredible

to them of little wit, is the seven-day limit to confidence in

my knowledge far away ? If the blessed ocean makes

my speech true, making the world one ocean by its own

waters diffused, will these councilors of yours, knowing the

interpretation of books on astronomy, show mountains

flying up like birds ? Will they show flowers like trees

in the sky, or fire like water, or will they obtain a son from

a barren woman like a cow ? Will they lead forth an ass

horned like a buffalo, or will they make stones float in

the ocean like a boat? These fools talking about hell-

inhabitants without pain—will they make false the books

spoken by the Omniscient? I will stay here for seven

days, guarded by your men. Certainly liars do not show

such self-confidence. If my prediction does not come true

on the seventh day, O king, then I must be killed by

cabalas, like a robber.’

The king said to his men, 1 Even if this speech oi the

Brahman is ominous and difficult to perform, and also

not in agreement (with the SSstras), nevertheless for seven

days and nights our mind will be in doubt, alas ! At the

end of that time, there will be a test of his truth and

falsity.' With this the king handed over the Brahman,

like a deposit, to Iris body-guard and dismissed the assembly.

'On the seventh day a great miracle will be seen.’

' This crazy-talking Brahman will be killed then, alas !

’

'

Surely the end of the world will come. Who would lie

so to die ?
’ So there were varied rumors among the

townspeople at that time.

The Brahman, eager at the thought,
1 On the seveuth

day I shall show a great miracle,’ passed six days wearily.

The king, eager for the destruction of his doubt, lived

with difficulty through six days like six months, counting

them over repeatedly. On the seventh day the king,

occupying the room on the house-top, said to him :
‘ The
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limit of your speech and life has been reached. Not even

an atom of water is seen today, to say nothing of the

ocean agitated for the destruction of the world which you

predicted. Every one, alas! is hostile to you, because of

your prediction of universal destruction
;
and will seek your

death, your assertion being false. What advantage would

it be to me to kill you, an insignificant man ? Go now.

You said that when crazed.’ The king instructed the

guards audibly, 'Free the miserable man. Let him go

away comfortably, like a sheep.’

The Brahman replied, his lips covered with a smile

:

‘ Compassion toward all living things is suitable for the

noble. However, today Tam not an object of compassion,

O king, so long as my assertion made at that time is

not false. If my assertion is false, you can kill me. If

you free me then when I deserve death, O king, you would

be called ‘compassionate.’ Even if released, I will not

go away, but will remain here like a prisoner. Know that

my assertion will be fulfilled in a very short time. Wait

only a moment in this same place and see instantly high

waves of the ocean raised up like the vanguard of Yama’s

soldiers. Make your own astrologers and councilors eye-

witnesses for a moment. After a moment we shall not

exist, not I, nor you, nor they.’ After saying this, the

astrologer remained silent.

An indistinct loud noise was heard like the rumbling

of death. When they heard that great unexpected noise,

creating fear, all stood with ears pricked up like forest-dccr.

His head turned up a little, rising slightly from his seat,

smiling a little, the Brahman spoke again

:

' Hear the noise, O king, filling heaven and earth, like

the sound of your drum, indicating the setting out of the

ocean. See it, by taking just a little of whose water

rain-clouds, Pu^karavarta, etc., inundate the whole earth,

which has set out now, unrestrained, flooding the earth,

after crossing the boundary. The ocean, hard to restrain,

indeed, possesses the caves, disturbs the trees, levels the
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high places, and makes the mountaius disappear. Going

into the house, etc., is a remedy for wind, water is a

remedy for fire, but. there is none for the ocean when it has

set out.’

To the king looking at the Briliman saying this,

water appeared at a distance on all sides, like the water

of a mirage. All, miserable, looking at it, saw the universe

destroyed by water, like a fearless man by a fight at night,

with lamentations of ' Oh
!
Oh 1

’ Then the Brahman,

standing before the king and pointing with his finger at

the increasing flood, spoke maliciously

:

‘ Sir, see all these mountains on the border. They are

covered by the waters of the ocean like darkness. I think,

all the forests are rooted up by the waters, since these

trees are seen floating, like a crowd of crocodiles. Now
this ocean-water submerges completely milages, mines,

cities, etc. Alas for destiny! Now the gardens in the

vicinity of the city are oppressed by the ocean-waters

unchecked, like the virtuous by slanderers. O king, now

the ocean-water, roaring, strikes aloud against the circular

wall like a basin at the foot of a tree. This wall is leaped

over quickly by the water rushing on, like a horse by a

horseman too swift from haste. Look 1 all the city with

its palaces and houses is filled like a tank with the ocean's

cruel waves. That water, Your Majesty, is rushing at the

door of your house now, springing up like an army of horses,

roaring, violent. Now' this palace of yours appears like an

island, O king, surviving the submerged city. Now the

water unhindered mounts the flights of stairs like a royal

attendant arrogant from favor. The fust story has been

filled, and now the second is being filled. Having filled it,

the third story also is being filled by the water. The

fourth, fifth, and sixth stories, while you look on, have been

filled by the ocean-waters in half a minute, indeed! The

top-story of the house, like the head of the body, remains,

being penetrated by the waters like the effects of poison.

The end of the world which I predicted is present. Where
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are those councilors of yours, 0 king, who laughed at

me before ?
’

Then the king, because of fear of universal destruction,

rose quickly and girded himself firmly with the intention of

jumping. The king jumped, leaping up like a monkey,

and saw himself seated ou the lion-throne and him (the

Brahman) standing as before. The ocean-water instantly

disappeared somewhere, and the king stood wide-eyed

from astonishment. The king saw everything, trees,

mountains, walls, houses, etc., unbroken and unbent, in

the same condition as before. The fictitious astrologer

beat with his own hauds the drum fastened to his waist 1 *’

and recited joyfully :
' In the practice of sorcery, etc.,

I bow to the lotus-feet of Vajrin, creator of the art of

sorcery, and of Samvara.' **•

Then the king, seated on his lion-throne, said to the

Brahman with amazement, 1 What is this ? ’ The Brahman
said: ‘Formerly I came to you, saying, “O king, I am
distinguished by the qualities of all who arc conversant

with the arts.” Humiliated by you saying, “Sorcery

destroys the mind,” I went away without taking the

money offered. The fatigue arising from the acquisition of

merit does not pass away at the gaining of money, even

much of it, but it goes at the recognition of merit ou the

part of persons endowed with merit. I became an astrolo-

ger and today by that trick forced you to know the practice

of the art of sorcery. Favor me. That your councilors

have been humiliated and that you have been confused,

0 king, pardon all that. There has been no real offence.’

After saving this he paused, and the king, knowing
th< highest truth, said in a voice resembling a trickle of

neciar

:

ir
366. Muni Jayantavijayaji tells tne that a juggler wears a small

dram ai his waist, which he beats with his hands or a small stick.

“ $7- Samvara must have been some pre-eminent sorcerer, but

1 have no been able to locate him. There is a sorcerer named Sambara

ic the Raaivah. but this can hardly refer to him.
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' Do not lx; afraid at the thought, “ I have humiliated

the king and king’s councilors.” O Brahman, you are

my greatest benefactor. By you showing this sorcery

today, I have been taught the worthlessness of sanisara

equal to that. Just as water was made to appear and

disappear instantly by you, just so arc all objects. What
pleasure now is there in sanisara ?

'

Beginning so, the king recited the faults of samsara

for a long time, satisfied the Brahman, and adopted

mendicancy himself.

This birth, resembling sorcery, has been illustrated by

us. You yourself, moon of the family oi the All-knowing,

know, 0 lord.”

Slory of the magician in tltc form of a VidyUdhara

(381
-522 )

The second minister, VScaspatimati, related to the

chief of kings a story that was a specific for the arrow of

sorrow

:

“ Once upon a time there lived a king, a mine of

virtues, discernment, etc., in a certain city in this same
Bharataksetra. One day a man skilled in the practice of

magic was announced by the door-keeper to the king in

his assembly. The pure-minded king did not allow his

admission. There is no friendship between magicians and

honest men, who are like eternal enemies. Abashed

by the refusal, after passing several days, he made a

change in his appearance, changing his form at will

like a god.

One day he approached the same kiug, coming through

the air, carrying a sword and shield, accompanied by a

fine woman. ’ Who arc you ? Who is she ? Why have

you come ? ’ asked by the king himself, the man said

‘ I am a Vidyfldhara, and this Vidyadhara-wonan is

my wife. I am at enmity with a certain Vidyidhara,

O king. For she was formerly carried away by tbit man,

lustful after women, evil-souled, by trickery like the nectar
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by Vidhuntuda (Rahu).*'* I recovered from him this wife

dearer than life. Not even cattle endure injury to their

females, O king. Your formidable arms have their purpose

accomplished in support of the world; your wealth is

fruitful in the destruction of the distress of beggars.

Your power has its object gained by the gift of fearlessness

to the fearful ; your knowledge of the SSstras is productive

by the removal of the doubts of the learned. Your

expertness in weapons is fruitful by the removal of thorns

from the whole world
;
your other virtues have their

respective objectives gained by benefiting others. Your

brotherly attitude to other men's wives is well-known. Let

it have a superior fruit in benefit to me, O king.

With my wife present at my side I am tied by her,

is it were, and am not able to fight with enemies employing

;rickeiy. I do not ask for a troop of elephants
;

I do not

ask for a troop of cavalry
;

I do not ask for a troop of

chariots; I do not ask for a troop of infantry. But I

do ask from you, as assistance to me, protection of her

1 ike a deposit, O brother to other men’s wives. One man
way be lustful after women himself, though capable of

protecting
;
another may be free from lust by nature, but

incapable of protection. You are not lustful and you

are capable of protecting, O king. Therefore 1 have come

from a distance to make a request of you. If this deposit

in the form of my wife is made your own, let me know.

My enemy, though strong, is as good as dead.’

The moon of his face pure with the moonlight of a

beaming smile, the noble-minded king said :

' How little is asked of ns by you coming from afar,

like a kalpa-tree asked for leaves, like the ocean for water,

like the cow of plenty for milk, like Mt. Rohana for a

jewel, like Srida (Kubcra) for mere food, like a cloud for

only shade. Show me that enemy of yours, that I may

kill him . Then at once enjoy pleasures fearlessly, wise sir
.

'

*« jS8. At the churning of the ocean. Cl. BhSgavatapurana,

VI, 18. 12-13
;
MahShharata I. XQ.
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The man, delighted, the hollows of his ears filled with

the stream of nectar of the king's speech, said to the king

:

‘ Silver, gold, all kinds of jewels, fathers, mothers, sons,

and everything else, house, etc., can be handed over as a

deposit with even a little confidence
;
but not a wife anywhere

even with much confidence. 0 king, you and no other are

the home of such confidence. Here Mt. Malaya alone is the

home of sandal. My enemy has been killed by you aloue

by taking my wife as a deposit, I think, O vexer of enemies.

The deposit of my wife being accepted by you, I, steadfast

from confidence in you, shall now, indeed, make widows

out of the wives of my enemies. I, springing up like a

lion, will soon show my power to you remaining here,

0 king. With your permission I shall go instantly of

my own free will through the air with unstumbling gait

like Garuda.'

The king replied, 'Go at will, Vidyddhara, great

soldier. Leave your wife in my house like her father’s

house.’

Then the man flew up in the air like a bird, spreading

the hilt of the sword and shield like wings. His wife,

addressed by the king with the same respect as his daughter,

remained there with an easy mind. The king, remaining

there, heard a battle-cry being produced in the sky, like

the thunder of clouds. He heard the sounds of blows of

various swords and shields—tadat, taditi, like the sounds

of lightning breaking forth. The words, ‘ You axe

!

you arc !

’
' You are not I you are not l

’
‘ Stay I stay !

’

‘ Go ! go !
'

‘ I am going to kill you, kill you/ were heard

in the sky. The king, seated in his council with his

councilors, astonished, stood for a long time looking up

just as at the time of an eclipse.

Then an arm ornamented by a jeweled bracelet fell

on the ground in front of the king while he was so

watching. The Vidyadhara-woman came before him to

examine the arm fallen from the sky, looked at it and said,

‘ This is my husband's arm, which became a pillow for my
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checks, an ear-ornament for my ears, and a necklace on

my neck.’ Just as the gazelle-eyed woman was saying

this and looking at it, a foot fell on the ground as if from

friendship with the arm. Examining also the foot with

an anklet, her face tearful, the lotus-faced woman said

again. ' That is my husband's foot which was covered with

oil, rubbed, washed, and anoiuted by me with my own
hand for a long time.’ While she was speaking, a second

arm fell from the sky in front of her, like a branch of a

tree shaken by the wind. When she saw this arm with

jeweled armlets and bracelets, with streaming eyes like a

fountain in the form of a woman she said, ‘ This is the

hand, clever in parting the hair, au ornament of the hair,

the sportive engraver of various decorations of unguents on

the face and body.' Before her standing in the same

place fell the second foot from the sky, and she said

again, ' That is my husband’s foot, cherished by my lottis-

hand, never weary of the couch of my lap, oh 1 oh !

'
Just

then the head and trunk fell in the same place, shaking

the earth together with her heart. Then she spoke

:

* Oh ! my husband has been killed by a strong, crafty

enemy. Oh ! I am killed, miserable woman that I am.

This is my husband’s very lotus-like face which 1 have

adorned with ear-rings with extreme affection. This is my
husband's noble heart, alas I which is my sole dwelling-

place, both inner and external. Oh ! my lord, without

you I am without a lord. Who will bring dowers from

the garden bandana and make ornaments foT me ? With

whom shall I play the lute, seated on the same seat, going

through the sky, at pleasure ? Who will support me like

a lute on his lap, or who will spread out my hair on a

couch ? Whom shall I often provoke by the play oi deep

affection ? To whom like an a^oka-tree will a kick from

me give joy ?
*"° Oh ! my dear, who now will anoint me

1,0
437. An aioka is said to blossom from the kick of a beautiful

woman.
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with goSIrsa-sandal paste like moonlight made into clusters

of blossoms ? Who now like a maid-servant will decorate

me with unguents on checks, ear-lobes, neck, forehead, and

breasts ? Who even by pretended falsehoods will make

me keeping silent from pride talk like a pleasure-parrot ?

Who will often wake me up when I am pretending to be

asleep by flattering words, " My dear, my dear ! Goddess,

goddess !
” Now enough of hesitation which is disgraceful

to me. My lord, I shall follow you who are a traveler

on the long journey.’

Wishing to go voluntarily on her husband’s journey,

with hands folded submissively she asked the king for a

fire as a conveyance. The king said to her, ‘ Child with

a pure heart, how can you say such a thing without

finding out all about your husband ? For there is such

magic of Rak^asas, Vidy&dharas, etc. Therefore, wait a

moment. For self-destruction is voluntary.'

She said again to the king: ‘My husband, led to

death in a fight and falleu here, has been seen with our

own eyes. Twilight rises and sets with the sun. Loyal

wives live aud die with their husbands. Shall I by living

hereafter disgrace the family of my father whose stock

is spotless and also the family of such a husband ? Will

you not he ashamed if you see me, your adopted daughter,

surviving without a husband, O father knowing the duties

of high-born women ? Henceforth, survival without a

husband is not suitable for me, like moonlight without the

moon, like lightning without a cloud. Order your servants

to bring fuel for me. I shall enter the fire, as if it were

water, with my husband's body.’

The king, to whom she spoke thus persistently, com-

passionate, said to her in a voice choking with grief,
1 Wait, wait a little while. You must not die like a moth.

For even in a very small matter one must act after con-

sideration.’

Then the vixen said angrily, ‘ Tf you hinder me any
longer, then it is apparent that you are certainly not (my)
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father. That natne of yours * Brother to oilier men’s
wives' which is known is merely for the sake of gaining

every one’s confidence, but is not real. Ii it is true,

then you are the father of your daughter, see ! following

her husband by the sole path of the fire.’

The king replied, ‘ Child, do as you wish. Hence-
forth I shall not hinder you. Purify your vow to be a
sati.’

Then she, delighted, prepared her husband's body
herself and put it in a chariot brought at the king’s

command. She, her body anointed, clothed in white
garments, her hair adorned with flowers, sat at her

husband's side as before. Followed by the kiug, his

head bent by grief, and regarded by the citizens with
amazement, she went to the river. There the servants
instantly collected fuel and prepared a pyre like

the couch of Yama. She, like a wish-granting creeper,

gave beggars money in accordance with their wishes,

money supplied by the king like a father. There,

the hollow of her two hands filled with water, slie made
three times a circumambulation, which had the beauty of

a conch turning to the right, of the fire. Redeeming her

promise of sati, she entered the pyre like a dwelling

willingly with her husband’s body. The fire with obla-

tions of generous streams of ghi blazed fiercely, making
the sky filled with a multitude of flames. The Vidyadhara’s
body, the fuel, and she—all were reduced to ashes instantly

like water to salt. After making the offering, etc., to her
there, the king went to his own house, filled with grief.

While the king sat in his assembly grieving, the man
came from the sky, carrying sword and shield. Looked at

by the king and councilors with astonishment, the ficti-

tious Yidyadhara stood before them and said :

' Fortunately, you are successful, Your Majesty, in-

different to the treasure of other meu’s wives. Hear how
I have been victorious in the contest, like a gambler.

At the time when I left my wife in your protection, O you
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who afford protection, I flew up from this place into the

sky, as if free from a burden. I, angered like an ichneumon

at the sight of a serpent, saw the wicked VidySdhara rush-

ing forward in the air with rage. He and I challenged

each other to n light, bellowing mightily like two bulls,

hard to conquer.
“ Thank Heaven, I have met you, insolent of arm.

Strike !
Strike first ! Today I shall satisfy the desire of

mv own arms and of the gods, also. Otherwise, surrender

your sword, put your ten fingers between your teeth, like

a poor man food, and go without hesitation, if you desire

to live.”

Speaking contemptuously in this way to each other,

we two met like cocks, shaking sword and shield like wings.

For a long time we moved about in the sky, avoiding

blow's, like stage-directors skilful in the execution of dance-

steps, O king. Fighting with swords, we two approached

and withdrew again and again, like two rhinoceroses

lighting with their horns. At once I cut ofi his left arm

and made it fall liere, like an addition to you. For the

sake of pleasing you, I cut off a foot as easily as the root

of a plantain tree and made it fall on the ground. Then

his right arm was thrown on this ground, 0 king,

by me after cutting it off as easily as a lotus-stalk. Then

I cut off liis second foot with the sword, like the trunk

of a tree, and threw it down before you. Then after

separating the head and body, I made them fall here. So

1 cut the enemy into six pieces like Bharatavarsa.

By you alone, protecting my wife who had been

made a deposit like a child, my enemy was destroyed.

I was merely the means. Without your assistance the

enemy could not have been killed by me. Fire, even

flaming, is not able to burn dry wood without wind. For

some time I was a woman, or rather a eunuch. Manhood

was given me today by you who were the means of

destroying my enemy. You are my mother, father, guru,

or god. No one else is able to be such a manifold
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benefactor. The sun shines, the moon delights every one,

the cloud rains at the right time, the ground beam herbs,

the ocean does not cross its bouudary, the earth remains

firm by the power of such as you devoted to benefiting

others. Nov/ hand over my wife who was left os a deposit,

0 king, and I shall go to my own pleasure-ground. Since

my enemy has been killed by your favor, free from fear

1 shall wander with my wife on Mt. Vaitadhya, in the

latticed-windows on the wall (around JambQdvipa), etc.’

Filled with shame, anxiety, disgust, and astonishment

simultaneously', the king said to the man :

' After you had deposited your wife and had gone

away, we heard the sounds of sword and shield and battle-

cries in the sky. Arms, feet, head, and trunk fell in

turn from the sky, and your wife said to us exactly,
“ These are my husband’s." When she said, " 1 am
going to enter the fire with my husband’s body,’’ we
restrained your wife for a long time from affection for a

daughter. When your wife was restrained by- us from

entering the fire, she treated us differently, like u low person.
Then, when we had become silent, she went impetuously

to the river, and entered the fire with the body in the

presence of the people. Just now, after making the

offering, etc., to her, I came and was plunged in grief for

her, and you have come. What is this, pray ? Were
those limbs not yours, or are you not he ? That is the

question. But why arc we talking here, our lips sealed by
ignorance ?

'

With feigned anger the man declared :
‘ Oh ! you arc

known falsely by popular report as ‘brother to other

men’s wives.’ Deceived by that name we dq>osited our

wife. You are known by such conduct, like iron by water.

The same thing which was done by my wicked enemy

was done by you, O king. What difference, say, between

the two ? If you consider yourself not lustful for women,

or if you are afraid of evil speaking, then give me my
wife. You can not deceive me. If people like you,
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who were uot lustful formerly, become lustful, who like a

black cobra is a suitable person for confidence ?
’

Again the king said, ' After looking at j'our limbs,

your wire entered the 5re here beyond a doubt. All the

townspeople and also the country-people, and the blessed

sun, the eye of the world in the sky, are eye-witnesses in

this matter
;
and the four Lokapalas, the planets, constella-

tions, stars, the blessed earth, and dharma, the father of

the three worlds. Therefore you can not say such a

cruel thing here. Make some eye-witness from among

these your authority.’

The man spoke again with pretended anger and abuse,

' There is no making of other authority, when authority is

before the eyes. Who, pray, is this behind you ? Indeed,

let this guarding of a treasure oi stolen money thrown in a

hiding-place be observed, O king.’

When the king turned liis head and looked behind

him, he saw the man’s wife seated. The king became

depressed from fear at the thought, ' I am ruined by the

fault of another man’s wife,’ like a flower withered by

heat. With hands folded submissively, the man began to

relate to the king who was depressed by fear of guilt,

though free from guilt, the following story

:

1 Do you remember, O king, that I asked you to let

me show you skill in magic, after I had studied it for a

long time? I was turned away at the door by Your

Majesty, though impartial to all like a cloud, with my wish

unfulfilled through the fault of fate. Then by changing

my form and staging a fraudulent play, this was shown by

me. Your Majesty, I have accomplished my desire.

Favor me. Somehow or other, one’s own merit must be

shown to the great. Weariness arising from the acquisition

of merit disappears. How otherwise ? So now my weari-

ness is gone. I shall go away. Give your commands.
Everywhere I shall be highly valued from showing my
ability before you.’

The king satisfied him with much money, dismissed
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him, reflected a little and said, ‘ SaihsSra also is just like

his use of magic, since everything iu it disappears instantly

like a bubble.’ After considering this many times, dis-

gusted with dwelling in existence, the king abandoned

the kingdom and adopted mendicancy.

So do not be helpless through grief in this saiiisara,

resembling the practice of magic, O lord. Strive for the

accomplishment of your own welfare."

Sagara experiences disgust with existence (523-532)

Then disgust with existence took the place of so

great a sorrow in the Cakrin, like breath the place of

breath.861 Sagara gave utterance to a speech very strong

in truth :

“ 0 discerning ones, this was very well done by you.

People live and die according to their respective karmas—
child, youth, and old man. Certainly age is no standard

(for length of life). Associations of relatives, etc. are like

dreams. Lakpni is naturally as restless as the flap of an

elephant’s ear. Even the Sri of youth resembles the

stream of a mountain-river. Life is like a drop of water on
kufer-grass. No soouer docs youth disappear like water

penetrating desert ground than old age comes, ending life,

like an ogre. No sooner does a change in the senses, like a

derangement of the humors, take place than §rl becomes

disgusted like a courtesan who has (already) received

money. After deceiving ourselves so long about all these

thiugs, we will strive for our welfare to be gained by means
of mendicancy. He buys a jewel with a piece of glass,

a peacock with a iaven, a necklace with a wreath of lotus-

fiber, rice-pudding with bad food, milk with butter-milk,

a horse with au ass, whoever would gain emancipation with

this worthless body here."

Ml
523. It seems to me there should be two interprctatiocs oi

rcahepiSna. but I can uot quite see them. Muni Jayantavijayaji takes

mah&piana to be AvasocckvSsa and thinks oue interpretation serves in

both cases.

14
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Leading oj the Gangs U> the Eastern Ocean (533-57$)

While Cakrin Sagara was saying this, the country-

people living near Astapada came to the door. Cakrabhrt

Sagara had them, who were groaning aloud, “ Protect us I

Protect us !
” summoned by the door-keeper. Questioned

by the Cakravaitin, " Well I what is the matter ?
” the

villagers made their bows together and explained

:

"The GaAgft which was brought by the princes by
means of the staff-jewel to fill the moat of Mt. Astapada,

O king, instantly filled it hard to fill like Patala, and

transgresses both banks like an unchaste woman two

families.”* It has begun to flood villages, mines, cities,

etc., in the neighborhood of Astapada, like the ocean

spread out. Even now the end of the world is at hand for

us. So tell us, where can we live free from calamity ?
”

Then Cakrin Sagara summoned his grandson Bhagi-

ratha and instructed him in a voice containing the essence

of affection

:

“ The Gangs is wandering now, as if crazy, through

villages, etc., after filling the moat of Astapada. Draw
her by the staff-jewel and cast her inlo the Eastern Ocean

;

for the water to which no road has been shown goes on the

wrong road like a blind man. Extraordinary strength,

power predominant in the world, a very strong force of

elephants, cavalry known to all, very courageous infantry

aud also a large chariot-force, very great prestige, un-

bounded skill in weapons, the acquisition of divine weapons

—just as these are able to destroy the insolence of enemies,

so they are able to produce the insolence of one’s self.

Insolence is the chief of all faults, the sole abode of

calamities, the sole remover of wealth, the maker of evil

fame, the destroyer even of tlie family, the thief of all joys,

the assailant of other people, an enemy arising irom (one’s

own) body. Therefore, insolence must be destroyed like a
serpent by men, even ordinary ones, of good conduct, and

537- Hex husband’s and father’s.
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especially by my grandson. Then you must act with

courtesy suitable to the recipient. A high degree of merit

is produced from courtesy even from a man without power.

Courtesy of a powerful man is like fragrance of gold, like

unspotted beauty of the full moon. You must show respect

to gods, asuras, NSgas, etc., according to the place, at the

very beginning of the work. Respect to those deserving

respect is not a fault, but lack of respect is a fault, like heat

for a bilious person. Gods and demons, submissive, were

treated with respect even by Cakrin Bharata, the son of

Rsabha Svfimin. The same respect which was shown to

gods, etc. by him, though being powerful, must be shown

as family-conduct.”

Illustrious Bhagiratha said, " Very well.” Instruc-

tion to one well-bred naturally is like painting on a good

wall. Handing over the staff-jewel like his own powerful

dignity, Sagara kissed Bhagiratha on the head and dismissed

him. Bowing to the Cakrin’ s lotus-feet, Bhagiratha

departed with the staff-jewel, like a cloud with lightning.

Surrounded by the Cakrin’s great army and by the country-

people, Bhagiratha looked like Sakra with his armies and

citizens." * Gradually Bhagiratha reached Mt. AsfcSpada

surrounded by llandakini, like Mt. Trikuta by the ocean.

Bhagiratha, knowing the proper procedure, observed a

three days’ fast, directing it against the NagakumSra

Jvalanaprabha. After the three days’ fast had been

completed, Jvalanaprabha, the lord of the Nagakumdras,

graciously approadied Bhagiratha. After the master of

the Nagakumaras had been worshipped elaborately by

him with perfumes, incense, and wreaths, he said, “ What

can I do ?
”

Then Bhagiratha, brilliant,"* addressed J valanaprabha

courteously in a voice deep as the sound of the ocean :

*** 55S. Prakirnaka. See above, p. 125*

563. I suspect the text here. Perhaps saprabho should be

emended to saprabha 0
. It would apply better to Jvalanaprabha.
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" The Gafiga, after filling the moat of Mt. Astapada,

wanders unchecked like a serpent-demon seeking some-

thing to devour. For she digs up the fields, roots up the

trees, and equalizes all high and low places. She is able

to tear down walls, burst open palaces, make mansions

fall down, and destroy houses. With your permission, I

shall lead her, crazed like a PiMd, causing destruction to

the country, by the staff-jewel, and deposit her in the

Eastern Ocean "

Then the Naga, J valanaprablia, graciously teplied to

him, “ Do as you wish. There is no obstacle to you.

All the Nagas in Bharataksetra are under my control.

Proceeding with my permission, do not fear any calamity

from them."

With this reply, the Lord of Nagas entered Rasatala.

Bhaglratha broke his fast at the end of the three days’

fast.

He took the staff-jewel to lead Mandakini, like an

enemy who had split open the earth, uncontrolled like an

unchaste woman. Bhaglratha, having a cruel arm-staff,

drew the roaring river by the staff, like a wreath by a

hook. Bhaglratha made the GadgiL cross through the

middle of the Kurus to the south of the city Hastinapura,

but to the west of the Kosala-realm, to the north of

Prayaga, and to the south of the KaSis, through the

Vindhyas to the south of the Adgas, to the noith of

Magadha to the Eastern Ocean, drawing rivers that were

on the way like the wind bunches of grass. From that

time the tirtha”* was called GangasSgara, and because

she had been led by Bhaglratha the Gafiga was called

Bhagirathl.

Origin o) throning bones into the Gahga (577-582)

Wherever she destroyed the houses of the Nagas as

she went along, there Bhaglratha offered oblation to the

576. The itouth of the rivet.
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Nagas. The boues of Sagata’s sons were carried to the

Eastern Ocean by the current of the Gahga. Bhagiratha

thought, " This has turned out well, indeed, that the

bones of my forefathers *'• have come to the ocean by the

Gangs. Otherwise, adhering to the bills and feet of

vultures, etc., they would fall into impure places, like

flowers blown up by the wind."

While he was so reflecting, he was praised for a long

time by the people delighted because they were freed from

the calamity of the rushing water, saying, “ You are a

cherislier of the people.” Because he threw his fore-

fathers' bones in the water then, even now the people

throw them in. Whatever path has been adopted by the

great, that is the path (for the people).

Bhagiratha returned from that place, seated in his

chariot, making the earth produce a noise like cymbals by

the advance of his chariot. As he was going along, he

saw a blessed muni who was omniscient, standing like a

kalpa-tree on the road. He descended from his best

chariot joyfully, like the sun from the eastern mountain,

like Garuda from the sky. Bowing to the omniscient

muni with devotion as soon as he saw him, he, skilled in

devotion, very courteous, circumambulated him three

times. After bowing to him, standing before him, Bhagi-

ratha asked, " Because of what karma did my forefathers

die together ? " The blessed muni, knowing the three

periods of time, an ocean of compassion, began to speak

in a voice pouring out sweetness

:

faason for the death of Sahara's sons (589-601)

“ Once upon a time a congregation composed of very

wealthy laymen like partners of Srida and Sri, started

out to make a pilgrimage to holy places. At evening the

congregation arrived at a village iu a barbarous country

and passed the night in a potter's house. When they

*»' 579. Really his father and undcs.
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saw this wealthy congregation, all the village-people,

delighted, carrying staffs, bows, and swords, started out to

rob them .
The potter, who was compassionate, enlightened

the village-people by flattering words resembling nectar

and hindered them. At the importunity of the potter,

all the village-people released the congregation, like a

bhuta a meal that has been obtained.

One day the village with children and adults was burned

like an enemy’s country by the king because of one thief liv-

ing in it. Warned by a friend, the potter went to another

village and was the sole survivor of the fire. Always the

good prosper. Then in course of time he died and became

a merchant in the Vir&ta-country, like another Kubera.

The villagers became countrymen in the Virata-country.

For the land of people who have equal karma is equal.

After death the potter’s soul became a king there, and

after death again he became a god of the highest power.

After falling from heaven, he was bom as you, Bhagiratha,

and the villagers, after wandering through births, were

bom as Jahnu and the others. They were reduced to

ashes simultaneously because of the act in the form of

violence against the congregation which was committed

in their minds. Jvalanaprabha was the instrument. But

you, because of the good action in restrain ing them, were

not consumed in this birth as well as the former one,

noble sir.”

Bhagiratha returns and is installed on the throw

(602-615)

After hearing this from the omniscient, Bhagiratha,

an ocean of discernment, acquired extreme disgust with

worldly existence. Thinking, " May my lord grandfather

not have grief after grief, like slaps on the cheek,” he did

not become a mendicant at that time. After worshipping

the omniscient’s feet, Bhagiratha got into his chariot

agab and went to the town Saketa.

His grandfather smelled his head repeatedly and
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touched him on the back with the hand when he came,
after executing his orders, and was bowing to him. Sagara

said to Bhaglratha with affection and pride,
" You are a

boy in years, but you are the first of the elders in judgment.

Do not say, 'I am a boy.’ Take the weight of the

kingdom from us, that we, freed from the burden, may
cross the ocean of existence. Even if existence is hard

to cross, like the ocean Svayainbhflramana, yet I also

have confidence in the thought, ' It has been crossed,

nevertheless, by my ancestors.’ Child, this burden of the

kingdom was taken over by their sons. Then observe

the path shown by them. Support the earth.”

Bhaglratha, bowing, said to his grandfather, “ It is

fitting that the father should wish to adopt mendicancy

which leads across existence. But, O master, this person

also is eager for the vow. Do not show me disfavor by

the favor of the gift of the kingdom.'’

The Cakravartin said, “ The vow is fitting in

our family. But the vow to observe the elder’s command
is stronger than that. Take mendicancy at the right time

like me, noble sir. Impose the earth on your own son when
he is of military age."

After hearing this, Bhaglratha remained silent for a

long time, his mind swayed by fear of breaking his elder’s

command and by fear of existence. Then Sagara seated

Bhagiratha on his own lion-throne and installed him in the

kingdom at that time with extreme joy.

Initiation of Sagara (616-658)

Then garden-overseers approached the Caferin in

haste and announced that the Lord Ajita was in a samava-

saraua in a garden outside (the dty). Then there was

exceeding joy to the Cakrin from the coronation of his

grandson and the arrival of Ajita Svamin in succession.

Though remaining there, he got up, and bowed to the

Lord of the World as if he were present, and praised him
aloud with the Sakrastava. The Cakrin gave twelve and
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a half crores of gold to the garden-overseers who announced

the Master's arrival. Attended by vassals, etc., Sagara

went with Bhagiratha to the samavasarana in great haste.

He entered it by the north door, thinking he had really

entered the place of beatitude, as it were, from joy. The

Cakrin circumambulated the Dhaimacakrin three times,

bowed before him, and began a hymn of praise as follows

:

Siuli (623-630)

“Violate our mutual support to the effect ‘your

favor is because of my favor, but this (favor of mine)

is because of your favor.’ Favor me, Blessed One. A
thousand eyes arc not able to see the wealth of beauty

;
a

thousand tongues are not able to tell your merits, O Master.

You destroy doubts even of the Anuttara-gods, 0 Lord.

After that, does any virtue really deserve to be praised ?

How can unbelievers believe this contradictory thing ? Power

over joy and bliss, and disgust with existence are equal in

you. Indifference and the highest benefit to all creatures

—

how can this be performed, difficult to perform though

being performed, O Lord P Of you and no one else, O
Blessed One, there are two opposing tilings—complete

freedom from possesions and the highest emperorship.

Who is able to describe the pure right conduct of him on

whose kalyanas even the hell-inhabitants rejoice ? Wonder-

ful tranquillity, wonderful beauty, wonderful compassion

for all creatures,—homage to you, the lord oi the treasure

of all wonders, O Blessed One.”

After praising the Lord of the World and sitting down

in the proper place, he listened to a sermon that was like

a stream of nectar. At the end of the sermon Sagara

bowed again to the Lord with hands folded submissively

and said in a choking voice

:

" Even if to you, Lord of the Tlrtha, no one is a

relation and no one an enemy, still I ask you from ignorance,

Lord. You lead everyone else across the ocean of existence

hard to cross. Why are you indifferent to me sinking in
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it ? Protect, protect me from falling into the pit of worldly

existence filled with many troubles. Give initiation,

f avor me, O Lord of the World. So much of this life of

mine has been wasted fruitless by me confused by the

pleasures of worldly existence, O Master, like a child

lacking in discernment.”

The Blessed One gave his permission to Sagara, who
stood with folded hands after this speech, to take initiation.

Then Bhagiratha arose, bowed to the Blessed One, and

made the following request of the kalpa-tree for requests

:

“ The Master will give initiation to my father, but wait a

little until I can hold the departure-festival. Even if there

is no interest in festivals, etc. on the part of those wishing

emancipation, nevertheless the father will do this to oblige

me.”

Sagara, though eager, went to the city again to

oblige him, after bowing to the Teacher of the World.

Bhagiratha made the initiation-bath of Sagara seated on

the lion-throne, like PuruhGta that of the Arhat. Rubbed
with a perfumed reddish cloth, anointed with goSrsa-saadal,

Sagara put on two auspicious, divine garments. Then
he, whose ornament was virtue, ornamented with his body
the divine ornaments brought by the gods. After

distributing money to beggars according to their wishes,

Sagara, provided with white umbrella and chauris, got

into the lofty palanquin. At every market, every house,

every cross-roads in the city the citizens put platforms,

pennants, arches, etc. With many auspicious things joy-

fully prepared with full dishes, etc. by townspeople and

country-people here and there, being looked at again and

again, being praised again and again, being worshipped

again and again, being followed again and again, the

Cakrin, though in a hurry, went slowly because of the

people's importunity from the center of Vinita, like the

moon from the middle of the sky.

Followed by Bhagiratha, vassals, ministers with their

retinues, and Vidyadharas Sagara went into the Jina's
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presence. After he had circumambulated and bowed to

the Blessed One, he put on the monk’s dress brought by

Bhagfratha. In the presence of the whole congregation

,

reciting the sfimflyika ,i?
(stltra) aloud in accordance with

the Master’s dictation, he took initiation with the fourfold

rules.'" The kings, vassals, ministers, etc., who had come

with the princes, disgusted with existence, became mendi-

cants with Sagara.

The charioteer of dharma delivered a sermon full of

instruction, moonlight to the night-lotus of the mind, to

the emperor-monk. When the (first) period of the day

was completed, the Tirthakrt stopped preaching, arose,

and adorned the dais. By the power of the Master, the

chief of the ganadharas, seated on the Master's foot-

stool, delivered a sermon destroying doubt, as well as the

Master. At the end of the second period of the day he

stopped preaching, as a rain-cloud stops thundering after

it has rained. Then the Lord set out from that place to

wander elsewhere. The gods, Bhagfratha, etc. went to

their respective abodes.

Sahara's omniscience (658-664)

Wandering with the Master, the great muni Sagara

learned the twelve angas as easily as the alphabet. Always

free from negligence, he honored completely the five

kinds of carefulness and the three controls, mothers of

right conduct. He did not know at all any weariness

arising from the trials because of joy produced by desire

to hear (the scriptures) at the Master's feet constantly.

He was never proud at the thought, “ I am the brother

of the Cakrin of the Three Worlds and am Cakrin myself,”

but on the contran’ lie showed reverence to the munis.

Though he had taken initiation later, by penance and

U7 652. See I, n. 329.

*“ 653. It. the four vows. The first aud twenty-fourth Tlrthan-

kaias observed the five mahavratas. The other twenty-two observed

four. The fifth, chastity, was included in the fourth, poverty.
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study the royal muni was superior even to mendicants of

tong standing. His brilliant omniscience arose from the

destruction of the ghSti-karmas, like the light of the

tun from the destruction of cloudy weather.

The congregation 0/ Ajita Svamin (665-670)

As Ajita Svamin wandered as a mendicant over the

(earth from the time of his omniscience, he had ninety-

five excellent gapabhrts. There were a hundred thousand

monks, three huudred and thirty thousand nuns, thirty

se ven hundred who knew the pQrvas, twelve thousand four

hundred and fifty who had mind-reading knowledge, and

nhnety-four hundred with clairvoyant knowledge, twenty-

two thousand omniscients, twelve thousand four hundred

disputants, twenty thousand four hundred who had the

art of transformation, two hundred and ninety-eight

thousand laymen, and five hundred and forty-five

thousand laywomeu (in the retinue) of the Teacher of the

World.'**

Ajita's tnok$a
(
671-685 )

Knowing that it was time for his emancipation, when

a lac of pQrvas less one ahga since his initiation-kalyapa

had passed, the I-ord went to Mt. Sammeta. Lord Ajita,

seventy-two lacs of parvas old, ascended Sammeta like

stairs to emancipation. The Teacher of the World together

with a thousand ascetics undertook the fast padapopa-

gama.“° Then simultaneously the thrones of the Indras

shook, just like branches of garden-trees shaken by the

wind. They (the Indras) knew by means of clairvoyant

knowledge that it was time for the Lord’s nirvapa and

went to the peak of Mt. Sammeta. They and the gods

circumambulated the Teacher of the World and remained

in attendance at his feet like pupils.

670. The Pravac. 331 ff. gives some alight variations iu these

figures.

673. See I, a. 126; and infra, App. L
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When the month of padapopagama was completed,

on the fifth day of the white half of Caitra, the moon being

in conjunction with MrgaSiras, the Teacher of the World

in paryanka-posturc restrained gross mind- and speech-

activity, like a charioteer checking horses, but continued

in gross body-activity. Then the Blessed One checked

gross body-activity by means of fine body-activity, like a

flood of darkness by a light. Remaining in fine body

activity 'he checked fine mind- and speech-activity and

reached the sukstnakriya-meditation.”
5 In the fourth

stage of pure meditation, the Lord resorted to the practice

of 6aile& which lasts only long enough to pronounce

five short letters. Having the remainder of his karma

destroyed and the four infinities’04 acquired, the Lord,

the Supreme Spirit, went to the place of emancipation

by a straight path.

The Lord of the World passed eighteen lacs of pQrvas

as prince, fifty-three lacs of pflrvas and a purvanga as a

king, twelve years in the vow as an unenlightened ascetic

and a lac of purvas less a pfirvanga and twelve years as an

omniscient”* Fifty lacs of crorcs of sagaras elapsed

between the nirvanas of Rsabha and Lord Ajita.

Mok$a of Sagara and the munis (686-688)

The thousand munis observed padapopagama, had

omniscience arise, obstructed activities, and attained

emancipation in the same way. Then the great muni,

Sagara, made a samudghatam and instantly reached the

8,1 678. See above, n. 18.
8,8 680. This is the third division of Suldadhy&na. Sec I, n. 8.

m 681. See I, n. ro.

864 68a. See I, n. 4 «9 -

*** 684. His total age, usually given at this point, was mentioned

above. It was 73 lacs of pflivas.

1M 687. It is the kevalisaciudRhSta that he makes. This is made

by a kevalin to equalize his Syus- and vedanlya-kanna, when the

vedanlya is in excess. See Gupa. 89 9 . ; I, n. 157.
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place reached by the Master, like a companion. At that

rime there was happiness for a moment even for hell-

inhabitants to whom happiness was unknown, because of

\he Master’s nirvana-festival.

Funeral ntes of Ajita and the munis (689-701)

Then Sakra bathed the Master’s body with divine

water, and sorrowfully anointed it with go6lr$a-sandal

paste. Hari dothed the Master’s body with garments

With a hansa-pattern, and adorned it with various divine

tfilaments. The gods did the bathing, anointing, orna-

menting, and clothing of the bodies of the other munis.

Pladng the Master’s body on a divine litter, Purandara

conducted it to the suitable funeral pyre made of goSIr^a-

sandal. The other gods placed the bodies of the other

munis on a litter and took them to a pyre made of go§lr$a-

M&dal. The Agnikumara-gods made a fire in the pyres

and the Vdyukuinaras made it flame at once. By order

of Sakia the gods threw camphor and musk by bhara-

weights and pitchers of ghi by hundreds on the pyre.

When the Master's other elements, except the bone3, had

been consumed, the Meghaknmara-gods put out the fire

in the pyre. Sakra and X&na took the Master’s right and

left upper molar teeth, and Camara and Bali the lower.

The other Indras took the Lord’s other teeth, and the

other gods the bones, after dividing them with devotion.

Whatever else was to be done in that connection, the

[ndras did all that according to rule: then went together

to NandiSvara, and held an eight-day festival to the

e ternal Arhats with a great celebration.

Then the gods and Indras went to their respective

abodes. They put the Jina’s teeth in round diamond
b oxes and set them on the pillars named ‘ Manavaka 1

in

S udharma. The Indras constantly worship them, like the

e ternal statues of the Arhats, with the best fragrant incense

a nd wreaths. From their power unequaled victory and

happiness existed unimpeded for them (the Indras).
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May this life of Ajitanatha, pleasing with the life

King Sagara included, surely full of sentiments, like

pool full of water beautiful with a mass of lotuses, diffuse

pleasures of this world and next to assemblies of hearers

p

8.
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Chapter T

SAMBHAVAJINACARITRA

Homage to the Lord of Three Worlds, originating from

merit, destroyer of birth, holy Sambhava, Lord Jina,

crusher of Love. Now I shall relate the life of holy

Sambhava, Lord Jina, which is the cause of the purification

of the earth, a sickle for the plants of karma.

Incarnation as VipulavShana (3-102)

In the zone Airfivata in the continent DhStaklkharwJa,

there is a celebrated city, named Kseinapuri, the abode of

happiness (ksema). In this city there was a king, named
Vipulavahana, endowed with great understanding, like

Meghavahana (Indra) come to earth. He guarded duly his

subjects unceasingly, destroying all pains, like a gardener

guarding his gardeu, destroying all thorns. His stream of

policy flowed unceasingly, refreshing the people just as

if they were travelers. Maintaining an insuperable rule,

devoted to the law, he did not allow the least transgression

by himself as well as others. He employed the fourth

stratagem m against the guilty in proportion to the crime,

like a physician dispensing treatment to the sick with

regard to the disease. He showed favor to the virtuous

in accordance with their virtue. Verily, the fruit of dis-

crimination on the part of the discerning is suitable sub-

sistence. Things that were sources of pride"' in other

people did not cause pride in him. The rainy season does

not increase the size of the ocean like that of a river.

347
8. I.e., assault.
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The All-knowing was always in his mind, like a god

in a temple
;
praise of the qualities of the All-knowing was

always in his speech es well as in the scriptures. He bent

his head to gods, Tirthahkaras, teachers, and to good

sfidhus ;
every one else bowed to him. By freedom from

painful and evil meditation,*” by study of the scriptures,

by worship oi the Jinas, he attained the highest fruit of

mind, speech, body. In him the twelve-fold layman’s

dbarma ,T0 was always very firm, like indigo-dye in cloth.

Jnst as he, noble-minded, was watchful over the twelve-

fold circle of kings,'” so he was watchful over layman's

dharma. Pure-minded, he sowed money, the seeds of the

tree of dharma, constantly in the seven fields,'” as was

suitable. A petitioner never went away empty-handed

from him, the sole refuge of the poor and lordless, alone

compassionate like a cloud from the ocean. He rained

wealth on beggars, like a cloud water
;
only he, iree from

egotism, did not thunder at all. While he, an axe for the

destruction of thorns, a kalpa-tree of gifts, was ruling the

earth, no one was miserable.

Description of a famine {20-48)

At one time, while he was king, there was a terrible

famine. Fate is hard to overcome. From the failure of the

heavens to turn black and from the lack of clouds the

rainy season proved to be as cruel as another hot season.

The southwest winds blew like the winds at the end of the

world, drying up all the water, raging in uprooting the trees.

The clouds in the sky were like crows’ bellies. The sun

appeared to have brilliance equal to that of a cymbal.”*

M * X3. See I, n. 8.

*ro 14. See I. pp. 207 i.

,T1 15. See I, n. 208.

*** 16. Statues of the Jinas, shrines of the Jinas, Jain Scriptures,

and the fourfold congregation. Rajcndra, s.v. satta'ifcetti.

1,1 23. 1a, it is made of white metal.
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People in both the country and towns became like ascetics,

eating the bark of trees, bulbs, roots, and fruit, lroin lack

of grain. They were not satisfied even when much food

had been taken somehow, like people with morbid appe-

tites. Ashamed of begging, the people generally began
to wear a sham ascetic-garb in order to obtain alms.

Fathers, mothers, children abandoned each other and
wandered here and there, as if they had lost the way,
with the hope of eating. When food, etc.

,
had been received

in some way, a father did not give it to his son, though

he saw him crying from star vation. A mother, wandering
in the streets, sells her own wretched child for a handful of

chick-peas, like an outcaste selling a winnowing-basket,

etc. At dawn the destitute people, like hungry house-

doves, picked up seeds that had fnlleu in the courts of the

rich men’s houses. Again and again in the shops ol the

bakers, etc., people stole food by trickery, like dogs.”* Men
considered it a blessing when they obtained just a trifle of

food by some means or other at the end of lire day, after

they' had wandered about all day. Even the highway's of

the city were worse than a cemetery from the wretched

men who had fallen, who resembled skeletons, terrible-

looking. People’s ears were pierced by uuceasing wails,

that were like needles thrown into their ears, which poured

forth at every step.

When the noble-minded king saw the fourfold

congregation suffering in this famine which was like the

end of the world, he thought: "I must protect the earth,

all of it. But what am I to do ? This evil season is not

subject to weapons. Nevertheless, the whole congregation

must be protected at all events, since the duty of the

great is the assistance of worthy persons, first of all."

s? ‘ 31. I believe there is au error here in the text. The MSS have

labdha c
instead of lahdhvS”, hut the rest of the compound teens

the sane. I; would he desirable for the comparison to have a word for

an animal 01 something that dogs would tear apart after they had

caught it- But I can make nothiug of tic kind out of the MSS.
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After these reflections, the King instructed liis cooks :

" Listen 1 Henceforth, I shall eat what is left after the

congregation has eaten. The food, etc. that has been

prepared for me must be given in future to the ascetics.'”

The laymen must be fed with separately prepared porridge."

The chief-cooks replied, " Very well,” to the King's

order and carried it out all the time. The King himself

saw to it.

Rice that resembled lotuses with its fragrance to be

absorbed by the nose
;
green gram bigger than grains of

black gram ; bowls of liquid ; various sauces abundant

and thick like the waters of Ghrtoda,'” friends of nectar

as it were
;

flour-cakes mixed with candied sugar

;

delightful sweetmeats ;
fruit with pleasant flavor

;
pastries *”

adorned with candied sugar ; very tender marmarSla
;

”° deli-

cate cakes fried in oil and butter
; a savory sauce

;
smooth

curdled milk; boiled milk; and curds with sugai and

spices which destroyed hunger—these were prepared for

the laymen’s meals, like meals for the King.

The noble-minded king himself gave food which was

free from faults, acceptable, pure to the great munis.

39. Ascetics cannot accept food especially prepared for them.

Ia I, p. 34 « (1.6.202)
1
rajapieda ' is cot acceptable, even though

not prepared for the ascetics. Muni Jayantavijayaji informs me that

the prohibition against ‘ rnjapinda ’ existed for the followers of the

nrst and last Tlrthankaras, but not of the intermediate ones.

«« 41. MSsa (nrad) has large black seeds.

m 42. See above, p. 123.

«* 43. Mapdaka. The editor of the text takes this to b? die

Gnj. tninda, ' 0 large thin cake made of millet and wheat flour ' (Shah)

;

• sweetmeat balls
'
(Mehta).

,re
43. Manjikfl (?). Said by the editor to be the Guj. khSja,

‘ pie-crust
'

(Shah khljarh). MW quotes mandikd merely as fem. of

snandaka, with no distinction in meaning.

m 44. Mannaiala is the some as parpapi ($f$a to AbW. 3 - 64).

MW defines parpaja, ‘ a kind ot thin cake made of rice or pease-meal

and baked in grease.’ It is the Guj. papada, ' a thia crisp cake made

oi kidney-bean flour mixed with spices ’ (Mehta).
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Thus throughout the entire famine the King gave food,

etc., in a fitting manner, to the entire congregation. By
performing service and showing attention to the whole
congregation the King acquired the body-making karma of

a Tirthaflkara.

One day he was seated on the palace-roof, and he

saw a cloud raised in the sky like an umbrella for the earth.

It filled the sky completely like a robe made oi indigo-

color cloth with an ornament of forked lightning for the

sky. In the meantime a violent wind arose, shaking trees

from their roots as well as all the PStiUa-vesscls. By this

great wind the great cloud was lifted and led hither and
thither, like the fluff of the arka. In a moment the

cloud became visible, and in a moment it disappeared.

As he observed that, the wise king thought

:

" Just as that cloud appeared and disappeared while

people looked on, everything else in worldly existence is

known to be like it. Just so, whether one who oi his owu
accord is talking, singing, dancing, laughing, gambling,

meditating on various means of acquiring wealth, walking,

standing, lying down, seated in a conveyance, angry or

playing, at home or outside, is suddenly bitten by a serpent

appointed by fate, is killed by a sharp stroke of lightning

that has fallen, or is crushed by a rutting elephant with its

tusks, or is injured by the breaking of an old wall, etc.

that has fallen down, or is devoured by a tiger lean-bellied

from hunger, or is attacked by a disease causing a change
for the worse and difficult to cure, or is struck down sudden-

ly by a wild horse or something like that, or is killed by an
enemy, thief, etc. with a dagger, etc., or is burned by the

blazing fire of a lamp, or is swept away by the velocity of

a river-flood from heavy rain, etc., or has his body pene-

trated by an acute affection of the windy humor, or he is

embraced by the phlegmatic humor which has dried up

the heat of the whole body, or tom by a violent bilious-

attack, or is suddenly overcome by a coughing-fit, or is

consumed by a skin-disease, or is seized by consumption.
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or is troubled by an attack of indigestion, or is occupied

by a miserable tumor called ' arbuda,’ or stupefied by

diarrhoea, or seized by constipation, or obstructed by an

abscess, or tormented by the scrotum, or filled with asthma,

or destroyed by gouty pain, a man always attains death by

numerous diseases such as these or others near at hand like

messengers of Krt&nta.

Nevertheless, considering liimsell immortal, a man,

stupid as au animal, does not set out to take the fruit of

the tree of a life-time. ' Oh ! I have poor brothers
;
I have

young sons now ; this daughter is unmarried ; this boy must
be educated

;
my wife is newly married ; my parents are

old; my father- and mother-in-law are unfortunate; my
sister is widowed.’ Thinking that these people must be pro-

tected forever, a stupid man does not know that the ocean

oi existence is like a stone tied to the heart.

* I was not delighted today by the happiness of

embracing my beloved's body ; I did not smell the pudding
;

my desire for a wreath was not fulfilled
; the wish for the

sight of pleasing objects was not satisfied ; I am not at all

pleased with the songs of the lute, flute, etc.
;
the store-

house was not filled today for the household ; the old

house that I tore down was not renewed
;
I did not under-

take the final training of the horses that had come
;
these

fast bullocks were not driven to the best chariot.’

So the foolish suffers remorse even at death. Never in

the least does he regret, * I did not practice dharma.’ Here

death is always ready ; there are various sudden deaths

;

diseases are here; and many anxieties there. On the one

hand axe love, hate, etc., enemies always ready
;
on the

other are strong passions causing death like battles. There

is nothing at all that conduces to happiness in this saiiisara

which is like a desert. A man, alas ! does not become

disgusted with existence, thinking, ‘ I am living in a com-

fortable place.’ Death, the sudden destroyer of life,

quickly falls upon the one bewildered by the fallacy of

pleasure, like a night-attack upon a sleeper. Verily, the
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practice of dharraa is the fruit of the perishable body,

just like the eating of prepared food. The acquisition of

an imperishable state by the perishable body, though
easy to do, is not done by bewildered people, alas I So

today I shall undertake without hesitation to buy the

wealth of nirv&pa with this body, and shall bestow the

kingdom on my son.”

After these reflections, eagerly the King had the door-

keeper call his son, Vimalaklrti, dear to fame. His hands
folded submissively, the prince bowed with extreme devotion

to the feet of his father as if he were a powerful divinity,

and spoke as follows :

“Please favor me with an important command. Do
not be anxious at the thought, 'My son is a child.’ Of

what enemy-king shall I seize the land today ? What
mountain-king together with his mouutain shall I subdue ?

What enemy living in a fortress on water together with the

water shall I destroy ? Any one else who is a thorn in

your flesh, I shall quickly remove. Though a boy, I am
your son, able to subdue what is difficult to subdue. This

power belongs to my father alone. I do not consider my-
self a soldier."

The King replied :

" There is no king hostile to me.

No mountain-king crosses my speech
;
no lord oi an island

transgresses my command, for whose conquest I send you

forth, O long-armed son. But, living in earthly existence

is the only thing that constantly torments me. Therefore,

take the burden of the world, ornament of the family,

fitted to bear burdens. Take this kingdom in turn, as I

took it. that I may take initiation at once and give up
living in worldly existence. Recalling the command of the

elder which must not be transgressed and your own promise

made just now, son, you can act only with devotion, not

otherwise.”

The prince thought, “Alas! I am deprived of an

answer by my father giving a command and recalling

my promise." After this reflection, the King took the
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prince by his own hand and installed him on the throne

with a great coronation-festival.

The King, after Iris initiation-bath had been performed

by Vimalakirti, seated in a palanquin, went to Sflri

Svayamprabha. Under the best of acaiyas, the best of

kings adopted mendicancy together with rejection of all

that is censurable. Seated iu the chariot oi restraint,” 1

he guarded fittingly his mendicancy like a kingdom from

conquest by internal enemies. By means of the twenty

sthSnakas and other sthanakas also, he increased his

own karma named ' tirtliakrtnama.’ 3,3 Not depressed by

attacks, rejoiced by trials, he passed his life, like a watch-

man his watch. After death from fasting he attained the

heaven Anata. Such is a small thing from initiation

producing nirvfina as a fruit.

Incarnation as Satnihava
(103-407 )

His parents (103-111 )

Now, there is a large city, named Sravast), very wealthy,

the ornament of the eastern half of Bharata in Jambudvipa.

In it there was a king, suitably named 'Jitari' from the

conquest of his enemies, who was like a moon to the Ocean

of Milk of the Iksvaku-family. Among kings there was no

one equal or superior to him like a lion among deer, like

an eagle among birds. The King shone with kings installed

in the duties of footmen like the moon with planets entering

its orbit. He did not say anything not in accordance with

dharma ; he did not do anything of the land
;
he did not

think anything of the kind
;
he was dharma incarnate, as

it were.

While he was king, punisher of criminals, giver of

money to the poor, there was neither a wicked nor a poor

99. Illustrated in tfcc Sri Sil&ngSdi Ratbasangraha.

xoo. See I, pp. 80 ff.

iox. See I, p. 408.
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man in this kingdom. He carried a weapon in his hand

and was compassionate ; he was powerful and forbearing

;

wise and free from jealousy
;
young and his senses were

subdued. His chief-queen was suitable because of a

wealth of beauty, the general of the soldiers—the virtues,

named Senadevl. Not injuring the other objects of

existence, at the proper moments he sported with the queen
like the moon with Rohinl.

Birth (i 12-136)

Now, the jlva of King Vipulavihana completed his

life in the ninth heaven. He fell from Anata and descended

into Send's womb on the eighth day of the white fortnight

of Phalguna, when the moon was in conjunction with

Mrgaiiras. For a moment then there was ease for the

hell-inhabitants; and there was a light like a flash of

lightning in the three worlds.

The fourteen dreams (115-126)

As she was sleeping, Senadevl saw fourteen great

dreams entering her lotus-mouth during the remainder of

the night. A trumpeting elephant, fair as an autumn-

cloud
;

a bull, spotless, like a large rock that had fallen

from Sphatika£aila (Kailasa) ; a lion with a very yellow

mane, with a mass of hair
;
the sprinkling of Sri being made

by two elephants
;
a wreath made of five colors, stealing

the hues of twilight-clouds ; a full moon silvery like a

mirror ; a sun by which darkness was dispelled
;
a flagstaff

with a banner with a collection of tinkliug bells
;
a golden

water-pitcher whose mouth was covered with lotuses
;
a

large pool smiling, as it were, with blooming lotuses
;
the

Ocean of Milk dancing with high waves as hands, as it

were
;

a palace made of jewels, whose counterpart has

never been seen ; a heap of jewels resembling a collection of
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gems of the serpents of PStSla

;

M * a smokeless fire resem-

bling the sun at dawn.

When the Queen awoke, she related these dreams to

the King
;
and the King explained, " Assuredly, you will

have a son, who will be honored in the three worlds.”

The Indras knew what had happened by the shaking o i

their thrones, came there, bowed to Senadevi, and explained

the meaning of these dreams, " You will have a son who
will be the third founder of a congregation in this avasarpini,

the master of the world, O Lady.” Delighted at this

explanation of the dreams, like a peacock by thunder, the

Queen passed the rest of the night awake.

As the earth of the diamond-mine carries the diamond,

as the fire-stick carries the fire, so the Queen carried her

strong and pure embryo. Then the embryo in the Queen’s

womb grew in secret like a golden lotus in the water of the

Gahga. Then the Queen's eyes became especially radiant.

For pond-lotuses are especially fine in the autumn. The

Queen's beauty of the body, swelling of the breasts, slowness

of gait increased daily from the power of the embryo.

On the eighth day of the white half of Ph&lguna, she

began to carry the embryo for the delight of the world,

like the sky bearing a sign of a cloud. After nine months,

seven and a half days, on the fourteenth day of the white

half of Mdrga, when the moon was in conjunction with

Mrgaiiras, she bore with ease a son, free from the after-

birth, blood, etc., marked with a horse, golden, like the

east bearing the sun. Then for a moment there was a

light in the three worlds that caused destruction of dark-

ness ; for a moment there was ease even for hell-inhabitants.

The planets went to their high places ; all the heavens

were serene ; the wind blew' gently ; all the people celebrated.

There was a shower of perfumed rain
;
a drum sounded in

the sky ; the wind blew away the dust
;
aud the earth

expanded.

122. Serpents arc the guardians of treasure. See I. n. 66 .
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Birth rites (137-160)

Then from the lower world eight DikkumSrls,

Bhogahkara and others, came to the Master’s house, knowing

the birth of the Arhat by clairvoyant knowledge. They cir-

cumambulated the Jina and his mother three times, bowed,

and announced themselves, saying at the same time, “ Do

not be afraid." Standing in the northeast, after they

had made a vaikriyasamudghata,"“ they removed thorns,

etc. for a yojana with a whirlwind. Then they bowed

to the Blessed One, sat down near him, and continued to

sing his virtues, just like women of the family.

Then from the upper world eight Dikkum&ris, Meglian-

feara, etc., came and bowed in the same way to the Master

and Master’s mother. They created clouds for a radius of

a 3’ojana from the house and laid the dust with showers oi

perfumed rain. They showered five-colored flowers knee-

deep, bowed to the Jina and, singing the Jina's virtues,

stood in the proper place.

Eight Dikkumirls, NandottaiS, etc., came from east

Rucaka, bowed likewise, and stood singing, holding mirrors.

Eight Dikkumaris, Samahara, etc., came from south

Rucaka, bowed, and stood on the right, gold pitchers in their

right hands. Eight Dikkumaris, 11a, etc., came from west

Rucaka, bowed, and stood behind, holding fans. Eight

goddesses, Alambusa, etc., came from north Rucaka, bowed,

and stood at the left, singing, holding chauris. Four, CitrS,

etc., came from the intermediate directions of Rucaka, bowed,

and stood at the intermediate points, singing, holding lamps.

Four goddesses, Rupa, etc., came from the middle of

Rucaka. They cut the Lord’s navel-cord except four

fingers’ length, made a hole in the ground, and deposited

the navel-cord like a treasure. Filling the hole with

diamonds and jewels, they made a co%-er of durva grass.

In each direction, except the west, from the Jina’s birth-

house, they made a four-room house of plantain. They

139. Sec I, n. 157.
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took the Jina iu their hands, gave their arms to the Jina’s

mother, and led them to the southern four-room plantain-

house and seated them on the lion-throne. They anointed

both with oil with a hundred thousand ingredients and

quickly rubbed both with fragrant unguent. After leading

them both to the eastern four-room house and seating them

on the lion-throne, they bathed them both with fragrant

water and dried them with devadflsya. They rubbed

them with goiirsa-sandal and put devaddsva-garments and

divine ornaments on them both. They led the Jina and

the Jina's mother to the northern four-room plantain-

house, and seated them on the jeweled lion-throne. Then

they had the Abhiyogyas bring abundant sandal-wood,

made it into fuel, and made a sacrifice in the fire produced

by the fire-sticks. They made amulets from the ashes of

the fire for the Master and the Master’s mother and

fastened them on properly. Saying aloud, “ May you

live as long as the mountains,” they struck together stone

balls near the Blessed One's ears. After they had put

the Arhat and his mother on the couch in the birth-

house, they continued singing auspicious hymns in loud

tones.

The birth-bath (161-21/})

Then the tiirone3 of the Indras trembled, just as if

wishing to go near the Master's lotus-feet. Knowing the

Jina’s birth from clairvoyant knowledge, Sakia rose,

removed his shoes, took seven or eight steps, and paid

homage to the Lord of Jinas. &akxa was surrounded by
gods assembled by the general’s proclamation and the

sound of the bells, eager ior the Jina's birth-festival.

Sakra got into Pilaka with the gods and his retinue

and, after going to Nandlsvara, went to the Master’s

house. He circumambulated the Master's house, riding in

his car, and then Hari got out of the car and left it in the

northeast. Purandara entered the Master’s house and at

the very sight of him bowed to him with devotion. He
circumambulated the Blessed One and bis mother three
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times, and again bowed, touching the surface of the earth

with five members. After giving a sleeping-charm to the

ea and placing an image of the Lord at her side,

1 himself became fivefold. Then one Sakra took

the Lord, and another an umbrella, two carried

chauris, and one went in front brandisliing a thunderbolt.

Surrounded by the gods crying, " Long live
!
Long

live I

” Sakra took the Master and went in a moment
to the top of Meru. Vasava sat on a lion-throne on the

rock AtipApdukambala, holding the Teacher of the World
on his lap.

Because of the trembling of liis throne just then, the

Indra Acyuta immediately employed unobstructed clair-

voyant knowledge, and PrApata also, and SaliasrSra,

MahSiukra, LAntaka, Brahma, MAhendra, SanatkumAra,

iSana, Camara. Bali, DhAraua, BhQtAuanda, Haii, Harisaha,

Venudeva, VenudArin, Agniiikha, AgnimAuava, Velamba,

Prabhaujana, Sughosa, MaliAgliosa, Jalakanta, Jalaprabha,

Purna, Avaiista, Amita, Amitavahana, Kula, Mahakala,

Surupa, Pratirfipaka, Purnabhadxa, Manibhadra, BhTnia,

Mahabhima, Kinnara, Kimpurusa, Satpnrusa, Mahapu-
rusa, Atikaya, Mahakaya, GItarati, Gitayasas, Saunihita,

SaruAuaka, Dhatr, Vidhatr, Rsi, Rsipalaka, Isvara,

Mahesvara, Suvatsaka, Visalaka, Hasa and HAsarati,

Sveta, Mahasveta, Pavaka, Pavakapati, the Sun and Moon
—these sixty-three Indras and their retinues in magni-

ficent style, hurrying to the peak of Meru for the Jiua's

bath, came together as if staying in a neighbor's house.

At the command of the Ir.dra Acyuta Abhiyogikas

made pitchers of gold, silver, jewels, gold and silver, gold

and jewels, silver and jewels, gold, silver, and jewels,

clay, one thousand and eight of each ; and the same
number of ewers, mirrors, bowls, 3 " 0 boxes, vessels, dishes, and

w 185. Supratistha (erroneously translated as an adj. in 1. 2 .

479)
is an ‘ earthen bowl,' according to I’B

;
patravi&sa (PH). Karan-

<laka is 0 ; bamboo box,’ but in this in9tar.ee all these objects are mode

presumably from all the different materials of which the pitcher* are
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flower-baskets. The gods brought water from the oceans,

the Ocean of Milk
, etc., and from other tirthas also, and

clay and lotuses to delight Satamanyu's mind. The gods

brought there also herbs from Himadri and saffron from

Bhadra&ila, etc., and other fragrant substances. Throwing

all the fragrant substances into the water immediately, they

perfumed the tlrtha-water from devotion.

Acyuta bathed the Master with the pitchers handed

by the gods together with handfuls of flowers from the

coral tree, etc. The Master's bath was made by the Indra

Acyuta to the accompaniment of the delighted gods engaged

in beautiful playing, singing, and dancing. The lord of

Arana and Acyuta devotedly made the divine anointing,

piija, etc. of the Lord of Jinas and paid homage to him

fittingly. The other sixty-two Indras, except Sakra,

bathed the Lord of Three Worlds in the same way, which

was the means of purifying the earth.

Then l£4ua became fivefold, like Sakra. One held

the Lord on his lap, another took the umbrella, two held

the chauris, and another stood in front. Sakra, alone

clever in devotion, made four long-horned crystal bulls in

the four directions from the Lord. Delightful streams of

water spurted up from their horns; separated at the

bottom, united at the top, they fell on the Master's head.

In this way the Indra of Saudharmakalpa, from excessive

devotion to the Lord Jina, made a bath which was different

from the baths made by the other Indras. After he had

destroyed the bulls, Sakia made the auointing, the worship,

etc. of the Teacher of the World and then, after bowing

joyfully, recited a hymn of praise.

Stuli (198-205)

“ Homage to thee. Blessed One, Lord of All, Protector,

Lord of the Third Congregation, endowed with many powers,

made. Cf. 1. 2. 480. Of the references given in PE for supratistha.

I can consult only Jamb. 120 (p. 410b) which does not specify ‘ earthen,'

but uses the adj. 'citra.’
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differing irom mankind by three kinds of knowledge and

four supernatural powers present at birth, with one thousand

and eight clear marks. This birth-kalydga of yours,

»

is for the happiness today of people like me. O Lord

of the World, this entire night is worthy of honor, in

which you, a moon with an unspotted body, were bom.

Now may the earth too be like heaven because of gods

coming aud going to worship you, O Lord. Henceforth,

enough of old nectar for the gods whose ininds arc satisfied

by enjoyment of the nectar of your sight. O Blessed One,

lotus of the best pool of Bharataksetra, may I, like a bee,

have the liighest satisfaction in you. These mortals also

arc blessed who see you constantly. The festival of

your sight surpasses the kingdom of heaven, O Supreme

Lord.”

After he had recited this hymn of praise and had

become fivefold, he took the Master with one form and

repeated his acts with the others as before. Instantly, lie

placed the I/ird adorned with clothes and ornaments by

the side of Senadevi, and fastened a Srldamagaudaka to

the canopy. He put a pair of bracelets and two fine

garments on the Lord’s pillow ;
and took away the sleeping-

charm and the Arhat’s image. Then 6akra had the Abhi-

yogikas proclaim to the gods, the Kalpavasins (Vaimd-

nikas), BhavanSdhipatis, Vyantaras, and Jyotiskas: “If

anyone thinks anything wrong of the Lord or his mother,

his head will burst into seven pieces.” Then he injected

a stream of nectar in the Lord's thumb. For Arhats do

not nurse, but suck their own thumbs when hungry. Sakra

appointed five Apsarases as nurses to discharge all the

nurses’ duties for the Lord always. When Sutraman had

done this, he bowed to the Arhat and then went away
;

but the other Indras went from Meru to the continent

called Nandlsvara. After they had made an eight-day

festival to the eternal images of the Arhats all the gods

and asuras went to their respective abodes.
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His childhood (215-226)

At daybreak King Jitari held a great birth-festival iu

honor of the Ailiat deserving the world, who had become

his son. In every house, on every road , in every market, iu

the whole city a festival took place just as in the palace.

While he was in embryo, rice was grown (sambkQta)
;
and

at that time the second ploughing (Samba) took place
;
so

his father gave the name ' Sambhava ’ and also ‘ Sambhava ’

to the Lord.

The King looked at the boy, Lord of the World, time

and time again, thinking himself immersed in nectar, as it

were. The King held the Lord on his lap, heart, even on

his head like the choicest jewel, delighting in his touch.

The five nurses appointed by Sakra. intensely devoted,

never left the Lord’s side, like the shadow of the body.

He worried his nurse, like a lion-cub a lioness, getting down

from her lap and wandering about without fear. He.

though possessing knowledge, put his hand on the moon
reflected in the floor of jeweled slabs, showing the people

childish activity.

The Lord played with gods who had come in mortal

forms and become his companions. Who else was able to

play with him? The gods, their heads turned, ran in

front of the Lord running in play, like elephaut-drivers in

front of an elephant. When they had been made to fall

in play, crying, ” Help I Help !
” yet the Lord bestowed

compassion in accordance with the circumstances. So he

passed his childhood, like the moon the early part of the

evening, with various games and varied playthings.

Personal description (227-232)

Four hundred bows tall, golden, the Teacher of the

World looked like Meru turned into a man for amusement.

Wearing a high turban round like an umbrella, his

hair sleek aud dark, his forehead resembling the moon of

the eighth day in beauty, his eyes extending to his ears
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his ears reaching his shoulders, boil-shouldered, long-armed,

broad-chested, lean-bellied like a lion, his thighs resembling

an elephant’s trunk, liis legs like a deer’s, his ankles small,

his feet arched and smootli-soled like the back of a tortoise,

his fingers straight, his body-hair separated, grown out,

dark, soft, sleek, his breath perfumed like a lotus, always

free from impurities, so favored in his body by nature, the

Lord of the World shone exceedingly with youth, like the

full moon with autumn.

His marriage (233-241)

One day, the Lord was urged by his parents, because

of their unsatisfied desire for the festival, to marry kings'

daughters resembliug daughters of the gods. Knowing

that he had karma with pleasure as its fruit and observing

his father's command, he, noble-minded, consented to marry
the maidens. King Jit&ri and Sakra, who had come in

person, had Sambhava Svamin celebrate a marriage-

festival with the maidens, at which Haba and Huhu sing

with sweet sounds; Gandharvas beat drums, etc. with

deep tones; Apsarases, Rambha, Tilottama, etc., dance;

well-born women recite aloud auspicious songs. Sometimes

in rows of gardens resembling the garden Nandana
;
some-

times on pleasure-mountains equal to the peak of Mt.

Ratna
;
sometimes in pleasure-ponds like tanks of nectar

;

sometimes in picture-galleries resembliug heavenly palaces,

Sri Sambhava Svamin sported with young women charming

from intelligence by the thousand, like an elephant with

female elephants. Enjoying manifold pleasures, as prince

the Supreme Lord passed fifteen lacs of purvas.

Becomes king (242-251)

Then the King, disgusted with existence, after per-

suading Sambhava Svamin to consent, established him in

the kingdom like a choice jewel in a finger-ring. King

Jitari himself accomplished his own desire by taking

mendicancy at the lotus-feet of a good teacher. After

16
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accepting the kingdom at his father's importunity,Sambhava

Svatnin, very powerful, guarded the earth like a wreath of

flowers. From Sambhava Svamin’s power the people in the

kingdom were free from calamities, free from disease, living

a. human life-time. The Master did not even bend his

brow over anything. What occasion was there to speak of

bending the bow ? Destroying pleasure-karma, the Master

passed forty-four lacs of purvas and four pQxvahgas as king.

His mind endowed with three kinds of knowledge, self-

enlightened. the Lord of the World reflected that existence

in the world was like this :

" In worldly existence pleasure from enjoying sense-

objects is sweet only for a moment, like poisoned food ; but

in the end (during digestion) produces evil. In this worth-

less ocean of existence human birth is attained by creatures

with difficulty, like sweet water in saline soil. When one

lias attained human birth, it is spoilt to no purpose by the

foolish by service to the senses, like a stream of nectar by

cleansing the feet.”

Initiation (252-292)

While the Lord was engaged in these reflections, the

Lok5ntika-gods came, bowed, and said, " Master, found a

congregation.” After the gods had gone, the Lord of the

World, eager for the festival of taking initiation, began to

give gifts for a year. The Jrmbliaka-gods, sent by Sravana

at the command of Sakra, brought money, gold, etc. of

which the owners had died, whose landmarks had been lost,

which had been put in mountains, deposited in cemeteries,

and concealed in houses, long lost and disappeared. After

they had brought it to the city Sravasti, they made piles

like great mountains at the junctions of four roads and of

three roads and other places. The Master had a pro-

clamation made aloud by officials in Sravasta :
" What-

ever money any one needs, he may ask for that freely.”

Daily the Master gave away one crore and eight lacs of

gold. There are so many beggars for money when the
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Arhat gives it. So. during the year, the Master gave away
tliree hundred eighty-eight crores and eighty lacs of gold.

At the end of his year’s giving, the Indras, whose
thrones had shaken, with their wives and retinues came
together to the Master’s house. After they had circum-

ambulated the Master's house, they got out of the cars,

not touching the earth by a distance of four fingers. All

the lords of the gods (Indras), filled with reverence, then

circumambulated the Lord of the World and made obeisance

to him devotedly. Then Acyuta performed properly the

Lord's bath, like the birth-bath, with pitchers of water

from the tirthas brought by the Abhiyogyas. The other

Indras also, clever in devotion, made in turn the bath of

the iuitiation-kalyana of the I/jrd of the World in the

same way. Immediately the kings, devoted as the Indras

of the gods and asuras, made the bath of Sainbhava

Svamin with purified water. The gods dried the god of

gods' body, wet with bath-water, resembling a golden

mirror, with devadusya. The gods anointed the Lord
with goftrja-sandal and clothed him in fine garments,

with devotion. The gods put ornaments on the Lord of

the World—a fillet, resembling the wealth of the earth of a
diamond-mine, on his head ; in his ears a pair of ear-rings

that looked as if they were made of cloud-pearls

;

8” on his

neck a rope of pearls that imitated the Gangs falling from

Mt. Nlhdra
;
armlets and bracelets, that seemed to be

made of the sun and stars, on his arms
;
on his lotus-feet

anklets resembling lotus-stalks made into circles.

Then the kings made a palanquin for the Lord which
had a lion-throne with a foot-stool and was named
Siddhartha. The Indra Acyuta also had a palanquin

made by the Abhiyogyas which was just like a chief-god

of the aerial cars of the Vaimfinikas. Then the Indra

Acyuta put the palanquin made by himself inside the

palanquin made by the kings, like aloe inside of sandal-

268. See I, n. 3X.|. Cloud* are one of tbe sources of pcaria.
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woo<l. The Blessed One, supported by Bitfaujas, ascended

the liou-throne in the palanquin, like a hansa a lotus.

In front mortals lifted it, like horses a great chariot ; nest

the gods, like the Thick Winds ’ 14 the earth.

With the best musical instruments sounding on all

sides like clouds, Ganilltarvas giving a concert like nectar

to the ears, Apsarases dancing with varied gestures and

postures, bards reciting, Brahmans chanting prayers, the

old women of the family reciting something auspicious,

and high-born women singing charming auspicious hymns,

gods moving at the front, in the rear, and at the sides

like horses
;
looked at with wide-open eyes, pointed at with

fingers, receiving blessiugs of the citizens at every step,

delighting the world by glances like glances of nectar, his

ehauiis waved and his umbrella carried by gods, the Master

went to SahasrSmravaija in the city Srflvasti.

From this jewel of a palanquin the Teacher of the

World descended, desiring to take initiation, like a peacock

from a tree, desiring to take food. The Blessed One
discarded wreaths, ornaments, etc., and wore on his shoulder

the devadusya placed there by Indra. On the day of the
full moon of Margasirsa, the moon being in conjunction

with Mrgasiras, in the last division of the day, having

fasted for two days, the Lord of the World pulled out his

hair from his head in five handfuls, as easily as troubles

previously acquired. Sakra caught the Master's hair in

the end of his own garment and threw it immediately in

the Ocean of Milk like the remains of a sacrifice. He
quickly restrained the noise of gods, asuras, and men by a

gesture of his hand, like a door-keeper.

Declaring, " I renounce all activity that is censur-

able," the Lord adopted good conduct in the presence of

the assembly of gods, etc. Then, the Lord’s fourth know-
ledge, mind-reading, arose, like a present security for

omniscience. Then for a moment there was comfort even
for the hell-inhabitants consumed by unmixed pain as if

““ 275* P- 103-
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thrown into a fire. A thousand kings abandoned their

kingdoms like straw, and took initiation themselves with the

Lord of Three Worlds.

Sakra made obeisance to the Lord with folded hands,

and began a hymn of praise in a voice ardent with devotion :

Stuti (293-300)

" Hail, O Lord, possessor of four kinds of knowledge,

demonstrator o? the dharma of the four vows,*1
' giving

happiness to the throngs of creatures of the four conditions

of existence. Those places in Bharataksetra are blessed,

0 Lord oi Three Worlds, in which you shall wander as a

living tlrtha, O Lord of the Tlrtha. You live in this

worldly existence, but you are not tainted by worldly

existence. Verily, a lotus, though originating in mud,

does not become muddy. This great vow of yours, powerful

as the blade of a sword for cutting the snares of karma,

is victorious, O Lord of the World. Though free from

affection, you are compassionate
;
though free from pos-

sessions, very rich in magic powers
;
though possessing

splendor (heat), always gentle (cool)
;
though courageous,

afraid of existence. He with whom you, wandering,

break fast, the means of salvation for all. even though a

mortal, is to be worshipped intensely by gods. O Master,

to see you in this way is very beneficial to me who am
not free from desire, like a medicinal herb to a sick man.

0 Lord of Three Worlds, I ask, ' May my mind be on you,

as if sewn together, as if inlaid, as if joined together, con-

stantly.’
”

When he had recited this hymn of praise to the Lord,

Sakra and the other Indras, Acyuta, etc., went to their

respective abodes, recalling the nearness of the Lord.

His fas!-breaking (302-310)

On the next day in the same city the Lord went to

the house of King Surendradatta with the intention of

293. See a. 358. Sec Uttar. 23. 12 ; SQtra. 2. 7. 40.
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breaking his fast. He (Surendradatta) arose, bowed to the

Lord of the World with devotion, took up a rice-pudding

and said, " Please take it.” The Lord accepted the rice-

pudding free from faults, acceptable, free from life, in his

hand-vessel, the only vessel for everything."
0 The Lord,

his mind not greedy for delicacies broke his fast just

sufficiently to maintain life, the cause of good fortune to

the giver. Then there was the sound of a drum, like the

trumpeting of a sky-elephant ; a divine stream of treasure

fell from the sky, like a broken necklace ; a rain of flowers

fell from the sky, like the wealth of Nandana ; there was a

shower of fragrant rain, resembling the ichor of a sky-

elephant. The gods waved their garments as if they were

held by one cord, and a voice said, "Oh, the gift 1 Oh,

the gift! The good gift! Surendradatta made imme-

diately a platform of gold and gems at the place where the

Lord had broken his fast, and worshipped the platform at

dawn, noon, and sunset as if it were the Lord’s feet. He

took no food at all until he had made the pujfl.

His ktvala '311-318)

After leaving that place the Blessed One wandered

as a mendicant for fourteen years in ever different villages,

villages approached both by land and water, cities, mines,

poor towns, towns with earthen walls, isolated towns,

towns approached either by laud or water, and forests,

having uo abode, restrained by manifold vows, enduring

undepressed the twenty-two trials, having the three controls,

five kinds of carefulness, silent, fearless, resolute, his gaze

fixed on one point.

Then the Lord stood in pratima, engaged in the

second pure meditation, under a Sal tree in Sahasramravapa.

While he was engaged in meditation, the four destructive

karmas of Sambhava Svamin crumbled like dry leaves of

3,0
304. It is to be noted that here—in r Svetambara work—the

baud is used instead oi an alms-bowl. Of. AJP, XLVII, p, 76.
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a tree. Then in the month KSrtika on the fifth day of

the dark fortnight, the moon being in conjunction with

Mrgasiras, brilliant omniscience arose in the Master observ-

ing a two days' fast, like a guarantee of the sight of

present, past, and future objects. Then the hell-inhabitauts

had a moment of peace from the cessation of pain caused

by the Paramadharmikas arising from the place, and

caused by each other. At the same time all the Indras of

the gods and asuras, whose thrones had been shaken, came
there to make the omniscience-festival.

The saniavasarana (320-340)

The VayukumSras cleaned the ground for a yojana,

and the Clouds 1,1
sprinkled it to prepare for a saniavasarana.

The Vyantaras paved it with beautiful gold and jeweled

slabs and scattered five-colored flowers on it. There

they made four arches, one in each direction, ornamented

with white umbrellas, flags, pillars, makara-faces, etc.

The Bhavanelas made a jeweled platform inside and

around it a silver wall with a gold coping. The Jyotiskas

made a middle wall of gold with a jeweled coping, resembling

the girdle of a bride in the form of the earth. Then the

Vimanapatis made the upper wall of jewels with a coping of

rubies. In each wall there were four ornamental gate-

ways, and within the second wall to the northeast the

gods made a dais. In the center of the ground inside the

upper wall, the Vyantaras made a caitya-tree two kos and

one hundred and eight bows high. Beneath it on the

platform paved with jewels they made a dais, and in its

center to the east they made a jeweled lion-throne with a

foot-stool. Above the dais they made a triple white

umbrella
;
at the sides two Yaksas held moon-white chauris.

In front of the samavasaraija the Vyantaras made a shining

dharma-cakra, indicating that the Supreme Lord was a

Dharmacakrin.

* 318. See I, n. 58.

320. Payomuc, really the Meghakunuras.
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Surrounded by crores of gods, setting his feet on nine

golden lotuses moved by the gods, the Lord entered the

samavasaraua by the east door at dawn and circum-

ambulated the caitya-tiee in it three times. Saying,

"Homage to the congregation," the Supreme Lord sat,

facing the east, on the lion-throne placed on the dais. By
means of the Master’s power, the Vyantaras made images

of the Master which were placed on jeweled lion-thrones

in the other directions also. Back oi the Lord's head

there was a halo, in front an indradbvaja, and a drum
sounded in the sky.

Entering by tiie east door, after bowing to the Arhat,

the s&dhus sat down and the sadhvls and Vaimanika-women

stood in the southeast. The women of the Bhavanapatis,

Jyotiskas. and Vyantaras entered by the south door,

bowed to the Arbat, anu stood in the southwest. Enter-

ing by the west door, the Bhavanapatis, Jyotiskas. and

Vyantaras bowed to the Arhat and stood in order in the

northwest. Entering by the north gate, the Vaimanikas,

men, and women bowed to the Jina and stood in the

northeast in order. Thus inside the first wall remained

the holy fourfold congregation, inside the second wall

animals, and inside the third wall animals used as

conveyances.

sum <341-349)

Then Sakra bowed to the Master and, his hands folded

submissively, began a hymn of praise in a voice tilled with

devotion

:

" You. though uninvited, are a helper
; tender though

without cause
;
kind though unasked ; a relative, though a

stranger. I seek refuge with you, affording protection,

who have a bland (snigdha) mind though not anointed

with oil ; who have a brilliant range of speech though not

rubbed
;
with spotless conduct though unwashed. The

crooked thorns of karma were broken at will by you, not a

fierce hero but an ascetic, tranquil, impartial. Homage to
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you, free from birth, great lord, free from disease, destroyer

of hell, free from passion, a holy man. May I receive

fruit from you, an unexpected kalpa-tree, lofty with

undecayed fruit, very important for continuation of life.

1 am the servant without a symbol of you who are free

from attachment, Lord Jina, free from affection, compas-

sionate, impartial, protector of the world. This soul (of

mine) has been delivered by me to you who are an un-

guarded depository of jewels, a kalpa-tree without an

enclosure, an inconceivable thought-gem. I am barren of

fruitful meditation
;
you are the embodiment oi nothing

but fruit. Be gracious to me stupid about ‘ what must be

done? ' according to rule.”

When Sakra bad become silent after this hymn of

praise, the Blessed One, Sambhava Svfimin, delivered this

sermon with a desire to benefit every one

:

Sermon (351-372)

" Every single object in worldly existence is in fact

transitory. People in it are confused by a moment of

pleasure to no purpose. Alas 1 creatures live with calamities

coming from themselves and others from all directions,

standing on the support of Yama’s teeth. If impermanence

penetrates in bodies made of adamaut, why mention

creatures that resemble the inside of a plantain tree ?
m

If any one wishes to make permanence in weak creatures,

let him make it in a man of straw composed of old dry

straw. For people liviug in the cavity of the mouth of

the tiger of death there are no charms, spells, cures, in-

cantations for protection. First, old age devours a man

advanced in j'ears
;
then Krthnta (Death) hastens. Alas for

a human birth ! If he recognized himself as subject to

Krtanta, who would even eat, to say nothing of (com-

mitting) evil acts ? Just as bubbles in water disappear as

soon as they appear, just so do the bodies of embodied

beings instantly. Samavartin (Yama) sets out to destroy

m
353 . Noted for fragility-
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without distinction rich man. poor man
;

king, beggar ;

wise man, fool
;
good man, bad man. He has no friendli-

ness to virtue ; no hostility to vice. Death devours people,

like a forest-Sre a great forest.

But do not fear this, confused evenby missiles of ku£a-

grass 1 By what means could the body be iree from de-

struction ? The ones who are able to make a staS out of

Meru, or ar. umbrella out of the earth, are not able to pro-

tect themselves nor another from Death. The rule of Death

being lord from a worm to an Indra, a sane man could not

begin to tell the trickery of Death. If any one could see

anywhere any man of past times alive, then the trickery

of Death would be passed over by philosophical systems.

Let the wise understand even youth to be transitory,

becoming decrepit from old age which destroys youthful

beauty. The men who in youth are loved by fair women
with the semblance of love, in old age arc abandoned with

the sound of spitting made by the greedy. The money

which is acquired by rich men with much trouble and is

preserved without being enjoyed disappears iu a moment.

What need is there to compare money, which disappears

inevitably while its possessors look on, with bubbles and

lightning ? Meetings with friends, relatives, and people

are accompanied by separations in case of death, change,

or injury of one’s self or another. One who meditates

constantly on impermanence does not grieve even for a

dead son ; but one who is confused by persistence in (the

idea of) permanence cries out even at the breaking of a

wall. Not only body, youth, money, relations, etc. are

transitory, but also this world comprising everything

moving and motionless. A man knowing everything to be

transitory as described, free from possessions, should

strive for a permanent abode and permanent bliss."

Founding of the congregatio n (373-384)

After the}’ had listened to the Lord's sermon, many
meu and women took initiation at his lotus-feet at that
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time. Then the Master taught the ' three steps ’ consisting

of permanence, origination, and perishing to the men,

Caxu and others, who had the body-making karma of

ganabhrts. The hundred and two ganabhrts composed the

twelve ahgas and the fourteen purvas in accordance with

the * three steps.’ The Lord arose, took the powder
Drought by Sakra and, throwing it, gave them permission

for exposition by means oi the substances, etc., and for

the ganas. The gods, etc. threw fragrant powder on them,

accompanied by the sound of the drum, and the ganabhrts

remained, longing for the Master’s speech. The Lord sat

down again on the divine lion-throne, facing the east, and

gave them a sermon consisting of instruction. At the end

ot the watch, the Lord ceased speaking. An oblation of

eight pounds of rice came from the royal palace. It was
thrown up in the air and the gods took half of it, as it

was falling. Half of what fell was taken joyfully by the

kings and half by other men, after dividing it. Then the

Teacher of the World arose, went out by the north door

and rested on the dais, though not tired. Such was the

custom.

Seated on the Master’s foot-stool, Cam, the head of the

Ganadharas, delivered a doubt-destroying sermon by virtue

of the Master’s power. At the end of the second watch,

he stopped his preaching like the reading of the scriptures

at the time of Saturn .” 1 Then the gods, asuras, kings, etc.

bowed to the Master and all went to their respective homes,

joyful like people who have completed a festival.

Sdsanadevatds (385-389)

There appeared in that congregation a Yaksa-chief,

named Trimukha, three-eyed, three-faced, dark, six-aimed,

with a peacock for a vehicle, carrying au ichneumon and

a club in two right hands and bestowing fearlessness with

a third, carrying a citron, wreath, and rosary in his left

,u
* 3S3. A particular time of day at which any religious rito is

improper. MW, s.v.
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hands. In the same congregation there arose Duritflri,

four-armed, fair, with a ram for a vehicle, adorned with

right arms holding a rosary and granting a boon, and with

left arms holding a serpent and bestowing fearlessness.

Then the messenger-deities, Trimukha and Doritfiri, were

always near the Lord, like a body-guard.

The congregation (390-396)

Then the Lord, endowed with thirty-four miraculous

powers, surrounded by monks, wandered elsewhere from

this place. There were two hundred thousand monks,

three hundred and thirty-sis: thousand nuns, twenty-one

hundred and fifty of those knowing all the pflrvas,

and ninety-sis hundred of those endowed with clair-

voyant knowledge, twelve thousand, one hundred and fifty

of those possessing the fourth knowledge, fifteen thousand

of the omniscient, twenty thousand less two hundred

who had the ait of transformation, twelve thousand who
had the art of disputation, two hundred and ninety-three

thousand laymen, six hundred and thirty-six thousand

laywomen in the retinue of the Lord as he wandered.

The Lori's moksa (396-407)

The Lord wandered a lac of pflrvas less four purvSngas

and fourteen years from the time of his omniscience. Then

the Blessed One, omniscient, knowing that it was time for

his moksa, went to the top of Mt Sammeta with his

retinue. Then Lord Sambhava and a thousand munis

undertook the fast called ' p&dapopagama.' At that time

the lords of the gods and asuras came there with their

retimies and remained, serving the Lord of the World with

devotion. At the end of a mouth, Sambhava Bv&min,

immovable as a mountain, restraining all activity, attained

saile&i, the final meditation. O11 the fifth day of the white

half of Caitra, the racon standing in conjunction with

Mrgaiiras, the Lord, who possessed the four infinities of

siddhas, went to the abode of undisturbable bliss. The
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thousand munis, also, like spotless parts of the Master,

reached the final abode by the same process.

As prince, the Lord passed fifteen lacs of purvas
;
as

king, forty-four lacs of purvas plus four purvSrigas ; and
as a mendicant a lac of purvas less four purv&ngas. So
Lord Sri Sambhava passed sixty lacs of purvas. Thirty

lacs of crores of sagaras after the nirvana of Ajita Svamin
the nirvana of Lord Sambhava took place.

Then the Indras cremated the body of Sambhava,
Lord Jina, and performed the other rites properly. They

took the molars and (other) teeth, after dividing them
suitably ; '** and the (other) gods took the collection of

bones. The Indras went to their own homes, and the

gods heaped up the Master’s bones on the top of the pillar

Mapava to worship them. What part of the Lords of the

Tirtha is not worthy to be worshipped ?

m 406. Seep. 221.
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ABHINANDANACARITRA

I praise the Lord Jina, son ol Srimat King Samuara, a

Nandaua of the trees of virtues, delighting the world,

Abhinandana. I shall relate the Lord’s splendid life,

which is a pitcher of the nectar of knowledge of the

fundamental principles, daylight to the sleep of delusion of

people capable of emancipation.

Incarnation as Mahdbala (5-20)

In the East Videhas of this same JambiidvTpa there is

a province, fair Marigalavati, the abode of wealth and happi-

ness. In it there is a jewel oi a city, Ratnasahcaya, the

crest-jewel of the earth, a mine of all jewels, like the ocean.

In it there was a king, like Kubera in wealth, like another

wind’00
in strength, named Mahdbala. He was res-

plendent with regal powers—energy, good couusel, and pre-

eminence of treasure and army, like Hiniavat with the rivers

Gariga, Sindhu, and Roliitansa.m He ruled by the fom
methods conquering troops of enemies, like a young elephant

by its tusks. He, a depository of intelligence, had regard

for the Arhat alone as god, for a sadhu alone as guru, and

for the dhanna taught by the Jiua only. He delighted

in the fourfold dhanna with the divisions oi liberality, good

conduct, penance, and state of mind, since merit oi the

great is allied to merit.

,B0
5. MahSbala ? It would be more satisfactory if this could be

identified aa a person in accord with the comparison with Kubera. But,

though Maliabala occurs often enough as a proper name, there is no one

with whom a comparison is suitable. Wind is often used as a term for

strength, Cf.4. 2. 174.

6. See above p. in, and K., p. no,
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Possessing discernment, terrified of existence, knowing

the tiacsitoriness of all things, he was not contented with

lay-dharma only partly free from passion. Then at the

feet of Vimala Suri he, like a tamed bull, adopted complete

self-control, accompanied by pronouncement of the vow.

When he was blamed by wicked people, he rejoiced for a

long time in his heart. When he was worshipped by the

good, on the contrary, he was ashamed. He was not

depressed in the least, even when oppressed by the wicked

;

even when worshipped by the great, he did not attain

pride. Wandering in delightful gardens, etc., he did not

glow
;
he did not turn pale in forests terrible with

lions, tigers, etc. In winter he endured nights of intense

cold standing outdoors in pratirnd, immovable as an

elephant-post. In the hot season terrible from the heat of

the sun : he did not fade away, practicing austerities in the

sun, but shone like cloth m purified by fire. In the

rainy season, lie stood under a tree in pratima, with both

eyes motionless in meditation, like an elephant. He
observed all the fasts, ekfkvali, ratnavalt, etc.,'" many
times, like au insatiable person making acquisition of

property. Also, by some sthanakas from among the

twenty sthanakas he acquired the body-tnaking karma of a

Tlrtliakrt. After he had observed his vow for a long time,

he died after fasting and became a powerful god in the

palace Vijaya.

Incarnation as Abhituindana (21-175)

Description of Ayodhya (21-30)

Now in the division named Bharata in this continent

Jambudvipa there is a city, Ayodhya, equal to Purandara's

*“ 16. This seems to refer to asbest03
,
though I can find no recoxd

of the known use of asbestos in India at this rime. It was in common
use in China in the 13th century, according to Marco Polo, and it is not

improbable that it was known in India Ln the izth century. I know of no

other ‘ doth ’ that would satisfy the condition of being ' purified by fire.’

m 18. See n. Si.
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city. In each of its houses the moon, reflected in jeweled

pillars, attained the beauty of a permanent, handsome

mirror. There the trees oi the householders’ courtyards

resembled wishing-trees because of necklaces shaken by

peacocks kept for sport who kept pulling at them. Rows

of lofty shrines gave the appearauce oi mountains with

high cascades bursting forth because of streams from

moon-stones.,M Tbe roofs paved with jewels on the tops oi

the shrines with stars reflected in them looked as if

handfuls of flowers had been scattered by the gods. Its

pleasure-pools in the houses filled with people amusing

themselves steal the beauty of the Ocean oi Milk with

Apsarases coming forth. Its house-pools shine instantly

with wreaths of golden lotuses from the faces of fair women
submerged to the neck. Outside the city the grounds

were dark with extensive gardens, like mountain-plateaux

with new clouds. The wall, encircled by a large lake,

looked just like Mt. Astftpada with the lake of the gods.

In every house in it there were givers, like kalpa-trecs in

heaven, always very easy to find, but beggars were very

difficult to find.

Description of Samvara (31-39)

Its king was named Sanivara, the moon to the Ocean

of Milk of the Iksvaku family, chosen as husband by the

Sris of all his enemies. The wealth of the sole king whose

command ruled the entire surface of the earth did not leave

his treasury, like the sword of a compassionate man its

scabbard. The earth was made to have one umbrella,

like the sky one moon, by him, long-armed, very powerful

with formidable majesty. He firmly supported the earth
;

otherwise it would have burst into a thousand pieces from

the weight of his army as he went on processions of

conquest. When he had repeatedly attracted Sris from

•M 24. See I, c. 192.
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afar, he fettered them, though fickle, like slaves by his

virtues. He did not become haughty because of the

scepters taken from kings. Does the ocean become proud

in the least because of the waters of rivers? Always
calm in mind, not greedy, free from heedlessness, he was
impartial to rich man and poor man, like a muni. He
ruled his subjects for dliarma, but not with the desire for

wealth
; he punished his enemies to protect his subjects,

but not with the idea of hatred. Things that were beneficial

to all on the one hand
;
what was beneficial to dharma on

the other hand, he supported at the same time in himself

like a scale.

Description of Queen SiddJi&rtha (40-49)

He had a wife, an ornament of the harem, named
Siddhartha, born in a pure family, virtuous. With a gait

slow from coquetry and a very sweet voice, she looked like

a rajaliafisi with a beautiful form. Her beautiful eyes

and mouth, hands and feet gleamed like a lotus-bed in a

river of merit and beauty. She looked as if the inside of

her lotus-eyes were made of sapphire, as if her teeth were

made of pearls, as if her lips were made of coral, as ii her

nails were made of mbies, as if her limbs were made of gold,

and her body of jewels. She was the chief of good wives,

like Vinita of cities, like Robin! of the vidyas,'
01

like

MandSkini of the rivers. She did not become angry with

her husband, even affectionately, since well-born women are

fearful of transgression against marriage-vows as if they

were religious vows. The King's affection for her, suitable

for himself, very dear, was free from deceit, resembling

indigo-dye. Husband and wife, unfettered by all the

sources of pride. ,0, enjoyed various pleasures of the senses

without injury to dharma.

35 ' See Abhi. 2. 153.
,w 4S. I. n. 391.

17
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Birth of Abhinandana (49-64)

Now, Mah&bala's jiva, stink in bliss, passed a life of

thirty-three sftgaropamas in the palace Vijaya. On the

fourth day of the white half of Vai&Lkha, the moon being

in AbhJci, he fell and descended into Queen Siddh3rtlia’s

womb. At the time that he, possessing three kinds of

knowledge, descended, there was a light in the three worlds

and happiness even for hell-inhabitants.

In the last watch of the night the Queen, comfortably

asleep, saw fourteen great dreams enter her mouth : a

white tour-tusked elephant ; a bull the color of a jasmine
;

a lion with its mouth wide-open
;
Lakpnf, beautiful from

being sprinkled ; a wreath of five-colored flowers
;
a full

moon
;
a shining sun

;
a banner garlanded with bells ; a

golden full pitcher
;
a large pool covered with lotuses

;
an

ocean with high waves
;
a beautiful palace ; a glistening

heap of jewels ; a smokeless fire.

The Queen awoke and related the dreams to the King.

The King explained the dreams, " O Queen, by these

dreams (is meant) you will have a son. lord of the three

worlds. ” The Indras also came and interpreted the dreams,
" O Queen, you will haw a son, the fourth Tirthanatha.”

The Queen passed the rest of the night awake. Sleep,

repelled by her joy, went fax away.

Then the embryo grew secretly day by day in Lady

Siddhartha’s womb, like the seed-vessel in the calyx of a

lotus. Lady SiddkSrtha carried the embryo with ease.

Verily, the avatar of such people is for the delight of the

world also. After nine months, seven and one-half days,

on the second day of the bright fortnight of llagha, the

moon being in conjunction with Abhlci, Lady SiddharthS

bore with ease a son, not inferior to the sun in splendor,

golden, marked with a monkey. At that time there was a

light in the three worlds for a moment and simultaneously

there was happiness for the hell-inhabitants for a moment
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Birth-rites (65-75)

Fifty-six Dikkumaris came, each from her own abode,

and performed suitably the birth-rites for the Queen and

her son. When Sakra knew the Arhat’s birth by the

trembling of his throne, he and the gods, seated in Pftlaka,

came to the Lord's house. Sakra descended from his car,

entered the Lord’s house, and there paid homage to the

Master and to the Master’s mother. After he had given a

sleeping-charm, the Visava of Saudliaima (Sakra) placed

an image of the Arhat at the Queen's side, and he himself

became fivefold.

One Sakra carried the Lord, another an umbrella, two

others chauris, another, twirling the thunderbolt, went

ahead dancing. In a moment Sakra reached the rock

AtipSpdukambala and sat down on the lion-throne, holding

the Lord on his lap. Then the sixty-three Indras, Acyuta,

etc., with them retinues came and bathed the Lord with

pitchers of water as was fitting. Kfina also became fivefold

and took the Master ou his lap, one holding the umbrella, two

the chauris, and another the thunderbolt, going in advance.

Sakra created four crystal bulls in the four directions, and
bathed the Supreme Lord with the water rising up from

their horns. After he had anointed the Lord and had

worshipped him with clothes, ornaments, etc., and had

waved the light-vessel, Sakra, his hands folded submissively,

recited the following hymn of praise :

Stuti (75-S2)

" O Master, fourth Lord of the TJrtha, sun of the sky

of the fourth spoke of the wheel of time, publisher of the

glory of the fourth object oi existence, hail, O Lord. Now
the world having a lord with you as lord after a long time

will never be attacked by delusion, etc., robbers of discern-

ment. May the dust of your feet, resembling particles of

merit, settle on my head falling at your foot-stool. My
eyes are fixed on your face. May the impurity that arose
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from looking at what is cot worthy to be looked at be

washed away instantly with waves of water from tears of

joy. May my horripilation arising after a long time from

the sight of you drive away the memory of the sight of

unworthy things which was produced for a long time. May

my eyes be always dancing on your face
;
may my hands

always do worship to you ;
may my ears always be listening

to your merits. If my voice, though slow, is eager for the

utterance of your merits, then indeed there is happiness for

it. How otherwise ? I am your servant, your slave, your

worshipper. I am your menial. Say ' Very well,’ O Lord.

Henceforth I am silent."

After praise to this effect, Sakra became 5vefold,

took the Lord irom Isana and, with one carrying the

umbrella, etc. as before, went instantly to the Master’s

house. There he took away the sleeping-charm and the

Arhat’s image, and placed the Lord of the World at the

Queen’s side, according to custom. Then Sakra went from

the Master's palace and the other Indras irom Meru,

each to his own abode, as they had come.

Childhood (86-89)

At dawn the King held a great birth-festival for his

son, causing the one umbrellaship of joy to all the people.

The family, kingdom, and city rejoiced while he was in

embryo. Therefore, his parents named him Abliinandana.

Drinking nectar, which Sakra had injected, from his own

thumb, cared for by nurses from heaven (Apsarases),

the Lord gradually grew up. The Master passed his

childhood, playing at various games with gods and asuras

in the form of boys with various playthings in their hands.

Person-al description (90-93)

Abliinandana SvSmin came to youth which produces

beauty oi the body, like a garden-tree coming to spring.

Three hundred and fifty bows tall, his arms hanging to

his knees, he looked like a tree with Sri’s swing, with two
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props of the swing attached. The Master was beautiful

with cheeks and forehead surpassing the beauty of the half

moon, with a face equalling the glory of the full moon.

The Lord of the World was resplendent with a breast like

a slab of SvarnaSaila, large shoulders, lean waist, the legs

of a deer, feet arched like a tortoise.

Marriage (94-96)

Though indifferent to things of the senses, since he

knew that he had pleasure-karma and was urged by his

parents, the Lord married princesses. With beautiful

young women he enjoyed himself, like the moon with the

stars, in pleasure-gardens, pools, tanks, on peaks, etc.,

just as he wished. So, immersed iu pleasure like an

Ahamindra, the Master passed twelve and a half lacs of

purvas from birth.

Becomes king (97-99)

After persuading him, King Sarhvara placed Lord

Abhinandana on the throne, and he himself took the

kiugdom of mendicancy. The Master ruled the world as

easily as a single village. What does the rule of the world

amount to for one skilled in the protection of the three

worlds ? The Lord of the World, Abhinandana, passed

thirty-six and a half lacs of purvas and eight ahgas in

sovereignty.

Initiation (100-113)

Then the Lord desired initiation and the Lokantika-

gods came, like ministers, knowing his heart, and declared,

“ Enough of living in sariisara,O Lord. Found a congregation

by which others cross the ocean of samsara difficult to

cross.”

The Lokantika-gods departed after this announcement

and the Lord of the World begau a yearly gift without any

desire for reward. The Jrmbhakas, sent by Kubera at

Sakra’s order, brought money repeatedly and bestowed it
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on the Master giving it away. At the end of giving gifts

for a year the initiation-ceremony was held by the sixty-

four Indras in a fitting manner for the Lord of the World.

Anointed, with ornaments and divine garments put on,

the Lord got into the palanquin Arthasiddhi for the

accomplishment of his desire. The Lord went to the grove

Sabasramra in the palanquin carried in front by mortals,

in the rear by immortals. Then the Blessed One descended,

abandoned ornaments, etc., and VSsava placed on his

shoulders a devadfisya. In the evening of the twelfth day

of the bright half of Magha, (the moon being) in Abhlci,

after observing a fast of two days, the Lord tore out his

hai r in five handfuls. Sakra received the hair in the end

of his upper garment, went instantly to throw it in the

Ocean of Milk, and returned. Sakra restrained the noise of

gods, asuras, and men, and the Master adopted good

conduct .recitingthe sam&yika(-sfitra)."" The Lord’s fourth

knowledge, called ' mind-reading,’ came into existence.

Then there was a moment of comfort even for the hell-

inhabitants. Abandoning their kingdoms like impurities

of the body, one thousand kings took delusion-destroying

mendicancy with the Master. After bowing to the Lord,

Sakra and the other Indras with their retinues went to

their respective abodes, like those abroad in the rainy

season.

Fast-breaking (114-118)

On the next day in AyodhvS, the Master broke his

fast with rice-pudding in the house of King Indradatta. A
rain of treasure, a rain of flowers, a shower of perfumed
rain, the sound of the drum in the sky, and a waving
of garments were made by the gods. " Oh, the gift ! Oh,

the gift ! the beautiful gift !

’’ was proclaimed aloud by gods,

asuras, and men unrestrained in joy.

Then the Master went elsewhere and in the place of

the Master's feet, Indradatta made a jeweled platform.

no. See L n. 329.
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always wishing to worship. As an (ordinary) ascetic, the

Master wandered for eighteen years, enduring trials,

persevering in various vows.

Omniscience (119-121)

One day as he wandered the Lord went to SahasrSm-

ravana and stood under a priyftla-tree, after observing

a two days’ fast. The destruction of the destructive-

karmas taking place at the end of the second pure medita-

tion. on the fourteenth of the bright hah' of Pausa, the

moon being in conjunction with Abhlci, the Lord’s spotless

omniscience appeared, a great remedy for warding off

pain even of the hell-inhabitants.

The samavasarana (122-126)

Then the sixty-four Indras came and made fittingly for

the Lord a lofty samavasarana in a place measuring a yojana.

Then setting his feet on golden lotuses which were moved
by the gods, the Master entered the samavasarana by the

east door. The Lord Jina made the pradaksipa to the

eaitya-tree in it, which rose two gavyfltas and twenty

bows. Saying ’

' Homage to the congregation.
’
* the Supreme

Lord adorned the lion-throne in the middle of a dais,

facing tlie east. Then the fourfold congregation, gods,

asuras, and humans enured by the proper doors and sat

down in their proper places.
404

AfUr bowing to the Blessed One, Sakra, his hands

folded in submission, his body horripilated, recited a hymn
of praise to the Master.

Stuii (i 28-135)

" Any defect of the mind is removed by its very

looseness by you who have restrained completely evil

conduct of mind, speech, and body. Victory over the

*'* 126. Apparently all the 12 divisions *at down, in this

instance, which would be a very unusual proceeding. Ct. I, p. 336,

and a. 200 above.
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senses was achieved by you with the correct understand-

ing, ' The sense-organs are not restrained, and they are not

unrestrained.’ The eight divisions of yoga 46* are certainly

only a detailed development. How can it be otherwise ?

Even from childhood it (yoga) has been part of your

nature. For a long time you have been indifferent to

sense-objects and friends also. In your unseen concentra-

tion also there is inherent nature. O Master, this is unusual.

Just as others are not delighted at an enemy doing good,

so you are not delighted at one doing evil. Oh ! everything

is unusual. Even evil-doers are benefited
;
even followers

are disregarded. Who can question this different conduct

of yours ? Just as your mind has been devoted to the

highest concentration, so it has not considered, ‘ 1 am
happy or uot ; I am unhappy or not.' The meditator,

meditation, and thing to be meditated on—the triad has

united in one soul. How could this greatness of con-

centration on yonr part be believed by others ?
"

When Sakra had ceased speaking after this hymn of

praise, the Master commenced a sermon in a deep voice

which penetrated for a yojana.

Sermon on sarhsara (137-149)

"This samsSra is a pit of calamities. To any one

falling into it, neither father, mother, friend, brother,

nor any one else is any protection. Since Indras, Upendras,

etc. come within the sphere of death, who, alas I gives

protection to creatures against the fear of death ? While

father, mother, sister, brother, and children look on, a

person without protection is led by his actions tn Yanu’s
house. People, their wits confused, grieve over their

family being led to destruction by their actions, but do

not grieve over themselves who will be led in future. In

‘0I 130. See Patafljali’a Yogadarfema, 2. 29. The S divisions are :

abstentions, observances, postures, regulations of the breath, withdrawal

of the senses, fixed attention, contemplation, and concentration. Cf.

HOS, 17. p. 177 .
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saihsSra made terrible by the blazing dames of the forest-

fire of pain there is no protection for any creature like a

young deer in a forest. There is no protection against

death by means of the eightfold Ayurveda,"4 by life-

giving remedies, by charms overcoming death, etc. A
king, even though in the midst of a cage of swords, though

surrounded by a fourfold army, is seized with violence by

the servants of Yama, like a poor man. Just as cattle

do not know any remedy against death, neither do wise

men. Alas ! the confusion in regard to remedies ! The

same ones who, equipped only with swords, free the earth

from obnoxious persons, put their fingers in their mouths,*61

terrified at Yama’s frown. Even for munis devoid of evil

it is never possible to prevent death by vows resembling

sword-blades. Alas ! the universe is without protection,

without kings, without leaders, since it without a remedy

is devoured by the Raksas Yama. Dhairna, which is a

remedy, is not so against death, but it is known as a helper

because it grants a good state of existence (gati). Then

let us stniggle for the fourth object of existence, for

eternal bliss, by adopting the method characterized by

mendicancy.”

Founding 0/ the congregation (150-156)

From this sermon men and women in general adopted

mendicancy. There were a hundred and sixteen ganabhrts.

Vajrauabha, etc. After giving them permission for exposi-

tion and for the ganas according to rule, the Lord delivered

a sermon consisting of instruction. The Master told them

the ' three-steps,’ origination, perishing, and permanence.

In accordance with the ' three-steps ’ they made the texts of

the twelve arigas. The Master stopped his sermou at the

close of the watch. Then he threw up the oblation brought

by the king, and gods, kings, and men took it in turn. Then

242. See I, n. 91.

145. A age of aabmiaaon.
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the Lord of tlie World arose, went to the middle wall, and

sat down on the dais placed in the northeast. Vajranabha

the ganadhara, seated on the Master’s foot-stool, delivered

a sermon. A Sratakevalin, he was looked upon by the

people as a kevalin.*0' He ended the sermon at the close of

the second watch of the day. After bowing to the Arhat,

all the gods. etc. went to their respective abodes.

The Sasanadevatas (157-160)

In this congregation arose YakseSvara. dark, with an

elephant for a vehicle, his two right hands holding a citron

and a rosary, his two left hands carrying an ichneumon

and a goad, a messenger-deity
. always near the Lord.

Likewise Kalika appeared, dark-colored, seated on a lotus,

one right hand in varada-position and one holding a noose,

her two left hands holding a snake and a goad, a messenger-

deity always in attendance on the Lord.

The congregation (i6r-l66)

Then the Master, endowed with the thirty-four super-

natural powers, wandered in villages, mines, cities, etc.

Three hundred thousand monks, six hundred and thirty

thousand nuns, ninety-eight thousand endowed with clair-

voyant knowledge, fifteen hundred who knew the purvas,

eleven thousand, six hundred and fifty who bad mind-

reading knowledge, fourteen thousand who were omniscient,

nineteen thousand who had the art of transformation,

eleven thousand disputants, two hundred and eighty-eight

thousand laymen, five hundred and twenty-seven thousand

laywomen were (the congregation) of the Lord of the

World as he wandered over the earth.

The Lord's mok$a (168-175)

After a lac of pQrvas less eight angas and eighteen

years from the time of his omniscience, the Lord went to

155. I.e., although he was ocly wdl-Tcmed in the Scripture,

the people thought him omnisdeut.
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Mt. Sammeta knowing that it was time for his nirvfina.

Together with a thousand munis the Lord continued a fast

for a month, attended by the gods with their Indras and

by kings. Engaged in Sailed-meditation, destroying karma
prolonging existence,408

possessing the four infinities of

siddhas, the Blessed Abhinandana and the thousand

munis went to the place from which there is no return on

the eighth day of the white half of Vai&kha, the moon
being in conjunction with Puspa. Passing twelve and a

half lacs of purvas as prince, thirty-six and a half lacs of

pflrvas plus eight ahgas as king, a lac of purvas less eight

ahgas in mendicancy, the Lord lived for fifty lacs of

pilivas. Abhinandana's nirvana was ten lacs of crores of

sfigaras after the nirvana of Sambhava Svamin. Sakra

performed the funeral rites of the Master and the munis
also. The gods and asuras took the molars, teeth, and
bones for worship. After they had gone to Nandisvara

and held an eight-day festival to the eternal images of the

Arhats, the Indras and the gods went to their respective

worlds, and the kiugs to their respective palaces.

169. UpagrBhikarma, i.e.. Ayus, N8ma, Gotra, and Vrdanlya.

Sec PE, nvaggafca.
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SUMATINATHACARITRA

Om I Homage to Sumatinfitha, the source of

extensive knowledge, a bridge for the crossing of the great

ocean of boundless samsflra. By his favor his life, resem-
bling a stream of water for the tree of happiness of people
in samsara who are capable of emancipation, will be related

fittingly,

Incarnation as PurusasiUha (3-120)

In this very Jambudvipa there is the province

Fuskalivati shining with much wealth, distinguishing East

Videha. In it there is a very fair city, Sankhapura by

name, whose sky has uneven outlines of banners of various

shrines, palaces, etc. Its king was named Vijayasena, a

conqueror, possessing (such) strength of arm that his army
was merely for splendor. He had a wiie, SudarSana by
name, the ornament of all the women of the harem, beauti-

ful as a digit of the moon. Dallying with her, like

Kusumayudha with Rati, Vijayasena, whose power was
celebrated, passed the time.

Sudarband's grief over childlessness (8-23)

One day he went with his retinue in magnificent style

to a garden where a festival was taking place, and all the

people of the city went. too. Queen Sudarsana also went

there, seated on an elephant, marked by the chauris and

umbrella, like the Sri of sovereignty embodied. There she

saw a certaiu woman attended by eight young women
who resembled Dikkanyfls, resplendent with priceless

ornaments. When she saw her with them in attendance.
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like Sad attended by the Apsarases, Queen SudarsanS
was very much amazed in her heart.

“ Who is she ? Who are these attendants of hers ?
"

Queen SudarsanS instructed the harem-guard to find out.

When he had enquired, the harem-guard came and reported

:

“She is Sulaksana, the wife of Nandisepa. a merchant.

Sulaksapa has two sous
;
and these are their wives, four of

each, eager to serve their mother-in-law like slaves.”

When she heard that, SudarsanS reflected to herself,
“ Indeed, this merchant’s wife, who looks upon the face

of a son, is very superior, tor whom these beautiful well-born

young women, who have become her daughters-in-law.

always perform service, like eight Naga-raaidens. Alas !

alas I for me who have no son, no daughter-in-law, who
am lacking in merit. My life is in vain, even though
I have become the heart of my husband. Tossing his

hand here and there, dust-color all over from powder, a
son plays on the lap of fortunate women, like a monkey
in a tree. Like vines that have produced no fruit, like

mountains without water, women without children are

blameworthy, are to be grieved over. What is the use of

other festivals for those people who may not have the
great festivals of the birth-, naming-, tonsure-, marriage-

ceremony, etc. of a son ?
”

With these thoughts, her face pale like a lotus injured

by cold, Queen Sudarsana, depressed, went to her own
house. There she dismissed even her attendants aud fell

on the couch, weak, breathless, as if ill. She did not eat.

she did not speak, she did not make her toilet, but remained
like a jeweled doll without a mind.

Expia>iaiion to the King (24-33)

When the King heard from her retinue that she was
in this state, he approached her and said in a voice tender

with affection :
" O Queen, when even I am subject to

you, is any wish unfulfilled, because of which you are

so grieved, like a hansi that has been made to fall in
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the desert ? Does some anxiety torment you, or is there

any new ailment ? Has anyone transgressed your com-

mand ? Or have you seen an evil vision ? Has there

been external or internal evil omen ? Tell me the cause of

your depression. Surely there is no secret between you
and me.”

Sudar&uia sighed and said in a clinking voice :
" By

your favor no one has broken a command of mine any

more than one of yours. There is no anxiety nor illness,

no bad dream nor evil oinen, nor anything else like this

which is the cause of my distress ; but one thing, O lord,

grieves me. In vain is all royal wealth ; in vain all worldly

pleasure ; in vain is the love of those who have not seen

the face of a son. Just as the poor man is greedy when he

sees the wealth of the rich, so I, too, am greedy when I

see the sons of women who have sons, alas ! Put on one

side all pleasures, on the other side put the pleasure of

obtaining a son ; the second weighs the more when weighed

in the scale of the mind. The deer, etc. in the forest

who are surrounded by their offspring arc better off than

we without offspring. Alas for even tluiir little happiness !

”

The King fasts to obtain a son (34-43)

Then the King said, “ O Queen, be firm. Soon I will

fulfill your wish by prayer to the gods. That which is

not accomplished by power, which is inaccessible to the

wise, which is out of the sphere of sacred charms, to say

nothing of spells, which can not be obtained by other

means, O Queen, the gracious gods arc able to accomplish

for men’s sake. Therefore, know that desire of yours

already accomplished, honored lady. Enough of grief. I

shall remain fasting in the presence of the family-goddess

for the sake of a son.”

After so comforting the Queen, the King went from

his own house, after he had purified himself and put on

pure garments, to the temple of the family-goddess. There

the King worshipped the goddess and sat down, firmly
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resolved not to take food nor drink until he obtained a
son. On the sixth day’s fast, the goddess appeared
and graciously said. " Choose a boon, 0 King.” King
Vijayasena bowed to the goddess and said, “ Grant me a

son superior to all men. Favor me.” "A chief-god,

falling from heaven, will be your son." So the goddess
gave the boon and instantly disappeared. The King told
the Queen the excellent boon granted by the goddess and
the Queen was delighted by it, like a crane by thunder.410

Conception of Purusasinha (44-55)

A very powerful god fell from heaven and descended
into the womb of Queen SudarSana who had taken her
purifying bath in the afternoon. Then the Queeu, asleep,

saw a young lion with a ruddy mane enter her month.
Quickly she arose from her couch in great terror and told

the King about the lion entering her mouth. The King
said, " That you will have a son powerful as a lion is in-

dicated by the dream, the fruit of the tree oi the boon by
the goddess.” The Queen was greatly delighted by that
interpretation of the dream and stayed awake the rest of

the night, engaged in pure conversation. The embryo
grew day by day in the Queen’s womb, like a golden lotus

in the water of the Gahgi.

One day, the Queen described to the King pregnancy-
whims that had developed :

" I wish to give fearlessness to

all creatures. I wish to proclaim non-killing in the cities,

etc. I wish to make eight-day festivals in all the temples.”

The King said, " O Queen, this pregnancy-whim ol' yours,

originating from the boon of the goddess and the dream,
fortunately bestows good things from the power of the
embryo. Such a wish as this is because of the magnanimous
embryo. For the power of a statue is in accord with its

tutelary deity." So speaking, the King gave at once

m 43. Here the crane is substituted for the more usual peacaci,

but the balalca is a rainy-season bird.
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fearlessness to the fearful and proclaimed non-killing by

beating of the drum. He made a splendid eight-day

festival in each shrine together with eightfold pQjfis

and divine concerts.

Birth of Purufasihha (56-58)

Delighted by the pregnancy-whims which had been

fulfilled, her face bright as a full moon, at the right time

she bore a jewel of a son, like a vine bearing fruit. By
proclamation the crest-jewel of kings gave petitioners what-

ever they asked, according to their desire, like a wishing-

gem. The King made a great festival, the moon to the

ocean of the heart, and after that the townspeople held

one also of their own accord, as if they were his family.

His youth (59-63)

In accordance with the Queen's dream, the King gave

the prince the charming name, Purusasinha. Cared for by

nurses, the prince gradually grew up quite in accordance

with the wishes of mother, father, and subjects. He grasped

all the arts like the full moon the digits, and he attained

youth, the pleasure-grove oi -\lakaralak$man (Kama).

Long-armed, he married eight princesses suitable for him-

self in beauty, the arts, and family. Dallying with them,

the son of Vijayascna experienced pleasure of the senses at

the proper moments, like a god with Apsarases.

Meeting with a suri (64-78)

One day like the spring-season in person, like

Madhusakha (Kama) in person, he went to a plcasure-

*" 55' Jala. candana, pujpa, dhOpa. d!pa. alouta, naivtdya,

phala : water, sandal, flowers, incense, lamp (of ghl), rice, sweetmeats,

fruit. I have not been able to And any Agama reference to tfcc 8-fold

pOja. It is perhaps a later development It is a commonplace cow.

A ritUBl for such a pfija i* given in a pamphlet by Muni Vidyavijaya.

§rl Vijayadbarma SCri AtfapTakar: Puja. Muni Jayantavijayaji refers

also to Ratnasclchara's SrSddhavidhi X. 6.
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garden to play according to his fancy. He saw there a

suri who had halted, Vinayanandana by name, surpassing

Ananga in beauty and tranquillity. As he looked at him,

his eves, heart, and other parts of the body expanded, as it

were, like those of one who has drunk nectar. Then he

thought :
" Like the preservation of fidelity to a wife in

the presence of a courtesan, like the guarding of a deposit

in the vicinity of robbers, like taking care of cream near

kittens, like producing tranquillity in one’s scli in the

neighborhood of a female demon, such indeed, is the

keeping of vows in good fortune, the cause of intoxication,

on the part oi him who has unparalleled beauty and is

young. Cold must be endured in winter; the burning of

the sun in the hot season
;
hurricanes with rain in the

rainy season, but no love in youth. So today by good

fortune he, bestowing satisfaction like a guru, mother, or

father, was seen because of merit resulting from good acts."

After these reflections, the prince quickly approached

and did homage to Muni Vinayanandana with joy in his

heart. The muni rejoiced him there by the blessing

' Dharmalabha,’ which resembles rain-water for the

sprouting of the shoot of happiness. Again, the prince

bowed to the muni and spoke : “You cause surprise by

observing the vows even though very young. Since you

are averse to worldly things even at this age, then we

know for certain their evil results like the bad ripening of

kimpakas.*’-* Moreover, I think there is nothing at all of

value in this suhsara. So people like you strive to abandon

it. Therefore, instruct me in regard to the means of

crossing saihsflra. Lead me by your path, like a caravan-

leader a traveler. You have been foimd, O great muni,

by me who came here for pleasure, like a ruby by one

searching for a stone in mountain-soil.”

* ul
75. The Tricosanthea, which has a very bad taste.

18
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Sermon on yati-dkarwa (79-90)

So addressed by the prince, the great muni, the enemy

of Mara (Kama), replied in a voice deep as the thunder of

a new cloud :

" The sources of pride—youth, power, beauty, etc.—

have become subdued from penance, like evil spirits of

a sorceror reduced to servitude from the power to summon
them. 4 " Yatidharma, handed down orally by the Blessed

One9
,

is the best boat without impediments for crossing the

ocean of sarhsara Control, truthfulness, purity, chastity,

poverty, austerities, forbearance, humility, sincerity, and

freedom from greed are the ten divisions. Control

(sathyp.ma) is said to take the form of avoidance of injury

to living creatures. Truthfulness (sunita) takes the form

of avoidance of false speech. Purity (Sauea) is perfect

purity of control irom the refusal of gifts not given.414

Chastity (brahma) is the restraint of the senses accom-

panied by the nine guptis.*" Indifference to the body is

considered poverty (akifleanatfl).*" Austerities (tapas) arc

twofold, outer and inner, as follows : complete fasting,

partial fasting, limitation of food, giving up choice food,

bodily austerities, and avoidance of unnecessary motion

arc called outer austerities
;
confession and penance, service

to others, study (of sacred texts) ,
reverence,4,1

indifference

to the body, 4" pure meditation are the six inner austerities.

Forbearance (ks&nti) is endurance by restraint of anger in

strength or weakness. Humility (m&rdava) is the avoidance

Ul 80. With doable use of sSdhana.

4,4 84. r.e., honest}-.

4,4 84. See I, p. 452- Uttar., Chap. 16, gives a list almost identical

with that of the Sam., but it has 10 divisions instead of 9.

4,8 85. Really indifference to all bodily comforts and possessions.

m 87. Hem. himself makes vinaya fourfold : reverence for know-

ledge, belief, and right conduct, and service to one's superiors. See 1. 1.

892. So also T. 9. 23. For other subdivisions, up to 15, see

Navatattvasiliityasaigraha. 2, p. 44.

“* 87. Vyutsarga=kUyotsarga.
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of the fault of pride by the destruction of conceit (mfina).

Sincerity (arjava) is straightness in speech, mind and body
from overcoming deceit. Freedom from greed (mukti) is

the destruction of the thirst for inner and outer possessions.

So the teniold dharma, like a spotless wishing-jewel,

capable of leading across sadisdra, is attained in the world

by merit."

Arguments for and against initiation (91-115)

After hearing this Purusasiriha said respectfully,

" This dharma has been well shown to me like a treasure

to a poor man. However, householders can not practice it,

for householdership is the best pregnancy-whim oi the

tree of saihs3ra. O Blessed One, give me mendicancy, the

royal residence of King Dharma. I am disgusted with

dwelling in the poor village of existence."

Then the Blessed One, Sfiri Vinavanandana said,

" This desire of yours is good, productive of a wealth of

merit. O you with a noble nature, very intelligent, dis-

cerning, having firm resolution, you are fitted for the

burden of the vows. We will grant your wish. But go

and take leave of your parents devoted to their son, since

they are to be honored in the world above (all) men.”

Then he went, bowed to his parents with his hands

folded in submission and said earnestly, “ Permit me to

take the vow.” They said :

" Mendicancy is fitting, son.

However, the observance of the five great vows that must

be observed in this is very hard to bear. Indifference to

one’s own body, abstention from eating at night, food free

from forty-two faults when you eat, always energetic,

irec from affection, deprived of possessions, devoted to

virtue, one must always keep the five lands of carefulness

and the three controls. Pratimft, lasting for one month,

etc., must be made according to rule ;
resolutions also in

regard to substance, place, time, and state of mind. As

long as you live, no bathing, sleeping on the ground, tearing

out of hair, no care of the body, always living in your
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guru's house, enduring with delight trials and attacks and

observing the eighteen thousand kinds of good conduct.' 19

When mendicancy has been undertaken, O delicate prince,

these red chick-peas must be eaten constantly
;
the bound-

less ocean must be crossed by the arms
;
walking on sharp

sword-blades must be. done with the feet
;
flames of fire

must be drunk
;
Meru must be weighed, supported on

scales ; and the Gahga must be crossed against the current

when it is flooded. The strength of very strong enemies

must be conquered by one alone and the radhavedha

must be performed on a whirling wheel, alas ! Much
character, much fortitude, much intelligence, much strength

(are necessary), when mendicancy that has been under-

taken is observed throughout life."

After listening to this, the prince replied cleverly

:

" Honored parents, it is true that mendicancy is such as

you describe. However, I say one thing. Is a hundredth

part of the trouble arising from existence seen in it (men-

dicancy) ? For instance, to say nothing of the manifest

pains of hell, hard for words to describe and for ears to

hear, in this world there are seen excessive binding, cutting,

beating, etc., very hard to bear, of innocent animals. Men
too have pains causedby diseases, leprosy, etc., by imprison-

ment. cutting off limbs, skinning, burning, beheading, etc.

Even the gods suffer separation from friends, insults from

enemies, pain hard to bear from knowledge of (future)

falling.”

His mendicancy
(
116-120

)

After he had made this speech to them, his father

and mother, delighted, gave him permission to take the

vow, saying, " Good ! Good !
" His father joyfully held

the departure-festival, and he went to the muni for initia-

tion as one desiring fruit goes to a tree. Pronouncing the

s&mAyika at the feet of the muni, PurusasiOha adopted

4,9 103. See I, n. 38.

4,0
107. See I, a. 360.
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mendicancy, a boat for crossing the ocean of existence.

By avoidance of negligence, wishing protection for all

creatures, he guarded closely his mendicancy like a king

his kingdom. By several sthduas of the twenty sthSnakas,

he acquired brilliant body-making karma of a Tlrthakrt.

After he had wandered for a long time, and had died by
fasting, he became a powerful god in the palace Vaijayanta.

Incarnation as SumatinStha (121-264)

Description of Vinttd (121-127)

Now in the zone named Bharata in this Jambhdvipa,

there is a city Vinita, the abode of the powerful and rich.

Its wall shines with silver copings, as if they were made of

moons brought from all the other continents. 4*
' It, the

depository of various jewels, shines with a silver rampart,

as if served by §esa made into a circle, for the sake oi

protection. The moon, reflected in the jeweled roofs of its

palaces, is licked frequently by the house-cats with the

idea that it is a ball of curds. Even the pleasure-parrots

in this city recite, " Arhat, god, guru, and sddhu," since

they hear only that in every house. There lines of smoke,

rising from burning aloes in every dwelling, spread a grove

oi tamSlas “* in the air. In its gardens, surrounded by
showers of mist from the water-machines, the rays of the

sun never entered at all, as if afraid of the cold.

His parents (128-138)

In this city there was a king, named Megha, the

tilaka of the Ik?vaku family, rejoicing all, like a great

cloud. His superabundant wealth, though always rising

to satisfy beggars, increased like the water in a canal.

Kings bowed to him like a divinity, touching the ground

with five members, and paid homage to him with clothing,

ornaments, jewels, etc. His splendor streaming forth like

*“ 122. See p. 108.

126. Usually identified as Gaicinin xantbochymos, which ha*

very dark foliage.
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the sun at midday contracted the splendor of his enemies

like the shadow' of a body. He shone with great magnifi-

cence and strength aEd much power like a sixty-fifth

Indra to the sixty-four.

His wife was named Mafigala, the abode of auspicious

things, the banner of virtues, like a household Lakstnl

personified. She dwelt in the heart of her husband, and

her husband in her heart
;
living in houses by the pair was

unessential. Either when walking somewhere, in a garden,

etc., or when in the house, she meditated on her husband
more than on a divinity. She surpassed the Apsarases

in beauty of form and grace. Beautiful-eyed, she surpassed

even the mcon in beauty of face. Her distinguished form
and beauty, gifted with superexcellence, adorned each

other like a ring and a jewel. Eternal delight was to the

King experiencing delights with her, like Mahendra with

Pauloml.

His conception
( 139

-142 )

Now, the jiva of Puru?asihha, living in the palace

Vaijayanta, completed his life of thirty-three sftgaras. On
the second day of the bright half of Srdvapa, the moon
standing in conjunction with MaghS, he descended into the

womb of Queen MafsgalS. Then Queen Mangold saw the

fourteen dreams, the elephant, etc., which indicate the

birth of a Tirtharikara. Queen Mangalft carried the

embryo, which had become the support of the three worlds,

concealed, like the earth carrying a treasure.

Story of disputed parentage' 1*

(143
-178

)

Now, a certain rich man left the city at that time to

go to a distant foreign country on business. He was

*u The rather common ' Solomon’s judgment ’ motif. In IA 42

(X913), pp. 14S fi., Tessitor; discusses four versions in Jaina literature
;

one from Malayagiri’s com. to the Nandisdtra and one in RSjaiekhara’s

AntarakathSsahgralia. and two in vernacular. See alio G., p. 472. In

Knowles, Folk Tales of Kashmir, p. 255, the story concerns two mares

and a foal. Cf. also, Hertel. Indische Emitter, Vol. 9, p. 15.
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accompanied by his two wives who looked alike. While

he was on the way, one wile bore a sou who was brought

up equally by the two wives. After he had gained wealth

and had started home from the foreign country, he died

while still on the way. The course of fate is uncertain. His

wives, both of them, their faces bathed in tears from grief,

performed the funeral rites and cremated the body. Then
the second one, deceitful, quarreled with the boy's mother,

saying, " The boy and the property are mine.
1
’ The boy's

mother and step-mother, the one wishing enjoyment and

the other possession of the boy and property, went quickly

to Ayodhyft. There they both went to the court of their

own and the other’s family, but their dispute was not decided

in the least. Then, quarreling, they approached the King

who summoned them to the assembly and questioned them

about the cause of their dispute.

The step-mother said :
" This dispute has been told in

the whole city, but no one has settled it. Who is dis-

tressed by another’s calamity ? Now I have approached

you. King Dharma on earth, pleased by another’s pleasure,

pained by another’s pain. This is the son of my bosom
;

he looks like me
;
he was brought up by me. This property

is mine. For the money, etc. belong to the one who has

a son."

The boy’s mother said :
" The boy is mine ; the money

is mine. She, my childless co-wife, quarrels from greed.

Formerly, I did not prevent her from caring for the child

because of my simplicity ; for she used to take a pillow

and lie at his feet fjom affection. Therefore, arise to give

judgment. The decision rests with you. For a judgment

by the king, good or bad, is irrevocable.”

Thus addressed by both, the King spoke: "These

two are as much alike as if they had fallen from the same

stalk. If there were any difference in appearance between

them, the child would be considered hers whom he

resembled ; but he is like them both. He, a little boy,

can not speak because of his infancy, to say nothing of
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knowing, ‘She is my mother ;
she my step-mother."’ To

the King troubled by this difficult decision, announcement

was made that it was noon, the usual time for the daily

ceremonies. The members of the assembly said to him,
“ O lord, we did not decide this dispute of the two women,

which is like a knot in a thunderbolt, even in six months.

Now the time of the daily ceremonies must not be passed

by. After a while the master can consider this question

again.” “ Very well,” said the King, and dismissed the

assembly.

After he had performed the daily rites, he went to the

women's quarters. There Queen Mangald asked him

:

" Why did you pass by the time of the daily ceremonies

at noon, my lord ?
" The King gave the Queen an account

of the dispute between the two women
;
and, wise from the

power of her embryo, the Queen said, " It is certainly

fluting for a dispute between women to be decided by

women alone. Therefore I shall decide the dispute. Your

Majesty.” In astonishment the King accompanied the

Queen to the assembly. The two women were summoned

and questioned, and told the same stories as before. The

Queen considered the complaint and the answer, and spoke

as follows :
" In my womb I have a Tirthakara, the pos-

sessor of three kinds of knowledge. When the Lord of

the World is bom, he will give judgment at the foot of

the aioka tree. So have patience, both of you.”

The step-mother agreed, but the mother said, " I will

not wait at all, O Queen. Let the mother of the All-

knowing, Your Ladyship, give judgment right now. I will

not make ray own child subject to my co-wife for so long

a time.” Then Queen ilaugalS gave her decision. " He
is certainly her son, since she can not endure delay. The

step-mother can bear delay in this case, indeed, because

she considers that it is another's son and money that are

subject to both. Unable to endure her own son being

made subject to both, how can the mother endure a delay ?

My good woman, since j
rou can not endure the least delay,
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it is evident that the boy is yours. Take him and go home.

For he is not this woman's child, even though cared for

and cherished (by her). The offspring of a cuckoo, even

though nourished by a crow, is a cuckoo.” **'

When the Queen had given her decision by the power

of the embryo, the fourfold assembly opened their eyes

wide in astonishment. Then the mother and the step-

mother of the boy went home, joyful and depressed, like

the day-blooming and night-blooming lotuses at dawn.

His birth (179-182)

Then the embryo gradually increased, like the moon in

the bright fortnight, producing no pain in the Queen as if it

were decreasing. In nine months, seven and a half days,

on the eighth day of the white half of Vai&kha, the moon
being in conjunction with Magha, Lady Maffgala bore with

case a jewel of a son, gold color, marked with a curlew,

like the east bearing the moon. For a moment there was

light in the three worlds; and comfort for the hell-

inhabitants for a moment
;
and the thrones of Sakra, etc.,

shook at that time.

Birth ceremonies (183-186)

The Dikkum&rls performed suitably the birth-rites for

him, and Sakra took the Lord from Mangall's couch to

Sumeru. The sixty-three Indras, Acyuta and others,

bathed in turn the Lord, seated on Sakra’s lap, with water

from the tlrthas. Placing the Lord on iMna’s lap, Sakra

bathed him with water rising from the horns of four bulls

made of crystal. After he had anointed the Lord and

worshipped him with garments and ornaments, and had

waved the light vessel, Sakra praised him with devotion

:

176. With reference to the cuckoo's habit of laying her eggs

in the nests of other birds.
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Stuti (187-194)

" O god, the earth shares happiness from your birth-

kalyana. How much more where your lotus-feet shall

wander ! Now eyes have done their duty by obtaining

the pleasure of a sight of you ; and hands by which you
have been worshipped, O Blessed One, have their purpose

accomplished. O Lord Jina, after a long time the festival

of your bath, anointing, worship, etc. has become the

finial of the shrine of my desire. O Lord of the World,

now I extol even samsflra in which the sight of you, O god,

alone is cause of emancipation. Even the waves of the

ocean Svayambhuramana are numbered, but not the

virtues of you who possess the supernatural powers, by such

as me. O pillar of the sole pavilion of dharma, sun for the

lighting of the world, tree to the creeper of compassion,

protect the universe, 0 Lord of the World. Your preaching,

the key for opening the closed door of nirvflpa, will be

heard by fortunate beings, 0 god. May your form,

reflected always in my mind resembling a shining mirror,

be the cause of nirvana."

After this hymn of praise, Hari took the Lord, flew up
instantly, left him at Lady MangalS’s side, and went to his

own abode.

Life before initiation (196-202)

Since his mother's mind was brilliant while he was in

her womb, his father gave the Master the name Sumati.

Cherished by nurses appointed by Indra the Lord of the

World passed his childhood and attained youth. Three

hundred bows tall, broad-shouldered, with branches in the

form of arms hanging to his knees, the Lord looked like a

living kalpa-tree. Women’s eyes move constantly like

fish in the clear stream of the Master’s loveliness. Knowing
that he had pleasure-karma and also because of his father’s

importunity, the Lord married princesses of beautiful

appearance. Ten lacs of pQrvas after his birth, the Lord
assumed the excessive burden of the kingdom at the
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King’s request. As king the Master spent twenty-nine lacs

of purvas and twelve ahgas as pleasantly as if in

Vaijayanta.

Initiation (203-210)

Self-enlightened and aroused by the LokSntika-goas,

Lord Sumati made the distribution of gifts lasting for a

year, as he wished to take initiation. At the end of the

year’s giving, the Master’s initiation-ceremonywas arranged

by the Vftsavas, whose thrones had shaken, and kings.

Then the Lord got into the palanquin named Abhayakara

and, accompanied by gods, asuras, and kings, went to

Saiiasramravana. On the ninth day of the white fortnight

of Vai&fikha in the forenoon, (the moon being) in the

constellation Magha, he became a mendicant with one

thousand kings whose devotion was unceasing. The
knowledge, called ' mind-reading,' arose in the Master, as

if it were a younger brother or dcaT friend of initiation.

The Master broke his fast with rice-pudding on the next

day in Vijayapura at the house of King Padma. The gods

made the five divine things, a stream of treasure, etc.

;

and King Padma made a jeweled platform for worship.

Observing numerous resolutions, enduring trials, the

Master wandered over the earth for twenty years.

Omniscience {211-213)

One day, the Lord, wandering in villages, mines,

etc., came to Sahasramravana, the place where he took

initiation. As the Lord was engaged in meditation at the

foot of a priyafigu, after he had mounted the ladder of

destruction from the eighth gunasthana. his destructive

karmas fell apart. On the eleventh day of the bright half

of Caitra, the moon being in conjunction with Magha,

brilliant omniscience arose in the Master who had fasted

for two days.

Knowing that from the shaking oi their thrones, the

Indies came with the gods and asuras and made a saxnava-

sarana for the Master's preaching. The Lord entered by
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the east door, and circumambulated the caitya-tree that

was a kos and sixteen hundred bows high. After saying,

" Reverence to the congregation," the Lord sat down on

the lion-throne, lacing the east, and the gods made images

of him in the other directions. The congregation, gods,

asuxas and mortals stood in their proper places. Vajrabbit

(Sakra) bowed to the Lord of the World and recited a

hymn of praise as follow's

:

StuH (218-226)

" The asoka-tree *“ is delighted, singing, as it were,

with humming bees ;
dancing, as it were, with trembling

leaves ;
delighted ,‘M as it were, by your virtues. For a

yojana the gods scattci flowers with their stalks set straight

down knee-deep on your preaching ground. The sound of

your divine music purified by the grflmaragas, Malava,

KaiSikI, etc.,**' is absorbed by them with their necks erect

from joy like deer. The row of chauris, white as moonlight,

shines like a flock of hansas engaged in hovering around

your lotus-face. While you, seated on the lion-throne, deliv-

er a sermon, the deer come to listen, as if to serve a lion.

Surrounded by masses of light,*" like the moon by moon-

light, you give the highest joy to eyes as if they were

cakoras. O Lord of the whole universe, a drum sounding

in the sky first indicates your great sovereignty, as it were,

over the authoritative persons of Lhe world. Your three

umbrellas, indicating your powerful lordship over the three

worlds, resemble steps of the wealth of merit, one above

the other. Who is not amazed, O Lord, when he has

seen this amazing wealth of miraculous signsm of yours ?

Even the heretics are."

*n 218. The caitya-trcc.

,u 218. Rakta. with reference also lo lhe red flowers.

*” 220. See 1, n. 163.

**- 223. The bhamantfala.
“* 226. Piatiharya, the 8 of which have jnst !>een enumerated.

See I. App. V.
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When Sakra had become silent after this hymn of

praise, the blessed Lord Sumati began a sermon in speech

that conformed to all dialects.

Sermon (228-241)

" A person who has reached a state suitable for

accurate knowledge of right and wrong must not remain

here, confused by his own acts. Good treatment of a
person—son, friend, wife, etc., all that is the business of

another, not in the least one’s own business. Alone a
person is bom ;

alone he dies
; alone he experiences karma

accumulated during another birth. The great wealth

that he acquired is consumed by others in common
;
but

he alone is tormented by his own karma in the inside of

hell. A creature subject to karma wanders entirely alone

repeatedly in this extensive forest of existence terrible with

the forest-fire of pain. One might say, ' Suppose relatives,

etc. are not companions of the soul here
;
but the body is

a companion and causes experiencing of pleasure and pain.’

It does not come from a former birth ; it does not go to

another existence
;
then how can the body met in (chance)

encounter ““ be a companion ?

If there is the thought, ‘ Right and wrong, close to-

gether, are friends/ that is not the truth. In moksa there

is no friendship between right and wrong. Therefore,

a creature wanders alone in existence, committing good

and bad actions, and experiences good and bad con-

sequences in accordance with them. Alone he gains the

highest wealth of moksa. Because oi the separation from

all associations, there is no possibility of a companion.

Whatever pain is dependent on existence, whatever happi-

ness arises from moksa, alone he experiences that. There

is no companion whatever. J ust as a man crossing a river

alone reaches the other bank in a moment
;
but does not

• l0 234. Samphct* (?). I believe all it really means here is ' met

accidentally.
‘
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(do so), if he has articles tied to his chest, hands, feet,

etc. ;
so, indifferent to possessions, wealth, body, etc,,

alone, self-sufficient, lie attains the opposite shore of the

ocean of existence. Therefore, abandoning association

with creatures in worldly existence, a person must indeed

strive alone for moksa possessing eternal joy and happiness.
”

The ganabhfts (242-245)

Many men and women, enlightened by hearing the

Lord’s sermon, having become free from affection, took

the vow. There were one hundred gapabhrts, Camara,

etc. They received the ' three steps ’ from the Lord and

made the twelve ahgas. The Lord stopped preaching at

the end of the first division oi the day ; and the chief

ganabhrt, seated on the Master's foot-stool, delivered a

sermon. He too stopped preaching at the end of the second

period of the day. After bowing to the Lord, the Indras

and others went to their respective abodes.

S&sanadevalds (246-249)

In his tirtha appeared the Lord’s messenger-deity,

named Tumburu, white bodied, with a garuda for a vehicle,

one right hand holding a spear and one in vaiada-position,

holding a mace and a noose in his left hands, always near

at hand. Likewise appeared MahakSli, golden, with a

lotus for a vehicle, one right hand in varada-position and

one holding a noose, holding a citron and a goad in her

left hands, the Lord's messenger-deity, always near.

His congregation (250-256)

The Lord, adorned with the thirty-five supernatural

qualities of speech, enlightening souls capable of emancipa-

tion, wandered over the earth. Three hundred and
twenty thousand monks, five hundred and thirty thousand

nuns, twenty-four hundred who knew the fourteen pfirvas,

eleven thousand endowed with clairvoyant knowledge,

ten thousand, four hundred and fifty possessing mind-
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reading knowledge, thirteen thousand omniscient,

eighteen thousand four hundred who had vaikriyalabdhi,

ten thousand four hundred and fifty disputants, two hundred

and eighty-one thousand laymen, and five hundred and

sixteen thousand laywomen formed the retinue of Lord

Sumati, who was endowed with the thirty-four supernatural

qualities, as he wandered over the earth.

His moksa (257-260)

From the time of his omniscience. Lord Sumati

wandered for a lac of pflrvas less twelve angas and twenty

years. Knowing that it was time for his mok$a, the Lord

went to Mt. Sammeta and together with a thousand munis

observed a fast. At the end of a month the Lord of the

World, his karma prolonging existence being destroyed, the

four infinities having been acquired, practiced 6aile£i-dhy&na.

On the ninth day of the white half of Caitra, the moon
being in conjunction with Punarvasu, the Master and the

munis gained an imperishable abode.

The Lord spent ten lacs of purvas as prince ; twenty-

nine lacs of pflrvas and twelve angas as king
;
a lac of

purvas less twelve ahgas in the vow. So Lord Sumati’s

age was forty lacs of pflrvas. Sumati SvSmin's nirvana

was nine lacs of crores of sflgaras after Abhiuandana's

nirvana.

The Indras performed the funeral rites and cremation

of the Lord and the thousand munis properly. They made
a nirvana-festival in Nandisvara and went home, each to

his own world.
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PADMAPRABHACARITRA

Om ! We praise the Lord Jina, Padmaprabha, the

color oi the red lotus, the pleasure-house of Padraa like a

heap of lotuses to which she has resorted. By his un-

cqualed power, I, though of little wit, shall narrate the life

destructive of evil of the Jiuendra Padinaprablia.

Incarnation as Aparajita (3-17)

In the province Vatsa, the sole ornament of East

Videha in Dhataklkhaijdadvipa, there is an excellent city,

Susim4. Its king was Apar&jita, unconquered by his

enemies, (but) with his senses conquered, like dharma

embodied. Justice was his friend, dharma his relation,

virtues his wealth. Friends, relations, wealth were only

externals. The important qualities, sincerity, good conduct,

truthfulness adorned each other mutually like shoots of a

tree. Free from anger he ruled his enemies; free from

attachment he enjoyed pleasure ; free from greed he,

the crest-jewel of the discriminating, supported wealth.

One day, when he, like a god, was drinking the nectar

of the Arhat's teaching, his mind concentrated on the

Tattvas, 4" he reflected: "Wealth, youth, beauty, the

body, doe-eved women, sons, friends, palaces, are difficult

for people to give up. Yet a person, who has experienced

misfortune while living or who has died, is abandoned by

them, like a broken egg by birds. A stupid man, alas

!

who bestows one-sided affection on them, like jumping with

one foot, is separated from liis possessions. Before they

abandon me because of the consumption of matured

*' S. Tlie Fundamental Principles. See I, App. IV.
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merit here, I, resorting to bold action, will abandon them,

certainly.”

So considering for a long time, Mt. Rohana of the

jewels of discernment, his disgust with existence at the

highest pitch, he bestowed the kingdom on his son. He
went to the lotus-feet of PihitSsrava Suri and adopted

mendicancy, the great chariot on the road to emancipation.

Possessing the three controls and the five kinds of care-

fulness, free from affection, without possessions, he kept his

vow sharpened like a sword-blade for a long time. By
several stbanas of the twenty sthanakas he, spotless-

minded, acquired the body-making karma of a Tlitkakrt.

Devoted to pure meditation, noble-minded, he passed his

life, and (after death) became a powerful god in the ninth

Graiveyaka-heaveu.

Incarnation as Padmaprabha (16-197)

Description oj KauSdmbf (16-22)

Now in Jambiidvlpa in this zone Bharata, there is a

city Kausambi, the ornament oi VatsadeSa. There the

moon, wandering in the vicinity of lions on top of very

lofty shrines, attained spotlessness by the deer-mark (iu

the moon) being terrified. In its lofty dwelling-houses

incense-smoke spread a wealth of garments over couples

whose garments had been removed for pleasure. In every

house in it parrots peeked at pearls placed in svastikas

with the idea that they were pomegranate seeds. Every
man was wealthy ; no one envied another’s wealth

;
only

the wind was envious of the fragrance of garden-flowers.

His parents (23-32)

Its king was Dhara, who excelled the clouds and

mountains in removing heat (pain) from the earth and in

supporting it. The kings on earth did not break his

commands, but rather placed them on their heads like

unbroken flower wreaths. Though having rods in the form

of arms formidable with the bow, he did not show cruelty

19
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in punishment, but was gentle as a bhadra-elepkant.m
For a long time he anointed all the sky with glory and

love spread out simultaneously, like a half-and-half mixture

oi sandal and saffron. A heap of virtues, like a household

divinity, was innate in this king, a pleasure-house of the

goddess Laksml.

He had a wife, the crest oi good wives, Sosimfl by
name, rivaling a celestial maiden. She, with risible buds

in the form of hands, feet, and lips, with flowers in the

form of teeth, with branches in the form of arms, looked

like a kalpa tree shoot. She walked slowly, her face

covered with a veil, looking only at the ground as if devo-

ted to carefulness in walking. 4" Her body was adorned

with beauty as well as her conduct with modesty, her mind
with sincerity as well as her speech with pleasant truth.

When she was speaking, because of the very white rays

from her teeth she looked like night with streams of moon-
light from the moon.

Birth (33-38)

Now, the soul of King AparSjita completed a life of

thirty-one sugaras in Graiveyaka. On the sixth day of the

black half of MSgha, the moon being in conjunction with

Citra, he fell and descended into the womb oi Lady Suslmfl.

Then Queen Suslmfi saw fourteen great dreams indicating

the birth of a Tlrthakrt entering her mouth. As the

embryo gradually increased in size the Queen had a preg-

nancy-whim for a couch of lotuses
;
and it was instantly

gratified by goddesses. After nine months, seven and a

half days, on the twelfth day of the black half of Kartika,

the moon being in Citra, the planets suddenly going to

exaltation by retrograde and accelerating motions, the

Queen bore a son, red lotus-color, marked by a red lotus.
4 ' 4

4W 25. See I, n. xa8.

4M 30. A play on the doctrinal iryasamiti.
4,4

38. Padma in Kern, is ' red lotus,’ not ' lotas ’ in general.
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Birth ceremonies (39-41)

The fifty-six Dikkumdrls caine and performed the

birth-rites. Then Sakra came and took the Lord to the

top of Svarnfidri (Meru). Acyuta and the other Indras

bathed the Lord, seated on Sakra's lap, all in turn in order

of seniority like full brothers. Sakra, too, properly bathed

the Lord placed on liana’s lap, made a phja, etc., and

recited a hymn of praise as follows :

Stuii (43-49)

" In this samsara without value, the sight of you,

O god, is a well of nectar for people wandering for a long

time in a desert. The unwinking eyes of the gods 4,3 had

their purpose accomplished when they saw you un fatigued,

unequaled in beauty. There was a light in perpetual

darkness, comfort for hell-inhabitants. Indeed, that com-

fort was from you who have the form of a Tirtbanatha.

O god, because of the people’s merit after a long time

you lead to maturity the great tree of dliarma by
sprinkling it with the water of the canal of compassion.

The lordship of the three worlds, the possession of

three knowledges, were produced at your birth, like

coolness in water. O lotus-colored, lotus-marked, with

lotus-fragrant breath, lotus-faced, the home of Padma
(Sri) joined with a lotus, hail ! O Lord. This boundless

ocean of sathsira always difficult to cross will become

knee-deep now by your favor, O Lord. I do not desire

the sovereignty over another heaven, nor dwelling in

Anuttara, but I desire service to your lotus-feet.”

After this hymn of praise, Sakra took the Lord, went

quickly, laid him at the side of Lady Susima, and went to

heaven.

Life before initiation (51-56)

Because his mother had a pregnancy-whim for a couch

of lotuses while he was still in her womb and because of

LU
43. The gods never wink.
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his lotus-color, his lather named him Padmaprabha. Being

cherished by nurses from heaven, playing with gods in the

form of boys, the Master grew up gradually, and attained

the second period of life.

Two hundred and fifty bows tall, broad-chested, the

Lord looked like a pleasure-mountain made of rubies of

Sri. Though wishing to abandon samsara, the Master

married in order to gratify the people and from considera-

tion for liis father and mother. When seven and a half

lacs of purvas since his birth had passed, the Master took

the burden of the kingdom at his father’s importunity.

The Lord of the World spent twenty-one and a half lacs

of pQrvas and sixteen pGrvihgas, protecting the kingdom.

Initiation (57-62)

The Master, who wished to reach the opposite bank of

existence, was urged to take initiation by the LokSntika-

gods, like a traveler urged to a journey by good omens.

He gave gifts for a year and the Jimbhakas, sent by
Kubera, supplied treasure to the Lord as he gave it away.

The Lord, whose (departure-)ceremony was made by
Indras and kings, got iuto a palanquin (named) Nirvrttikara

and went to the grove Sahasramravaua. In the afternoon

of the thirteenth of the black half of Kartika, (the moon
l»eing) in Citra. observing a two days’ fast, the Lord together

with a thousand ldngs took the vows of mendicancy.

On the next day the Master broke his fast with rice-

pudding in the house of King Somadeva in the city

Brahmasthala . The gods made there the five divine things
;

and the King made a jeweled platform where the Lord had

stood.

Omniscience (63-65)

The Supreme Lord wandered for six months as an

ascetic and went again to Sahasrimravapa. the sole witness

of his initiation. As the Lord stood in pratimS at the

foot of a banyan tree, observing a two days' fast, the
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destructive kannas disappeared, like a collection of clouds

scattered by the wind. Then on the day of the full moon
of Caitra, when the moon had approached Citra, Lord
Padmaprabha’s spotless omniscience arose.

The samavasarana (66-71)

The Indras of the gods and asuras made there a
samavasarana, and the Lord of the Three Worlds entered

it by the cast door. The Supreme Lord circumambulated

the caitya-trcc, a kos and a half high, just as India did him.

Praise being pronounced aloud with the words, "Homage
to the congregation,” the Lord sat on the jeweled lion-

throne, facing the east. By means of his power the gods
made images of the Lord, which did not differ in the least

from his form, in the other directions also. The holy four-

fold congregation occupied the proper places in the sam-

avasarana, their heads erect from longing for the Master,

like peacocks longing for a cloud. Then the Indra of

Saudharmakalpa bowed to the Supreme Lord and praised

him with evident devotion in a speech which was the

essence of truth.

Sluii (71-80)

" Defeating the army of trials, putting to Sight

attacks, you have arrived at the happiness of tranquillity.

There is a certain skill of the great. You are free from

passion, having experienced freedom from greed
;
you are

free from hostility, having destroyed dislikes. Indeed, of

the noble-minded there is a certain power hard for people

to attain. By you always free from desire, afraid of sin.

the three worlds have been conquered. There is a certain

cleverness of the great. Nothing has been given to any

one
;
nothing lias been received from any one. Neverthe-

less, you have this power. There is a certain art of the

wise. Fortune which is not gained by others even by the

gift of the body falls at the foot-stool of you who are

indifferent, O Lord. This great sovereignty has been
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attained by you cruel toward love, etc., compassionate

toward all souls, possessing terrible and beautiful attributes.

Great among even tlie very great, worthy to be honored

even among the noble-minded, indeed 1 the Master has

come within the sphere of a hymn of praise from me praising.

All the faults without exception are in others ; but in

you all the virtues. If this hymn of praise of mine to you

is to no purpose, the people present are authority for that

statement. I do not hope for any other nirvana even,

O Lord of the World, thinking, ‘ May I have the sight of

you, again and again.'
"

When Sakra had become silent, the Blessed One

began a sermon in a voice endowed with the thirty-five

supernatural qualities.*’
8

Sermon on the jour gaiis (82-175}

" Friends, this samsara, like a boundless ocean, is

terrible, destructive of lives in the eighty-four lacs of species

of birth-nuclei. A Brahman learned in the Vedas, or an

outcaste ; a master or a footman
;
a Brahman or a worm,

alas ! any creature in worldly existence performs like an

actor in the play of samsara. Because of bondage to karma

to what place of birth (yoni), like a cottage for rent, does

a creature in saihsdra not go ? Or what does he not

escape ? In the whole universe there is not the space of a

point of a hair even which is not touched by creatures in

various forms because of their karma.

HeU-inh/ibiianis (86-99)

The four divisions of creatures in saiks&ra—hell-

inhabitants, animals, men, and gods, have great pain

generally from bondage to karma. In the first three hells

there is heat ;
in the last three cold ; in the fourth heat and

cold. This pain arises from the place. If an iron mountain

should fall in the hot and cold hells, it would melt or burst

* ,e 8x. Enumerated in AbhL I. 65-71.
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to pieces when it had touched the ground. They have

great pain produced by each other and by asuras. Tortured

by pain oi these three kinds, they dwell in the hells.

Produced in buckets on water-wheels they are dragged

like leaden pegs by force by AdliSrmikas MT through small

openings. They are beaten on the top of rocks, like

clothes by washermen, by them (asuras) seizing their

hands, feet, etc. full oi hard splinters. They arc cut, like

logs of wood, by cruel saws
;
then they are ground like

sesame-seed by various machines. Afflicted by thirst,

the miserable wretches are dipped into the river Vaitaraiii

which has a stream of hot tin and lead. Longing for

shade they go quickly to a grove of asipattra (sword-leaved),

where they are cut into little pieces repeatedly by falling

knives. Full oi hard thorns from the seemul tree,*'* they

are made to embrace maidens of hot iron, reminded oi

enjoyment oi other men's wives. They are forced to eat

flesh from their
- own bodies reminding them of their eagerness

for meat
;
and making them recall a fondness for liquor,

they are compelled to drink hot tin. They are made
to experience pains from cooking in a frying-pan, boiler,

on big stakes, in earthen jars; etc. unceasingly, and they

are roasted like meat on spits. The limbs, eyes, etc. of

creatures that have been cut up and divided and their

bodies put together again, are dragged out by birds, cranes,

herons, etc. So destroyed by great pain, deprived of an

atom of comfort, they pass a long time, up to thirty-

three sagaras.

Animal-births (100-127)

Even when they have reached the animal condition of

existence, and have attained the stage of one-sensed crea-

tures, etc., and in it have acquired the form of earth-bodies,

they are divided by implements such as plows
;
they are

" T 90. Adklraika-paiamadhatraika, the name oi the* demons.

See I. n. 58.

*'* 95- Bombas Malaoaiicum, Hie silk-cotton tree, i* very thorny.
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crushed by horses, elephants, etc. ; they are submerged by
streams of water ;

and are burned by forest-fires. They are

pained also by water—salt-water, rice-water, etc., and when
they have become salt, they arc boiled in hot water. They

arc cooked by potters, etc., who have turned them into

bricks for pots, etc.
;
and they are piled up in walls when

they have reached the form of mud. Some are ground

by grindstones by persons after they have heated them
with layers of saline soil

;

‘ ,0 some are split by chisels and
burst by mountain-streams.

On the other hand, when they are water-bodies, they

are burned by the sun's rays, congealed by frost, dried up
by mud. They destroy each other from contact in sweet

juices, and placed in a vessel, they arc cooked thoroughly

and drunk by the thirsty.

When they have become fire-bodies, they are ex-

tinguished by water, etc. ; they are cut to pieces by hammers,
etc. ;

and made to blaze by fuel. etc.

When they become air-bodies, the}' are beaten by fans,

etc., and perish every moment from contact with objects,

hot, cold. etc. All the winds, cast, etc., injure each other
;

they are pained by the breath from the mouth, etc. : and
are drunk by snakes, etc.

When they become plant-bodies of ten kinds,“4 bulb,

etc., they are cut, split, and cooked by fire. They are

dried up, crushed, and singed by rubbing each other;
they arc burned by caustics, and fastened together by con-

sumers. In all conditions they are eaten
; they are divided

by storms
;
they are reduced to ashes by fires

;
and uprooted

by floods of water. All plant-lives experience constantly a

series of torments from all implements, as they have become
food for everyone.

"" <02. I.c.. smeltiog.
M> no. The so kinds of vanaspati are

: (1) mala, root
; (2) icaada,

bulb
; (3) skaodba, trunk

; (4) tvac. bark
; (5) SSkhil, branch

; (6)

pravala, sprout
; (7) patra, leaf

; (8) puspa. flower
; (9) phala, fruit ;

(10) blja, seed. Stb. 773 ;
Lokaprakiti (Dravya) 5. 106 fl.
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In the two-sensed state, the putara ,

441
etc. ate burned

and drunk ; insects are crushed by feet and devoured by
sparrows, etc. Conchs, etc. are dug up and dragged from

their water-home
;
worms, etc. are made to fall from the

stomach by medicine, etc.

Even when the tlnee-sensed state has been reached,

lice, bugs, etc. are crushed by the body and burned by
hot water. Ants are bruised by feet and brooms ; the

kunthu,"' etc. unseen, are destroyed by seats, etc.

The bee, black bee, etc. with four senses are injured

by honey-eaters by blows with sticks, clods, etc. Gnats,

mosquitoes, etc. arc soon beaten with fans, etc. ; flics and

spiders are devoured by house-lizards, etc.

The water-creatures with five senses devour each other

eagerly
;
they are caught by fishermen and swallowed by

cranes, etc. They are opened by persons skinning them, and
are roasted on spits. They are cooked by people wishing

to eat them and melted by people seeking grease.

Born among land-creatures, the weak, the deer, etc.

are killc-d by the stronger, such as Ihe lion, that desire

their flesh. Innocent animals arc killed by men, whose

minds are devoted to hunting for sport and from desire for

meat, by various means. They endure pain from hunger,

thirst, cold, heat, imposition of excessive burdens, etc.,

and from blows with horse-whips, elephant-goads and ox-

goads.

Birds, partridges, parrots, doves, sparrows, etc. are

devoured by hawks, falcons, vultures, etc., greedy for their

flesh. They are killed by hunters eager for their flesh,

after they have caught them by a multitude of devices and

by assuming various forms. How can animals' universal

fear, arising from water, fire, weapons, etc., originating in

bondage to their respective karmas, be described P

ri4. A small water-creature. PH s.v. ; Haim. VIII. j. 170.

“ a rt7. A very small insect, frequently osed as a synonym of

invisibility.
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Humans (12R-147)

Even in the human state people that arc bom in

non-Aryan countries commit various crimes that cannot be

told. Even when they are bom in Aryan countries.

Candales, outcastes, etc. commit various evils and ex-

perience pain. Behaving in a non-Aryan manner, though

bom in an Aryan country, afflicted by pain, poverty,

misfortune, they suffer pain. Tormented by the increase

of others’ wealth, by the decrease of their own wealth, by

service to others, men live in pain. Consumed by disease,

old age, and death, afflicted with menial work, wretched

people, the abode of compassion, attain their respective

unhappy fates. Old age, disease, death, and servitude are

not as much the cause of pain, as dwelling in the womb,

which resembles dwelling in a terrible hell. The pain of

a man divided into hair-like pieces by red-hot needles is

multiplied eightfold by that of a person in the womb.

The pain which a man suffers in coming from the machine

of the womb is infinitely greater than the pain of the

embryo-state. A person is never ashamed—in childhood

because of processes of elimination, in youth because of

sexual acts, in old age because of asthma, cough, etc. First

,

a pig from uncleanliness, then a donkey because of lust,

later an old ox from age, a man is never a man. In child-

hood he is subject to his mother ; in youth subject to a girl

;

in old age subject to his son
;
a fool—he is never subject to

himself. Disturbed by hope of money, people waste a

birth without fruit by work, such as service, ploughing,

trade, cattle-tending, etc. So, sometimes theft, sometimes

gambling, sometimes base dissoluteness, is the cause of

people, alas ! wandering again in another birth.

Blinded by delusion, people spend a birth in love-

dalliance, if happy ; if unhappy, in lamentations about

their misery
;
but not in righteous acts. Wicked people,

when they have reached this human state which is able to

destroy an endless heap of karma, commit crimes. Evil
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acts in a human-birth—the receptacle of the three jewels,

knowledge, faith, and conduct—are like wine in a golden

dish. When a human birth has been won with difficulty

by people in the ocean of existence, like the union of the

yoke pin and the yoke, alas ! it is lost like a jewel. When a

human birth, which is the means of attaining heaven and

emancipation has been gained, alas
!
people occupy them-

selves with actions that are the means of attaining hell.

When a human birth, which is earnestly hoped for even

by the gods in Anuttara," 1

has been achieved by wicked

people, it is joined to wicked acts. Pain in hell is known
indirectly (parokga)

;
pain in human birth is known directly

(pratyaksa). Its manifestation has been described. What
is the use oi amplification ?

Gods (148-175)

The empire of pain is present even among the gods,

their wits destroyed by sorrow, anger, dejection, jealousy,

misery, etc. When they see the great splendor of another,

the gods grieve for a long time over life in another birth in

which little good was performed. Or they are tormented

constantly by the sharp arrow of envy, unable to counter-

act it by another powerful one, for a long time. When
they have seen more and more glory, the gods are depressed

at the thought,
' We did no good deeds, so we are servants.’

Seeing the palaces, women, jewels, gardens, and wealth of

others, so long as they live they are burned by the flames

of blazing jealousy. Poor people, their wealth consumed
by others, say in a choking voice, * 0 husband, O lord,

O god, be gracious.’

Even when heaven has been attained by merit, the

gods, those who inspire love, etc., filled with love, anger,

and fear, do not enjoy their state. When they have noticed

146. See above, p. 124. Emancipation can be reached only

from a human birth. Gods must be born again asmort&ls.
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repeatedly signs of falling, and have considered them,

they cling together and say, ‘ Where shall we fall ? ' Fresh

garlands coming from the trees of heaven fade together

with the lotus-faces of the gods. Kalpa-trees, unshakable

even by storms, shake, their ligaments relaxing completely

together with the heart. The gods are deserted by Beauty

and Modesty, wives won at the right time and at the

same time, as if they were criminals. The spotless beauty

of their clothing becomes soiled instantly by the impure,

gross collections of sins suddenly spreading. Though not

poor, they are attended by Poverty, and by Sleep, though

not sleepy, like ants by wings at the lime of death.*44

They are attracted by sense-objects to a high degree

with injury to propriety and religion. About to die, they

touch food with effort. Though they are free from disease,

the joints of their bodies and limbs separate, as if helpless

from pain arising from the impending fall into an evil state

of existence. Their e}'es suddenly become dim for per-

ceiving objects, as if unable to look at the increase in others’

wealth. They terrify others, also, by their limbs trembling

as if from fear of the coming of pain arising from dwelling

in the womb. When they know by signs that falling is

certain, they take no pleasure at all in palace, grove, tank,

as if they were embraced by charcoal.

' Oh • beloved
;
Oh

!
palaces

; Oh ! tanks ; Oh ! trees of

the gods, separated from the ill-starred, where will you

be seen again ? Alas for the smile that is a rain of

nectar
;

Alas for red lips that are nectar ; alas for

speech that rains nectar ; alas for beauty that is composed
of nectar. Oh

!
pillars wrought of jewels

; Oh ! beauti-

iul pavements of gems
;
Oh ! terraces made of jewels, of

whom will you be the resort ? Oh ! who will have
constant enjoyment of these full tanks with jeweled

flights of steps and wreaths of red and blue lotuses ?

O parijata ! 0 mand&ra I O sant&na I O haricandana ! O

*“ »6o. Sec I, n. 85.
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kalpadruraa 1
“* Why are we here deserted by you ? Oh !

Oh ! I, helpless, must live in a woman's womb. Oh ! Oh !

tasting of impure chyle must be made repeatedly by
wretched me. Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! I, bound by my own karma,

must endure pain arising from cooking (digestion) in the

fire-place of the stomach. On the one hand, these divine

maidens like treasuries of pleasure
; on the other hand,

mortal women disgusting from impurity are to be enjoyed.'

So recalling constantly heavenly objects, lamenting, the

gods are extinguished in a moment, like torches.

Pure-minded people, after reflecting that samsara is

worthless, as described, should strive for emancipation by
means of mendicancy.”

Enlightened by the Lord’s sermon by thousands, some

people took initiation, and others adopted right-belief.

There were one hundred and seven gauablirts, Suvrata, etc.

They composed the twelve ahgas after receiving the path

from the Lord. When the Lord liad ceased preaching,

Suvrata delivered a sermon. Disciples do the work of

gurus, like water-pipes of wells. When he also had finished

preaching, all the gods, etc. went to their respective abodes,

aiter bowing to the Lord of the World.

&asanadtva!5s (180-183)

Originating in that congregation, Kusurna, dark-bodied,

with a deer for a vehicle, holding a l’ruit in one right hand

and the other in abhaya-position. carrying an ichneumon

and a rosary in his left hands, always near, became the

Lord's messenger-deity. AcyutJ, likewise originated, dark-

bodied. with a man for a vehicle, one right hand holding a

*** X70. The 5 trees of paradise. Abhi. a. 93. It is difficult to

name them. Both parijSta and mandara are names of the coral tree

;

naricandana is sandal
;
santana and kalpadruma both mean ‘ wishing-

tree.’

*“ 177. Le., the ’ three step3 .‘
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noose, and one in varada-position, one left hand carrying a

bow, and one in abhaya-position, became a messenger-

deity of- the Jinendra Padmaprahha.

With these two always near, the Master of the World

wandered in villages, mines, cities, etc. with a desire to

benefit all.

His congregation (184-190)

Three hundred and thirty-sis thousand monks, four

hundred and twenty thousand nuns, twenty-three hundred

who knew the fourteen purvas, ten thousand who had

clairvoyant knowledge, ten thousand and three hundred

who had mind-reading knowledge, twelve thousand who
were omniscient, sixteen thousand, one hundred and eight

who had the art of transformation, nine thousand and six

hundred disputants, two hundred and seventy-six thousand

laymen, and five hundred and five thousand lay women
formed the retinue of the Lord wandering for a lac of purvas

less sixteen aflgas and six months from the time of his

omniscience.

His moksa (191-197)

The Supreme Lord, knowing that it was time for his

moksa, went to Mt. Sammeta and fasted for a month. On
the eleventh day of the black half of Margasirsa, the moon
being in Citra, the Lord, of whom the four remaining karrnas

had been destroyed, possessing the four infinities of

siddhas, went from the fourth meditation to the fourth

object of men's existence,
441

together with eight hundred

and three monks who had fasted.

As prince he spent seven and a half lacs of purvas

plus sixteen ahgas ; in protection of the kingdom twenty-one

and a half lacs of purvas
;
and in the vow a lac of pdrvas

less sixteen angas. So Lord Padmaprabha lived for thirty

lacs of purvas. The nirvana of Lord Padmaprabha was

u? 193. Le., mok§&.
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nine thousand crores of sfigaras after the nirvana of Sumati

Sv&min.

The sixty-four Indras came there and devotedly

cremated the Lord's body and those of the munis
;
and

made a great nirvSna-kaly&na- festival.



Chapter V

suparSvanathacaritra

May the words of the teaching of Jinendra Sri

Supar&va protect you, like the waves of the oceau of

omniscience overflowing its bank. I shall relate the life of

Sri SupfirSva, the seventh Arhat, which is a sunny day for

the darkness of wrong knowledge of all creatures.

Incarnation as Nandisena (4-Xl)

There is a city, Ksemapuri, in the province Ramaplya

distinguishing East Vidcha in DhatakJkhap^advIpa. Its

Wing was Nandisena, delighting the world, respleudent as

the sun, the sole abode of splendor. Dharma was the

minister, the right arm, as it were, of him always watchful

in the business of the entire kingdom. When he destroyed

persons, who bad become thorns, for the people's happiness,

even his auger was for dharma. How much more the

actions in question ! And what was extraordinary, the

Blessed One, the Holy Saint, constantly located within the

sphere of his memory, became lying in his heart. He was

always the refuge for removal of pain from the afflicted,

but in no way at no time for the love-sick wives of others.

As time passed, he, noble-minded, became tired of worldly

existence and took initiation under Arindamana Acfirya.

Observing his vow zealously, the great muni acquired

the body-making karma of a Tirtliahkara by some of

the sthinakas. The great muni fasted at the right time,

died, and became a powerful god in the sixth Graiveyaka-

hcaven.
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Incantation as Sup&r&vanlUha (12-126)

Description of Vdranasi (12-16)

Now in this Bh3rataksetra of Jambudvipa there is a

city Varanasi, the ornament of the KaSi-country. In its

houses with jeweled walls filled with light a lamp, if it is

present, is before a god in the eightfold puja. There the

moon above high golden rods on the shrines attains a

resemblance to an umbrella of Dharma possessing the sole

umbrella. Vidyadharis, resting on the watch-towers of

its walls, were delighted, forgetting the latticed-windows in

the wall around Jambudvipa. In its houses the doves

coo at night, as if reciting auspicious things for the enlight-

enment of Rati’s husband (Kama).

His parents (17-26)

Its king was named Prati^ha, devoted to justice, the

kalpa-tree of celebrity for the worthy, possessing celebrity

like India. The whole world remained in the shadow of

his feet, as he was always unequaled in power, like Meru
in size. When he made a tour of conquest in all directions,

the sky appeared to be marked with cranes from white

umbrellas and with clouds from umbrellas made of peacock-

feathers in dense array. In battle he, ornamented with

unlimited heroic vows, never turned his face away from his

enemies as if they were beggars. From birth, without

any other assistance, loug-armed, he supported the earth

always as easily as a toy-lotus.

The king had a wife, named Prthvi, like a living earth,

the receptacle of virtues, firmness, etc. Her iunate virtue

and beauty constantly became ornaments, and external

ornaments reached a state of being adorned. In her,

spotless by nature, numerous virtues appeared like pearls

in the river Tamraparai. Her form with lotus-face,

lotus-eyes, lotus-hands, and lotus-feet was like another

lotus-pool of the goddess Sri with waves of loveliness.

With the thought, " Because she is the mother oi a

20
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Tirtbahkara, may thereto future servitude (to her)," and

conquered by her beauty also, goddesses became her

slaves.

His birth
(27

-37 )

Now, the jiva of Nandisepa in the sixth Graiveyaka

completed his life of twenty-eight sagaras. Falling on the

eighth of Bhadrapada, the moon being in conjunction with

Radba, Nandi$ena’s jiva descended into the womb of

Prthvi. Sleeping comfortably duriug the rest of the

night. Queen Prthvi saw then the fourteen great dreams

indicating the birth of a Tirthakrt. While the embryo

was growing, the Queea saw herseli asleep on a couch of

serpents which had one hood, five hoods, and nine hoods.

On the twelfth day of the bright half of Jyes^ha, the moon
being in VisakliS, she bore easily a son, gold colored,

marked with a svastika.

Knowing the birth of the Jina by clairvoyant know-

ledge, the fifty-six Dikkumaris came there quickly and

performed the birth-rites. Likewise Sakra came there and

took the Lord of the World to the rock Atipandukambala

on the top of Meru. Holding the Supreme Lord on his

lap like a nurse, Purandara sat on the jeweled lion-throne

there. The sixty-three ludras in turn bathed the Lord of

the Tirtha with water from tlrthas, like waves of the

ocean a mountain on the shore. After placing the Lord ou

Tsana's lap, Sakra bathed him with water rising from the

horns of crystal bulls resembling water produced by-

fountains. After anointing him and worshipping him with

clothes, ornaments, etc., the Indra of Saudharma began a

hymn of praise to the Lord of the World.

Stuti (3S-45)

" The desire on my part to praise you who have

uudiscemiblc nature is like the leap of a monkey to take

the sun. Nevertheless, I will praise you by means of your

power, O Supreme Lord. For moon-stones trickle from the
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power of moonlight. How are you not giving the comfort

to animals, men, and gods, which you give even to hell-

iuhabitauts, by all the kalyflpas ? Even the light in the

three worlds at the festival of your birth becomes red

from the sun of omniscience that will rise. All these

heavens have now become favorable, as if from contact

with your favor, Supreme Lord. These pleasant winds
blow for the sake of purification. Indeed, who would cause

anything displeasing to the world when you, O Lord, are

giving pleasure ? Shame on us negligent. These seats of

ours, by the shaking of which your birth-kalyana was
announced to us instantly, are blessed, O god. Now I

make a ilid&na **• though it is forbidden, O god : namely,

as the fruit of the sight of you, may I have unceasing

devotion to you.”

Childhood {46-52)

After this hymn of praise Sakra took the Lord, went

quickly and laid him unperceived by Queen Prthvi’s side,

according to custom. Delighting the people by remarkable

things, such as releases from prison, the King made a

great festival, the tree with fruit of joy. Since his mother

was ' beautiful-sided ’ while he was an embryo, Pratistha

conferred the name Supariva on the Lord. The Lord

grew by drinking nectar that had been put in his thumb

by Sakra. The Aihats are to be praised even by the gods

since they do not nurse. Getting down repeatedly from

their laps with the restlessness usual to children, tricking

his nurses again and again, the I/>rd played here and there.

The Lord easily defeated the gods who played (with him)

in mortal forms for wagers. Who, even in play, are the

equals of the Arhats ? Gradually, the Supreme Lord

passed his childhood, playing in various plays, like a

lover the night.

45. See above, a. 29.
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Y«M
(53
-57)

The Master, two hundred bows tall, marked with all

the marks, attained youth, the ornament of beauty. The
Lord married princesses from courtesy to his parents.

Verily, the command of the parents must be honored even

by the Lords of the Three Worlds. The Lord enjoyed

himself with his wives to destroy his pleasure-karma. For

the Blessed Ones are devoted to the destruction of karma.

After five lacs of purvas had passed while he was ponce,

the Lord assumed the burden of the earth imposed by his

father who had requested it. The Lord spent fourteen lacs

of purvas and twenty ahgas ruling the earth.

Initiation (58-66)

Observing that the Master’s mind was disgusted with

sariisAra, the Lokantika-gods came from Brahmaioka to

the Master :
" You, self-enlightened, are not enlightened

by our devotion, but you arc reminded. Found a congrega-

tion, Master.” With these words, they went to heaven.

Then Supaiiva Svamin, eager for the festival of

initiation, the wishing-gem of liberality, gave gifts for a

year. At the end of the year’s giving SuparSva SvSmin’s

initiation-ceremony was made by the Indras whose thrones

had shaken. Then the Lord of the World, going to emanci-

pation, got into the palanquin named Manohard, charming

with varied jewels. Accompanied by gods, asuras, and

kings the Blessed One went to the most excellent grove

named Sahasrfimravana. The Master, the ornament of

three worlds, there cast aside his ornaments, etc. and wore

on bis shoulder the devadusya placed by Sakra. In the

evening of the thirteenth day of the bright half of J yesjtha.

(the moon being) in Radha, the Lord became a mendicant

together with a thousand kings, observing a two days’ fast.

The Lord’s fourth knowledge, mind-reading knowledge,

arose ; and then for a moment there was comfort even for

hell-inhabitants.
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On the next day the Lord broke his fast with rice-

pudding in the house of King Mahendra in the city

Patalikhanda. The gods made the five wonderful things,

the stream of treasure, etc.
;
and Mahendra made a jeweled

platform where the Ix»rd of the World had stood.

Vanquishing the army of trials, like a mountain

destroying heat, the Lord of the World became desireless

even in the body, indifferent to gold, straw, etc. Alone,

absorbed in silence, his gaze constantly directed on one

object, devoted to numerous resolutions, not resting,

fearless, firm, observing numerous pratimSs, engaged in

meditation, the Lord of the World wandered over the

earth as an unenlightened ascetic for nine months.

His omniscience (72-74)

In his wandering the Lord came again to Sahasram-

ravana and stood there at the foot of a £iri$a tree, engaged

in pratima accompanied by a two days’ fast. The Teacher

of the World, occupied with the end oi the second pure

meditation, destroyed the destructive karrnas, as if they

were vital points of sathsSra. Then on the sixth day of

Phfilguna, the moon standing in Visakha, SuparsvaSvamin’s

omniscience arose.

The samavasarana (75-83)

The Indras of the-gods and asuras came there at once

like servants and made a samavasarana for the Master's

preaching. Then the Teacher of the World, a door to

moksa, entered it by the east door ; and gods, men, etc.

by the doors suitable for each. The Lord, the earth’s

kalpa-tree, circumambulated three times the caitya-txee

which was one kos and four hundred bows tall. Saying,

" Homage to the congregation,’’ the Lord of the VVorld,

resplendent with the supernatural qualities, seated himself

on the best lion-throne. Then Sakra created over the

Blessed One’s head a serpent like the one that Queen

Prthvx saw in her dream, as if it were another umbrella.
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From that time on, in other samavasaranas also there was

a serpent, one-hooded, five-hooded, or nine-hooded, In

the other directions also the gods made images of the

Master like him by means of his very great power. There

the blessed congregation remained in its proper place.

There is no over-stepping of place at all in the assembly of

even an ordinary man.

Then the Indra of Saudharmakalpa bowed to the

Supreme Lord, placed his folded hands to his head and

began a hymn of praise as follows :

SluH (84-91)

" Reverence to you. Blessed One, the holy seventh

Arhat, sun to the lotus-calyx in the form of the globe

of the entire earth. Everyone’s sorrow has gone and joy

has appeared, 0 Lord. Now everything has been restored,

as it were, by the restoration of the congregation. The door

of the Mt. Vait5dhya of nirvana will be opened today by

the brilliant staff-jewel of your speech,"’ O Dharmacakrin.

The sight of you, O Blessed One, produces joy in the

entire animate world by the destruction of pain, like the

sight of a lofty cloud by the destruction of heat. O Blessed

One possessing infinite knowledge, the speech of your

teaching will be obtained by us alter a long time, like

wealth by the poor. By the sight of you and especially by

your speech showing the door to emancipation, we shall

have our desires accomplished today. Reverence to you

whose soul possesses infinite perception, knowledge, power

and bliss, the vessel of all the supernatural qualities, whose

soul is self-concentration. Of what importance is the attain-

ment of the station of Indra, etc., O Lord of the World,

since people may become like you even by sendee to you ?
’’

After this hymn of praise, Sakra became silent, and

the Blessed One, the Omniscient, began a sermon.

“• 86. Sec above, p. 149-
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Sermon on distinction between body and soul (93-105)

" Everything here is distinct from the soul. (Yet) for

the sake of other things an unintelligent person makes him-

self fall into the ocean of existence by acquiring karma.

When there is a distinction of the body because of the dissimi-

larity of the embodied, in that case the distinction of money,

relatives, and friends is not difficult to assert. If anyone

sees himself separated from the body, money, and relatives,

to what point, alas ! is his apprehension extended by the

sting of sorrow ! If there is a difference here, the separate-

ness of the natures of soul, body, etc., which is characterized

by their dissimilarity, follows perfectly obviously.

The body, etc. can be grasped by the senses. The
soul has the sphere oi understanding. How then could

non-distinction between them arise ? If the distinction in

the natures of soul, bod}’, etc. is dear, then how can the

soul suffer from blows to the body, etc. ? Certainly people

who do not have knowledge of the separateness of the

body, etc. suffer pain of soul from blows to the body, etc.

One who does not know the distinction suffers when paiu to

his parents arises ; he is confused in the case of pain to his

servants from pride of ownership. Even a sou that has

been gained is really a stranger because he does not belong.

Even a servant is superior to a son because he does belong.

However many connections oi himself a man makes dear,

so many sources of sorrow arc produced in his heart.

Therefore a keen-witted person would recognize that all this

is distinct. Therefore he would not be confused on the

path of fundamental principles by the loss of anything.

Casting away the coating of mud of attachment like a

gourd, a man observing mendicancy, pure-minded, crosses

existence quickly."

After they had heard the sermon to this effect, many
people were enlightened. Some became mendicants and

others laymen. There were ninety-five gapabhrts, Vidarbha

and others, and they made the twelve angas in accordance
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with the Master’s speech. At the end of the Master’s

sermon. Vidarbha, the head of the ganabhrts, seated on

the Master’s foot-stool, delivered a sermon. When Ganabhrt

Vidarbha had finished preaching, the gods and others

bowed to the Lord and went to their respective places.

SasanadevatSs (110-113)

Originating in that congregation, Matanga, dark-

bodied, with an elephant for a vehicle, with two right hands

of which one held a bilva and the other a noose, and two
left hands of which one held an ichneumon and the other

a goad, became a messenger-deity at the side of Suparsva

Svamin. Arising in the same way, SantadevI, gold colored

with an elephant for a veliicle, with two right hands of

which one was ia varada-position and the other was lidding

a rosary, and with two left hands, one of which held a

trident and the other was ia abhayada-position, was a

messenger-deity of the Lord, always in his vicinity.

The congregation (114-119)

Then the Master wandered elsewhere in villages,

cities, etc., awakening the souls capable of emancipation, as

the sun awakes (day-blooming) lotuses. Three hundred

thousand monks, four hundred and thirty thousand nuns,

two thousand and thirty who knew the purvas, nine

thousand who possessed clairvoyant knowledge, ninety-

one hundred and fifty who had mind-reading knowledge,

eleven thousand omniscient, fifteen thousand and three

hundred who had the art of transformation, eighty-four

hundred disputants, two hundred and fifty-seven thousand

laymen, and four hundred ninety-three thousand lay-women

formed the Lord’s retinue as he wandered over the earth.

His moksa (120-126)

When a lac of purvas less twenty aiigas and nine

months had elapsed after the time of his omniscience, the
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Master went to Mt. Sammeta. There the Master of the

World, attended by gods and asuras, together with five

hundred munis began a fast. At the end of a month, on

the seventh day of the black half of Phalguna, the moon
being in Mala, the Master and the munis went to an eternal

abode.

Sri SupfirSva passed five lacs of pfirvas as prince;

fourteen lacs of pfirvas and twenty purvahgas in governing

the earth ;
and a lac of pfirvas less twenty purvahgas in

the vow. So his age was twenty lacs of pfirvas. Supfiriva

Svfimin's nirvaya was nine thousand croxes of sagaropamas

after Sri Padmaprabha's nirvana.

The Indras, Acyuta, etc., celebrated a great emancipa-

tion-festival accompanied by the funeral rites of the Master
and the munis.



Chapter VI

CANDRAPRABHACARITRA

Ora ! I praise the speech of the Lord Jina Candraprabha,

which resembles moonlight, the destroyer of great delusion

which has been destroyed, giver of delight.

I shall celebrate the life of the Lord Jina Candraprabha,

which resembles the heat of the sun for the snow of delusion

of souls capable of emancipation.

Incarnation as King Padnta (3-13)

In the province Mahgalavati, the ornament of East

Videha in the continent Dhatakikhanda, there is a city

Ratnasancaya. In this city there was a king, named

Padina, like a lotus-home of Padma, exceedingly powerful

like the serpent-king in Bhogfivatl. Attended always by

musicians who performed divine concerts, surrounded by

courtesans who excelled the Apsarascs, always distinguished

by the beauty of his body adorned with beautiful divine

unguents, ornaments, and fine garments, his commands

observed by kings day and night, his treasury* never

exhausted, his subjects always prosperous, established in

not being an abode of an atom of sorrow in any way, he,

the chief of those knowing the Principles, attained disgust

with living in worldly existence.

Under Guru Yugandhara he took the vow of

mendicancy for destroying existence, like Hari taking a

thunderbolt to destroy a mountain. Making many resolu-

tions, subdued, with subjection of his senses accomplished,

free from desire in his own person, he observed the vow for

a long time. He acquired the body-making karma of a

'nrthahkara, which is very difficult to acquire, by some of

the sthanas, like a choice jewel by much money. In course
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of time, after he had completed his life, the great ascetic

went to the palace Vaijayanta, which was the first fruit

of the tree of the vow.

Incarnation as Candraprabka (14-123)

Now, in the zone Bharata in this Jambttdvipa there is

a city CandrSnana, resembling the face of the earth. In it

shines a row of shops, rich with many jewels, like a vessel

of the ocean with its wealth of water increased. And there

are houses of various shapes and colors, as if numerous

twilight-clouds had descended to earth. In its gardens

are seen flying-ascetics engaged in pratima, motionless

from head to foot, like mountains in the form of men.

Women became angry with their lovers, thinking, " This

is another woman,” from their own reflections in its houses

made of jewels.

Iu this city Mahasena, by whose army the earth was

covered, was king, like the ocean with an invincible crest-

jcwel. Splendor became devoted to liis power constantly,

like a servant, doing his work, a sign of conquest over the

earth. While he, whose command was not transgressed,

was ruling the earth, the people desisted from birth from

taking another’s property. He was lord, like the ocean

whose center is inaccessible, beautiful as the moon, like a

wishing-tree, like an Indra of liberality. On his breast,

broad as the leaf of a door, Rama (LaksmI) sported cou-

stantly with her mind devoted solely to him, like a hansi

on a sandy beach of the Gahga.

He had a wife, named Lak^mana, who had all the

favorable marks, surpassing the moon iu fascinating

beauty of face. Though possessing a body which was an

unequaled stream of loveliness,*
1“ she rained only nectar with

her eye and speech. Walking very slowly, she made

blooming mallows grow at every step with her feet, as it

4.0 14- See above, p. 114, and K., p. 243.
1.1 24. Lavanya, with jeference also to its meaning ' witness.’
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were. Her brow and gait were curved, but her mind was

not crooked
;
her waist was small, but not the wealth of

her intelligence. The important virtue oi proper behavior

adorned like a general her entire army of virtues surpassing

everything.

Birlh cf Candraprabha (28-37)

Now, King Padina’s jlva, which was living in

Vaijayanta, completed a life of thirty-three sagaxas. It

fell and descended into the womb of Queen Laksmana,

when the moon was in conjunction with Anuradha, on the

fifth day of the black half of Caitra. At that time Queen

Laksmaya, comfortably asleep, saw the fourteen great

dreams indicating the birth of a Tirtliakrt. Queen

Laksmaui carried comfortably the embryo unobserved, like

the earth the shining wealth of jewels. On the twelfth

day of the black half of Paosa, the moon standing in

Anuradha, she bore her jewel of a son, marked with a

moon, the color of the moon.

Then, knowing the birth of the eighth Arhat by the

shaking of their thrones, the fifty-six Dibkumaris performed

the birth-rites. The Indra of Saudharma joyfully made

the festival of the birth-bath. Attended by gods, he took

the Master to the peak of Meru. Hari seated himself on

the jeweled thxoue on the rock Atip&ndukambala, holding

the Supreme Lord on his lap. Then the sixty-three

Indras, Acyuta, etc., radiantly joyful, bathed the Master in

turn. Next, Sakra set the Master on the couch or the

lap of the India of I&Lna, and bathed him with water

rising out of the horns of bulls. After he had paid homage

to him devotedly with divine unguent, ornaments, and

garments, PSkasasana began a hymn of praise to the Blessed

One.

Stuti (39-46)

" I, undertaking to praise you whose virtues are

infinite, am the abode of ridicule, like a tittibha with its

kgs extended upwards with the idea that it is the support
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of the sky."* However. I am able to praise you because

I have increasing wisdom from your power. Even a small

cloud fills the heavens by union with the cast wind. You,

O Lord, just from being seen or thought of by a man,

are an unprecedented weapon l'or the destruction of the

mass of karma. Today, surely there is an uprising of

good karma in the world, since you destroy the ignorance

of all, like the sun destroying darkness of day-blooming

lotuses. Impurity will melt away from me without even
taking its fruit, like the blossom of the Sepbilliku struck

by moonlight.'” By that embodiment (of yours), O Blessed

One, you take away pain from creatures, to say nothing

of your figure engaged in mendicancy which bestows

fearlessness on all. O Lord, you have come here to destroy

karma, the root of existence, like a rutting elephant to a

forest to root up trees. Just as ornaments, ropes of pearls,

etc., are on the outside of my heart, so may you be inside

my heart, O Lord of the Three Worlds."

Childhood (47-53)

After he had recited this hymn of praise, Purandara

took the Lord from ?£&na, carried him, and put him down
by Queen Laksmana's side according to rule. Then King

Mahasena made a great festival. The birth of an Arhat is

cause for a festival elsewhere
;
how much more in the

house (where it occurs). Because liis mother had a

pregnancy-whim for drinking the moon, while he was still

*** 39- The thtibba is a sand-piper. MW and Bate both give

Parra jacuna for tittibba, but Sabda. gives it as a synonym of ta^haif,

the sand-piper (Tiinga goensis, Bate). This bird is said "to sleep with

its legs extended upwards, as if to sustain the firmament ; hence the

phraw is applied to a person who undertakes aa enterprise far above his

capacities.” Bate, s. v. ta^oharS. Hindi proverb
:
Tatohare se asman

tbiiinS jiega: Will the sky be supported by the sand-piper ?

43 ' ScphalM, the Nyctanthes arbor tristis, the night-flowering

jasmine. Outt, p. 1S9 ,
says its tiowere "open at sunset, and before

morning strew the ground thickly with their fallen corollas."
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in embryo, and because be was moon-color, his father named

him Candraprabha.

In childhood the Lord’s figure shone as ii he were in

Vaijayanta, beautiful with a halo of a flood of light fair

as moonlight. Day by day the Supreme Lord grew,

pulling at the hands of his nurses like a young elephant

at the shoots of creepers. The Lord, though he had the

three kiad3 of knowledge, experienced childhood like an

ignorant person, as if it, which had not been attained

even in his birth as a god. had been attained by his own
desire. The Lord traversed childhood with the assistance

of various and numerous sports, like a traveler traversing

a road with the assistance of charming stories.

Youth (54-57)

One hundred fifty bow's tall, the Master attained

youth, the opposite bank of the stream of childhood, magic
for the subjection of women. Knowing that he had

pleasure-karma and following his father’s command, the

Lord of the World married suitable princesses. Two
and a half lacs of phrvas after his birth, the Lord, who was
devoted to study aud eager for initiation, urgently requested

by his parents, spent six and a hall lacs of purvas and
twenty-four aiigas, like a holiday, governing the earth.

Initiation <58-67)

The I-ord, though knowing himself the right time for

initiation, was informed by the Lokantika-gods like

appointed astrologers. The Master began to give gifts for

a year, wishing very much to become a mendicant, like a

rich man wishing to go on a journey. At the end of the

year the Indras, w'hose thrones had shaken, came there

and held the Master’s initiation-ceremony, like servants.

Then the Master, attended by kings and Indras of the

gods aud asuras, got into the palanquin named Manoramfl,

delightful with its beauty. Being praised, hymned, and
looked at joyfully by the people, the Blessed One went to
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the grove named Saliasrfimravapa. After descending from

the palauquin, the Supreme Lord, who wished to attain

the three jewels, removed jewels, ornaments, etc. On the

thirteenth of the black half of Pausa, (the moon) in the

constellation Maitreva, in the afternoon, observing a two

days’ fast, the Lord together with a thousand kings became

a mendicant. Then the Lord’s fourth kind of knowledge,

mind-reading knowledge, illuminating the mind-substance

of creatures of the human world, arose. On the next day the

Lord broke his fast with rice-pudding at the house of King

Somadatta in Padmakhantfapura. The five divine things

—

the stream of treasure, etc., were made by the gods, and

a jeweled platform was made by the king on the ground

marked by the Arhat’s feet.

Undefeated by the mass of snow that had defeated the

heat of the sun ;
unshaken by the winds and bad weather

with hoar-frost ; his meditation, which was unequaled,

unbroken by the winter night which turned the water of

the pools into ice ; making no distinction between going

into the forest terrifying from its evil wild animals, such as

lions, tigers, etc., and staying in the city filled with laymen ;

solitary, free from affection, silent, free from all possessions,

devoted to meditation, the Supreme Lord wandered over

the earth for three months as an (ordinary) ascetic.

Omniscience (72-74)

In his wandering the Blessed One went again to

Sahasramravana, and stood in pratimfl under a punnaga

tree. The Lord's destructive karma disappeared at the

end of the second pure meditation, like snow at the end

of winter. When the Master had fasted two days, his

brilliant omniscience was manifested on the seventh of the

black half of PhSlguna, the moon being in conjunction with

Anuradha.
The samavasararta (75-79)

The Iudras of the gods and asuras made at once a

samavasarana a yojana in extent for the Teacher of the
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World’s preaching. Purifying by his foot-steps the nine

golden lotuses which were moved in succession by the gods,

the Lord entered it by the east door. Observing the

Arhats’ custom, the Lord circumambulated the caitya-tree

which was eighteen hundred bows high. The Lord said

aloud, “ Homage to the congregation,” and seated himself,

facing the east, on the jeweled lion-throne. The fourfold

congregation with gods, asuras, and humans entered by

their proper doors, and stayed in their proper places.

Jambhari (Sakra) bowed to the Supreme Lord so he

touched the ground with the five members and began a

hymn of praise with passionate devotion.

SMi (81-88)

" O Lord, this teaching of your®—of you who arc the

cakravartin of the three worlds—borne on the head by

gods, asuras, and men, is victorious. By good fortune

you have been seen, first possessing three kinds of knowledge,

then mind-reading knowledge, now omniscience, each

one superior to the other. May this knowledge of yours

called ' omniscience/ brilliant, beneficial to all, like the

shade of a tree on the road, prevail. There is darkness

so long as there is no sun. There are rutting elephants so

long as there is no lion. There is poverty so long as there

is no kalpa-tree. There is scarcity of water so long as

there is no rain-cloud. There is heat of the day so long

as there is no full moon. There are people here with

wrong belief so long as you are not seen. Even though I

am always negligent, O Lord, I applaud those by whom
you are constantly seen and served. Now by your favor

may the highest right-belief, immovable throughout life,

result from the sight of you.”

After this hymn of praise, Sunasira became silent and

the Teacher of the World began a sermon in a voice deep as

thunder.
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Sermon on impurity of the body
(90-104)

" The ocean of existence filled with waves of endless

troubles continually destroys creatures of the middle, lower,

and upper worlds. Delight in this body by men, like

that of worms in impurity, is one cause of this. The

body is the abode of impure chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone,

marrow, semen, intestines and waste matter. Where is

there any purity in it ? The idea of purity in a body
smeared with discharges from nine channels * a

‘ is a

manifestation of great delusion. How can the body be

pure when it is created from seed and blood, made to grow

by an impure stream, covered by the placenta iu the

womb ? Who can consider purity of the body when it is

made to grow by continually sucking a succession of veins

of liquid, arising from food and drink consumed by the

mother ? Who would say the body is pure when it is

filled with humors, elements, and impurity, the abode of

worms and earth-worms, consumed by multitudes of

serpents in the form of diseases ? How can the body, in

which sweet-flavored food and drink—even something

made of milk and sugar-cane—are eaten to become waste-

matter, be pure? When fragrant yaksakardama-oint-

ment has been used to anoint it and becomes impure

quickly, where is the purity in that body ? How is the

body, iu which the scent of the mouth is disgusting when
one rises at dawn, after eating fragrant betel-leaves and

sleeping at night, pure? The body, from contact with

which naturally fragrant perfume, incense, and garlands

of flowers become evil-smelling, becomes pure I Even

though rubbed with oil, even though anointed with unguent,

even though washed with crores of jars (of water), the body
does not attain purity, like an impure wine-jar. The

ones who say, ‘ Pnrity is from clay, water, fire, wind, sun,

baths,' make useless effort, following custom. Therefore,

‘ ,4
93. See Sn£r. 5. 9 (VoI. II, p. 161). The number of channels

in women is csknlsted as 12, not xr as given in MW.

21
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the body must perform penance which has emancipation

as its fruit. The wise man should extract what is valuable

from the worthless, like a jewel from the salt ocean.”

Many persons were enlightened by this sermon of the

Lord and became mendicants by the thousand. The I/ord

had ninety-three ganabhrts, Datta, etc. They made the

twelve ahgas from the ’ three steps,’ origination, etc. Ar

the end of the Lord’s sermon, Datta, chief of the gapabhrts.

to whom enlightenment had been given, seated on his foot-

stool, delivered a sermon to the people. At the end of his

sermon, the gods, etc., went to their own abodes, like

young people of the city when a concert is finished.

Sdsamdevatas (108-110)

The Yakija, Vijaya, originating in that congregation,

green, with a hansa for a vehicle, holding a calcra in his

right hand and a hammer in his left
;
and the goddess

BhrkutI, with a marala for a vehicle, yellow, holding a
sword and a hammer in her right hands, and a shield and
an axe in her left hands, became the Blessed One’s

messenger-deities. With them near at hand. Lord Candra-

prabha, the receptacle of the supernatural powers, wandered

over the earth, like the moon the sky.

His congregation (m-115)

Two hundred and fifty thousand monks, three hundred
and eighty thousand nuns, two thousand who knew the

pfirvas, eight thousand who had clairvoyant knowledge,

and the same number who had mind-reading knowledge,

ten tbousaud who were omniscient, fourteen thousand who
had the art of transformation, seventy-six hundred dis-

putants, two hundred and fifty thousand laymen, four
hundred and ninety-one thousand laywomen formed the

Lord’s retinue.
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His moksa (116-123)

When the Master had wandered as a kevalin for a

lac of pQrvas less twenty-four arigas and three months, he
went to Mt. Sammcta. Together with a thousand munis

the Lord undertook a fast and attended by gods and
asuras, continued in this state for a month. Engaged in

immovable meditation with suppression of all activity, the

four karmas prolonging existence having been destroyed

instantly, on the seventh day of the black half of Nabha,

the moon being in conjunction with Sravaija, the Master

and the munis went to the final abode.

As prince he lived two and a half lacs oi purvas ; as

king, six and a half lacs of purvas plus twenty-four aflgas
;

in the vow he passed a lac of pfirvas less twenty-four

angas. So the total age of Lord Candraprabha was ten

lacs of purvas. The nirvana of Sri Candraprabha took

place nine hundred crores of sagaras after SupfirSva Svamin's

nirv&pa.

The Indras performed properly the funeral rites of the

Lord, who had attained emancipation as described, and of

the munis, and returned to heaven.



Chapter VII

suvidhinAthacaritra

1 praise the Holy Puspadanta’s teaching, destroyer

of evil, spotless, to be borne on the head by the three worlds

like a wreath of flowers. I, gifted with powerful intelligence

by his power, celebrate the blameless life of the Lord, the

ninth Arhat.

Incarnation as Mahdpadma (3—13)

There is a city Pupdarikini in the rich province

Puskalavati in the East Videhas in the half
468

of Puskara-

varadvipa. In this city MahSpadma was king, deep

as the pool Mahspadma on Mt. MahShima. Dharma,

accepted from birth, increased gradually in his childhood

and youth along with physical beauty. He was pained by

even a moment which was deprived of self-control, like a

money-lender by money which fails to draw interest daily.

Discharging religious duties, he performed his royal duties,

like a traveler taking a drink of water when crossing a

river on the road. Wise, devoid of negligence, he preserved

completely his layman’s duties spotless as his own family.

Filled with contentment generally, he was not satisfied in

dharma. He considered others, even though they had

little dharma, as superior to himself. From a desire to

cross existence he took the vow of mendicancy, like a

divine weapon for crossing a battle, under Guru J agannanda.

Successful in lay-duties, he kept the vow firmly, just as

one who has undertaken sarhlekhana observes a fast

that results in death. By very severe penances, ekavali,

•«* r. Another name of Savidhinfitha.

,(4
3. The half that belongs to the Mauusyaloka. See p. 116.
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etc., by devotion to the Arliats, etc.,'" he acquired strong

body-making karma of a Tirthakrt. When he had spent

his life in such religious acts, he became a powerful god in

the palace Vaijayanta.

Incarnation as Suvidhi (14-164)

Now, in the southern half of Bharata in this

Jambudvipa there is a very important city K&kandl
distinguished by its wealth. The pearl-garlands of its

houses look like shining rosaries of Puspadhanvan for sub-

jugating virtuous wives. The fourfold loud singing of the

concerts “* in its temples becomes a charm for transfixing

the gait of the VidyMharls. Ponds with clear water and
abundant tall white lotuses imitate the sky with autumn-
clouds and apparent stars. There, beggars, as well as

gurus, were approached from afar and conducted to receive

foot-water, and were delighted with suitable objects.

Description of his parents (19-27)

The king was named Sugrlva, like a necklace of the

earth, like a Graiveyaka-god in beauty. His command,
like a weapon with an efficacious charm, was nowhere cast

aside, neither in cities, forests, oceans, nor mountains.

The river of wise policy with high-crested water of glory

rose in him like a mountain and flowed to the ocean. The
ocean of glorious deeds of him, the crest-jewel of kings,

devoured the wide streams of glory of all the kings.

His wife was named R3xn5, the stop to all faults,

beautiful with spotless virtues, the crest-jewel of all charm-

ing women. The receptacle of natural beauty, giving

delight to the eyes, she was unique on earth, like a digit of

“T 12. The 3thanokas.

"" 16.
ISahptagitaTn uccaiicatuvidliam . As gita is one of the

three parts of a sailgita (the other two being dancing and instrumental

music), the caturvidham probably modifies gitam only. The four parts

may be svaxa (note); grama (scale): rr.Grcbann (melody); and tfiua

(tone). See Rajcndia s.v. glya.
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the moon in the sty. Sweet-voiced, shining with two white

wings in the form of garments, she dwelt always in the

Mfinasa *'* of her husband, like a rijahansl. Rati did not

attain joy nor Prlti delight, completely overcome by her

umparallelcd beauty. Time passed for King Sugriva and

her, suitable for each other, sporting like Rohini and the

moon.

Birth (27-32)

And now, the jiva of King Mah&padma, living in

Vaijayanta, completed his life of thirty-three sagaras.

Falling, he descended into Queen RSmi's womb on the

ninth day of the black half of Phalguna, when the moon
was in conjunction with Mula. Then the Queen saw the

fourteen great dreams, elephant, etc., indicating the birth

of a Tlrthahkara, enter her mouth. The Queen bore her

embryo, the source of support to the world, like the river

Himadrija (Gahgi) a young elephant playing in it. When
the moon was in Mila, on the fifth day of the black half of

Margaslr^a, she bore a jewel of a son, white, marked with a

makara.

Birth-rites (33-39)

Then the fifty-six Dikkumfiris, Bhogankara and others,

periormed the birth-rites of the Lord and his mother. Then
the Lord of Saudharma, like an Abhiyogya-god, took the

Master with devotion and went to the top of Mt. Mcru.

Holding the Lord on ais lap, Sakra seated himself on the

lion-throne on Atip&pdukambald to the south of Meru's

crest. Then the sixty-three Indras, Acyuta, etc., with

unfailing devotion bathed the Master with water from the

tirthas. Then the Lord of Saudharma handed the Lord

to the Lord of Isina, like a guard handing an object to be

guarded to (another) guard at the end of his watch. Sakra

bathed the Master seated on I&hna's lap with fragrant

water from the bulls' horns. After Vasava had made

4i » 25. Jake Maaasa, a resort of batisas
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anointment with new unguents and worship with ornaments,

etc., and had waved the light, he praised the Lord.

Stuii (40-47)
11

Firm pillar* of the house or dharma, pool of nectar of

right belief, cloud for the delight of the world, hail ! Lord
of Three Worlds. What other supernatural power of

yours shall we tell, since the three worlds, bought by virtues

and greatness, enter servitude (to you) ? I do not shine

in heaven as much as I shine in servitude to you. A jewel

does not shine as much in a mountain, as it shines in an
anklet. You, wishing to go to moksa, came from Vaija-

yanta which terminates in moksa, certainly to show the

path to the world that had wandered from the path. After

a long time you are the divinity of the house of Bharata-

ksetra
;
now let dharma. like a householder, rejoice

fearlessly in it. O Lord of the Universe, let all this throng

of gods come to the incarnation of this supernatural form
of yours. After a long time, O Lord, eyes have become
cakoras by good fortune, clinging eagerly to you who
have a stream of light that is like moonlight. May I,

staying in the house or going to the council, recollect the

charm of your name which gives Sarvirthasiddhi.”

Aiter this hymn oi praise to the Lord of Jinas, §akra
took him, carried him. and placed him at Lady RSm&'s
side according to custom.

Life before initiation (48-55)

Because his mother became expert in all religious

rites, while he was in the womb, and because a tooth

appeared from a pregnancy-whim for flowers, his parents

gave the Lord two names, Suvidhi and Puspadanta, at a

great festival on any auspicious day. Showing great

difference (in characteristics) from birth, the Master grew

gradually like the day increasing after the passage of the

sun into Aries .
160 The Lord of the World reached youth

*•* $l. This is tbe vernal equinox.
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pure by nature, one hundred bows tall, whitc-bodied, like

the Ocean of Milk embodied. The Master, though

thoroughly weary of existence, from regard for his father

married princesses who surpassed Sri in beauty. When
fifty thousand pfirvas had passed since his birth, the Lord,

free from desire, accepted the burden of the kingdom from

courtesy to his father. Lord Suvidhi, knowing the law,

kept the sovereignty for the same length of time plus

twenty-eight purvafigas.

Initiation (56-63)

The Master desired the vow and the Lokantiba-gods,

like flatterers, urged the Lord for its sake. Devoid of

desire, the Lord of the World, like a wisking-gem of

beggars, gave gifts for a year according to desire. At the

end of his giving the ceremony of the Supreme Lord’s

initiation was made properly by the gods, just as at the

time of his birth. Then the Lord got into the palanquin

Suraprabhh and, surrounded by gods, asuras, and men,

went to Sahasramravana. In the evening on the sixth day

of the black half of M3rga (the moon being) in Mfila,

together with a thousand kings the Lord became a mendicant

accompanied by a two days’ fast.

On the next day tbe Supreme Lord broke his fast with

rice-pudding in the house of King Puspa in the city

Svetapura. The gods made the five things, the rain of

treasure, etc., and King Puspa made a jeweled platform

on the place of the Master’s feet. With an extraordinary'

body, free from affection, free from worldly interest, en-

during trials, the Lord of the World wandered for four

months as an (unenlightened) ascetic.

Omniscience (64-65)

The Lord went again to the grove Sahasramravana

,

and stood in pratima at the foot of a malura. When the

55. Lc. f fifty thousand pfirvas.
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Lord of the World had mounted the ksapakasre^i from

the apurvakarana step,
4** his omniscience was generated

on the third day of the white half of Urja, in Mfila.

The samatasaraK-a (66-69)

Then the gods and asuras made a saraavasarana and

the Teacher of the World entered it by the east door.

Then the Lord, adorned with all the supernatural qualities,

circumambulated the caitya-tree twelve hundred bows

tall. Saying '* Reverence to the congregation,” the Lord

sat down on the lion-throne, facing the east, and the gods

made images of him in the other directions. The others,

the gods, etc., sat down in their proper places. Sakra

bowed to the Lord and began a hymn of praise as follows

:

SluU (70-77)

" If you are free from passion, why is there red in

your hands and feet ? If crookedness has been abandoned,

why is your hair curly ? If you are the herdsman of your

subjects, why haven't you a staff in your hand ? If you

are free from worldly interest, why the lordship of the

three worlds ? If you are free from affection, why are you

compassionate toward every one ? If you have given up

ornaments, why do you like the three jewels ? If you are

well-disposed to every one, why are you the enemy of

wrong-believers ? If you arc straightforward by nature,

why were you formerly a chadmastha ? “* Ii you are

merciful, why did you suppress love ? If you are devoid of

fear, why do you fear existence ? If you arc devoted to

indifference, why are you beneficent to all ? If you are

unagitated (adlpta), why do you have a blazing halo ?

If you are tranquil by nature, then why have you practiced

penance for a long time ? If you are not inclined to anger,

m 65. Sec 1, p. 433-

*** 72. With reference, 0: coarse, to the litera! meaning of ckadman.

• deceit’ He was a * chadmastha
1

until he attained omniscience.
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why are you angered with karma ? Homage to you,

Blessed One, whose nature is undiscernible, greater than

the great, possessing the four infinities of siddhas.”

When he had completed this hymn of praise. VSsava

became silent, and the Blessed One, Suvidhi Svftmin,

delivered a sermon.

Sermon on the asravas (79-134)

" Certainly this existence is the depository of a burden

of endless pain, and its source is esrava, as a snake is the

source of poison. Since people’s actions of mind, speech,

and body, activities, karma good and bad, flow, they are

called Ssravas (channels). The mind dwelling on friendli-

ness, etc.,"' begets karma of a pure nature
;
but subjected

to passions and sense-objects produces impure. Truthful

speech based on knowledge of the scriptures produces good

karma
; the reverse (falsehood) must be recognized as a

source of bad. A person accumulates good by a well-

controlled body ; but bad by a body engaged in continual

undertakings that cause destruction to life. Passions,

sense-objects, activities, negligence, and lack of self-control,

wrong belief, painful and cruel meditation—these are

causes of bad karma. Whatever is the source of collecting

karmic matter, that is called asiava
;
aud karmas are eight

with the divisions, knowledge-obscuring, etc. Whatever

obstruction, contradiction, slander, destruction, injury

and envy there are of knowledge and belief, and also of

their sources, these are asravas of knowledge- and belief-

obscuring karma.

Worship of the gods, attendance on gurus, gifts to

suitable persons, compassion, forbearance, control of pas-

sion. partial control, involuntary destruction of karma,

purity, and penance without right knowledge arc asravas

of good-feeling kanua. Pain, sorrow, injury, torment,

81. See 1,11.56.

86. One of my MSS. supports the 'SghSla'- of theed.; the

other has "5paya°. This (apilya) seems to me unquestionably betrer.
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bewailing, and lamentation, (whether) present in one's self,

another or both, are fisravas of bad-feeling karma.

Slander of ascetics, the scriptures, the congregation,

dharma, and of all gods,*" thought-activity of intense

wrong-belief, denial of the omniscient (Tirthahkaras), of the

siddhas, and of gods, injury to a righteous man, teaching

of a wrong path, inclination for worthless things, showing

honor to persons lacking in self-control, uncousidered action,

and disrespect to gurus, etc., are called fisravas of right-

belief-deluding karma. Strong thought-activity of the soul

from the rising of passions is called the asrava of right-

conduct-deluding karma.

Derision, mockery with lust, proneness to laughter,

much talk, and talk about wretchedness are fisravas of

laughter. Desire to see countries, etc., various pleasures

and sports, and attracting another's mind are called

fisravas of indulgence. Envy, pioueuess to evil, destruc-

tion of others' pleasure, and inciting to wrong-doing are

fisravas of dissatisfaction. Though-activity of fear itself

and making others afraid, terrifying, pitilessness, these are

the fisravas of fear. Making public others’ sorrow, the

rising up of one’s own sorrow, grieving, and indulgence in

crying, etc., are fisravas of sorrow. Slander and censure of

the iourfold congregation, and disgust with good conduct

are fisravas of disgust. Jealousy, greediness for sense-

objects, falsehood, excessive deceit, and devotion to enjoy-

ment of other men’s wives are fisravas of feminine inclina-

tion. Contentment with one's wife only, lack of jealousy,

slight passions, and proneness to upright conduct are the

fisravas of masculine inclination. Love service to men
and women, strong passions, intense desire, breaking of

vows with heretics and women are fisravas of common-sex

inclination.

Criticism of sadhus, placing obstacles in the way of

people whose faces are turned to dharma, praise of the

go. T. 6. X4 supports the reading aarvasuresu.
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lack of control of people indulging freely in flesh and

wine, frequently obstructing people who have partial self-

control, describing the virtues of bad conduct and disparage-

ment of good conduct, and the recital of passions and slight

passions existing in others are asravas of good-couduct-

deluding karmas in general.

Injury to five-sensed beings, many undertakings and

possessions, lack of kindness, flesh-eating, resolute hostility,

cruel meditation, false-belief, the worst degree of passions,

black, dark blue, aud gray soul-colors, falsehood, theft,

frequent sexual indulgence, and unrestrained senses are

fisravas of hell-age karma. Teaching of the wrong path,

destruction of the right path, thinking of secret things,

painful meditation, 4" grief, deceit, undertakings and posses-

sions, dark blue aud gray soul-color,
143 good conduct and

vows with transgressions,
10 ' and partial-vow-suppressing

passions are asravas of animal-age karma.

Few undertakings and possessions, innate humility

and sincerity, gray and yellow soul-colors, devotion to

pious meditation, total-vow-suppressing passions, moderate

thought-activity, hospitality, worship of gods and gurus,

speaking a greeting first, pleasant speech, assertion of

pleasant things, and indifference to worldly affairs are

asravas of human-age karma. Restraint of love, partial-

control, involuntary destruction of karma, association with

virtuous friends, the custom of listening to dharma,

liberality to suitable persons, penance, faith, non-injury to

the three-jewels, thought-activity of rose and yellow soul-

colors at the time of death, austerities without right-know-

ledge. self-mortification of fire and water, etc., and hanging,

and indistinct tranquillity are asravas of god-age karma.

“T 109. See I, n. 8.

no. Lriya. It* 6 varieties an* described in detail in Uttar.,

Chap. 34-
*•* no They arc not perfectly observed. Sec Pravac., p. 83a.

Viata is interpreted as mOlagupas and #fla as uttaraguoas.

112. Sec I, p. 206.
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Crookedness of mind, speech, body, deception of others,

employment of deceit, false belief, slander, fickle-minded-

ness, debasing gold, etc., bearing false witness, causing

changes in color, odor, flavor, touch, etc., destruction of

body and limbs, work on machines and cages, work on

false measures and weights, blame of others and self-praise,

injury, lying, theft, unchastity, great undertakings and

possessions, harsh and vulgar speech, pride from clean

clothes, etc., garrulity, abuse, destruction of happiness, use

of magic, production of curiosity on part of others by
jokes and mockery, the giving of ornaments, etc. to

courtesans, etc., the lighting oi a forest-fire, the theft of

perfume, etc. in disguise of a god, etc., sharp passions,

destruction of shrines, rest-houses, groves and statues,

and the making of charcoal, etc. are channels of bad body-
making karma. The reverse of these things, and fear of

samsara, destruction of carelessness, acquisition of good
character, forbearance, etc., respect and making welcome

of religious men at sight are fisravaa of good body-making

karma.

Devotion to Arhats, siddhas, gurus, elders, very

learned people, the sect, scriptural knowledge, ascetics, lack

of negligence in daily duties, and in practice of the vows,

reverence, practice in knowledge, penance, renunciation,

frequent meditation, promulgation of doctrine, production

of tranquillity in the church, sendee to sfidhus, gaining of

new knowledge, and purity of belief are isravas of body-

makiug karma of Tirthakrts. These twenty were possessed

by the first and last Tirthanflthas
;
one, two or three, or

all by the other Jine£varas.
m

Blame, contempt and ridicule, omitting existing merits,

relating existing and non-existing faults of other people,

4,1 129, For a detailed account of these 20 sthiliiakai.sce I, pp. Soff.

;

and the Pravac. 304 fl. It stems a little strange that if some of the

intermediate Tirthaakaras had all 20, they were not included with Rsabha

and Mahivtra In the enumeration, but there is no doubt about the

facta.
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praise oi one’s self, telling one's own existing and non-

existing merits, concealing one’s own faults, and pride in

birth, etc. are asravas of low-birth karma. The asravas

of high-birth karma are the opposite of those for low-birth

karma, and absence of pride, reverence in speech, body,

and mind.

Obstruction, either with or without trickery, in giving,

receiving, power, enjoyment, and repeated enjoyment are

asravas of obstructive karma.

This boundless ocean of existence which arises from

asravas as described above must be crossed by the wise

man by the boat of mendicancy.”

By that sermon of the Lord many were awakened, like

night-blooming lotuses by the light of the moon, and took

initiation by thousands. The Lord had eighty-eight

ganabhrts, Varfiha, etc., and at the end of the (Lord's)

sermon, VariLha delivered a sermon. At the end of the

gapabhrt's sermon gods and asuras went to their respective

places, making an eight-day festival in Nandlsvara.

SSsanadevatds (138-141)

Originating in that congregation, Ajita, white-bodied,

with a tortoise for a vehicle, holding a citron and a rosary

in his right hands, an ichneumon and spear in her left

hands, was the Lord’s messenger-deity always near.

Likewise originating, Sutara, fair-bodied, with a bull for a

vehicle, holding a rosary in one right hand and the other

in boon-granting position, holding a pitcher and a goad

in her left hands, was the Lord's messenger-deity always

in attendance. With them always in his vicinity, the Lord

of the World, a great ocean of compassion, wandered over

the earth, enlightening the people.

The congregation (1 43-147)

Two hundred thousand monks, one hundred and

twenty thousand nuns, eighty-four hundred ascetics with
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clairvoyant knowledge, fifteen hundred who knew the

pflrvas and the same number with mind-reading know-

ledge, seventy-five hundred who were omniscient, thirteen

thousand who possessed the art of transformation, six

thousand disputants, two hundred and twenty-nine

thousand laymen, four hundred and seventy-two thousand

laywomen formed the retinue of the Lord wandering for

a lac of purvas less twenty-eight angas and four mouths

after his omniscience.

His moksa (148-153)

Then the Master went to Mb. Sammcta with a thousand

risliis, commenced a fast, and continued so for a month.

Absorbed in £aile£i-meditation, the Master and the rishis

went to an imperishable abode on the ninth day of the

black half of Nabha in the constellation MQla. He spent

half a lac of purvas as prince
;
halt a lac of purvas plus

twenty-eight aiigas in care of the kingdom
;
half a lac of

purvas less twenty-eight angas in the vow ; so the total

age of Suvidhi Svflmin was two lacs of pflrvas. Suvidhi

Svflmin's nirvana was nine crores of sflgaropamas after the

nirv&na of Sri Candraprabha.

According to rule the Indras made an unequaled

niiv&na-festival together with the funeral rites of the ninth

Arhat and the thousand munis. After that they went to

their respective palaces with their retinues.

Extinction oj the congregation (154-164]

A little while after Suvidhi Svflmin’s nirvana, au

extinction of sfldhus took place through the fault of the

falling wheel of time. The people who did not know

dharma, asked the laymen-eldcrs about it, as travelers,

confused about the road, ask (other) travelers. To the

laymen telling them something about dharma in accordance

with their own character, the people made worship with

objects suitable for laymen. They became greedy because
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o{ the puja, and at once made sastras, and taught

that many gifts had much fruit. After they became

acaryas, greedy, they explained daily that a gift of a girl,

of land, iron, sesame-seed, cotton, cows, gold, silver, seats,

horses, elephants, couches, and other things—every gift

was certainly bearing great fruit in this world and next.

Wicked-hearted with great desires, they explained that

they themselves were suitable recipients of gifts, and every-

one else unsuitable. So they, deceitful, became gurus of

the people at that time. In a treeless place a platform is

made even around a castor-bean plant.*’
8

So the complete extinction of the congregation took

place in this zone up to the congregation of Sltala Svamin.

At that time a kingdom with one umbrella was made by

low Brfihmans, like that of owls at night. In the same

way wrong belief existed in the other six intervals between

Jinas up to the time of Santi Jine6a. Because of the

destruction of the congregation during these intervals there

was unstumbling progress of wrong believers.

•n 162. Vcdikfi is the raised seat made around large trees, parti-

cularly in villages. Even the caator-bean plant is used for this purpose

in the absence of real trees. Cf. Mainwaring I2l8 :
" In a deserted

village the castor-oil plant is a noble tree." In the Hitopadefa in the

story of the Vulture, the Cat and the Birds it is said : nirastepildape de4e

erando'pi dramfiyate.
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May the feet of the Jina, 6ri Sitala, awakening the

world like the rays of the moon awakening the night-

blooming lotus, be productive of emancipation for you.

Blessed Sltala's life, the cause of freedom from passion

(coolness) of the ears of the three worlds, will be related.

Incarnation as Padmottara {3-10)

There is a regal city, named Susirna, in the province

of Vatsa, the ornament of East Videha in the half of

Puskaravaradvlpa. Its king was named Padmottara,

the best of all kings, like one of the Anuttaravim5na-gods

who had come. In him, whose command was not trans-

gressed, who was devoted to compassion for all creatures,

existed the two emotions, the ‘ heroic ’ and the ‘ tranquil,’

like full brothers. He was constantly alert in regard to

dharma, like a king in regard to bis treasury, making it

increase by man5' unobstructed devices. With the thought,

" I shall certainly abandon this today or tomorrow,” he

continued to live in samsara with indifference, as ii living

in a foreign country.

One day, he abandoned the great kingdom like a

piece of stone and adopted mendicancy under Srastagha

Suri. Observing the vows without any transgressions, he,

wise, acquired the body-making karma of a Tlrthakrt by

the sthanakas named in the scriptures. When he had

passed his whole birth, he became lord of Pranata because

of numerous special vows and numerous severe penances.

22
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Incarnation as Sitalan&tha (ir-127)

Description 0/ Bhadrilapura {n-15)

Now in this very Bharataksetra in Jambudvlpa there

is an excellent city, Bhadrilapura, fair with wealth. Its

high golden wall encircled by a moat has the beautiful

appearance of the wall of Jambudvlpa encircled by the

ocean. At evening the chain of lights lighted in its rows of

shops looked like a golden necklace of the Sri of the city.

Because of its great wealth resembling the quintessence of

Bhogdvatl and Amardvatl, it became the pleasure-ground of

libertines and of prominent men.4,8 Here people begging

for food are fed with many kinds of food at the food-dis-

pensaries by rich men, like their own people at a festival.

His parents (16-25)

In this city was established King Drdharatha, whose

circle of enemies had been defeated, who had covered the

earth-circle, like the ocean. He was extremely modest

about his virtues, which were constantly described by the

throng of sages, as if they were vices. He gave to beggars

the wealth taken by force from his enemies, as if making

atonement for the fault of theft. Kings, falling repeatedly

on the ground before him, touching the ground with their

bodies, attained kingship after a long time. Even an atom

of instruction in knowledge given by gurus spread in him,

very intelligent, like a drop of oil in water.

His wife, named Nandi, delighting the heart, was a

virtuous wife, the chief of virtuous wives, like Mandakini,

the chief of rivers. Even rajaliansls were considered to be

pupils in the art of w-alking, as it were, of her who moved
charmingly with very, very slow steps. Whenever she

spoke with fragrant breath, her speech became a charm
for attracting bees. The only similarity to this beautiful

*!* 14. Bbujaiigavmdiraka, also meaning ' Nigos and gods ’ with

reference to the two cities.
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woman was in herself. There is nothing similar in extent

to the sky. She was sewn firmly in the heart of Drdharatha

by her virtues, and Drdharatha was engraved on her mind,

as it were.
Birth (26-29)

Now in Pranata-heaven, King Padmottara’s jiva

completed his life of twenty sSgaroparaas. On the sixth

day of the black half of Radha, when the moon was in

PQrva^a<jha, King Padmottara’s jiva fell and descended into

NandS’swomb. Then the Lady Nandfl, comfortably asleep,

saw the iourteen great dreams which indicate the birth of a

Tirthankara. On the twelfth day of the black half of

MSgha, when the moon was in Purvasacfha, Sri Nanda
bore a gold colored son, marked with a srivatsa.

Birth-ccrcmonics (30-36)

Then the fifty-six Dikkumaris—the eight living in the

lower world, the eight belonging to the upper world, the

eight from each of the directions of Rucaka, the four from

the intermediate points, and the four from the center of

Rucakadvipa—whose thrones had shaken, came and per-

formed the birth-rites. Sakra, too, came there very

quickly, took the Master himself and, surrounded by gods,

went to the peak of ML Sumeru. Holding the Lord on his

lap, the Lord-of-the-sky sat down on the lion-throne on

Atipandukambala. Then Acyuta and the other Indras

sprinkled the Lord with water brought from the ocean,

rivers, pools, etc. Then Sakra placed the Lord on Isana’s

lap and bathed him then with water spurting from the

tips of the horns of the crystal bulls created (by Sakra).

After he had anointed the Lord of the World with divine

unguents and had worshipped him with ornaments, etc.,

Sakra began a hymn of praise as follows :

Suai (37-44)

" O moon to the Ocean of Milk in the form of the

Iksvaku-family, hail ! 0 sun for driving away the deep
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sleep of the delusion of the world, hail ! I hope my eyes,

tongue, and arms may be eternal to see you, to praise you,

and to worship you. O Master, lord of the tenth congrega-

tion, these flowers arc laid at your
-

lotus-feet, but the fruit

has fallen to me. You have descended to the human
world, like a new cloud, giving exceeding joy to souls

burned by the heat of pain. Today may living creatures

have new prosperity from the sight of you, O Lord, like

trees from spring. The days which have been purified

by the sight of you. those are days to me, but other days

arc like a night of the black fortnight. People’s bad karma
is constantly sewn together, as it were, by the soul ; now
let it be forced loose by you quickly, like iron by a load-

stone. Whether I am here or in heaven, or somewhere

else, may I be your vehicle, carrying you alone in my
heart."

After he had so praised the tenth Arhat Dasaiateksana

(Sakra) took him, carried him and placed him at Nandfl’s

side, according to custom.

Life before initiation (46-53)

Then Drdharatha made a festival with releases from

prison, etc. ; for the purifying birth of such persons is for

the emancipation of the world. The name ' Sitala
’

was given to him because the King's body, when it was

hot, became cool at Naudfi's touch, while he was in the

womb.
Attended by gods in the form of boys, the Lord of the

World increased in size daily, like the waves of the ocean

attended by Indras of the Veladharins. The Supreme

Lord gradually traversed childhood and reached youth

from childhood, like a traveler reaching a city from a

village.

Ninety bows tall, with arms reaching to his knees, the

Lord looked like a tree with large creepers hanging at its

sides. Though he was indifferent to objects of the senses,

requested by his parents, the Lord took a bride, like an
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elephant talcing a ball of food. When twenty-five thousand

purvas had passed, Lord Sri Sltala took the kingdom from

courtesy to his father. Possessing unequalcd strength of

arm the Lord ruled his ancestral kingdom fittingly for

fifty thousand pfirvas.

Initiation (54-69)

Then the Lord's mind became disgusted with living in

sathsflra, and the thrones of the Lokantika-gods shook.

The gods were enlightened by clairvoyant knowledge to this

effect :
“ In the southern half of Bharata in the continent

Jambtldvlpa, the Blessed One, the tenth Arhat, is desirous

of the vow. Therefore we shall now urge him, for that is

always our duty." After reflecting so, the gods, the

Sdrasvatas, etc., came from Bralnnaloka, bowed to the

Master, and announced :
" O Lord, found a congregation

from compassion toward all in this ocean of existence

difficult to cross in the absence of a congregation, like a

forest-stream without a ford.”

After saying this, the Lokantika-gods went to

Brahmaloba and Sltala Sv3min gave gifts for a year.

At the end of this giving, the Indras, whose thrones

had shaken, made Lord Sitala’s initiation-kalyana-bath.

Then the Blessed Lord, the ornament of the three worlds,

anointed, with garments and ornaments put on, supported

on his arm by Biqlaujas, his umbrella, chauris, etc. held by

other Indras, ascended a jewel of a palanquin named

Candraprabha. Attended by thousands of gods, asuras,

and kings ‘ 7 ‘ he went to a grove of his own city, named
Sahasramravana. Then the Lord, who wished to cross

samsara, devoted to reaching emancipation, at once took

off his ornaments, etc., like a burden. Wearing a garment

of devadusya placed on his shoulder by Sakra, the Lord

of the World tore out his hair in five handfuls. When

4,4 63. Both MSS. are like the ed., but I strongly inspect that the

text should read "uaieudiauSm.
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Sakra had thrown the hair in the Ocean of Milk, had
returned and restrained the tumult and stood like a door-

keeper with folded hands, the Lord and one thousand

kings, observing a two days’ fast, made a promise of

abstention from censurable activities, in the presence of

gods, asuras, and kings, in the afternoon of the twelfth

day of the black half of Magha, the moon being in

Purvapadha. The Lord’s fourth knowledge, called ’ mind-

reading,’ arose. The gods, etc. bowed and went to their

respective abodes.

The next day Lord Sitala broke Iris fast with rice-

pudding in the house of King Punarvasu in Ristapura.

Then the five things, the stream of treasure, etc., were made
by the gods, and furthermore King Punarvasu made a

golden platform there. Observing numerous special vows,

enduring trials. Lord SitaJa wandered for three months

as an ordinary ascetic.

Omniscience (73-75)

The Teacher of the World went again to SakasrSm-
ravana and stood there in pratiraa beneath a wavy-
leafed fig tree. After he had mounted the second pure
meditation, like a soldier a rampart, the Teacher of the

World destroyed the ghatikarmas like enemies. On the

fourteenth day of the black half of Pausa, when the moon
was in Purvasadha, Sitala Svamin’s omniscience arose.

The samavasarana (76-80)

Then the Indras of the gods and asuras made a
samavasarana with three four-dooTed walls made of jewels,

gold, and silver. The Lord entered it by the east door

and circumambulated the caitya-tree which was one

thousand and eighty bows high. Saying, " Homage to the

congregation," the Lord seated himself on the eastern

throne, and the gods placed his images in the other direc-

tions. Then the others, the gods, etc., stood in their

proper places, as eager for the Master’s voice as peacocks
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for thunder. Then Vajradhara (Sakra) bowed to Sitala

Svamin, touching the ground with his head, and recited a

hymn of praise, his hands folded submissively :

Stuti (81-89)

" O Lord of the Three Worlds, they' are fortunate who
purify themselves by bathing repeatedly in the water of

the copious light from the nails of your lotus-feet. This

Bharata is adorned by you like the sky by the sun, like

a pool by a haiisa, like a city by a king. In the interval

between two congregations dharma was overcome by wrong

belief, like light by darkness in the interval between the

setting of the sun and the rising of the moon. This world

has become blind, its eyes devoid of discernment, and

goes on wrong paths everywhere, as if confused about

direction. False dharma has been adopted by the per-

plexed people with the idea that it is dharma, false gods

with the idea that they are gods, and false gurus with the

idea that they are gurus. You, an ocean of compassion by

nature, because of its (accumulated) merit have descended

to this world ready to fall into the pit of hell. The serpent

of wrong-belief has been powerful in the world for a long

lime (but) only until the nectar of your speech flows out.

Now the world will have right-belief by the departure of

wrong-belief, O Lord, just as you had omniscience by the

destruction of the destructive karmas.”

When Sakra had become silent after this hymn of

praise, the Blessed Lord Sitala delivered a sermon in a

voice sweet as nectar.

Sermon on saihvara (90-107)

" In samsara everything is transient, the cause of

various pains. Therefore one must strive for mok§a.

Moreover, rnoksa would come from saihvara. The obstruc-

tion of all channels
(
3srava) is called saihvara. It again is

divided into dravya and bhfiva. That which cuts off the

acquisition of karmic matter is dravyasamvara. The
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abandonment of occupation with the causes of existence is

bhavasamvara. Whatever means can block any channel

must be used by intelligent persons for its obstruction.

One should block anger, conceit, deceit, and greed by
forbearance, humility, sincerity, and lack of desire, respec-

tively. By means of complete self-control the wise man
should destroy objects of the senses which create arro-

gance from lack of- self-control and which resemble poison.

One should subdue activities by tbe three controls,

negligence
17 ‘ by vigilance, and should gain complete self-

control by destruction of censurable activity. One who is

eager for sarhvara should overcome wrong belief by right

belief, and painful and evil meditation by pure firmness of

mind. Just as dust certainly enters the open doors of a

many-doored house located at a cross-roads and, when it

has entered, is stuck by contact with oil by absorption with

it, but it would not enter nor would it be stuck if the doors

were closed
;

or, iust as water would enter a tank by all

its openings, but would not enter at all if these were closed
;

or, just as water would enter a boat by cracks, but not

even a little would enter if the crack had been stopped up ;

so, when doors of the channels, activity, etc., are blocked

up everywhere, there is no entrance of karmic matter into

a soul possessing abundance of sarhvara. From satiivara

there is blocking up of the doors of the channels. Further-

more, sarhvara is known to have many divisions, likewise,

from forbearance, etc. Whatever sarhvara there is in the

gurjastMnas, it is called blocking of wrong belief from the

non-rising of wrong belief in those in the higher stages.47 "

«™ 96. PramSda is generally considered to be of 5 kinds
:
pride,

enjoyment oi the senses, the passions, sleep, and idle talk. See PE,

s.v. pam&da. But the first is given—with just as good authority—as

madya (wine) instead of mada. See Rajcndra, s.v. pamfiya. The

RSjendra quotes also 6 kinds from the StMnlnga : madya, nidrS, visaya,

kasdya, dyOta. and pratyupek?ana.
4,6 104. Parasthcsu (?). This is a little perplexing, but seems to

refer to those who arc in the gupasthaaas above the first.
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Also in partial-control (defiavirati)
,
etc.,

4,7 there is blocking

of lack of self-control. In apramatta, sathyata, etc.,
41 * it

is considered blocking of negligence. In prasantamoha

and ksinamoha, etc.,
47 ' there would be blocking oi the

passions, and a complete blocking of activity would exist

in the ayogikevalaguiiasthSna.*60 The wise man should go

to the end of existence thus shut up by samvara, like a

sea-trader across the ocean in a boat free from cracks.”

Mam' people were enlightened by the Lord's sermon.

Some took the vow of mendicancy and some the lay-

vows. The Lord had eighty-one ganabkrts, Ananda, etc.

At the end of the Lord's sermon Ananda delivered a sermon.

The lords of gods, asuras, and men bowed to the Lord of

the World and went to their respective abodes at the end

of Ananda’s sermon.

3dsanadevatds (n 1-114)

Originating in that tirtha, a Yaksa, named Brahma,
three-eyed, four-faced, with a lotus-seat, white, with four

right arms of which three held a citron, hammer, aud noose,

and one was in the position bestowing fearlessness, and with
four left arms holding an ichneumon, club, goad, and
rosary

;
and Asoka likewise originating there, the color of

green gram, with a cloud for a vehicle, one right arm
holding a noose and the other in boon-grauting position

;

and one left arm holding a fruit and the other a goad,

these two became the messenger-deities of the tenth Arhat.

Attended by these two, Lord Sitala wandered for twenty-

five thousand purvas less three months.

His congregation (116-120)

One hundred thousand monks, one hundred thousand

and six nuns, fourteen hundred who knew the fourteen

m 105. The fifth and the sixth gupaitliSnas.

"* 105. From tbs seventh through the tenth.
1,0 106. The eleventh through thirteenth.

ro6. The fourteenth.
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purvas, seventy-two hundred who had clairvoyant know-

ledge, seventy-five hundred who had mind-reading know-

ledge, seven thousand omniscient, twelve thousand with

the art of transformation, fifty-eight hundred disputants,

two hundred and eighty-nine thousand laymen, and four

hundred and fifty-eight thousand laywomen formed the

Lord’s retinue as he wandered.

His tnoksa {i 21-127)

When the time for emancipation had arrived, the Lord

went to Mt. Saimneta and together with a thousand saints

began a fast. At the end of a month, on the second day
of the black half o: Vaisakha, the moon being in Purvasatfha,

the Master and the saints reached emancipation. Twenty-

five thousand purvas as prince, fifty thousand as director

of the earth, twenty-five thousand in practicing mendi-

cancy
;

so the total age of Lord Sltala was a hundred

thousand pQrvas. Nine crorcs of sSgaropamas elapsed

between the nirvana of Suvidhi Svamin and that of Sitala

Svamin. The lords of the gods (the Indras) celebrated

fittingly a magnificent festival of the emancipation of Sri

Sitala who had attained emancipation with the munis

;

and went again to their respective worlds.

Emancipation will surely result to the one meditating

on these biographies of eight Tirthahkaras beginning with

Sri Sambhava in this third excellent volume with eight

chapters, like pure syllables on au eight-petaled lotus 161 to

be meditated upon.

*n 127. See 1 , n. 409 ;
Yog. S. 1 S. The lotus is used as au aid to

concentration in meditation. It may be visualized with tl»e number of

petals desired, and on each petal is imagined an object to be meditated

upon.
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Additional Notes

P. 5 (2. i. 54). Cf. p. 299, where the same idea occurs.

P. 10 (2. 1. 104). Probably gupyadguru is a de£i word.

Additional MSS. have the same reading.

P. 11 (2. 3. 116). Sambi should be emended to £imbl,

which does not mean ‘ bark,' as the ed. takes it, but

‘ pod.’

P. 40 (2. 2. 173). There is a parallel passage in Kalpa-

sutra 28. KSK takes tvarita to designate mental

haste and capala (the KS has cavalae, instead of our

cal4) to designate physical haste. Instead of our

yatana, KS has jayapae, which it interprets as * ja-

yinya, though ' anye vadanti
'
jayan5e=javauay5.

Uddliu&e is interpreted as ‘ causing the trembling of all

the parts of the body ’
; or,

‘ like the gati of a pile of

dust penetrating the sky. raised up by a violent wind.’

The KS has sigdlile (fighrayi). Cheka is interpreted

as ‘skilful in warding off calamities.’ Hcmacandra’s

yataufi seems to be original with him.

P. 52 (2. 2. 357). Cf. Prabandhadntamani (Tawney. p. 49),

where the king is awakened by the conch. Alberuni

(Alberuni's India, I, p. 337) says "they beat the

drum and blow a winding shell called ' sankha,’ after

a watch (3 hours).’’

P. 64 (2. 2. 537). Muni J ayantavijayaji explains suta-

initrka as follows : Under the old system of teaching

the pupils were taught the alphabet in the form of

poetry to assist memorizing, and each teacher used

different poetry of his own composition. So here

matrka really means * poetry.’

P. 6S (2. 3. 17). Smelling the head was formerly a method

of demonstrating affection. It is, I believe, no longer

in use. There is an allusion to it also iu the Maha-
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bharata. Roy says (note to 3. 107. 60) that it was a

mode of endearment of ancient India that corresponds

to kissing on the forehead in the west.

P. 85 (2. 3. 249). Muni jayantavijaya says milk was

formerly so used on occasions of great rejoicing.

Perhaps, however, the gardeners of this period antici-

pated modern experiments with milk as a fertilizer.

P. 89 (2. 3. 302). Attavela is extremely puzzling to me.

Muni Jayantavijayaji interprets it as ‘one who has

accepted limitations,’ i.e. ' servant.’ That, of course,

suits the context excellently.

P. 90 (2. 3. 314). I have not come across any other refer-

ence to seizing bears’ ears, but I was told there is a

popular belief that a bear is cowed if its ears are seized.

P. 92 (2. 3. 337). Nivrtti is used here in a peculiar techni-

cal sense and means ’ difference, distinction.' In the

eighth gunasthSna, persons do not make the same

spiritual progress, even though they have entered at

the same time. There is nivrtti in this gunasthflna.

In the ninth, all who have entered it at the same

time must make the same progress. See PE and

Rajendra, s.v. aniyafti; and Lokaprakasa (Dravva)

3. 1285-S7.

P. 93 (2. 3. 350). Avagraba is the space around the guru

which one should not enter (n. 20). But one may
enter this space with the guru’s permission.

P. 107 (2. 3. 515). These 1000 yojanas are the upper part

of Ratnaprabha, the roof, as it were. Nine hundred of

them are really counted twice
;

in the 900 yojanas

below Rueaka which constitute half of the Middle

World (p. 104), and in the 180,000 yojanas which

constitute the depth of Ratnaprabha.

P. 145 (2. 4. 128). ’ A city of Gandharvas ' is an imaginary

city, a mirage in the sky.

P. 146 (2. 4. 141). Virasana is usually a kind of posture.

Here it is evidently some kind of seat.

P. 160 (2. 4. 344}. As I said in I, n. 321 ,

1

was told that once
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in 80 years there was a year of 363 days in a peculiar

reckoning. But even if this is true, Heinacandra
usually uses the year of 360 days. Not only here and
in 1. 4. 719, but also in 5. 5. 259, he uses the number
363. If this is a mere lapse on Ilemacandra's part,

as Prof. Schubring suggests (GGA 32, p. 294), it is

strange that it occurs so often. Muni Jayantavijayaji

suggests that the error crept in from the title of the

work. But tri.^asti
1
’ occurs in every manuscript I

have seen. Also in Padmanandainahakavya 16. 393
(GOS LVIil) the number is 363, but its author imitated

Heinacandra avowedly.

164 (2. 5. 23). This does not seem very clear, as ap-

parently Avali had already paid for the cow
; but I

see no other interpretation.

170 (2. 5. 114). ' New ' should be corrected to ' dry.
1

T^ere is no authority for the ed/s interpretation of

ruksa as navlria.

172 (2. 5. 137). Yojana-ambole or yojanam bole?

Perhaps there is a connection with the Pk. verb bola,

to extend. 'All the MSS. have the reading of the ed.

The meaning is clear.

252 (3 -i- 39^)- In Prof. Schubring’s review of I (GGA
32) he objects to the fact that I did not in my note

(I, n. 126) mention Prof. Leumann’s sanskritizing of

paovagamana as prayopagamana. My note was entire-

ly correct- The Jain Prakrit name for a specific

phenomenon is paovagamana. The Jain Sanskrit

name for the same phenomenon is pSdapopagainana.

Whether the Sanskrit name sheuid have been something

else is a question that, however interesting and

important, belongs to an entirely different field. My
task is to interpret Hemacandra’s language as it is.

278. In the Journal and Proceedings, Asiatic Society

of Bengal, 1932, pp. 13-15, ' A New Indian Version

of the Story of Solomon’s Judgment' (Chakravarti)
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gives a Tantrie version in which the dispute is about

the identity of the child’s murderer.

Add to n. 40X in I: Or perhaps laksadlpa should be in-

terpreted as ' a lamp for a lac,’ as a measure of

wealth. Cf. Prabandhadntamani, p. 107 (Tawney).

In I- P- 339 there is a reference to elephants ’ tusks splitting

in moonlight, for which I could find no explanation.

Only recently I have seen the statement in a magazine

that ‘ some kinds of elephant ivory, when subjected to

sudden and extreme changes in temperature, have

been known to crack with considerable violence.’ If

this is true, perhaps the tusks of live elephants might

be affected by the change in temperature after night-

fall.
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Botanical Morns

p. 4 .
Kusa is Poa cynosuroides. tin- same ;is darbha,

a grass used in sacrificial ceremonies. n* lraf i,as

a very sharp point. It is considered very undesirable

in cultivated ground.

P.34. Durva-grass is Cyuodon duetylon, the vernacular

dab. It is frequently grown over sacred places. It is

also an important fodder-grass.

P. 39. Sala, Shorea robusta, the sal. t inliiuirily covered

with a thick growth of creepers, to which reference is

often made.

p. 51. Go&rsa-sandal, a brass-colored, very fragrant

sandal |MW).

P. 62. Arjaka, Ocimum gratissiimmi. Its blossoms grow

in dusters, the flowers in a duster uumlier from 3 to

8, and the dusters on a branch from <> to to.

P. 72, Bimba, Cephalaudra indica, a cueurbitamms plant.

Its fruit is very red and smooth, and is commonly
used as a symbol of unsurpassable redness.

P.84. Ketald, Pandanus odoratissimus. the screw pine.

It forms dense, impenetrable thickets.

P. 84. Kurubaka, usually identified as red amaranth or

red barleria. Watt considers it to Ik- I,a\vsonia alba,

the henna plant. The kurubaka Ls said to bloom from
a woman's embrace.

P.84. Asoka, Saraca indica, a tree with beautiful red

blossoms which are very fragrant at night. It is

said to blossom from a woman’s kick.

P. 84. Bakula, Mimusops elengi, the Indian medlar. It

has white fragrant flowers. It Ls said to blossom from

the nectar from women’s mouths.
P. 85. Arka, the red-flowered Calotropis gigantea, the

swallow-wort. Its most common vernacular names
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arc ak, ilkanda, madar, and mi. Its fluff, arkatfila,

is an illustration of something easily blown about.

P. 85. Rajfldana, Buchanania latifolia.

P. 85. Saptacchada, Alstonia scholaris. Its wood is used

for slates, hence its name. According to the Sabdasd-

gara, each leaf has 7 little leaves.

P. 263. Priyala, Buchanania latifolia.

P. 283. Piiyangu, Aglaia odorata (syn. Aglaia Roxburgli-

iana).

P. 309. Sirisa, Albizzia Lebbek (syn. Mimosa sirissa).

Its petals are a symbol of softness and delicacy.

P. 319. Pimnilga, probably the Calophyllum inophyllum,
“ a large tree of the Coromandel coast with beautiful

white fragrant blossoms and numerous stamens

arranged in rows.” This is Dutt’s opinion and the

weight of evideuce is in favour of the C. inophyllum.

The references in our text arc satisfied by the C. ino-

phyllum. But Roxburgh, Brandis, and Watt take

punnaga to be the Rottlera tinctoria.

P. 328. Malura, Aegle marmelos, the bel, which is known
especially for the use of its leaves in Siva worship.
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New and Rare Words

In making this list, the determining factor was
whether the word was in Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-

English Dictionary, ed. 1S99. The references to Iv . and
grammarians are as given in that work. Both editions of

the Petersburg Worterbuch were checked, of course ; and

several words in this list, not cited in earlier lexicons, are

found in Schmidt’s Nachtrage to the Petersburg lexicon.

But the Jain texts still do not receive the attention to

which they are entitled from lexicographers. The references

to the text of the Trisasti
0
are not exhaustive, but illustra-

tive. The list is intended to include new words, words
cited only from L. and grammarians, additional meanings
to words quoted, and variants in form.

akastam, adv. 2. 3. 30, without effort.

akamanirjara, f. 3. 7. 88, involuntary destruction of karma.

See PE, akamanijjara.

agrapapi, m. 3. 1. 145, right hand, E.

agregii, m. 2. 3. 831, leader. Cf. PS.
ankutaka, m. or n. 2. 6. 572, hook. Cf. 1. 1. 715.

apapannika, m. 2. 2. 411, a class of Vyahtaras, the same as

aprajfiaptika, q.v.

ataraka, m. 2. 6. 309, one who can not swim,

atipapdukambala, f. 2. 2. 483, the rock on the top of Meru
on which the Jina's birth-bath took place. Cf. PS.

atirikta, n. 2. 1. 191, sin. Cf. Paficaprati., p. 133, where

atireka mean * sin/

adasii, f. 3. 4. io, misfortune.

adxi!?ya, adj. 2. 3. 201, spotless. Cf. PS.

advaita, adj. 2. 2. 269, consisting of nothing but, in compd.

cf. 1. 4- 485.

adhvanya, m. 2. 5. 43, traveler. Only Pap.

23
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atiargala, adj. 3. 3. 81, without a bar (literally),

anakarpitaka, m. or n. 2. 6. 66, a pretense of not hearing,

animitta, n. 2. 6. 94, a bad omen. Cf. PS.

anirvijma, adj. 2. 4. 222. unwearied. Cf. PS.

anuttaravimana, n. 2. 1. 306, the highest heavens.

anuttSla, adj. 2. 2. 578, cot out of tune, in harmony (?).

Cf. Uttala in PE and PH.

anudghata, adj. 2. 3-211, unstumbling,

anupadin, m. 2. 6. 687, a follower. Only Pan.

anuyoga, m. 3. 2. 151, exposition (of doctrine),

anus!, 3. 1. 76, to regret,

antaya, nom. 3. x. 88, to make an end of, L.

andhatamasa, n. 2. 3. 452, intense darkness. Only Pan.

apavidyS, f. 2. 6. 262, evil sciences. Cf. PS.

aprajnaptika, m. 2. 3. 525, a class of Vyantaras.

abhayada, adj. 3.4. 180, bestowing safety, a position of

the hands.

abhitas, ind. 2. 1. 148, used intensively in comparisons,

abhivainana, n. 3. 7. 103, praise (?).

amSri, f. (?) 3. 3. 51, non-destruction,

amburasi, m. 2. 1. 3i2=sagaropama as measure of time,

ambola (?), 2. 5. 137, depth. See App. I.

arnava, m. 3. 4. 196— sSgaropama, measure of time,

alam, ind. with pres, indie., 2. 3. 905 ;
2. 6. 545, 566, able

to.

alasa, nom. 2. 1. X43, to be lazy, inactive,

avakrata, f. 3. 3. 89, crookedness,

avatfirana, n. 2. 3. 229, waving.

airutapQrva, adj. 2. 6. 64, never heard before,

asodhapurvin, adj. 2. 3. 882, not having endured before,

astra, n. 3. 1. 36, a weapon in general, L.

astramandira, n. 2. 4. i=°igara, arsenal,

astravidya, f. 2. 5. 47, military science, L.

astraveda, m. 2. 4. X58=°vidya.

aghatt, 2. 3. 192, to rub against,

aghata, m. 2. 6. 311, boundary, L.
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attavela, m. 2. 3. 302, servant (?).

apaka, adj. 3. 3. 52, obtaining results.

Spuria, adj. 2. 3. 32, complete.

Spyayaka, adj. 2. 2. 6. refreshing, giving pleasure.

Spyayakatva, n. 2. 2. 533, strength. Cf. dpyiyana in PW.
abhiyogya, m. 3. 1. 263, class of servant-gods.

Smukha, n. 3. 2. 2. commencement, h.

flyatabhuja, adj. 3. 3. 62, long-armed, i.e., powerful,

iyukta, adj. 2. 3. 200, appointed, charged with, I,.

Sraksa, m. 2. 5. I73=araksaka, guard.

alihgipuskara, m. or n. 2. 2. 290, a kind of drum. Cf.

aiingimrdatiga, 1. 2. 359.

Slinjara, m. 2. 3. 625, a large clay water-jar, L.

avila, adj. 2. 3. 199, wet.

asanayukt3, m. 2. 6. 230, usher.

itthamkaram, adv. 2. 3. 370, in this manner. Only P3n.
Cf. PS.

indrakufijara, m. 2. 4. 29, Indra’s elephant (airavata), L.
indramantrin, m. 2. 3. 166, name of Brhaspati. Only

scholiast.

ibhya, m. 3. 1. 224, elephant.

uktapurvin, adj. 2. 6. 361, having foretold, with acc.

uccaiMravas, m. 2. 2. 560, Indra's horse, Iy.

utkarnatalaya, nom. 2. 4. 42, to cause (elephants) to flap

erect ears.

uttala, adj. 2. 2. 541, loud, L.

utpattra, n. 2. 2. 155, offshoot.

utpada, adj. 3. 6. 39, having the legs extended upwards.

See n. 452.

utpindita, adj. 2. 3. 394, collected, amassed,

utpura, adj. 3. 3. 106, flooded,

udastia, adj. 2. 3. 410, with raised weapon,

uddhata, £. 2. 2. 173, a proud gait (of the gods). See
n-73-
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upagr5hikarma, n. 3. 2. 169, kaima which helps to prolong

existence. Ayus-, n3ma-, gotra-, and vcdanlyakarma

are upagrahi. See PE, uvaggaba.

upadhi, m. 2. 3. 257, equipment, paraphernalia. Cf. PS.

uparodha, in. 2. 1. 272, importunity,

upasaihvargita, adj. 2. 3. 825, mingled,

upasarga, m. 2. 1. 285, an attack made on ascetics to

disturb their meditations. See n. 152.

upayam, 3. 6. 55, to marry,

ubhe, 3. 3. 255, two.

ulula, m. 2. 3. 826, auspicious uoise.

ulluntaka, m. 3. 4. 22, robber,

ullola, m. 2. 6. 335, high waves, L.

urikdra, m. 2. 4. 18, promise.

urdhvajnu, adj. 3. 1. 336, apparently simply means
' standing.’

ekadrs, adj. 2. 3. 330, one-eyed, L. Cf. PS.

ekanga, adj. 3. 7. 63, with an extraordinary or unique body.

cdh, 2. 3. 418, shine, blaze (?).

evarfikuram, ind. 2. 2. 491, in this manner. Only Pan.

otu, m.f. 2. 310, cat. Sch. on Pdn. Cf. PS.

kankala, nom. 2. 1. 123, ' to become a skeleton.’

kataka, m. 3. 1. 270, anklet. See I, n. 290.

kapaya, dca, 2. 3. 37, a kind of weapon. Sec n. 129.

kapthanada, m. 2. 2. 273, a loud voice,

kandamula, n. 3. 1. 24, radish, L.

kapi&rsaka, 3. 1. 32, top coping of wall,

kampana, 2. 3. 35=kampana, a kind of weapon,

karpata, m. or n. 3. 1. 3ii=karbata (or karvata), a poor

kind of town. See I, n. 322. Cf. PS, karpataka=
karvataka, village.

karpatika, m. 2. 3. 867, beggar. Cf. PS, karpatin.

kalakaptha, m. 2. 1. 115, Indian cuckoo, L. Cf. PS.
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kaladkauta, n. 2. 2. 61, silver=°dhflta.

kalana, m. or a. 2. 2. 16, state of being provided with, the

presence of. Quoted only f. in this sense.

kalaSatd f. 3. 3. 189, state of being a finial on top of

temple.

kalah&ya, nom. 3. 3. 147, to quarrel. Only Pap.

kalpadrumaya, nom. 3. 2. 23, to act like a kalpa-tree.

Cf. PS.

kalpana, n. 2. 2. 316, making, L. (in neuter).

kalpSnta, m. 3. 1. 22, end of a kalpa, L.

kavacahara, m. 2. 1. 161, a K^atriya youth when arrived at

the age suitable for martial training, (MW). Only

Sch. on Pap.

kasa, f. 3. 4. 124, specifically, a horse-whip. Abhi. 4. 318.

karmanita, adj. 2. 1. 246, bewitched.

kSlaveia, f. 3. r. 383, a particular time of the day in which

any religious act is improper (half a watch in every

day), L.

kalaksepa, m. 2. 4. 366, without delay,

kittikarana, n. 2, 3, 338, making small, dividing. See kdtvi

in PH and PE.

kikasa, n. 2. 3. 313, bone, L.

kuksimbhari, adj. 2. 5. 117, filling the space between heaven

and earth. Cf. PS.

kujtima, n. 2. 3. 225, cottage, L., or perhaps cottage-roof,

which might be flat with inlaid floor,

kudyaka, n. 2. 3. 624, wall, L.

kuuiya, nom. 2. 1. 126, to have a withered arm.

butupa, m. 2. 6. 308, a small leathern oil-bottle. Only

pap.

kunthn, m. 2. 6. 153, a small three-sensed creature, used

as a symbol of extreme smallness. See PII and PE,

s.v.

kubodha, m. 3. 5. 2, wrong knowledge,

krsnakaka, m. 2. 6. 531, raven, L.

keSava, m. 2- 5. 104= Vdsudeva.

ko§a, in. or n. 3. 5. 84, ball or globe, L.
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kaumSra, n. 3. 1. 241, rank as heir-apparent,

krauflea, m. 3. 3. iSi, curlew, the emblem of the fifth

Aihat, L.

gajanimilika, f. 2. 6. 189, carelessness, inattention, L.

gandharva, ra. 2. 1. 244, ct passim, musician,

galla, m. or n. 2. 2. 171
,
probably=gallaka, crystal,

gupyadguru, 2. 1. 104, apparently, a rest-house, or some-

thing of the kind. See n. 21.

grdhriya, nom. 2. 1. 127, to be like a vulture,

gophana, in. or n. 2. 3. 36, sling. H gophana (in.). PH
quotes gophana (desi).

graharaja, m. 2. 1. 240, sun, L.

grdmakuti, f. 2. 6. 143, 'village-cottage,' rest-house, or inn.

ghatikayautra, n. 2. 2. 51, some sort of incense-burner,

gbaptika, f. 2. 4. 2, a small belL Only Sch.

ghargharaka, ra. 2. 3. 11, a liell used as an ornament.

MW, gbarghaiiku.

candanagodha, f. 2. 6. 13, a large and strong species of

lizard. See goha, PE, and cf. Guj. caOdanagho.

care, 3. 4- 26, to anoint,

citranga, m. 2. 2. 514, name of a kalpa-tree.

cfUjitvalaya, sn. or 11. 2. 2. 136, bracelet or armlet,

celatva, n. 2. x. 292, bed-cover,

caityaya, com. 2. 1. 299, to resemble a shrine.

churi, f. 2. 3. 35, knife, dagger, L.

chekata, f. 2. 1. 124, skill, cleverness.

janantika, 2. 2. 97 ,
whispering aside. Quoted oulv in acc.

as ind. with this meaning,

jambhavidvi?, m. 2. 3. 47, Indra.

jarjarata, f. 2. 6. 2x7, the state of being broken. Cf.

jarjaraya, PS.
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jalavajin, m. 2. 4. io6=°turaga. * water-horse.' a kind of

animal, L. Sch. Jalaturaga occuts in Abhi. 4. 420,

but is not defined. Bdhtlingk and Ricu suggest
' tapir,’ but that seems out of the question. Coomara-

svamy in Yaksas, Part II, pi. 43, fig. 2, shows a creature

with horse's head aud fish's tail which he calls

• jalaturaga.'

jatidharma, m. 2. 3. 914. inherent nature.

jalyaturagSya, uom. 2. 1. 125, to be like a noble horse,

janapada, m. 2. 6. 506, a countryman in contrast with a

city-man.

jugupsana, n. 3. 7. 99, dislike, L.

jonaka, m. 2. 4. 167, name of a people, see Pk. jonaa

(yaunaka) PE; jona (yona, yavana), PH. Yauna
occurs also in MBli. and MW says ' prob.= yavana.'

But Hem. enumerates Yavanadvlpa apart from the

Jonakas.

jyotsnaya, norn. 3. 7. 46, to act like moon-light.

jhaiijhavata, m. 3. 3. 70, high wind in the rainy season, L.

jhalajjholaya, nom. 2. 2. 133 ;
2. 3. 12, to tinkle, rattle,

jhallari, f. 2. 3. 171, a gong. Sec n. 153.

tittibha, m. 3. 6. 39, Tringa goensis, the sandpiper. .See

n. 452.

tatkriya, adj. 3. 4. 178, doing that, doing any particular

work, L.

t&da, m. 2. 6. 416, sound, noise, L. (Here, of lightning).

taram, adv. 3. 1. 160, in loud tones.

tiryagloka, m. 2. 3. 483, the Middle or Human World.

tiksna, adj. 3. 5- xo, zealous, L.

tuk, m. 2. 5. 6s, a boy, l.

temana, n. 3. 1. 44. sauce, L.
;
Abhi. 3. 63. Cf. PS.

trilocanasakba, m. 2. 4. 320, Kubera.

dantimada, m. 3. 1. 307, the juice flowing from a rutting

elephant's temples, L.
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d?ia$ateksana, m. 3. 8. 45- Indra.

digvijayin, adj. 3. 5. ig, making an expedition of conquest,

dipakamalli, 2. 2. 290, lampstand. Cf. malli, PE.

dirghabhuja. adj. 2. 4. 325, long-armed, really= powerful.

durgrSma, m. 3. 3. 93, poor village,

duhspliota, m. 2. 3. 36, a sort of weapon, L.

devatavasaraubas, n. 2. 4. 347, temple. Cf. PS.

devatiya, nom. 2. 4. 8, to deify,

dramila, m. 2. 6. 71, name of a people, L.

droria, n. 2. 3. 312, a raven or crow, L. Cf. PS.

dvicarama, m. 2. 3. 781, one who has 2 more human births,

PE.

dvisantapa, adj. 2. 1. 78, vexing an enemy, retaliating,

PSp.

dlianvan, n. 3. 1. 327=dhanu, bow, as a measure.

dliSra, f. 2. 1. 129, the tip of the ear, L.

dhucipati, m. 2. 6. 352 = c
nStha, ocean, L.

dhulika, f. 2. 3. 3x8, pollen of flowers, L. Cf. PS.

naksatra, n. 2. 4. 159, pearl, L.

nayin, adj. 2. 4. 321, endowed with naya, wise.

narakSvasa, m. 2. 3. 488, hell.

nSgadamanl. f. 2. 4. 99, Artemisia vulgaris, wormwood.

PS. nagadamana.

nagnya, n. 2. x. 281, nudity. See Uttar. 20. 49, and PE,

nagga.

nata, m. 2. 2. 462, actor, dancer.

nStya, m. 2. 2. 309, actor. Cf. PE, nafta.

n5raba?apdha, m. 2. 3. 485, hell-inhabitant,

nigal, cans. 3. 4. 121, to liquefy.

nidana, m. 3. 2. 102, performance of penance with a view

to obtaining a reward in a future birth. MW, ‘ claiming

a reward for penitential acts, L.’

nipis, 3. 4. hi, to crush.

nimnagS, f. 3. 2. 42, name of a river flowing through

Vaita<jhya.
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niyuktavat, 3. 5. 75, like a servant,

nirvrtikara, f. 3. 4. 59, name of a palanquin,

nirbhara, adj. 2. 6. 607, free from burden,

nisadya, f. 2. I. 285, a solitary’ place. See nisajja, Ra-
jendra.

nirangika, f. 2. 2. 551 =
nlrangi, f. 2. 1. 19, veil. Sirovastra, De§i. 4. 31.

nlharadri, m. 3. 1. 269. Himadri, Cf. PS.

pahguya, nom. 2. 1. 125, to become lame,

pancavarpa, adj. 2. 2. 291, five-colored, L.
panyavanita, f. 2. 1. 244, courtesan,

payoja, n. 3. 1. 120, lotus. D*. PS.

payordii, m. 3. 6. aS=s5gara, as time-measure,

payorulia, n. 3. 1. 128, lotus, I,. Cf. PS.

parasvaharana, n. 3, 6, 20, seizing another's property', L.

parisprS, adj. 2. 5. 69, imitating,

pariparsviki, f. 3. 3. 12, a female attendant

parsvabhaga, m. 2. 3. 572, mountain-slope,

puta, m. 2. 6. 191, the cover (of a drum)
;
2. 4. 43, cover of

a bowl.

putrabhanda, m. 3. 1. 86, affectionate term for a son.

pUtdra, m. 3. 4. 114, a small creature living in water,

Haim. VIII. 1. 170.

pfitkr, 2. 6. 175, to sob (MW * to breathe hard ’).

purvajamnan, m. 2. 1. i64=piirvaja, ancestor,

purvin, adj. 2. 6. 361, before, in comp, with participle,

like purva.

prakirnaka, m. 2. 6. 558, a division of the gods. See

p. 125 (2. 3. 77°)-

pratikdra, m. 3. 1. 224, elephant-driver,

pratike&ava, m. 2. 5. 104= prativasudeva.

pratipad, f. 2. 3. 129, understanding, intelligence, L. Cf.

PS.

pratoda, m. 3. 4. 124, ox-goad.

pradipana, 2. 5. 139, fire.

pradyotana, m. 2. 2. 70, the sun, I*. Cf. PS.
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pralamba, m. 2. 1. 116, branch, L.

pravayana, n. 2. 6. 300. goad, Sell, to Pan.

pravardhaka, 2. 6. 479, additional, extra (?).

pravieSra, m. 2. 3. 793, marriage, Pravac. 1040. Cf.

paviyara, PH.
prasuka, adj. 2. 3. 304, free from life. Pravac. 881, p. 255b.

See phasua, PH.
plus, 2. 3. 325, to fill. Only Dhatup.

bakudantya, m. 2. 6. 125, name of Indra, L.

bahulya, u. 2. 2. 293, thickness, height,

butkaia, m. 2. 3. 311, roar of a tiger.

bhattinl, f. 2. 3. 8g8, a noble lady, I,,

bhalluka, m. 2. 3. 314, bear, L. PS, Schakal.

bhasmaka, n. 3. 1. 25, morbid appetite from over-digestion,

L.

bkanda, n. 3. 6. 14, treasure, L.

bhid, f. 2. 3. 466. kind, species, L.

bhujangata, f. 3. 4. 140, profligacy. Cf. PS.

bhusandbl, f. 2. 3. 36, a kind of weapon =bhusupdi, MW.
q.v. See n. 12S.

bhfisyata, f. 3. 5. 23, state of being adomod.
bhrtak&va, nom. 2. 4. 74, to behave like a servant.

bhrsSya, nom. 2. 2. 427 ; 2. 6. 649, to be in a hurry, to

move swiftly. MW only, ' to become powerful or

strong.’ PW, Slghragatayo jatali, Sch.

bhogabhumi, f. 2. 3. 462, the regions where there is no work
for sustenance. See n. 227.

bhrastra, m. or n. 2. I. xr8, fire-pit.

mandaka, 3. 1. 43, MW, * a sort of pastry or baked flour.’

The ed. takes this to be the Guj. mahda. Shah,

Guj. diet-, gives roada, matida (Sk. mapcla)
,

* a large

thin cake made of millet and wheat flour.’ Mehta and
Mehta, Guj. diet., give rnado in this meaning, and
manda, ‘ large sweetmeat balls.’ Bate quotes mauda.
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' sweetmeats made into little nuts ’

; and manda,
' kind of bread.’ PH, mandaa (Sk. man<laka) = maildd,
' a kind of bread.’

mandika, 3. 1. 43. pie-crust. The cd. says this is vern.

kbaja, which is ' pie-crust.’ Guj. diets., kkSjuih

;

Bate, kbaja, ’ a kind of sweetmeat like pie-crust.'

MW gives mapdika only, ' rice-gruel.’

madakala, m. 2. 2. 50, elephant, I,.

inadrankara, adj. 2. 6. I2g, causing joy or happiness.

Only Pan.

niadhupatS, f. 2. 3. 107, drinking of honey,

mantu, m. 2. 6. 84, fault, offence, L. Of. PS.

mantflya, 2. 5. 172. to transgress against, L.

maralikS, f. 2. 2. 312, a female maralaka. F. quoted only

raaralaki.

markata, m. 3. 4. 319, spider, L.

mallika, f. 2. 4. 185, lamp-stand, lamp, L.

mahattara, f. 2. 2. 164, apparently a sort of officer of the

Dikkumaris. See Ava. 184, p. 163, and n. 70.

mahStandra, f. 2. 6. 15, deep sleep, or death (?).

mSnojiiaka, n. 3. 7. 24, beauty, loveliness. Only P3n.

marjita, f. 3. 1. 45, curds mixed with sugar and spices, h.

marsti, f. 2. 2. 492, rubbing, drying. Of. PS.

masrpya, 2. 2. 290, smoothness,

mukuiaya, 2. 1. 234, to be like a crown,

mukti, f. 3. 3. 82, freedom from greed,

mfikaya, 2. 1. 124, to become tongue-tied,

mrgadhflrta, in. 2. 6. 303, jackal, L. Cf. PS.

mcsasankrSnti, f. 3. 7. 51, venial equinox.

yatana, f. 2. 2. 173, app. a sanskritizatiou of jaiua, a kind

of gait of the gods. Cf. PE, ’ jai’nft (yatnd), a kind of

gati or movement. Jnata. 4.’

yath3k3mSna, adj. 2. 2. 504, acting according to will.

yathSksanam, 3. 1. 111, at the proper moment,

yathapatram, 2. 6. 549, properly, fitly,

yama, m. 2. 6. 052=yama, restraint (i.e., vow), I,.
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yuga.4amila, f. 2. 1. 54=ytfga6amya, a yoke-pin and a yoke.

See PH. samila.

yuta, adj.. occupied with, perfonning, L.

raksagranthi, m. 2. 2. 240, amulet,

rajanijfini, m. 2. 5. 46, moon.

ratna.4ilS, f. 2. x. 17, slab of precious stone, rather than

MW's

'

mosaic {?).'

r.ljasuka, m. 2. 3. 30, a kind of parrot (with red stripes on

the neck and wings), L.

rabhasika, adj. 2. 3. 919, impetuous, vehement, L. Cf. PS.

ratna, adj. 3. 6. 17, made of jewels, rather than MW’s
* consisting of pearls.’

rai, m. 2. 3. 359, gold. Abhi. 4. 109.

rola, m. 2. 1. 1x5, noise, cry, PH. Cf. PS.

lalantika, f. 2. 3. 12, a long pendulous necklace, L.

lavapaksara, m. 3. 4. 102, a kind of salt, L-
lavitra, n. 3. x. 2, sickle. MW only Pan. Abhi. 3. 556.

lihga, n. 2. x. 253, costume, equipment.

lul, 3. 3. 199, pres, lulanti, to move.

lohitSksa, m. 2. 4. i=rohitaksa, a kind of- red precious

stone. PS, ' ein wertloser stein ?

'

vaiitha, m. 2. 3. 244, servant, slave, L.

vadhu, f. 2. 2. 74, a sister-in-law.

vara, m. 3. 1. 187, saffron. Quoted only n. in this sense.

Cf. H vara (m.).

vardhapakanara, m. 2. 4. 299—kancukin, chamberlain.

Cf. MW, vardMpaka=kancuka, L.

vagneya, m. 2. 6. 242, one who recites (?).

vacaspataya, nom. 2. 1. 124, to be eloquent,

vasantika, m. 2. 6. 301, an actor, dancer, buffoon in a drama,

L.

vicaia, in. 3. 3. 48, interpretation.

vidagdhatS, f. 2. 6. 302, knowledge, learning,

viprat&raria, n. 3. 7. 117, deception.
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vibadhfl, f. 3. 4- 161, pain, L.

vimanin (anuttaravim&nin), m. 3. 7. 4, an inhabitant of a

palace in the heavens,

viyuj, adj. 3. 5. 119, diminished, deficient.

vilak§a, adj. 2. 3. 915 (2), ashamed, shameful,

vilul, 2. 1. 191 (vilulanti), to be disturbed, disordered.

Only vilnlita quoted.

vi?ayin, m. 2. 6. 533, people of a district or country,

vrddhyajiva, m. 3. 7. 6, money-lender, L.

Sarvala, f. 2. 3. 52, an iron club, L.

siraba, f. 2. 4. 182, a pod, L.

§irogrha, n. 2. 6. 357, a room on top of the house, L. Cf. PS.

6itadbaman, m. 2. 2. 27, moon.

sun<}a, f. 3. 6. 101, spirituous liquor, L.

sulva, 2. 6. 238, copper, L. Cf. PS.

6dka, 2. 6. 592, pity, compassion, L . Cf. PS.

sukala, m. 2. 1. 152, a restive horse, L.

saiksa, m. 2. 3. 151. a young Brahman pupil studying with

his preceptor, L.

£vabhrin, m. 3. 5. 40, hell-inhabitant.

samyata, m. 2. 6. 662, ascetic, monk.
saihvr, 2. 2. 505, take away, pick up.

sangara, m. 2, 4. 88, 258, a vow, resolution.

sattrin, m. 2. 6. 114, benefactor, Cf. H and M sattra.

samudra, m. 3. 2. I73=sagara (as measure of time).

sarinn&tha, m. 3. 2. 55, ocean, L.

sahadhitin, m. 2. 6. 248, a fellow-authority.

siksimatra, n. 2. 3. 907, a mere eye-witness.

sStkr, 3. 3. 171, 174, in power of ; under control of (Apte).

saragandha, m. 2. 4. 23, sandal-wood, L.

sdvadanam, 2. 1, x67, with boldness ox courage.

sinhani?ady&, f. 2. 5. 107, the name of R^abha’s stOpa.

sihha, f. 2. 2. 173, a lion-like gait of the gods. See n. 73.

sudli&ndhas, m. 3. 1. 203, god. Cf. PS.
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supratis^ha, m. 2. 2. 422 ; 3. 1. 185, a kind of dish. (PH)

;

an earthen bowl (PE). Is not necessarily ‘earthen.’

Cf. 1. 2. 479-80.

sulasa (vrksa), 2. 3. 517, the lancbana-tree of the Bhutas.

suslmfi, f. 2. 1. 14, the capital of the province Vatsa in

Videka. Jamb. 96, p. 353b.

susthita, m. 2. 3. 638, the god of the Lavapoda Ocean,

susyada, adj. 3. x. 75. fast, speedy,

sukala, m. 2. 4. 303. Sec Sukala.

stupa, m. 2. 3. 359=pitha.

sthagi, f. 2. 3. 44, a box (for betel and areca-nut), L. Cf.

PS.

sthaputa, m. 2. 6. 565, high place.

sthala£rhg&ta, m. 2. 1. 121, Tribalus lanuginosus or similar

plant, L.

sthalimbhoja, n. 2. 3. 209, Hibiscus mutabalis, mallow,

sthflpatya, m. 2. 2. 51, the guard of the women’s apart-

ments, L. Cf. PS.

svarpadri, m. 3. 4. 39. Meru, L.

svardhaman, m. 2. 3. S40, god.

svadurasa, f. 2. r. 49, spirituous liquor, L.

svartha, m. 2. 1. 58, 65, 66, spiritual welfare.

kasitapurvin, m. 2. 6. 361, one who has formerly laughed at

(with acc.).

hastimallaya, nom. 2. 1. 126, to be like Hastimalla (Indra’s

elephant).

bup^avasarpini. f. 3. 7. 154, a period of decrease. Defined

by J .G.D. as ' that scon of decrease or avasarpini in

which there are special features of decrease ; as birth

of a daughter to a Tirthankara, etc.*

hradinl, f. 2. 4. 353, a river, Iv .

hradininatha, m. 3. 8. 34, ocean.
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INDEX OF NAMES AND SUBJECTS

Abhld, 10S.

Abhiiundaoa, previous incarnation os XIahabala of, 254 f.
;
parents

of, 256 f. ; birth of, 258 ; birth-rites of, 259 ; childhood of. 260

personal description of, 261 ; marriage of, 261 ; becomes king, 261

initiation of, 261 ; fast-breaking of, 262 ; omniscience of. 263

samavasaraiia of, 263 ; Ssanadevatas of, 266
;
congregation of,

266 ; emancipation of, 267 ; age of, 267.

Abhiyegikas (scivant-gods), 39, 125, et passim.

Abhiyogya (r**jcgika). 125.

Acacia, 192.

Acacia concnma, c. 59,

Acyntfi (SSsanadevata), 301.

AdhSnnikas. *95.

aerial cars, description of, 39.

Agnilannaiaa, 106, 221.

Abamindras, 21, /aj.

Ajita (sisanadevata), 334.

Ajitabala (SawnadevatS), 330.

Ajitanatba, previous incarnation as VLmalavihana of, 1 ff.
;
parents of,

28 3 . ; conception of, 29 3 . ; birth of, 36 f. ; birtli-ritC3 of. 37 3 .

;

birth-ceremonies of, 45 R. ; birth-bath of. 53 3.
;
celebration of gods

at birth-bath, 57 fi. ; name-giving festival, 65 f,
;

childhood of,

67 f.
;
personal description of, 72 ; marriage of. 73 ;

rule of, 75 f.

;

initiation of, 81 3. ; fast-breaking of, 88 ; omniscience of, gi
;
sam-

avasarana of, 93 ; Sasanadevatas of, 130 ; congregation of, 219

;

emancipation of, 2x9 f. ; age of, 220 ; funeral rites of, 221 i.

Alaks (Xubcia's city), 32.

Alstccria scholaris, 91.

Amaiacala (Meru), 40.

Amaifivati, 2.

Anagna, a wishing-tree, 62.

Acatiga, god of love, 38.

Anapennikas, 55, n 95.

ADdktas, 144.

Aligns, xox.

Anfleas, 125.

animal-births, life in, 293 3.

ASjana Mountains, 6, iso.

Antaradvipas, description of, 119.
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antimony, 120, n. 256.

ants, wings of, 300.

Annttarsvimanas, life of god in, 26 ; names of, 124.

Auuvcladbarins (ocean-gods), 115.

Apdtas, 150, 253.

Aries, 327.

Arindama, Sflri, 6, 7, 9. 12, 13, 20, ax.

army, fourfold, 141.

Aruna, continent and ocean, 123.

Arun&bh&sa, continent and ocean, 123.

Aiya-conntries, 117 f.

asbestos, n. 398.

ascetics, food for, 228, n. 375,

Atfokfi (idsanadevati), 348,

aspects, 101.

Astapada, description of, 169 ; moat around. 171 f.
;
leading of CaOgd

into moat, 173.

astronomy, hooks on, 194.

Asuras, division of Bbavanavdsins, 2, tc6.

Atipindukambala, 51, 6a, et pa«im.
auspicious things, eight, 49.

authority (pramana), 101.

avagraha-spacc, 9, n. 20, 348.

Avnli, story of, 164 f.

AyodhyS (Vinlta), 47. sjs *•. «* passim.

Ayurveda, eightfold, 69, n. 118. 265.

Babubali, 184.

Balarimo, n. 18.

Balas, maximum and minimum number of, 123. n. 261.

balls of stone shaken sear ears, 44,

bears' ears seized by Bhiltas, 90, 348.

bells of the heavens, names of, 52 f

.

betel, 66.

bhadra-elephants, 67.

Bbadrilapura, 338.

Bhagiratha, Gangs led by, 210 S. ; installed as king, 214.

BMgliath! (Ganga), 212,

Bbarani, roS.

Bharata, 183 ; defendants of. 184.

BhdsSryas, rx8,

Bhavacapntis, ten classes of and names of Indras, 106 f.

Ilhavanavasins (=°pati see above), 10 divisions of, 53 f.
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BhogSvatl, 2.

Bbfkatf (4asanadevat2), 322.

birth-place (of T.), 28, 232, 255, 277, 289, 305, 315, 325, 338.

blocking channels of kanna, 343 ff.

bodies, symmetrical, 72, n. 138 double-moTtise-co’Jar and pin,

n. 139.

body, five parts of, 33.

Bombax Malabaricuni, 295.

bones thrown into GafigSl, origin of, 213.

BrahniS (Msanadevata), 345.

Brown, W. Norman, a. 104.

buckets oa a water-wheel, compared with people, 6.

bulls, crystal, Go, 238, 259, 281, 306, 316, 326, 339.

Caitra (March-April). 35.

caitya-tree, 94. “• <97. 218, 247. 284, 293.

enkorw, 327.

Cukrins, maxiranm and minimum number of, 123, n. 261.

camp of Cakravartin, 140.

can<j51a, touch of, 14.

Candriiuana (T.), X2X. n. 358.

CandrSnana, city, 315.

Candrapabha, previous incaraatica as Padma of, 314 ;
parents of, 3t=

birth of, 316 ;
birth-rites of. 316 ; childhood of, 317 ;

initiation

318 ;
omniscience of, 319 ;

samavasaxana of, 319 ; 4§sanadevat5s

322 ;
congregation of. 322 f. ;

emancipation of. 323 ;
age of, 323.

Capricorn, 98, n. 209.

carefulness, five kinds of, 2x8.

castor-bean plant, 336, n. 472.

celebration by people, 63 f.

channels of the body. 321. n. 454.

channels of karma. 330 3.

Cbedasfltras, u. 224.

Citranga, a wishing-tree, 62.

city filled with jewels, 31.

new houses, 31.

cloth purified by fire, 255.

Coccuius cordifolios, n. 84.

cognisance, see lanchana.

collyiium, 98, n. MX.
color (of T.), 234, 258. 281, 290. 306, 316, 326. 339.

congregation, extinction of, 335 f.

congregation, founding of, 128.

£.

2
,^
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congregation (of T.), 2x9, 25*. 266. 286. 3°2, 312. 322. 334, 345.

conquest, expedition of of Bharatavarsa, 139 ff.

cooks, 160. n. 317, 348.

coronation of a king. 17.

Corypha taliera, . 68.

couch, description of, 31.

couch of lotuses, 290 ;
of serpents, 306.

courtesy, characteristics of. 211.

cowhage, 177.

cowrie-jewel gives light, 150.

crane and thunder, 271.

cuckoo. 281.

cymbal, 226.

Dadhimukha Mountains, 63. 122.

Death, 5.

death, inevitability of. 179 if. ; various causes of, 229.

debt, compared with karma, 5.

deer, love of music of, 51, n. 89.

deterioration of god's powers, 27. n. 57.

Derakurus, 112.

Dhanada (Eubera). 31.

Dhara. father of Padmaprabha, 289.

dhanna, fourfold. 99.

dbannadhyana, result of. 127 f.
;
sermon on, 100 ff.

Dhatakikhanija, description of, 115.

DbOmuprabha, 105.

difficulties (apfiya), 101.

Dikkumarfa, perform birth-rites, 37 if. ;
description of, 37 f.

;
names of

fifty-six, 39 fl.
: 235. 259, 281, 291, 306. 316. 326, 339-

diseases, various, 229.

disgust with the world, cause of, 9 ff.

doll on a wheel, 71, n. 134.

dramatic styles, four kinds of, 69.

Dravidas, 144.

Dr^harathn, father of SitaUnatha, 338.

dreams, the fourteen, 29 f.. 34. 233, 258 ;
interpretation of, 34 ff.

dream*, science of, 35.

Duritari (Sasanadcvata). 252.

Eight auspicious things, 49.

eight kariuas, 103 ff.

eight-day festival, 32, 63.
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eightfold Ayurveda. 69. n. 118.

eightfold paja. 272. a. 411. 305.

eighteen guilds, 160.

elephant*, bhadta, 67; characteristics of, 69; states of mada of. 69,

n. 122
;
crushed by iarabhas, 90 ; tasks split by moonlight, 350.

emancipation (of T.). 81. 252, 267. 287, 302, 313, 323. 335. 34$.

emerald and smoke compared. 94. n. 196.

emotions, 337.

enemies, internal, 3. n. 8. 18.

equinox, venial, n. 460.

exccution-rock, 178. n. 338.

existence, three aims of, 3, n. 6, 5.

Famine, description of, 226 fJ.

fast to obtain a soa, 270.

faults, three, 100.

faults, 42 of alms, 21, n. 30.

festival, name-giving, 65.

fields, seven, 226.

fifth gait of a horse, 158.

fingers in mouths, 265.

fire, ordeal by, 135 f,

five kinds of carefulness, 218.

five binds of negligence, 344, n. 475.

five gaits of horses, 71, n. 133.

five nurses, 66.

five parts of body, 33.

five Supreme Ones, 28.

five trees of paradise, n. 445.

five-colored Sowers, 235.

fivefold, Indras become. 50. 237, 238, 259.

foods, various, 228.

four dramatic styles, 69.

four infinities, 220.

four kinds of musical instruments, 69.

four means, 69, n. ir6, 141 (expedients), 254.

four modes of conveying pleasure, 69.

four substances, 123.

fourfold army, 141.

fourfold dbarma, 99, 254.

fourfold meditation, ico fl.

fourfold rules (vows), 218, n. 358. 245.

fourfold singing, 325.
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friendliness, 33° •

futility, examples of. iSS ; 193,

Goganavallabha. city, 159.

gaits of tbc gods, 4°. 73 -

gaits of hones, five, 71, o. 133.

ganabkits, iz8, 251, 265, ZS6, 301, 311, 322, 334, 345.

GacgS. conquest of, J54 f. ;
northern district of conquered, 155 ;

southern district of conquered, 156; led to Eastern Ocean, 210.

GangSsigara, origin of name, 212.

Gaionia xanthochynius, n, 422.

garden, description of, 10,

C-aruda. 7.

gem-jewel gives light, 150, 152.

general of the Cakravartin, description of. 148.

generals of the Indraa, names of, 51 ff.

gestures, avoidance of, 22.

Ghanavshana (Vidyodhara), 163 f.

Ghrtavara, continent and ocean, 120.

Ghrtoda, 123, 22S.

goddesses, where born, 126.

gods, joyful antics of, 57 ; characteristics of, 126 ; term of life of, 126 ;

marriage of, 127 ; do not wink, 291
;
life of. 299 fi.

gold-leaf, 61. n. 104.

good conduct, eighteen thousand kinds of, 276.

grain, seventeen kinds of. 32, n. 63.

Giaiveyakas, 124.

gram, 32, n. 63, 228.

grammar, rule in, 178, n. 337.

grape vines, 10.

guilds, eighteen, 160.

H5h3 . 241.

hand used as bowl. 246, n. 390.

liausa-patteia, 221.

Hari (fkkia), 47.

Hari (VSsudeva)
, 35.

H&dtimalla, ix.

heavens, the twelve, 124 fi.
;

palaces of, 125 f.
;
gods of, 125 f. ; birth in,

126.

hell-inhabitants, life of, 294 f.

hells, 105 ; description of, 294 f.

Hibiscus mutabalis, n. 14X.
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honey, forbidden, n. 147.

horses, characteristics of. &), n. 124

HilhQ. 241.

humans, life of, 298 f.

Iksuvara, continent and ocean, 120.

IbsvBku, a family, 28 fl„ 232.

impossibilities, examples of, 196,

indigo-dye, symbol of firmness, 226.

Indras, 125.

Icdras, names of sixty-four, 51 S., 105 3., 237.

infinities, four, 220.

initiation, arguments for and against, 275 f.

insolence, characteristics of, 210.

interval between Ts, 220, 253, 267. 287, 303, 313, 323. 335, 346.

islands, of the Moon, 1 13 ; of the Sun, 115 ; the Antaradvipos, 119.

Isvakara Mts., 15.

Jalinu. 166, 172 3.

Jambhiri (Sakra), 320.

Jambhavidvis (India), p3.

JambQdvlpa, description of, no 3
. ;

zones of, no
;
mountain-ranges

no
;
lakes of, in

;
rivers of, in

;
mountains of, 112, 113 ; wall

1 13, 207.

jasmine, n. 59.

Jatyaryas, 118.

Jayantavijaya, Muni, n. 18, n. 326, n. 346, n. 347, n. 351. m 375, 349-

jcwcls (of the Cakravartin), 139.

Jitari, father of Sambhava, 232.

Jitafatru, father of Ajitanatha, 28 3 .
;
initiation of, 73.

Jrmbhnfcas (gods), 62, So, 242, 261, 292,

Jvalanapiabha. NSga-king, 172 3. ; 211 fi.

Jyotiskas, 33, 107 3 .

Kacchas, 144.

KaifikJ, 284.

Kakandi, 325.

Kalika, 266.

KSloda (ocean), 115.

Kamala (Sri), 29.

Kandarpa (god of love), 20.

karma, compared with a debt, 5.

karma, destructive, 92.

2.
2.
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karma. eight kinds of. 103 0.
;
sources of the

, 330 3 .

kanna, fruit of (vipftka). 102.

knnna prolonging existence, >267.

Kormaryas, 118.

Kaui'ikaaas, 144.

Khandaprapata. conquest of, 155 ; march through, 156.

Kilbisikas, 125.

king, duties of, 18 ; awakened by conch, 52. 347.

king's retinue, description of, 6.

kings, twelvefold circle of, 226.

Kinnaras. 186.

Krritas, 150 ff.

knife-science, 71, n. 137.

knowledge, fourth, arises at initiation, 86, 244, 262, 283, 308, 319, 342.

knowledge, three kinds of, 68, 71, n. 131.

Kjtamala, 147.

Krtanta, 249.

K$emapuri, 225, 304.

Kslravara, ocean and continent, 120.

Kjidrahimavat, 154.

Kul3ryas, 118.

Kundala, continent and ocean, 123.

kusa-grass, symbol of uncertainty, 4, 140, 177, 209, 250, 351.

XiiEuma 301.

Lakjmana, mother of Candraprabha, 315.

Lak$an, characterization of, 17.

lanchana (of T.). 37, 234. 258. 281, 290, 306, 326, 339 ;
of Bhavanapatis,

106 ; of Vyantaras, 107.

Lanka, 165.

Lavanoda, description of, 113 ff. ;
crest of, X13, n. 246.

layman's duty, twelvefold, 226.

Lokantikas (gods), 77, et passim.

Lokapilas, 125.

lotus, eight-petalcd, 346, n. 481.

lotus, night-blooming, 2.

, varieties of, 56.

lotuses, nine golden, 95, 248, 263. 320.

I^twcr World, description of, 105 0.

Mada, sevenfold streams of, 140.
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Madhu (March-April). 32.

Mlgadha, tlrtha. 56.

Magadliatlrtka, 139 3.
;
prince of, 141.

iligha (Jan.-Peb.), 37.

magic, stories illustrating skill in, 193-208.

Mahabala. incarnation of Abhinandana as. 254 f.

Mabakali (iasanadevata), 286.

Mabapadma, incarnation of Suvidbinatha as, 324.

Mabarartras, 144.

Mabascna, father of Candraprabha, 315.

Mariatamahprabha, 105.

Mabayak$5 (Sasacadevata). 130.

maina. 18.

MAlava. 284.

Malaya, country, 4.

Msnasa, lake, 53, 326, n. 459.

Mioavakl (name of pillars), 221.

Mangala, mother of SucnutHziatliA, 2j8 •

Manmatlu, 14.

Manujottara (monntain-raugo), 116.

Mauusyaloka, n. 456 ;
people of. try.

Manyanga, a wishing-ticc. 62.

Mdia. 15.

MUtariga (iisanadevatS), 312.

means, si* (aadgnna), 13, n. 26.

meditation, fourfold, ioo ff*

meditation, painful and evil, 226.

Mcgba, father of Sumatinatba, 277.

Mcghamukhas (Nagakumoras), 15 1.

Mcghavadanas, 152 =Megbamukhas. q.v.

MeghavSbaua= Ghanavaiiaaa
.
q.v.

mendicancy, hardships of. 275.

Mere, description of. 109 ff.
;
small ones, 116.

Middle World, description of, 109 ff.

milk used in garden. 85, 348.

miraculous signs. 284.

Mlecchss enumerated, 119 ; conquest of, 148.

modes of conveying pleasure, four. 69.

money distributed, 80, 242. 262. 283. 292, 308. 31S. 328, 340.

moon, of the second day. 157.

moons, number of. 108
;
retinue of. 108

;
cats of, ro8

;
servant-gods of,

109 ; of Manufottara, 109 ;
draught animals of, 109.

moon-stones, 256, 306.
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motors, eight. 22. n. 44.

Mtgaiim.', 220.

mouth-cloth, 9, n. 19.

Mflla, icS.

malBRU^aa, 6, n. x6.

MfllasfltiB.', n. 224.

musical instrument*, (our kind* of, 69.

myrobalaa, 31, n. 62.

Niga’s hooscs, destruction of, 172.

Xaigamesin, 75.

Nandi, mother of SlUlanitha, 33S.

Nandifcna, incamatioa of Supirdvanitha as, 304.

XandKvara, continent, description of, 120 5 . ; mountains of, 120 f.

lakes of, 121 f.
;
gardens of, 121 f.

;
palaces on, 122.

NandWvara (ocean), 123.

negligence, five kinds of, 344, n. 475.

Nimagna, 150.

Nandana. garden, 6,

Naruviliana (Kubera), 19.

nectar in thumbs of Arhata, 67, 239, 260, 307.

aidana, 0. 29.

nine treasures, conquest of. 156.

nurses of T.. five, 66.

Nyctanthes arbor tristis, 317.

Oblation, description of, 12S.

oceans, composition of the various

omens, unfavorable, 167, 187

;

ornaments, collection of, 147,

ia3-

divisions of, 193.

Padma, incarnation of Candraprabha as. 314.

Padmoprabha, previous incarnation as Aparfijita, 288 f.
;
parents of,

289 ;
birth of, 290 ; birth-ceremonies of. 291 ;

youth of. 291
;
initia-

tion of, 292 ;
omniscience of, 292 ; samavasarana of, 293 ; sasaxm-

devatas of, 30 ;
congregation of, 302 1

emancipation of, 302 ; age of,

302.

P5ka4Asana (Sakra), 46,

palaces of Tsana’s queens enumerated, J22 ;
of Sakia's queens, 122 .

Palaka, Sakra's car, description of. 47.

PaiikapiabM, 105.

paradise, five trees of. n. 445.

Paramadharmika, 247. n. 39s.
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parentage- story of disputed, 278 fi.

parents (of T.). z«, 29. 232. 233, 256, 257, 277. 278, 289. 290, 305, 306,

315 . 325 . 333 .

P3ri?adyas, gods. 51.

PSrsadyas, i25=Parisadyas. above,

pastries, 228. n. 379.

Pitllalaiiki, 165.

Pfitala-vessels. 114 ;
gods of, 114.

Patafijali, n. 18.

pavilion of irivalli, 28, n. 59.

peacocks, delighted by clouds, 16.

pearl-oyster, rain-water in, 4, n. 10.

pearls from clouds, 243.

penances, 25. n. 51, 324.

Pisacas, 186.

Pifid, 2iz.

plagues of the seasons, 96.

plant bodies, ten kinds of. 296, u. 440.

plantain, 249.

plantain-houses, 43.

postures of meditation, 7 fi., n. r8.

potter, story of the, 213 3.

power, regal, 69, n. 117.

Praiihiittirlha. conquest of, 144 ;
prince of. 145.

PrUdnabarhis (Sakra), 6x.

Priklrnas, 101, 125.

Pratistha. father of Suparivanatba, 305.

pregnancy-whim, 290. 317. 327.

pride, sources of, 76, n. 149, 225. 274

Principles, Fnndnm^r.ta^ 288.

Prthvl, mother of Suparevandtiia, 305.

puja, eightfold, 272, n. 411.

PundarOdni, 324.

Purandara (Sakra), 36.

purity, means of. 321.

Ptirpamcgba. Vidy&dhara. 159.

Purujasinha, incarnation of Sumatinfltha as, 268 fl.

Puakaradvlpa, 116.

Puskara Ocean. 120 .

Pu^kaiavarta, clouds, 62.

Puspadanta (=Scvidhinithn), 324, 327.

car. 19.
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Radha (April-May), 29 ff.

Ribn, 133, 201.

Rakjakaa, 125.

Ralc$asi, 17.

Rami, mother of Snvidhinatha, 325.

Rasatala, 212.

Ratikara mountains, 122.

Ratnagiri (rnouataia of jewels), 30.

RatnapratM, 105. 348.

Ratuaiaila, mountain, 38.

RatnasaiicayS, 254. 314.

Raudras, 90.

legal powers (three). 254.

Revanta. 1O8.

rhinoceros, 91, u. X78.

rice-padding, 88, n. 171.

right-belief, five choractcrirtics of, 134 ; five ornaments of, 134 ; five

faults of, 134-

rite, propitiatory, it>8.

Rohana, Mt, 289.

Rohini, 233.

Rohini (constellation)
, 29 ff.

, 37.

roles, thirty-two, 57.

Rsabha, lai, 183.

R$abhaku£a, 154.

Rucaka, 104, n. 235.

Rucuka, continent and ocean, 123-

Sagara. birth of. 63 ;
childhood of. 67 f. ; description of. 72 ;

marriage of.

73 ;
coronation of— as king. 79 f.

;
conquest of Bharatavarsa by,

137 ff.
.
territories of. 157 ;

return to Vinita. 157 8. ;
coronation of—

as cakravartin, r6i 8. ;
sixty thousand sons of. 166

;
grief over their

death 187 f. ; disgust with existence of, 209 ;
initiation of, 215 ff.

;

departure-festival of. 217 ; omn isc i ence of, 2x8
;
emancipation of. 320.

Sagara'* siu, 166 fl. ;
departure of, 168

;
visit to A$tapada, 170 ;

dig a

moot, 171 f. ; destroy Nagos’ houses, 172 ; killed by Nlga. 175

;

grief of retinue over, 176 ff.
;
bones thrown into GangS, 213 ;

reasons

for death of, 213 ff.

Sahasraksa (Sakra). 50, et passim.

Sahasreksa, 163=Sahasian9vana, q.v.

Sahasramravaoa (garden), description of, 84 f.

Sahasranayana (Vidyfidhara), story of, 163 fl.

Sakrastava, 31, n. 61, 46, 60, 215.

25
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SSmioika (god), 21, 51, 135.

Samavartin, 184, 249.

samavasarana, building oi, 92 f., 247. 263, 283, 293, 309, 319, 339, 342.

Sambhava, 240,

Sambhava, previous incarnation of. 225 ff.
;
parents of, 232 ; birth of,

233 ;
birth-rites of, 235 ; birth-bath of, 236 f. ; childhood of, 240

personal description of. 240 ; marriage of, 241
:
becomes king, 241

initiation of, 242 ;
fast-breaking of, 245 ;

omniscience of, 246

Sisanadevatas of, 251 ; congregation of, 252 ;
emancipation of, 252

age of. 353.

sarhkkhanSs, two, 26.

Sammcta, ML, 333.

sasbsara, sermon on, 4 ff.

Samvara, 199, n. 348.

Samvara, father of Abhinandoca, 256.

sandal wood, fire from, 44.

sand-pipet, 317.

Safikbapura, 268.

Saflkrandana (Sakra). 49.

SftntSdevI (SSsanadevata), 312.

Sdxasvatas, (gods), 77, et passim.

Sarasvati, goddess of learning, 29, 192.

Sarknraprabba, IOJ.

Sarvarthasiddha, palace, 28, n. 58.

Sarv&xthiisiddhi, 327.

^aaanadevatas, 130, 251, 266, 286, 301, 312, 322, 334, 345-

Saiin. stor>' of, 164 f.

Satamafaha (Sakra). 46.

sad, instance of. 204 f.

Saturn, 251.

Schubring, Prof., n. 303, 340.

science, triple, 191, n. 345.

seasons, six, n. 287.

seats, three kinds of. 66 f.

oeetnul tree, 295.

SenSdevi, mother of Sambhava, 233.

separateness of soul and body, 31 1.

sermon, 20 : on dbnnnadhyana, too ff. : on impermanence of objects.

249 E .
;
on saihsara, 264 f.

;
on yatidbaraw, 274 f.

;

on alonenraaof

soul, 285 ;
on the four gatis. 294 ; on distinction between body and

soul, 3x1 ; on impurity of the body, 321 f.; on the ifaavas, 330 ff.

;

on samvara. 343 ff.

serpent, guarding nectar, 4. n. 10
;
guardian of treasure, 234 a.
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serpent of Sup3rivanatha, 309.

§c?a. 277.

seven fields, 226.

sevenfold streams of mada, 140, n. 292.

shade, of a vibhitaka, 13, n. 25 ; of a palm tree, 14, n. 27.

SiddbartM, mother of Abhinandana, 257-

Siddhaiili, 124.

Silparyas. 118.

Sindhu. conquest of, 145 ; southern district of, 147 ; north district

of, 153-

singing, fourfold, 325.

SinhUnisadya, 1G9, 170.

Sirin (Balnbkadra), 35.

Sita, river, X.

Sltalanatha, previous incarnation as Padmottara of, 337 ;
parents of,

338 ; birth of, 339 ; birtb-rites of, 339 ;
youth of. 340 ;

initiation of,

341 ;
omnisder.ee of, 342 ;

samavasarana of, 342 ; slsauadevatas of,

345 ; congregation of, 345 ; emancipation of, 346 ;
age of, 346.

six means (policies), 13, n. 26, 69, a. 115,

skin-jewel, properties of, 152.

smelling head, 68, 214, 347.

smelting, 296. n. 439.

Solomon's judgment, 278 If., 349.

soul-colors, 127, n. 267. 333.

speech, thirty-five supernatural qualities of, 286, 294.

Sphatikaiaila. 233.

spider, web of, 5, n. 14.

Sravana, 242.

SrSvastl, 232.

§rl. characterization of, 17.

statues of Arhats, 169 f.

steps, three. 128, et passim,

sthanaku
, 24 B., et passim.

stuti, 59, 60, 86 f., 87 f., 56 f., 98 f., 17X f.. 216, 238, 245, 259, 263, 282,

284, 291, 293, 3c6. 310. 316. 320, 327. 3*9. 339. 343-

substances, four, 123.

Sudadana, the cakra-jewel, description of, 137 ; worship of, 137 f.
,‘

acts as guide, 139 fi.

Sudarfana, qoeen, grieves over childlessness, 26S fi.

Suddhabhatta, story of, 131 3.

Sudharma, assembly-hall, 45, 221.

sugar-cane, 1.

Sughoja, t*a, 46.
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Sugrivn, father of SuvkHiinitha. 325.

Sokeia, woman-jewel, 159.

Sulaksana, story of. 131 ff.

Sulocina (Vidyidhara). 159, X63 H.

Sumatin&tha, previous incarnation as Purusasinha of, 26S fi ; his parents,

277 f. ; birtb of, 281 f.
;
birth-rites. 2S1

;
personal description of, 282 ;

initiation of, 283 ;
omniscience of, 283 :

gauabhpa of, 286
;
sasana-

devatis of, 286 ;
congregation of, 286 ; emancipation of, 287 ; age of.

287.

Susnitravijaya, prince, 29 fi.

sun, worship of newly risen. 17. n. 32.

suns, number of. 108
;
care of. io3 ; servant-gods of, 109

;
of Mannsotiara,

109.

SunSsira (Safcra). 30, 46.

Snparsvanatha, previous incarnation as Nar.disena of, 304
;
parents of,

305, birth of, 306 ; birth rites of, 306
;
childhood of, 307 ;

initiation of,

308 ; omniscience of, 309 !
suniavasaiaca of. 309 ;

congregation of,

3T2 ;
sasanadevatas of, 312

;
emancipation of. 313 ; age of. 313.

Supreme Ones, five, 26.

Surastias, 144.

Suslmfl (city). 2. 288. 337.

Suatcifi, mother of Padmaprabba, 290.

SutfirS (Ssanaieuata), 334.

Sutrflinan, 3.

SQtras, n. 224.

Suvidhinatha, previous incarnation as Mabapadma of, 324
;
parents of,

325 ; birth of, 326 ; birth-rites of, 326
;
youth of, 327 ;

initiation

of, 328
;
omniscience of, 328 f. ; samavasarana of, 329 ;

sasaaa-

devatas of, 334 ; congregation of, 334 ;
emancipation of, 335 ;

“ge of, 335.

Svati, 108.

Svayambhurauiana, ocean, J23, « passim.

Syidvida, 68, 101. 171.

Tamabprabba, 105.

Tamisrii, conquest of, 146
;
passage through. 149.

Tamraparni, 305.

Tottvas, 488.

teeth, Ajita’s — divided, and worshipped, 221.

ten kinds of plant bodies, 296, n. 440.

Terminalia bellerica, n. 25.

Thick Waters, 103.

Thick Winds, 105.
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Thin Wind*, 105.

thirty-two dramatic role*, 57.

—— crores of gold, 62.

seats and thrones, 62,

three aims of existence, 3, n. 6, 5.

controls, 71, n. 132, 218.

faults, 100.

kinds of knowledge, 68, 71, n. 131.

steps, 128.

time, six divisions of, n, I.

Tlrthakrts, maximum and minimum number of, 123, n. 261.

Tiiyagjpnbhakas, 3o.

towns, different kinds of, 21.

transformation, powers of, 40.

Triyastridsas. gods, 31, raj.

treasures, nine, 156.

trees, names of, 10 : of paradise, a. 445 ;
as <x>gaizances of Vyantaras, 107.

trials, the twenty-two, 22 ff.

Tribulus laniigicasus, n. 22.

Tricosanthcs, n. 334. n
-
4*2.

TrikaliAgas, 144.

Trikuta, 165.

Trimukha (Ailsauadcvata), 252.

Tringa goensis, 3'7 -

Tumburu, 286.

twelvefold layman's duty, 226 ; circle of kings, 226.

twins, 2.

Uccailisravas, (prototype of horses), 63,

umbrella-jewel, properties of, 152.

UnmagcS. 150.

Upungas, 101.

Ujtper World, description of. 124 ff.

uttaragunas, 6, n. 16.

Uttarakurns, 112.

VaijayantI, queen, 33 ff.

Vaiiravana (Kubera), 62.

Vaitadhya, Mt., description of, 113.

Vajrin (Sakra), 49.

Valukaprabha, 105.

VaredSmatirtha, conquest of, 142 ff.

Varanasi. 305.
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Vordbaindna, 121.

Vari.jena, I2T, n. 258.

VSrunivara, ocean and continent, 120.

Vatsa, province, description of, I.

Vayukumarakas, 67. 221.

Vedas, 35. n. 67.

VelSdhaias, 16S.

Veiadharins (ocean-gods), n. 208, 114. 340.

Vidarbhas, 144.

Videhate<ctra, I. n. I.

Vidyadharas, conquest of, 155.

Vijaya (heavenly palace), 20.

Vijayd, queen, mother of Aiitanatba, 29 3. ; served by goddesses, 36

;

no birth-pains of, 37.

Vijaya (iSsanadevatH), 322.

Vimala (Vi malavaliana) ,
29.

Vimalnvahona, king, description of. 3 ;
initiation of, 18 ff.

Vinlta (=Ayodhya, q.v.), 28 0 ., 157. 277 ;
reception of Sagara by, 160.

Vipula (nun). 132 S.

VipulavShaca, incarnation of Sambhava, 225 f„ 233.

VirSta (country), 214.

Vijnus, maximum and minimum number of, 123, n. 261.

Visvakaraian, 192.

vows, fourfold, 2x6, n. 358, 245.

Vyantarns, eight classes above Ratsiapiabha and their Indras, 53, 107 ;

eight classes in Ratnaprabha and their Indraa, 56, Z07 f.

Wasted effort, n. 307.

weapons, enumerated, 69-70, n. 125-130.

wind, thick and tain, 13.

, symbol of strength, 63, 254, a. 396.

woman-jewel, winning of, 158 S.

Vaksa (Kubota), 3a.

Yokjefvara, 2C6.

Yama, 5.

Ya^omali, queen. 33.

yatidharm3 . 274 i.

yoga, eight divisions of, 264, a. 405.

yoke-pin. compared with the soul, 5, n. 15, 299.
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Akarmabhumi, 102, 102 a
akincaaatS. 274.

anka. 40.

anga, 294 n. 266, 287.

ajiva, 133-

sQjaoa, 40.

adad, 32 n.

aaava, 32 n-

anna. 32 n.

stiiiktarn, 16 n.

atireka, 16 n.

atMaya. 59 n, 99 n, 130.

gdhSnaika, 295.

ailhikaraolgrantha, 193 n.

anivrttibadaia, 92.

anivrttibidaiasanipariya, 92 n.

aniidta, 14 o.

antaimahurta, 126.

apeya, ioo, toi, 102, 330 n.

apflivakaiana, 92, 329.

apiamatta, 345-

apramattasaihysta, 91.

abhayada, 130, 302.

ahbigraba, 91 n.

amrtavalli. 49 n,

atcbaslha, 191.

ayogikovalagunastbana, 345.

arka.S5.229.351.

arjaka. 62, 351.

arlba. 3 n.

arbuda, 230.

avagraha. 9, 348.

avadhi (jflflna), 101 n, 103.

aioka. 10. 64, 131. 203, 284. 35'-

aqtArihikaraiitgfftnth ft
, 193 H.

iaipattra, 295.

asura. 263, 211. 341.

ahigaiana. 193 n.

Agama, 100.

acamana, 83 n.

ncaiya, 336.

ajna, ICO, lot,

ajnavicaya, 101.

aijhakl, 33 n.

attavda. 89, 348.

aatarifaa, 194 n.

dmiakubja (3,-ana), 8, 8 n.

ayu$kanna. 220 n.

iliiigipuakara, 48.

aiingimidaiiga, 48 a.

Svali, 12G n.

Ssrava. 330 If., 343.

ihiraka, 72.

Indnakufijaia, 139.

indradhwaja, 95.

Ityasamiti. 250 n.

Uk$an (asana), 8 n, 9.

aggaha, 9 n.

ufad, 32 n, 228 n.

utkatika, 7, 7 n.

uttaxagnaas, ft, 332.

uttaravaikriya, 26, 26 n, 49.

uttardsanga, 31-

utpata, 193 n.

uddbutfl. 40 n, 347.

upagifihibanna, 267 n.

upasarga. 78 n.

npiya, 140.

nvaggaka. 267 n.

n$Oa (jsana). 8, 8 n.

Ekatvasrata. 92.

ekavali, 25, 25 n. 255. 3*4-

eranda, 336 n.
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Kangu, 32 n.

kanaya, 70 n.

kodamba, 10.

kauakivali, 25, 25 a.

kap-ilikaiana i'anaua). 8, 8 a.

kapikaccfcQ, 177 a.

kampana, 69.

karana, 161 n.

karandaku, 237 n.

karma, 73, 103 fl., 213, 229, 330

B.

karoia (Siya), 117, 118.

karmabhQmi, 117 c.

baI3ya, 33 a.

kalpadrnma, 301.

kalparita, 88.

kalyana. 171, 239. 243. 307.

kasna, 3 n.

kayotsarga, 8 n. 9. zz. 90, 274 n.

kionaia, 39.

kimpaka, 176, 273.

kuntha, T85, 297.

kuinuda, 2 n.

kutnbliika, 48.

kurubaka. 84.

kula (3rya), 117. ri8.

kulattha. 33 n.

kusa. 4. 85, 140. 176, 209. 250,

35».

fcctuld, 10, 84, 351.

kevala (jniina), 101 a. 103.

kevaliu, 2G6, 323.

kevaltsauiudgbSta. 220 n.

kcsara, 10.

kodrava, 3a n.

km, 108, 293.

kiamavistrti, 1130.

kraufica (asana), 8, 8 n.

ksatriya. 190.

ksapakaireui, 92 11. 329.

k55nti, 274.

kiuiamobc, 92, 345.

ksetxa (arya), 117, Xl8.

Khaega. 91 n.

khsja, aa8 n.

Gaaa, 129.

gonadhaia, 129, et passim. 218,

266.

ganabbft, 129, ct passim, 251, 265,

286, 3IX, 322, 334. 345 -

gati, 2G3, 294.

gandharvlnlka, 49 a.

garuda, 131. 163.

galia. 40.

gavyOtaJi), 94, 94 n, ic6, 113, 114.

g&ndhara, 81,

gita. 325 n-

guDa, 19 n, 22.

gunaitbana, 9<> 9*. 283, 345-

gupti. 22 n, 274.

gopyadgiiru, n. 2r, 347.

godobika, 7 a, 8.

godhuma, 32 n.

gopbana, 70 n.

gorocaui, 37 n.

goeirsa. 44. 243, 351.

GLUikarma, 92 n, 219.

gbi. 221-

Cakora, 327.

cakra, 136 B.. 322.

cakravartiu, 74, 161.

cakravika, 3S.

cacaka. 32 n.

can<jala 14, 196.

caturvflti, 69 n.

* . »<>•

cataka, 132,

cuugima, 8 n.

Caujitaka, 123 a.

Cbadmastha, 24, 329 n.

cbeka .40 n,347-
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Jantu, 21 a.

jatavijia, 144.

j&li (5xya). 117, xi8.

jlva, 24. 132. 164. 233. 258. 278.

339-

juvarn, 32 a.

jyotinua, 40.

Jhaltori. 79 i°4. i°4 a.

T4ohara. 317 n.

•itihari, 317 a.

tittibha. 316. 317 n.

Tanya, 28S.

tapaa, 274.

lamfila, 10, 277.

tirksya tSfaaa), 8. 8 n.

tithi, i6r a.

tila, 32 n.

tilaka, 17, 47- 81, 82. S3, <*>, 97.

140, 147.

tirtha, 79, 161, 253.

tirthakrtkarrna. 24.

tiftliakrtnSmakarma, g6, 232.

triputa (I). 33 n.

Dsoija (asana), 8, 8 n.

dandapadma (asana), 8, 8 n.

dattagupyadgunmi, io n.

daibha, 144.

darfanavaraniya, 103 n.

dipakamalli, 48 a.

dultjamafasamS, 1.

dubsphoM, 70.

dQrya. 34. 35- 43- 89. 35i-

devadOeya, 39, 82, 142, 146, 162,

192. 243. 244, 341.

deSavirati, 345.

dravyasadivara, 343.

Dharm.a, 3 n, 99, 226.

dhumuicakra, 98 a.

dharmacakric. 74.

dharmadLv&na
.
91 n, 100, 100 a.

dharmal&bha, 273.

dh&nya, 32 n.

Nandyivarta, 58.

namaskgra, 86.

naya, 101 n.

nayapiam§.na. 171 il

naraiatodvShyS. 19.

nagakcsara, 10.

nagadamanl, 143.

nSty&nlka, 49 n.

ndnitva£rulavlc£ia. 92.

nidSna, 14 n, 307.

jiimittaSSaUa, 193 n.

nirvana. 282, 287, 335.

nirviinakalyana, 303.

nivft.li, 348.

niskuta, 147 a.

Pancadhai, 67 n.

patti$a, 70.

padma, 7, 7 n.

parisaba, 22 a, 78 a.

paiobja, 24 n, ior a, 299.

paipata, 228 n.

paryacka, 8, 8 n. 220.

palya, III.

palyopama, 4, 126.

pSdagali, 71.

p&dapopagama. 219, 220, 252. 349.

pSpada. 228 n.

pSrijata. 300.

pnonRga. 10, 352.

pulaka, 40.

puj5. 89, 137, 138. 238. 272, 272 a.

305
.
338.

ptitara, 297.

pQrva (14). 252. 266, 286, 3x9.

pQrva, 219, 220, 242, 353, 266.

287.
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pQrvSfiga, 220. 242. 253- mada. 2, 75, 140, 167, 344 n.

pautadha. 140 0. madya, 344 n.

prakiraaka, 2X1 n. manahpaxyaya, 86.

pratima, 91. 246. 255, 275. 292. manahparyaya (jaana), iox n, 103.

315. 328. mandiia, 300.

pratilckhana, 21 n. mayiuthakn, 32 a.

pratyaksa, xoi n, 299. mar5!a, 322.

pratyflMra, 128. mannarnki, 228, 228 a.

piamSna, 101 n. malH, 48 n.

pramSda. 344 a. malHkj 48 n.

piaiSnianiolia. 345. masara, 3a n.

piaalha, 129. inaLattara, 39, 39 n.

pr&k&ca, 61 a. makitiindra, 177 a.

piat-ihSrya. 284 n. auLaptnna, 209,

piSauka, 89 a. mohibala, 254.

priyaftgu. 32 n. 283. 352. matavrata, 2x8 n,

piiyjla. 263, 352. migadha, 191.

mardava, 274.

Bakula, 84. 35*- maiiira, 328, 352.

halaka, 271 n. misa, 32 n, 228 a.

bimba, 72, 351. madga, 32 n.

brahma, 274. muraja, 104. 104 d-

brahman, 190. muhurta, 126.

nvHg, 32 a.

Bhadga, 33 a. mulagupa, 6. 332.

bhadra (ilsaca). 8. 8 n. mama, 18.

bbadra (elephant), 67, 140, 2go. raok?a. 73 . 285 f,

biiavadfadraniya, 26 0.

bkavya, 131. YatanA. 40 a. 347.

hhiciaiidala. 284 a- yatidhairaa, 273.

biiAvasaxiivara. 544. yataa, 40 n, 347.

bhasa (Srya), 117, 118. yava, 32 a.

bhisidip&la, 69 n. yavaaSla, 32 a.

bliujaflgavrndSraka, 338 n. yoga, 161, 264.

bhusandh!. 70. yogapa^taka, 8 n.

bhuta, 214. yojana, 93, 96. 108, 235.

bhogabliQini, 102, 102 n. yojanambole, 349-

bhamna, 193 n.

Rajju, X05. X27.

Mag, 32 n- latnavah, 25. 25 n, 255.

mapilaka, 228 n. rajapioda, 228 n.

mandika. 228 n. iSjahahsa, 15, 68.

mati (jnina), 101 a, 103. rajabafid, 38, 326, 338.
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rejidana, 85, 352.

radMveda. 71 n.

rasaka, 53. 58 n.

rista, 40.

rtkja, 349.

rtpadheyanlara, 49 n.

I.aksana. 194 .
lak^idlpa, 350.

lavaH, 10.

lavapyn, 315 n.

ld}-5, 127, 332 n.

lohitalqa, 40, 137.

Vajta, 7 n, 8.

vanaapati. 296.

vanilla, 130, 302.

valguliki (iiiaaa), 8,8n.

vieara, 92 n.

vicchitti, 61 n.

vidyfi, 257.

vinaya, 274 n.

sipaka, ico, 102.

vibkltaka, 13.

viattti, 1 13 a.

vicuia, 92 n.

vira, 7 n, 8.

viiasma, 348.

vetalssana, 8 n.

vodaclyakarma, 220 n.

vedika, 336 n.

vaikriya (body), 97.

vaikiiyalabdhi, 287.

vaikriyaaaniudghSta. 39, 41, 41 n,

56 n, 235.

vaiiakha, 104,

vaigya, 190.

vyadjana, 194 n.

vyutsarga, 274.

vrata, 332 n.

vilhi, 32 n.

Sakti, 69 n.

iakradhvaja, 95.

312 .

&ioa, 33 u.

^atapattxa, 56.

Samba, 240.

Sainbl, Situb!, 347.

Sarablia, 39, 90, 153.

«la, 246, 331.

ftli, 33 n.

SMacndevaln, 130, 251,

334.

4astra, 196, 336.

sikha, 113 n.

309. 352 -

aipa (5iya), 117, xs8.

ii$tabh£$a, 118 n.

SlisJsaaa. 8 n.

Slla, 332 a.

Sukladhyana, 220 n.

Sadia, igo.

SepMIika. 317 a.

Saiksl, 220. 252, 267, 335.

faik*!dhySna, 287.

eauca. 274.

^ridiittiaganrlafcq 6l, 239.

Mvatsa, 58, 339.

srivaliiiuandapa
.
28, 28 n.

irnWkcvulia, 266.

sruta (Jnana), 101 n, 103.

Srasocchvaia, 209.

Sadguna. 69 .

Sadiyala, 345.

274.

26.

aathvara, 343 E.

sariiSUa. 4, 100 ff., 209, 230. 264 B.,

294 a.

sarasthlna, 100 ;
“vjcaya, 104.

sangita, 325 n.

sattokbettl, 226 n.

santana, 300.

saptacchada, 85, 91. 352.

eaprabba, 211 u.
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samaya, 126 n. supratistha. 237 a.

aamavasarana, 93, 95, 216, 247, sftkgmaknyi
,
220.

248, 293. 319. 329. 342- sQksm&samparaya. 92.

samavasr, 163 n. sQtamatfka, 347.

•jomiti, 22 n. sopairaya (asaca), 8 n, 9.

samnilghita, 220. stoka, 126, 126 n.

sampheta, n. 430. sthalapadma, 72.

sambhuta, 240. slhalairOgkta, 11.

sahasrapattra, 56. ithinaka, 24, 24 n. 232, 277, 289,

sigara, 126, 220, 253, 267, 278, el passim.

287. sthSla, 109.

sigaiopatna, 258. svapna, 193 n.

sadbana, 274 n- svara, 194 n.

SAdhu, svastika. 58.

sadbvi, 248.

samiyibi (suUa), 2:8. 262, 276.

aamayika, 134 n.

svastika (Ssana), 8, 8 n.

»la (fiUa), 10. Haaw (isana), 8,8a
yavana, 80 n. “afca, 27, 39, 53, 322. 326 n.

snhaniljkridlu. 25, 26 u. hajwagwbha, 40.

sinha, 4a a, 347. hanri, 260.

siddha, 86, 252. harteaadana, 300.

sindhnni^kajn, 147 n. hrnsa, 134.

suorla, 274. bctuvada, TOO, XOO n.
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SELECT OPINIONS

Sylvain Levi

:

The Gaekwad's Series is standing

at the head of the many collections now pub-
lished in India.

Asiatic Review, London ; It is one of the best

series issued in the East as regards the get up of

the individual volumes as well as the able

editorship of the series and separate works.

Presidential Address, Patna Session of the Oriental

Conference

:

Work of the same class is being

done in Mysore, Travancore, Kashmir, Benares,

and elsewhere, but the organisation at Baroda
appears to lead.

Indian Art and Letters, London : The scientific

publications known as the “ Oriental Series
”

of the Maharaja Gaekwar are known to and
highly valued by scholars in all parts of the

world.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London

:

Thanks to enlightened patronage and vigor-

ous management the “ Gaekwad’s Oriental

Series” is going from strength to strength.

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt.

:

The valuable Indian

histories included in the ** Gaekwad's Ori-
ental Series ” will stand as an enduring
monument to the enlightened liberality of

the Ruler of Baroda and the wisdom of his

advisers.

The Times Literary Supplement, London : These
studies are a valuable addition to Western
learning and reflect great credit on the
editor and His Highness.



GAEKWAD’S ORIENTAL SERIES

Critical editions of unprinted and origiaal works of Oriental

Literature, edited by competent scholars, and published

at the Oriental Institute, Baroda

L BOOKS PUBLISHED.
Rs. A.

1. K5vyamlmaths3 : a work on poetics, by Rftjaiekhara

(880-920 A.D.) : edited by C. I). Dalai and R. Ananta-
krishna Saatry, 1916. Rciwuod. 1924. Third edition

revised and enlarged by Pandit K. S. Ranaswami
Shastri of the Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1934 . .

2-0

This booh ha* 6cm tel as a text-book by tevc'al UnivtrtMee inchuliny

Benares. Bombay, and Patna.

2. Naranaraynniinanda : a poem on the PaurBnio story of

Aijuns and Krona's rambles on Mount Glrnar, by Vas-

tup&la, Minister of King Vlradhavala of Dholka, com-
peted between Samvat 1277 and 1287, it.. A.D. 1221

and 1231 : edited by C. D. Dalai and R. Anantakrisbna
Sastry, 1916 .. .. .. Out of print.

3. TarkasaOgraha : a work on Philosophy (refutation of

Vaiwsiku theory of atomic creation) by Anandajfiana
or Anaadagiri, the famooB commentators on SaOkarA-
cBrya'e Bhftsyas, who flourished in the latter half of

the 13th century : edited by T. M. Tripathi, 1917. Out of print.

4 . Parthaparakrama ! a drama describing Aijuna’s re-

covery of the cows of King Virata, by Prahladanndeva,
the founder of P.ilanpnr and tho younger brother of

the Painroara king of C&andrSratl (a stale in MArwSr),
and a feudatory of the kings of Guzerat, who was n

YurarUja in Samvat 1220 or A.D. 116* : edited by

C. D. Dalai, 1917 .. .. .. Out of print.

. Rastraudhavariisa : an historical poem (MahBkSvya)
ilaacribing the history of the Bfigulu of Xfnvuiagiri,

from Ristraudha, king of Kanaui ami the originator

of the dynasty, to NSriyaoa Shin of Mayuragui, by
Radra Kavi, composed in Saka 1618 or A.D. 1596:

edited by Pandit Embar Kriahnamacharya with Intro-

duction by C. D. Dalai, 1917 . . . . Out of print.

. Linganusasuna : on Grammar, by Yamana, who Bvoi
between the last quarter of the 8th century and the

first quarter of the 9th century : edited by C. D.

Dalai, 1918 .. .. .. ..0-8
7. Vaaantavll3aa ! an historical poem (Mahikftvya) de-

scribing tho life of YaatapUa and tho history of



Rfl. A.

Gnzerat, by Bslachandrasilri (from Modheraka or

MoHhor* in’ Kadi Prant, Baxoda Stale), contemporary

of VastupSla. cdmcceed after his death for hia eon in

Samrat 1296 (A.D. 1240) : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1917 1-8

8, Riipakasatkam : dr dramas by Vobnrflju, minister of

Partmardideva of Kaiininra, who lived between (he

2nd half of the 12th and the let quarter of 13th con-

tory : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1918 . . Oil of prim.

9. Mohaparnjaya : an allegorical drama describing the

overcoming of King Moha (Temptation), or the conver-

sion of Kum&rapSla, the Chalukya King of Guxerat,

to Jainism, by Ya4abpSla. an officer of Bing Ajaya-

dava, eon of KumSraprda, who roignod from A.D. 1229

to 1232 : edited by Muni Cbatnrvijnynji with Introduc-

tion and Appondicc* by 0. D. Dalai, 1918 . . 2-0

10. Hammlramaclamardana s a drama glorifying the two

brother?, Vastnpnloaod Tfejakp&la, and their King Vlra-

dhavala of Dholka, by JayaaiiahaaQri, pupil of Vtra-

siiri, and an AoSrya of the tempte of Munisavraia
at Broach, competed between Samvat 1276 and 1280

or A.D. 1220 and 1239 : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1920 . .
2-0

11. Udayasundarikatba : a romance (Ctaqrii, in prose and
poetry) by Soddhala, a contemporary of and patronised

S
' the three brother?, CLchHtsrAja, Kag&rjuna, and

ummunixftia, Buoecnsir© rulers of Konkan, oompceed
between A.D. 1026 and 1060: edited by C. D. Dalai

and Pandit Embar Kriahnamacharya, 1920 . . 2-4

12.

MahSvidySvidambana : a work on NySya Philosophy,

by Bhatt-a Vsdlndra who lived about A.D. 1210 to

1274 : edited by M. R. Telang. 1920 . . . . 2-8

13.

Praclnagurjarakavysnngraha s a oolleotion of old

GcTorati poemg dating from 12th to 15th centuries

A.D. : edited by 0. D. Dalai, 1920 . . . . 2-4

14.

Kumirapulapratibodha : a biographical work in

Prflkrta, by Romaprnhh&chtiryn ,
compered in Samvat

124 1 or A.D. 1105 : edited by Muni Jinavijayaji, 1920 7-8

15.

Gapakarika : a work on Philosophy (Psiupata School),

by BhSaarvajBa who lived in the 2nd half of the 10th

contury : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1921 . . 1-4

16.

SaOgitamakaranda : a work oo Music, by N&rada

:

edited by M. R. Telang, 1920 .. .. .. 2-0

17.

KavindrlcSrya Lists list of Sanskrit works in tho
collection of Kavlndrficorya, a Benares Pandit (1666
A.D.) : edited by R. Anantakmhna Shastry, with a
foreword by Dr. Ganganatha Jba, 1921 . . . .

0-12

18.

Varatangyhyamitra : Vedio ritual (domestic) of the

Yajurrcda : edited by Dr. R. Shamwastry, 1920 . . 0-10

19.

Lekhapaddhatl : a collection of models of state and pri-

vate documents, dating from 8th to 15th centuries A.D.:



edited by 0. D. Dalai and Q. K. Shrigocdekar,
1925 .. .. .. .. ..2-0

20. Bbavijayattakaha or Pancamlkaha: a roraanoe in

Apabhrathsa language, by Dhanapfila (circa 12th cen-
tury) : edited by C. D. Dalai and Dr. P. D. Gune, 1923 0-0

21. A Descriptive Catalogue of tho Palm-leaf and Im-
portant Paper MSS. in tho Bhandarn at Jcasal-
mcre, conpiled by C. D. Dalai and edited by Pandit
L. B. Gandhi, 1923 .. .. .. 3-4

22. Parasnramnkalpasfltra : a work on Tantra. with com-
mentary by Rfirnedvara : edited by A. Maliadova
Saatry, B.A., 1923 .. .. OmI of print.

23. Nityotsava : a supplement to the Paraaur5makalwtf5tra
by UminacdanStha : edited by A. Mabadcva Saatry,
B.A., 1923. Second revised edition by Swami Tirvik-
r&ma Tirtha, 1930 .. .. .. 5-0

24. Tantrarahasya : a work on tho Prabhskara School
of Purvajntmatrmi, by RAmftnujScarya : edited by Dr.

R. Shamawwtry, 1923 .. .. Out of print.

23, 32. Samarangapa : a work on architecture, town-
planning, and engineering, by king Bboja of Dhara
(11th century): edited by Makamahopadhyaya T.
Qanapati Shaatri, Pli.D. mutated. 2 vols., 1924-1923 10-0

28, 41. S2dhanam3l5 : a Buddhist TSntrio text of rituals,

dated 1 186 A.D., consisting of 312 small works, com-
posed by distinguished writer? : edited by Benoytoah
Bhattacharyya, MA., Ph.D. Illustrated. 2 vols., 1925-
1928 .. .. .. .. .. 14-0

27. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. In the Central
Library, Baroda : oomplled by 6. K. Shrigondckar,
M.A., and K. S. Rama»w*mi Shastri, with a Preface

by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., in 12 vols., vol. I (Veda,

Vodalalreapa. and Upanisods). 1925 .. .. 6-0

28. Munasollusa or Abhilasitartbaclntamaiji : an ency-

olopwdio work treating of one hundred different topics

oonnected with the Royal household and the Royal
oourt, by Somedvaradeva, a Chaluky* king of the 12th

century : edited by G. K. Sbrigond'eknr, M.A., 3 vole..

roLI, 19*26 .. .. .. .. 2-12

29. Nalavilasa : a drama by RAmacbandraauri, pupil of

HemachandrABori, describing the Piturtniko story of

Nala and Damayantt : edited by G. K. Shrigoodekar,

M.A., and L. B. Gandhi, 1928 . . . . 2-4

30,31. Tottvaaartgraha : a Buddhist philosophical work

of the 8th century, by SAntarakaita, a Profcwor at

NSlandh with Pafijifeft (commentarv) by his disciple

KamalaMa, also a Profo3sor at Nfiiand5 : edited V
Pandit Embar KriahnamSohftrva with a Foreword
by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 2 vols., 1926 . . 24-0
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33,34. Mlrat-I-Ahmadi: by Ah Mahammad Khan, the

last Moghul Dewan of Gujarat : edited in tbo original

Persian by Syed Nawab ALi, M.A., Professor of Persian

Baroda College, 2 vols., illustrated, 192&-1928

35. MunavagrhyasQtra : a work on Vedio ritual (domestic

of the Tajurreda with the Bhitsyo of Aytftvultra

edited with an introduction in Sanskrit by Pandi

Esmakrishna Harahaji Slietri, with a Preface by Prof

B. C, Lele. 1936 ..

30, 68. Natyafeastra : of Bharata with the commentary of

Abhinavagupta of Kaehmir: edited by M. Ramokrlahtui

Ksvi, >1. A., 4 vols., rol. I, illustrated, lfl2«.voLIT, 1934

Vol. I {out of print).

37. ApabhramSakivyatrayl : consisting of three works,

the Chrcarl, Upado&rasSyaiui, and Kilaararupaknlaku,
by Jinadatta Sfiri (12th century) with oommeatatica

:

edited with an elaborate introduction in Sanskrit by

L. B. Gandhi, 1927

38. Nyayapravcsa, Part 1 (Sanskrit Text): on Buddhist

Logic of DiOnflga, with commentaries of Haribbadrn

Suri and Pftpivadora
:
edited by Principal A. B. Dhniva,

M.A., LL.B-, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Hindu University,

Benares, 1030

39. Nyfiyapravefco
,
Part n (Tibetan Text): edited with

introduction, noUa, appendioes, etc., by Pandit Vidhu-
sekhara Bhattacharvya, Principal, Viayabkavana, Vis-

vabharati, 1927 ..

40. Advayavajrasanftraba : consisting of twenty short

works on Buddhist philosophy by Adrayavnjra, a Bud-
dhist savant belonging to the 11th oar.lory A.D.,

edited bv M&hSai&Uop£dhy£Y& Dr. H&r&pr&a&d SaaUi,

*LA., 0LLE.
f
Hon. DJitt.. 1927

42, 60. KalpadrnkoSa : standard work on Sanskrit Lexico-

graphy, by Koiava : edited with on elaborate introduc-

tion by the late Pandit Rnmavntara Shanna,
Sahityacharya, M.A., of Patna and index by Pandit

Sbrikant Sbarma, 2 vols., rol. I (text), rol. II (index),

1928-1932

43. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement : by Ali Muhammad
Khan. Translated into English bom the origins]

Persian by Mr. C. N. Seddon, l.C.S. {ntind), and Prof.

Syed Nawab Ali, M.A. Illustrated. Conected

44.

Ea. a.

45 .

10-8

C-0

11-0

4-0

4-0

1-8

2-0

Two Vajrayana Works : comprising Prajdopiyarinai-
cayaaiddhi of Anahgavajra arid jBSnaaiddhi of Indra-

bhuti—two important works belonging to the little

known Tantra school of Buddhism (8th oentury
A.D.) : editod by B, Bhatsacharyya, Ph.D., 1929

BhSvaprokfiSana : of Siradntanaya, a comprehensive
work on Dramaturgy and Rasa, belonging to
A.D. 1175-1250

;
edited bv His Holiness Yadugiri

Yatiraja Swami, Melkot, and K. 8- Ramaswami -Sastri,

Oriental Institute, Baroda.

14-0

0-8

3-4)

7-0
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Rs.a.

46. Ramacartta : of Abhinanda, Court poet of Haravarsa
probably the same as Devapiila of fino Pila Dynasty of

Bengal (dr. 9th oentury A.D.) : edited by K. S. Rama-
ivuni Saatri, 1929 .. .. ..7-8

47. NafijarujayaSobhusaga
; by Npnmhakavi alia* Abhi.

nam Knlidilmi, a work on Sanskrit Pootios and relates

to the glorification of Nanjarfija, eon of Virabhupa of

Mysore : edited by Pandit E. Krishnamaoharya. 1930 5-0

48. NStyudarpapa : on dramatnrgv, by IWmocaudra Sari

with his own commentary : edited by Pandit L. B.

Gandhi and 0. K. Shrigondckar, M.A. 2 vols., vol. I.

1929 .. .. .. .. .. 4-8

49. Pre-DiAnagu Buddhist Texts on Logic from
Chinese Sources : containing tio English translation

of Satdiastra of Aryadovn, Tibotan text and English

translation of Viyakd-mnixaUmi of NSgnrjuna ana the

re-translation into Sanskrit from Chinese of Vpiyahr-
darja and Tarkatdstra : edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci,

1930 .. .. .. .. 9-0

BO. Mlrat-i-Ahmadl Supplement : Porrian text giving

an account of Gurerat, by Ali Muhammad Khan

:

edited by Sycd Nawab Ali. M.A., Priooipol. Baband-
din College. Jnnagadh, 1930 .. .. ..6-0

61. 77. Trl^aatlSalakapurusacaritra: ofHemacandra, trans-

lated into English with oopious note® by Dr. Helon

M. Johnson of Osceola, Missouri, U.S.A. 4 vols., vol. I

(Adlsvnraoaritra), illustrated, 1931; vol. IT. 1937 .. 26-0

62. Daijilavlveka : u comprehensive Penal Code of the

ancient Hindus by Vardhamfcna of tho 16th contnrv

A.D. : edited by Mahamnhopadhyava Kamala Krsna

Smrtittrtha, 1031 .. .. .. ..8-8
63. TnthSgatngubyaka or Guhyasamaja : the earliest and

the meet authoritative work of tha Tantra School of

the Buddhists (3rd oentury A.D.) : edited by B. Bbatta-

charyya, Ph.D., 1981 .. .. ..4-4
64. Jayakbynsaihhitu : an authoritative Psflcaratra work

of the fith century A.D., highly respected by the South

Indian Vaisjamu: edited by Pandit E. Krishnoms-

oharyya of Vadtal, with one illusnation in nine colours

and a Foreword by B. Bbattaoharyya, Ph.D., 1931 . .
12-0

65. KavyaluAkiiraafiraeaibgraha : of Udbhata with the

commentary, probablv tho same as Udbhotaviveka of

Rsjsnaka Tilaka (1 1th oentury A.D.) : edited by K. S.

Ramaawami Sostri, 1931 .. .. ..2-0
56. PBrSnanda Sutra : an ancient T&ntric work of tho

Hindus in Sutra form giving details of many praotioes

and rites of a now School of Tantra : edited by Swami

Tmdkrama Tirtba with u Foreword by B. Bhatta-

charyya, Ph.D., 1031 3-0



0

67,69. Ah9an -ut-Tawarikh : history of cbo Sufawi Period of

Persian History, IBth sod 16th contone*, by Hasan-

i-Rumlu: edited by C. N. Scddon, I.C.8. (retired),

Reader in Persian and Marathi, University of Oxford.

2 vole. (Persian text and translation in English),

1932-34

68. PadmSnanda Mahukfivva
:

giving the life history of

Rsabhadcva, ibe fust TlrthaOfeora of the Jainae, by

Ania?achnadra Kavi of the !3th century: edited by

H. R. Knpodia, M_A-, 1832 ..

69. Sabdaratnasamanvaya : an interesting lexicon of the

NfinUrlha class in Sanskrit compiled by the Maratha
King Sahaji of Tanjore: edited by Pandit VitthaJa

festri, Sanskrit Patha&la, Baroda, with a Foreword by
B. Bhattacharyya, PhJ)., 1932

01, Saktlsafigama Tantra : a volominons compendium of

the Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Kali, Tara,

Suudari and Chhinnamastft : edited by B. Bhattu-

charyya,M.A., Ph.D., 4 vols., roL I, KAlikhanda, 1932

62. PrajfS5p§ramlta8 : commentaries on the Prajfiupura-

mita, a Boddhiet. philosophical work: edited by
GioBeppo Tucci, Member, Italian Academy, 2 roll.,

toI. I, 1932

63.

64.

Tarikh-l-Muborakhsbuhi : on authentic and contem-

porary account of the longs of the Saiyyid Dynasty of

Delhi :
translated into English from original Persian by

ICamal Krishna Bmu, M.A., Professor, T.NJ. College,

Bhagalpur, with a Foreword by Sir JadunMh Sarkar,

Kt., 1933

Slddhfintabindu : on Vedanta philosophy, by MadhusQ-
dona Saraavatl with commentary of Poroaottama

:

edited by P. C. Divanjl, M.A., LL.M. 1933

Ispaalddhi : on VedSnta philosophy, by VimukMtmB,
iliscapls of Avyayntmfi, with the author’s own comment-
ary : edited by M. Hiriy&nna, M_A, Retired Profeeaor

of Sanskrit, Maharaja's College, Mysore, 1933

60, 70, 73. Sbabara-Bha$ya : on the MlmSrhsft Sutras of

Jaimini : Translated into English by Mab&mahop&dk-
y5ya Dr. Ganganath ,Jha, M.A., DJAtt., etc., Vice-

Chancellor, University of Allahabad, in 3 vols., 1933-

1936 ..

67. Sanskrit Texts from Bali : comprising a iarge num-
ber of Hindu and Buddhist ritualistic, religious and
other texts recovered from the islands of Java and Bah
with comparisons: oditod by Profeasor Sylvain Levi,

1933 „
71. NUrayaqn Sataka: a devotional poem of high literary

merit by Vidy&kara with the commentary of Plt&mbara

:

edited by Pandit Shrikant Sharms, 1936 .

.

Re. a.

19-8

14-0

11-0

2-8

12-0

7-8

11-0

14-0

48-0

3-8

2-0
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72. Rajadharma-Kanstubha: on elaborate Smrti work on
R&jadharma, Rajantti awl tbo requirements of king*,

by Anantadova : edited by tbo late Mahamaliopadhyayn
Kainala Krishna Smjtitirtha, 1935 . .

'

. . 1(M)

74. Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages: trans.

lated into English from Pomigueao by Prof. A. X.
Soares. M.A.. LL.B., Bareda College. Baxoda, 1936 .. 12-0

75. Nfiyakaratna : a commentary on tie NySyoraummBlS
of Pfirthaefirathi Mi&ra by RSm&nuJaof the PrSbhMmra
School: edited by K. S. Rarowwami Sastri of tho
Oriental Institute, Bareda, 1937 .. -. 4-8

76. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. In the Jain Bhan-
dars at Patton : edited from the notes of tho late Mr.

C. D. Dalai, SLA., by L. B. Gandhi. 2 vols., vol. I, 1937 8-0

78. Capitatilaka : of Silpati with the commentary of

Simh&tilaba, a non-Jain work on Arithmetic with
a Jain commentary : edited by H. R. Kapadia, M-A..
1937 .. .. .. ..4-0

79. The Foreign Vocabulary of tho Quran : showing tho

extent of borrowed words in the sacred text : compiled
by Professor Arthur Jeffcrey of the Sohool of Oriental

Studies, Guro. Shortly

80. TattvasaAftraha : of SfcntnralcjiU with the commen-
tary of KomalaflUt : translated into English by Sfaha-

muhopndbyoya Dr. Gsnganath Jhn, 3 vols., vol. 1, 1937 17-0

81. Harasa-viia.su: of Hamsu Mitthu : forms an elaborate

defence of the various mystic practices nod worship

:

edited by Swami Trivikrama Trtha and Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hathibhai Shastri, 1937 . . . .

5-8

II. BOOKS IN THE PRESS.

1. NafyaSastra : edited by M. Ramakrishna Kari, 4 vols.,

vol. HL
2. Mdnasollasa or Abhilaflitfirshaclntaroani, edited by G. K.

Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols., voL II.

3. Aladikaramahodadht : a famous work on Sanskrit

Poetics oompceed by Narcndraprabbi Sun at the

auest of Minister Vaasop&la in 1226 A.D. : edited by

Chandra B. Gandhi of tho Oriental Institute, Baroda.

i. SQbtlmuktSvali : a well-known Sanskrit work on

Anthology, of Jalkana, a oontemponiry of King Krsna

of the Northern YSdava Dynasty (A.D. 1247) : edited

by Pandit K. Kriahnamaoharya. Sanskrit PathoAala,

Vadtal.

5. DvudaSuranayacakra : an ancient polemical treatise

giving a resum6 of the different philosophical aystems

with a refutation of the same from the Jain stand-



point by MalUvftdi Suri with a commentary by
Simhasuri Oani : edited by Muni Catnrvijayaji.

fi. Kftvakalpataru : of Laksmidbara, minister of Kins
Govindacbar.dra of Kanauj : edited by Principal K. V.

Rangaawami Aiyangar, Hindu University, Benares.

7. Bfhnspad Sinrti, being a reconstructed text of the

now lost work of Brhaspati : edited by Principal K. V.

Rangaswarai Aiyangar, Hindu University, Benares.

8. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. In the Oriental
Institute, Baroda: oompilod by fcbe Library staff, 12
vo la., vol. II (Srauto, Dharma, and Grhya Sutras).

9. MadhavSnaia-Kamakandaia : a romance in old Western
Rajasthani by Gaoapati, a KSyaelha from Amod:
edited by M. R. Kajumdar, M.A., LL.B.

10. Twttvopnplava : a masterly criticism of the opinions of
tic prevailing Philosophical Schools by Jayarashi

:

edited by Pandit Sukhalalji of the Bccaro« Hindu
University.

11. Anekantajayapataka : of Haribb&dra Suri <c. 1120 A.D.)
with his own commentary and Tippnnaka by Muri-

cluuidra the Guru of Vadideva Suri
: edited by H. R.

Kapadia, SLA.

12. Parama-Sarfibita : an authoritative work on the

Panchnratra system : edited by Dewan Bahadur S.
Kriihnaswami Aiyangar, of Madras.

HL BOOKS UNDER PREPARATION.

1. PrajSSparumitas : commentaries on the PrajMpHra-
miti, a Buddhist philosophical work : edited by Prof.

Giuseppe Tuori, 2 vole., vol. II.

2. SaktisaAgama Tantra : comprising four books on Kali.

T5ri, Sundarl, and (MinnamasM : edited by B.
Bhattaoharyya, Ph.D., 4 vols., vote. H-IV.

3. Natyadarpapa : introduction in Sanskrit giving an
account

i
of the antiquity and usefulness of the In-

dian drama, the different, thooric* on Rasa, and on ex-

amination of the problems raised by the text, by
L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols., vol. .

4. Gurjaruritaavali : a collection of several old Gujarati
Rasas

: edited by Messrs. B. K. Thakore. M. D. Deaai.
and M. C. Modi.

5. TarkabhdaS : a work on Buddhist Logic, by Mok&lkara
Gupta of the Jngaddala monastery: edited with a

Sanskrit commentary by Pandit Embar Krishnamo-
charya of Vudtal.

0. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental
Institute, Baroda: oompilod by the Library staff, 12
vols., vol. Ill (SmjU MS&).



An Alphabetical List of MSS. In Jho Oriental Insti-
tute, Baroda : oompilcd from the existing card cats-
logue by the Library Stafi.

NTtikalpataru > the famous Nlti work of Ksemcndra

:

edited by Sardar K. M. Panlkkar, M.A., of Patiala.

Chhaklcumm uvaeso : an Apabhramsa work of the Jain*
containing didactic religious teachings: edited by
L» B. Gandhi, Jain Pandit,

Saitoraf SIddhanta: the well-known work on Astro-
nomy of Jagannatha Pandit: critically edited with
numerous diagrams by Pandit Kedar Nath, Rajjyotui,
Jaipur.

VImalaprabha : the famous commentary on the K&la-
cakra Tantra and the most important work of the
Kfilaoakra School of the Buddhists: edited with ocm-
parison* of theTibetan and Chinese versions by Giuseppe
Tuoci of the Italian Academy.

NTQpannuyoganibara Tantra: describing a large

number of ma&dal&s or magic circles and numerous
deities : edited by B. Bhattaebaryya.

Basatln-i-Salatln : a contemporary account of tlie

Sultans of Bijapur: translated into English by M. A.
Kaci of the Baroda College and B. Bhattaoh&ryya.

Madana MahSroava : a Smrtd work principally dealing
with the doctrine of Karmavipfika oompoeed during
the reign of MSndhtti son of Madanapfila

:
edited by

Embar Krishnamacharya.

Tri?a9liSalukSpnru?acaritra : of Hemacandin : trans-

lated into English by Dr. Helen Johnson, 4 vols.,

vois. m-ivr*^
Vivada Chintamani : of Vaoharoati Misra : on authorita-
tive Srnrti work on the Hindu Law of Inheritance:
translated into English by Mahamahopadhyaya Dr.
Ganganatha Jha.

B fhaspatita ttva : a Saiva treatiso belonging to an early
stratum of the Agamic literature written in old Javanese
with Sanskrit Stokes interaproad in the text : edited by
Dr. A. Zciseuise of Leiden.

Arju Bhtojya : a standard work of the Suddbadvarha
School : translated into English by Prof- G. H. Bhatc,

M.A. of the Baroda Collrgo.

Aparajitapfccha : a voluminous work on architecture

and fine-arts : edited by Mr. P. A. Mankad, L.C.E.

Hetubindn : tbe famous work of Dh&rmakirUi on Buddhist
logic: edited from a MS. diaoovered at Parian by
Pandit Sukhnlalji of the Benue* Hindu University.
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Rs. 4,

21. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Jain Bhan-
dars at Pattan : edited from tho notes of tho late Mr.
C. D. Odd, M.A., by L. B. Gandhi. 2 vols.. vol. n.

For further particulars please oommunicate
with—

Thb Dtbkotoe,

Oriental Irutitate, laroda.
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THE GAEKWAD’S STUDIES IN RELIGION AND

M. A.

1. The Comparative Study of Religions: [Contents:

I, the sources and nature of religious truth. II. super-
natural beings, good and bad. in, the soul, its nature,

origin, and destiny. IV. uln and suffering, salvation

and redemption. V, religious practice*. VI, the emo-
tional attitudo and rcugjoas ideals]: by Alban G.

Widgery, M.A., 1922 .. .. .. 15-0

2. Goods and Bads : being the Bubrtanoe of a series of

talks and discussions with H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwad
of Baicda. [Contents : introduction. I, physical values.

II, intellectual values. Ill, asthetio values. IV,
moral value. V, religious value. VI, the good life, its

unity and attainment] : by Alban G. Widgery, M.A.,

1920. (Library edition Rs. 5) .. ..3-0
3. Immortality and other Essays: [Contents: 1, philos-

ophy and life. II, immortality. Ill, morality and
religion. IV, Jesus and modern culture. V, the

psychology of Christian motive. VI, free Catholicism

and non-Christian Religions. VII, Nletische and
Tolstoi on Morality and Religion. VIU, Sr Oliver

Lodge on science and religion. IX, the value of con-

feaioro of faith. X, the idea of resurrection. XI,
religion and beauty. XII, religion and history.

XIII, principles of reform In religion]: by Alban G.
Widgery, M.A., 1919. (Cloth Rs. 3) .. .. 2-0

4. Confutation of Atheism : a translation of the Hadit-i-

Halila or the tradition of the Myrobalan Fruit : trans-

lated by Vali MohammadChhanganbhai Momin, 1918 . . 0-14

Conduct of Royal Servants : being a collection of verse*

from the Vlramitrodaya with their translations in

English. Gujarati, and Marathi : by B. Bhattocharyya,
UA., Ph.D. .. .. .. .. 0-6
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